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 2010-17 Camaro Neosupreme Seat Covers
These seat covers have the same sporty look and feel as neoprene at a lower 
cost. Manufactured to the exact specifi cations of your Camaro seats and includes 
headrest cover and map pockets. Includes installation tool to make the install 
a breeze. Also available with “classic style” houndstooth inserts.
Note: Please indicate color with two digit color code when ordering. 

Front Seats
Solid Colors
GF8510  2010-15 coupe .......................................................  159.99   pr 
GF8520  2011-15 conv .......................................................  159.99   pr 
GF8530  2016-17 coupe non-removable headrest, power seats   159.99   pr 
GF8540  2016-17 coupe removable headrest, manual pass seat   159.99   pr 
GF8550  2016-17 coupe non-removable headrest, manual pass seat   159.99   pr 
Houndstooth Inserts
GF8511  2010-15 coupe .......................................................  189.99   pr 
GF8521  2011-15 conv .......................................................  189.99   pr 
GF8531  2016-17 coupe non-removable headrest, power seats   189.99   pr 
GF8541  2016-17 coupe removable headrest, manual pass seat   189.99   pr 
GF8551  2016-17 coupe non-removable headrest, manual pass seat   189.99   pr 

Rear Seats
Solid Colors
GF8610  2010-15 coupe folding backrest .............................  159.99   ea 
GF8620  2011-15 conv non-folding backrest .....................  159.99   ea 
GF8630 2016-17 conv non-folding backrest ..................... 159.99 ea
Houndstooth Inserts
GF8611  2010-15 coupe folding backrest .............................  189.99   ea 
GF8621  2011-15 conv non-folding backrest .....................  189.99   ea 
GF8631  2016-17 conv non-folding backrest .....................  189.99   ea 
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GF861012

   Universal Grill Lighting Kit 
Add a splash of color to your ride with this trimmable 36" single LED strip. Use 
one strip to light up just one section of the grill or two strips for both the upper 
and lower grill. These strips are waterproof and come in single color strips or 
multi-color strips to be used with a ColorSHIFT controller. Sold individually. 
Note: Please indicate 2 digit color code when ordering.
GF8191  single color LED .................................................  22.99   ea 
GF819299 ColorSHIFT LED ................................................  25.99   ea 
GF8222 2.0 controller .......................................................  129.99   ea  
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  2010-13 LED Turn Signal Arrows
LED sequential mirror arrows add a touch of class to your Camaro. These 
LED arrows wire directly to your turn signal circuit to improve safety and 
visibility to as well as makes you stand out in the crowd.
GF950131 2010-13 .................................................................  134.99   pr 

GF851195
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Interior lighting, interior restyling, and audio/video.

Interior Parts & Accessories 2-13

Exterior lighting, exterior restyling, underhood styling, and wheels.

Exterior Parts & Accessories 14-77

Tin signs, key chains, belt buckles, apparel, banners, bar stools, caps, 
t-shirts and more.

Chevrolet & Camaro Lifestyle 78-95

Polishes, Waxes, glass cleaners, upholstery cleaners, brushes, vacuums, 
creepers, dent guards and more.

Car Care & Garage Products 96-113

Performance induction, tuners & ignition, fuel & exhaust, and cooling.

Engine Performance Products 114-139

Shifters, clutches, shift knobs, and transmission accessories.

Transmission Components 140-145

Suspension packages, control arms, tie rods, subframe connectors, coil 
springs, shocks, sway bars, strut braces, brakes and more.

Suspension, Chassis, & Brakes 146-167

Price Match GuaranteePrice Match Guarantee
If You Find a Product for Less,If You Find a Product for Less,
We’ll Match the Price!We’ll Match the Price!

Classic Industries® will match any competitor’s current advertised retail price for an®

identical product. Simply send us a copy of the competitor’s current advertised price 
from a catalog, advertisement or website (with URL) and we’ll match the price. The
price match guarantee is available at the time the order is placed and for in-stock 
merchandise only. Price matching will be determined by a competitor’s most current 
retail-published price and is limited to competitors within the Restoration Industry.

Money Back GuaranteeMoney Back Guarantee
100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!

We take pride in the quality of the products we offer and back it up with a 100% 
Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you are not satisfi ed with a product or
purchase, you can return the product within 30 days of receipt for a full refund, credit
or exchange.

Online Instructional VideosOnline Instructional Videos
Visit ClassicIndustries.tv Visit ClassicIndustries.tv 
To View Our Online Video LibraryTo View Our Online Video Library

Need a little guidance to help you install the restoration parts you purchased? Then
cruise over to Classic Industries®’ new video media website, www.classicindustries.
tv where you can watch a library of how-to videos created by our own expert staff,
guiding you through the installation processes for upholstery, headliners and more.

             Technical SupportTechnical Support
Call 1-800-854-1280, extension 5390Call 1-800-854-1280, extension 5390
for more informationfor more information

Our tech representatives are ready to help you with all your restoration questions 
regarding parts or accessories, but we don’t stop there, we can help answer
questions you may have concerning the detailed areas of your restoration! Our tech 
representatives consist of some of the most knowledgeable restoration experts in the
business. We don’t claim to have all the answers but we’ve been doing it longer than
anyone. Chances are we’ve heard the questions you need answered before. If nothing
else, we can probably steer you in the right direction. We continually train our staff in 
all aspects of early and late model restoration and pass the information along to you! 

             Made in USAMade in USA
Classic Industries is proud to offer American products for your American classic.
Wherever you see this MADE IN USA symbol, you know you’re receiving the highest
quality parts, sourced from the skilled craftsmen of the United States of America.
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Shop On-Line 24/7Shop On-Line 24/7
www.classicindustries.com
Visit our website to get information
about new products, order a catalog 
or place an order. Also, watch our 
helpful How-To videos, builds of 
Classic Industries® project cars and 
more. Become a fan on Facebook, 
check out our videos on YouTube,
and follow us on Twitter

Email: info@classicindustries.com

Classic Gift Certifi cateClassic Gift Certifi cate
Give the ultimate gift to your 
automotive enthusiast! A Classic 
Industries® gift certifi cate may®

be used towards the purchase 
of thousands of parts, literature,
accessories or gift items. A gift
certifi cate can be redeemed for any and all products in the 
catalog of your choice. The purchase of a gift certifi cate includes
1st class mailing of the most current Classic Industries® catalog®

of your choice (please specify when ordering). Gift Certifi cates 
must be paid in advance. The certifi cates are redeemable in
person, by phone or with your order by mail.

Available in any denomination.
$25 minimum. 

Contact our sales department to purchase your gift 
certifi cates today!

Give The Ultimate Gift to Your Automotive Enthusiast!

Earn Rewards!Earn Rewards!
Great Benefi ts With YourGreat Benefi ts With Your
Classic IndustriesClassic Industriesss®®®ssssss®®®®®ssssssss  VisaVisaaa®®®®®aaaaaaaa®®®®®aaaaaaaa  CardCard

Visit classicIndustries.com/creditcard  to learn more. The all new 
Classic Industries® Visa® ® platinum rewards card is loaded with®

extras! Earn points at hundreds of online and neighborhood 
retailers plus bonus points at select merchants*. 
The best part is you’ll receive 
15% OFF** all orders placed
using the Classic Industries®

Visa Card.

*Please see Rewards Program Rules for 
more details.
** NOTE: This discount can not be 
combined with any other discounts and 
are subject to approval. Some restrictions 
may apply.
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  2010-13 Camaro LED Footwell Lighting Strips
Step into color and style with these LED footwell lighting strips. Available in a variety of colors to set the mood 
in any Camaro, these lighting strips feature cold cathode fl orescent lighting for smooth ambient output and 
50,000 hours lifespan of use.
GF31105 2010-13 white ............................................................................................................  44.99   set 
GF31106 2010-13 blue ..............................................................................................................  44.99   set 
GF31107 2010-13 red ................................................................................................................  44.99   set 
GF31085 2010-13 orange ..........................................................................................................  44.99   set 
GF31108 2010-13 green ............................................................................................................  44.99   set 

2010-13 Interior LED Conversion Sets
LED interior lighting is an easy and inexpensive way 
to update the look of any vehicle’s cabin. LED interior 
lamps are easy-to-install and add a custom appearance 
to your vehicle.
GF31071 2010-13 white ................  29.99   set 
GF31072 2010-13 blue ..................  29.99   set 
GF31073 2010-13 red ....................  29.99   set 
GF31074 2010-13 orange ..............  29.99   set 
GF31075 2010-13 green ................  29.99   set 
GF31076 2010-13 aqua .................  29.99   set 
GF31078 2010-13 purple ...............  29.99   set 

  LED Floor Accent Lighting
These dash mounted blue LED fl oor accent lights 
give your Camaro a rich, luxurious glow look like no 
other. Easily mounts in minutes and includes wiring. 
Simply wire into the factory interior lighting circuit 
for automatic operation.
GF950137 2010-13 blue .................  29.99   pr 

GF31071

GF31107

  LED Door Safety Lights
These red LED safety lights install easily and turn 
on when door is open. Improve style, visibility, and 
safety with these economical, low amperage LEDs. 
Combine with fl oor and door accent lights to really 
make heads turn.
GF950136 2010-13 red ..................  29.99   pr 

CAMARO LED Lighting

  2010-15 Ambient Lighting
This ambient lighting package provides a soft glow in 7 
colors (blue, red, white, orange, purple, green, yellow) 
illuminating the console cup holder and footwell area 
of your Camaro. The color can be controlled via a 
button in your center console.
Cup Holder and Footwell
G149196 2010-13 ..........................  419.99   set 
G149195 2014-15 ..........................  419.99   set 
Cup Holder Only
G149197 2010-15 ..........................  284.99   set 

G149195

 2010-15 Camaro LED Dome Light 
This is the fi rst LED replacement dome light specifi cally made for 2010-15 Camaro models. Using a total of 6 
SMDs, this LED replacement boasts an impressive 180 lumens of light. The ColorSHIFT option comes with 
color changing LEDs and a keyfob controller. No modifi cations required, utilizes factory plug. 
GF8227 2010-15 white dome light ........................................................................................  24.99   ea 
GF8228 2010-15 ColorSHIFT dome light .....................................................................................   34.99   ea 

LED Lighting

   LED Door Accent Lighting
Blue LED door accent lights mount to the inside door 
jamb to make an open door really stand out. Can be 
wired to come on automatically with door opening or 
can be wired to come on with switched interior lights.
GF950138 2010-13 blue .................  49.99   pr 

GF8228
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CAMARO Insulation

TT1005

 Cool It Mat
Use the Cool It Mat™ to battle 
excessive heat and noise 
that penetrate the driver 
compartment through the 
fi rewall and fl oorboards. It is 
also perfect under the hoods 
and above transmission housings. 
Resin-bonded silica blanketing 
insulation sandwiched between mylar 
and foil refl ects heat and provides sound 
insulation. It is easy to trim and can be applied 
with the push-in fasteners provided or any weather 
strip adhesive. Two sizes to fi t your individual needs.
TT1005 24" x 48" insulating mat ....................................................   31.99   ea 
TT1006 48" x 48" insulating mat ....................................................   64.99   ea 

  Suppressor Acoustical And Heat Control Mat
The Suppressor is ideal when both sound and 
radiant heat control is needed. In addition to the 
polyethylene fi lm, the foil surface provides direct 
protection from radiant heat. Great for areas like 
fi rewalls, fl oorboards or doors. The Suppressor is 
70 mil in thickness, contains a high temperature 
adhesive backing and is easy to trim and fi t.

TT14600 12" x 12" 2 piece ..........................................................   19.99   pr 
TT14610 36" x 24" ......................................................................   29.99   ea 
TT14620 36" x 60" ......................................................................   54.99   ea 

  Super Sonic Acoustical Mat
This high-quality mat offers superior sound dampening, 
reducing noise from the road, tires, or engine. 
The high density polyethylene fi lm features an 
aluminum foil composite and is abrasion and tear 
resistant. The material can bend, move and return 
to shape even under tension forces. The product is 
70 mil in thickness, contains a high temperature 
adhesive backing, and is easy to trim and fi t.

TT14700 12" x 12" 2 piece .........................................................   19.99   pr 
TT14710 36" x 24" .....................................................................   29.99   ea 
TT14720 36" x 60" .....................................................................   61.99   ea 

 Thermo-Guard FR
Thermo-Guard FR is a lightweight, durable shield that reduces sound, absorbs 
vibration, refl ects radiant heat, and provides an extra layer of insulated padding. 
The 100% polyester fi ber felt provides sound and comfort control while a high-tech 
foil heat barrier that blocks more than 90% of radiant heat. Trim to fi t and apply 
with Thermo-Tec’s Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive.
TT1055 24" x 48" one side foil ...............................................   19.99   ea 
TT1056 48" x 72" one side foil ...............................................   49.99   ea 
TT1057 48" x 72" two side foil ...............................................   61.99   ea 

 Starter Set
With four 12" x 12" sheets, this starter set is perfect for single panel treatment and 
other small jobs. Available in black or silver.
 HM250  silver ...............................................................................  34.99   set 
 HM251  black ...............................................................................  34.99   set 

 License Plate Mat Set
This  4" x 12" sheet is designed to prevent license plate vibration caused by loose 
frames, driveline vibration, or subwoofers. This product includes a complimentary 
HushMat license plate frame.
 HM600  silver ...............................................................................  14.99   ea 

Bulk Set
This bulk set includes thirty 12" x 23" sheets, enough insulation material to treat 
almost any midsize vehicle. It is also ideal when treating key areas of multiple 
vehicles, or for use on particularly large full size models to supplement the sets 
listed above. Available in black or silver.
 HM500  silver ...............................................................................  359.99   set 
 HM501  black ...............................................................................  359.99   set 

silver

black

Soft, Plyable Foam Tape
Excellent for Securing Wires and Cables 
Plus Hundreds of Other Uses
One Step Peel and Stick Application

TT14700

TT14600

TT1055

HushMat Multi-Purpose Quiet Tape
HushMat Quiet Tape is designed to prevent nuisance rattles by securing loose wires 
and cables. Strong adhesive adheres to virtually any surface!
 QT01  1" x 20' roll ........................................................................   29.99   set 

DM261

DM262

 Dynamat Xtreme Bulk Pack
Dynamat Xtreme is the highest effi ciency energy conversion sound deadener available. 
Xtreme’s unique chemistry uses a space age self adhesive synthetic rubber with 
a heavy 4 mil aluminum constraining layer to absorb noise energy. At only 1/16" 
thick, the super sticky rubber and foil stretches and contours to fi t your vehicle like 
a glove. Dynamat Xtreme can be also used for trunk lids, roofs, quarter panels and 
under the hood. The Xtreme bulk pack contains 9 sheets (18" x 32") or 36 square 
feet of 1/16" insulation. Made in USA
 DM261  Xtreme bulk pack.............................................................  199.99   ea 
DM262 hardwood Dynaroller .......................................................  8.99   ea 
DM260 DynaTape 1-1/2" x 30' .....................................................  8.99   ea 

Insulation

HushMat Ultra is a 1.5mm (approx. 1/8") thick pressure-sensitive, constrained-layer 
damping material with excellent adhesion properties. Provides 16% more material 
by weight than the closest competitor and adheres to virtually any surface. The 
foiled aluminum constraining layer and specially formulated viscoelastic polymer 
layer combine to give effective vibration damping over a wide temperature range. 
Comes in easy to handle square or rectangular sheets that are easily hand-cut with 
scissors or a utility knife. No special tools are required for installation. With a bulk 
pack, you can treat your entire vehicle, or silence any specifi c area of your vehicle 
with a HushMat Ultra set.

DM260
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CAMARO Styling & Restoration

  2010-15 Custom Door Sill Plates
Make your Camaro stand out every time you open the door with these custom door 
sill plates. Available in polished stainless steel with embossed Super Sport Script 
or with the SS or RS logo in a carbon fi ber fi nish.
GF101001 2010-15 Super Sport polished ........................  224.99   pr 
GF101002 2010-15 RS carbon fi ber ...................  224.99   pr 
GF101003 2010-15 SS carbon fi ber ...................  224.99   pr  

GF101003

  2010-15 Billet Aluminum Finned Door Sill Plates
These fi nned billet aluminum door sill plate covers really fi nish off the entryway to 
the cockpit of your 2010-15 Camaro. Manufactured from 1/4" thick billet aluminum 
and installs with 3M automotive tape. Door sill plates feature a anodized fi nish 
available in clear, black or black with polished fi ns. Template and instructions 
included for easy installation. Sold as a pair.
GF361026 2010-15 clear anodized fi nish ...................................  134.99   pr 
GF361027 2010-15 black anodized fi nish ..................................  134.99   pr 
GF361028 2010-15 black anodized fi nish with polished fi ns .....  134.99   pr 

clear anodized fi nish – GF361026

black anodized fi nish – GF361027

black anodized with polished fi ns – GF361028

02
red

03
blue

10
white

99
Extreme Lighting Kit
(customizable color)

RGBW

50
Camaro

55
ZL1

How to Order 
Please select a door sill below. Add the two digit logo code to the part number followed by 
the two digit LED color code for illumination. 

GF195 50 10 = Camaro logo, white LED

Part number

Logo code

LED color code

 2010-15 Camaro LED Illuminated Door Sill Plates
Light up the night with these GM licensed illuminated door sill plates. These 
eye catching sills come in single color LED or you can fully customize with the 
Extreme Light Kit which includes color changing LED and a multifunction remote. 
Manufactured from stainless steel with either a silver or black fi nish and made to 
fi t all 2010-15 Camaro models. Wires directly into your dome light wiring harness 
under the dash with the provided installation hardware. Installation does not require 
any permanent modifi cation to your vehicle. Sold in pairs.
Brushed Silver Finish
GF195  2010-15 door sills with single color LED ....................  208.99   pr 
GF196  2010-15 door sills with Extreme Lighting Kit RGBW   307.99   pr 
Brushed Black Finish
GF197  2010-15 door sills with single color LED ....................  258.99   pr 
GF198  2010-15 door sills with Extreme Lighting Kit RGBW   357.99   pr 

GF1955010

GF1975503

  2010-17 Billet Camaro Logo Door Sill Plates
These CNC-machined billet door sill plates feature the “CAMARO” logo and are 
offi cially licensed by General Motors. These sill plates are machined from 6061 
aircraft grade aluminum, so they are made to last. Door sill plates are adhesive 
backed with 3M automotive tape for easy install. Available in black, chrome or 
two tone black/silver.
GF10001 2010-15 Camaro black .....................................  214.99   pr 
GF10002 2010-15 Camaro chrome ..................................  244.99   pr 
GF10003 2010-15 Camaro two tone (black/silver) .........  224.99   pr 
GF120210 2010-15 ZL1 chrome ..................................  224.99   pr 
GF120212 2016-17 Camaro two tone (black/silver) .........  242.99   pr 
GF120213 2016-17 Camaro chrome ..................................  223.99   pr 

GF10001

GF120210

Interior Restyling Products
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2010-15 Adhesive Backed Door Sill Plates
These adhesive backed aluminum accessory door sill plate covers really fi nish off 
the entryway to the cockpit of your Fifth Generation Camaro. These embossed 
adhesive backed sill plate covers install over the factory sill plates in the door jamb 
area. Features a silver outline and center bar with “CHEVROLET” lettering against 
a black fi eld of miniature Bow Ties. Sold as a pair.
G13062 2010-15 Chevrolet ......................................................  89.99   pr 

detail view of 
door sill plate

GF35023

GF35011

  2010-15 Billet Aluminum Camaro Door Sill Plates
Step into style with a set of these new custom billet aircraft grade aluminum door 
sill plates. Available in your choice of highly polished, satin or anodized gloss black 
fi nishes and design. Choose the style the best fi ts you.
GF35003 2010-15 3 milled lines polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35004 2010-15 3 milled lines satin ...............  129.99   pr 
GF35005 2010-15 3 milled lines black ..............  129.99   pr 
GF35006 2010-15 Bow Tie emblem polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35007 2010-15 Bow Tie emblem satin ...............  129.99   pr 
GF35008 2010-15 Camaro lettering polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35009 2010-15 Camaro lettering satin ...............  129.99   pr 
GF35010 2010-15 Camaro lettering black ..............  129.99   pr 
GF35011 2010-15 SS emblem polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35012 2010-15 SS emblem satin ...............  129.99   pr 
GF35013 2010-15 SS emblem black ..............  129.99   pr 
GF35014 2010-15 RS emblem polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35015 2010-15 RS emblem satin ...............  129.99   pr 
GF35016 2010-15 RS emblem black ..............  129.99   pr 
GF35017 2010-15 SS/RS emblem polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35018 2010-15 Bumblebee lettering polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35019 2010-15 Bumblebee lettering satin ...............  129.99   pr 
GF35020 2010-15 Bumblebee lettering black ..............  129.99   pr 
GF35023 2010-15 Supercharged lettering polished .........  129.99   pr 
GF35024 2010-15 Supercharged lettering black ..............  129.99   pr 

CAMARO Styling & Restoration

 2010-15 Camaro Replacement Cutpile Carpet
If your carpet is damaged, ripped, stained or you want to change the color of your 
interior, this is the right part for the job. Available with mass back for improved 
sound insulation.
Important: For installation, you must reuse the Styrofoam fi ller from the passenger fi rewall 
and the left foot rest.
Note: Please specify color with two digit color code when ordering.
Standard Backing
GF1190  2010-15 coupe and convertible .................................  159.99    ea 
Mass Backing 
GF1191  2010-15 coupe and convertible .................................  224.99    ea 

01 black 18 ebony17 oyster 56 gray

GF119056

Interior Restyling Products

GF35006

GF35008

heat refl ecting foil 
sound absorbing jute

  Under Carpet Heat Shield And Sound Deadener
Make the inside of your Camaro quieter and cooler with this under carpet heat 
shield and sound deadener. Made from fi re resistant and sound absorbing fi bers, 
then covered with heat refl ecting foil, these add a great deal of comfort to your car’s 
interior. Each heat shield/sound deadener sheet is 4' x 6' and can easily be cut to fi t 
with household scissors. Makes your car cooler and quieter.
Note: Heat and sound deadening is recommended when installing new carpet.
 CMD1003  4' x 6' sheet ....................................................................  29.99   ea 

d b bi j t
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CAMARO Styling & Restoration

Interior Restyling Products

 2010-15 GM All Weather Rubber Mats
This premium all-weather fl oor mat set provides an exact fi t and helps protect the 
carpet in your Camaro. Manufactured out of rubber these black mats feature a silver 
“CAMARO” logo on the front pair of fl oor mats.
G149134 2010-15 ............................................................................  121.99   set 

 2010-15 Genuine GM Floor Mats
These fl oor mats fi t your Camaro perfectly with correct coloring and trim. Keep 
your original carpet in great shape with a set of Genuine GM fl oor mats. Floor mats 
do not feature any logos.
Front Floor Mats
G14052 2010-15 black .............................................................  64.99   pr 
G14053 2010-15 titanium ........................................................  71.99   pr 
Rear Floor Mats
G149135 2010-15 black .............................................................  61.99   pr 
G149136 2010-15 titanium ........................................................  61.99   pr 

G14052

 2010-15 GM All Weather Rubber Trunk Mats
This premium all-weather trunk fl oor mat provides an exact fi t and helps protect 
the carpet in your Camaro. Manufactured out of rubber featuring the “CAMARO” 
logo at the center bottom of the mat.
G149133 2011-15 convertible ...................................................  109.99   ea 
G149143 2010-15 coupe ...........................................................  109.99   ea 

G149143

G149137

 2010-15 GM Embroidered Floor Mats
Upgrade your factory fl oor mats with these premium mats that feature custom 
embroidery. Every set includes four pieces, with embroidery of your choosing on 
the two front fl oor mats. Fits 2010-15 models.
Note: *Fits 2010-15 models. ZL1 and 45th anniversary models cosmetically correct for 
years listed.
Black Floor Mats
G14055 2010-15 silver CAMARO logo silver edging ......  129.99   set 
G14056 2010-15 orange CAMARO logo red edging ..........  149.99   set 
G149137 2010-15 white CAMARO logo red edging  .........  149.99   set 
G149138 2010-15 mojave CAMARO logo mojave edging ...  149.99   set 
G149139* 2012-15 silver and red ZL1 logo red edging ..........  149.99   set 
G149140* 2012 silver 45th Anniv. logo silver edging ......  129.99   set 
Titanium Color Floor Mats
G14058 2010-15 black Camaro logo black edging ......  149.99   set 

ZL1 logo

Camaro Logo

45th logo

  2010-17 BlockIt Sound Deadening Trunk Mat
Reduce interior noise in seconds by dropping in the pre-cut BlockIt mat right over 
your existing trunk carpet! This is not a thin, single layer mat. The BlockIt mat is a 
combination of four unique layers of real acoustical soundproofi ng, which measures 
an inch thick! Its patent-pending design absorbs and suppresses unpleasant sounds 
that leak into your Camaro. It’s perfect for taking that annoying edge off tire/road 
noise and some aftermarket exhausts.The durable UV protected top layer looks 
great and allows you to still use your cargo area. You can even install stock or 
factory cargo mat on top!
GF6305 2010-15 coupe trunk mat ..........................................  169.99   ea 
GF6306 2016-17 coupe trunk mat ..........................................  169.99   ea 

G149140
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2010-15 Floor & Trunk Mats

Lloyd Mats

Camaro script logo 

Camaro RS logoCamaro SS logo 

RS logoSS logo

45th Shield logo ZL1 logo Z28 logo

2010-15 Camaro Logos

Mat Colors

LV760152

01 – black carpet 25 – gray carpet 28 – beige carpet

How to Order 
Logo Mats:

LV64 01 52 = SS logo, black mat, red logo

part number
mat color code

logo color Code (when applicable)

LV660152

 2010-15 Ultimat Rear Plain Floor Mats
Coupe or Convertible
LV9401 2010-15 black.................................................................   39.99   pr 
LV9425 2010-15 gray ..................................................................   39.99   pr 
LV9428 2010-15 beige.................................................................   39.99   pr 

  2010-15 Ultimat Front Logo Floor Mats
Custom fi t mats for your fi fth and sixth generation Camaro! These mats feature a 
premium, continuous fi lament two-ply nylon yarn in 32 ounce per yard construction. 
Twice the weight and density of original equipment mats and 5/16 inch pile height 
for long wear and true comfort. All mats are equipped with factory compatible 
anchoring devices, where applicable. Sold in two piece sets. 
Important: Please specify two digit mat color code 01-Black, 25-Gray, 28-Beige, and then 
choose logo color code 51-Black, 52-Red, 56-Silver when ordering.
Coupe or Convertible
LV64  2010-15 Camaro script logo ....................................  119.99   set 
LV65  2010-15 SS logo ......................................................  119.99   set  
LV66  2010-15 RS logo ......................................................  119.99   set 
LV67  2010-15 Camaro SS logo .........................................  134.99   set 
LV68  2010-15 Camaro RS logo ........................................  134.99   set 

  2010-15 Ultimat Logo Trunk Mats
Our densely packed 2-ply 32 ounce nylon yarn mats are available with black, red, 
or silver logos on black, gray or beige mats. 
Important: Indicates logos with color options (black, red or silver). Please specify two digit 
mat color code and logo when ordering.
Coupe
LV75  2010-15 Camaro script logo ....................................  142.99   set 
LV76  2010-15 SS logo ......................................................  142.99   set 
LV77  2010-15 RS logo ......................................................  142.99   set 
LV78  2010-15 Camaro SS logo .........................................  147.99   set 
LV79  2010-15 Camaro RS logo ........................................  147.99   set 
Convertible
LV86  2011-15 Camaro script logo ....................................  142.99   set 
LV87  2011-15 SS logo ......................................................  142.99   set 
LV88  2011-15 RS logo ......................................................  142.99   set 
LV89  2011-15 Camaro SS logo .........................................  147.99   set 
LV90  2011-15 Camaro RS logo ........................................  147.99   set 

  2010-15 Ultimat Front Logo Floor Mats
Custom fi t mats for your fi fth and sixth generation Camaro! These mats feature a 
premium, continuous fi lament two-ply nylon yarn in 32 ounce per yard construction. 
Twice the weight and density of original equipment mats and 5/16 inch pile height 
for long wear and true comfort. All mats are equipped with factory compatible 
anchoring devices, where applicable. Sold in two piece sets. 
Important: Please specify two digit mat color code and logo when ordering.
Coupe or Convertible
LV69  2010-15 45th Shield logo .........................................  119.99   set 
LV70  2010-15 ZL1 logo ....................................................  119.99   set 
LV71  2010-15 Z28 logo ....................................................  119.99   set 

  2010-15 Ultimat Logo Trunk Mats
Our densely packed 2-ply 32 ounce nylon yarn mats are available with black, red, 
or silver logos on black, gray or beige mats.
Important: Please specify two digit mat color code and logo when ordering.
Coupe
LV80  2010-15 45th Shield logo .........................................  119.99   set 
LV81  2010-15 ZL1 logo ....................................................  119.99   set 
LV82  2010-15 Z28 logo ....................................................  119.99   set 
Convertible
LV91  2011-15 45th Shield logo .........................................  119.99   set 
LV92  2011-15 ZL1 logo ....................................................  119.99   set 
LV93  2011-15 Z28 logo ....................................................  119.99   set 

 2010-15 Ultimat Rear Plain Floor Mats
Coupe or Convertible
LV9401 2010-15 black.................................................................   39.99   pr 
LV9425 2010-15 gray ..................................................................   39.99   pr 
LV9428 2010-15 beige.................................................................   39.99   pr 

Mat Colors

01 – black carpet 25 – gray carpet 28 – beige carpet

2010-15 Camaro Logos

LV6901

LV8901

How to Order 
Logo Mats:

LV71 01 = Z28 logo, black mat

part number
mat color code
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 2010-15 Cut Pile Floor Mats 
Help protect your interior with this four piece replacement cut pile mat set. These 
fl oor mats are cut to size so they fi t like the original. Driver and passenger side front 
mats have eye holes to mount and keep the mats in place.
Note: Please specify two digit color code when ordering.  
GF1192  2010-15 four piece mat set ...........................................   91.99   set  

01 
black

GF119201

GF119225

15 
ebony

29
oyster

25 
gray

  2010-15 Cut Pile Trunk Mat 
Made from the same cut pile as the four piece fl oor mat set, this one piece trunk mat 
will help keep your trunk in pristine condition. Measures: 40-1/4" x 53".
Note: Please specify color with two digit color code when ordering.
GF1193  2010-15 trunk mat .......................................................  104.99   ea 

GF119315

Interior Restyling Products

01 
black

15 
ebony

29
oyster

25 
gray

  2016-17 Ultimat Logo Floor Mats
Custom fi t mats for your fi fth and sixth generation Camaro! These mats feature a 
premium, continuous fi lament two-ply nylon yarn in 32 ounce per yard construction. 
Twice the weight and density of original equipment mats and 5/16 inch pile height 
for long wear and true comfort. All mats are equipped with factory compatible 
anchoring devices, where applicable. Sold in two piece sets.
Important: Please specify two digit mat color code and logo when ordering.
Coupe or Convertible
LV72  2016-17 Camaro logo 6th gen .................................  119.99   set 
LV73  2016-17 Camaro shield logo ....................................  119.99   set 
LV74  2016-17 Bowtie logo ...............................................  119.99   set 

Camaro 6th gen logo Camaro shield logo Bowtie logo

2016-17 Camaro Logos

  2016-17 Ultimat Logo Trunk Mats
Our densely packed 2-ply 32 ounce nylon yarn mats are available with black, red, 
or silver logos on black, gray or beige mats.
Important: Please specify two digit mat color code when ordering.
Coupe
LV83  2016-17 Camaro logo 6th gen .................................  119.99   set 
LV84  2016-17 Camaro shield logo ....................................  119.99   set 
LV85  2016-17 Bowtie logo ...............................................  119.99   set 

 2016-17 Ultimat Rear Floor Mats
Coupe or Convertible
LV9501 2016-17 black.................................................................   39.99   pr 
LV9525 2016-17 gray ..................................................................   39.99   pr 
LV9528 2016-17 beige.................................................................   39.99   pr 

Mat Colors

01 – black carpet 25 – gray carpet 28 – beige carpet

How to Order 
Logo Mats:

LV72 25 = Camaro logo, gray mat

part number
mat color code

LV7225

LV8325

2016-17 
Floor & Trunk Mats
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2010-12 Revolution Steering Wheels 
Steer your style in a new direction with Grant’s 
new Revolution Steering Wheel. They start with 
the OEM Factory Core and add the fi nest materials 
and workmanship to give your new airbag equipped 
Camaro, a safe and legal alternative steering wheel. 
Simply reinstall your factory airbag along with any of 
your original factory switches (if equipped) into the 
Grant Revolution and in no time you’ll be driving in 
comfort and style. This wheel features a black leather 
grip with your choice of perforated black, gray or red 
leather inserts.
Note: These steering wheels will not work with original 
wheels that did not have a leather grip and cruise control.
Models with Automatic Transmission
W61200 2010-12 black inserts ..  599.99   ea 
W61201 2010-12 gray inserts ....  599.99   ea 
W61203 2010-12 red inserts ......  599.99   ea 
Models with Manual Transmission
W61210 2010-12 black inserts ..  599.99   ea 
W61211 2010-12 gray inserts ....  599.99   ea 
W61213 2010-12 red inserts ......  599.99   ea 

W61200

gray inserts red inserts

GF101006

Stainless Steel AC Vent Trim Sets
Give your dash elegance and contrast with these 
beautiful stainless steel AC vent trim sets. Available 
with polished or brushed fi nish.
Polished Stainless Steel Trim Sets
GF101010 2010-13 upper set, 2 pc ....  34.99   set 
GF101005 2010-13 center set, 3 pc ....  89.99   set 
GF101017 2010-13 vent rings ............  35.99   pr 
Brushed Stainless Steel Trim Sets
GF101009 2010-13 upper set, 2 pc ....  34.99   set  
GF101006 2010-13 center set, 3 pc ....  89.99   set 
GF101007 2010-13 duct covers, 8 pc   89.99   set 

 2010-15 Interior Trim Sets
Personalize your Camaro with interior parts, color 
matched to the Camaro’s exterior colors. Use them 
to complement or contrast your Camaro’s exterior 
color for a custom appearance. Fits 2010-15. Colors 
are cosmetically correct for years listed. Check color 
codes before ordering.
2010-13
G13076 rally yellow (GCO) ............  554.99   set 
G13077 inferno orange (GCR) ........  549.99   set 
2010-15 
G13078 summit white (GAZ) .........  549.99   set 
G13079 silver ice meatllic (GAN) ..  554.99   set 

CAMARO Styling & Restoration

Interior Restyling Products

  2010-14 Pedal Covers
Add a custom look to your interior with these stylish 
pedal covers. Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum, 
each set comes with both carbon fi ber and inferno 
orange inserts that you can switch out to suit your 
preference. Includes stainless steel mounting hardware.
GF32000 2010-14 manual 3 piece ......   89.99   set 
GF32001 2010-14 automatic 2 piece ..   74.99   set 

  2010-14 Billet Aluminum Pedal Covers
Give your cockpit a serious, hardcore look with these 
Dark Series billet pedal covers for the Generation 5 
Camaro. Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum, 
these pedals are then fi nished in fl at black anodized 
hard coat and then installed with black Torx fasteners. 
Available for automatic or manual transmission, 
each set comes complete with hardware and detailed 
mounting instructions.
GF121000 2010-14 auto trans ........  179.99   set 
GF121001 2010-14 manual trans ...  184.99   set 

GF121000

GF121001

GF32000

GF32001

G149176

  2010-15 GM Pedal Covers
Designed specifi cally for Camaro, these high-quality 
stainless steel Pedal Covers replace the existing pedals 
to provide a sporty performance look to the interior. 
The covers also feature raised rubber traction surfaces.
G149176 2010-15 manual trans ......  129.99   set 
G149177 2010-15 auto trans ...........  104.99   set 

  2010-14 Billet Pedal Cover Sets
Billet pedal cover sets for 2010-14 Camaro models. 
Pedal covers are CNC-machined from a solid piece of 
aluminum to fi t the curve of your pedals to perfection 
and are offered in black or satin fi nishes.
Note: The 4 piece manual set includes a dead pedal foot 
rest.
Automatic Pedal Covers 3 Piece
A9100254 black ..............................  96.99   set 
A9100253 satin ...............................  74.99   set 
Manual Pedal Covers 4 Piece
A9100256 black ..............................  123.49   set 
A9100255 satin ...............................  99.99   set 

A9100253

A9100255

G13076
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  2010-13 Interior Door Handle Pull Trim
Get a handle on interior customization and make your Camaro standout with this 
brushed stainless steel interior door handle pull trim set. 
GF101012 2010-13 brushed stainless steel ...............................   51.99   pr 

OS1

 2010-11 Original GM Door Panels
Whether your door panels have been damaged or you wish to upgrade your interior, 
these original GM door panels will give your Camaro a showroom appearance.
Note: Shipped oversize.
LH Door Panels
G14132 2010-11 with accent package ......................................  299.99   ea 
G14136 2010-11 LT/SS with enhanced speaker.......................  324.99   ea 
G14138 2010-11 LT premium speaker .....................................  314.99   ea 
RH Door Panels
G14131 2010-11 with accent package ......................................  344.99   ea 
G14135 2010-11 LT/SS with enhanced speaker.......................  324.99   ea 
G14137 2010-11 LT with premium speaker .............................  289.99   ea 

G14136

2010-15 Long Distance Door Lock Receiver
This genuine GM (X17) long distance door lock receiver (RCDLR) lets you control 
your Camaro from across the parking lot.
G14027 2010-15 315 MHZ ...................................................  124.99   ea 

2010-12   GM Interior Rearview Mirrors
Refl ecting on whether to replace your broken interior rear view mirror? Retain 
functionality for all mirror-based options with these genuine GM replacement mirrors.
With Communication Control
G14020 2010-11 light sensitive ............................................  144.99   ea 
G14021 2010-12 with tilt ......................................................  114.99   ea 
Without Communication Control
G14022 2010-12 with light sensor ........................................  129.99   ea 

G14021

  2010-15 Rear View Mirror/Monitor
This rear view mirror/monitor features dual ports for additional inputs such as GPS 
or a forward view camera. Easily mounts to factory rear view mirror. Includes: 
remote, wiring and detailed instructions.
GF950135 2010-15 ......................................................................  144.99   ea 

camera located
on license plate frame

screen located
inside rear view mirror

  2010-15 Rear View Camera Vision System
Never reverse blindly again with the Rear Vision System from IVS. Unlike most 
aftermarket back-up camera systems, the rear vision system uses a small, high-
resolution camera that mounts above the rear license plate frame and displays the 
image on a 3.5" color LCD display in a rear view mirror that integrates seamlessly 
with the vehicle electronics to maintain the function of the mirror mounted controls.
HV9540 2010-15 ...........................................................................  874.99   set 

camera locatedscreen located

  2010-15 Camaro Inner Door Handle
Replacement inner door handle for your 2010-15 Camaro models. Features a 
chrome fi nish as original.
A91105 2010-15 LH inner ......................................................   59.99   ea 
A91106 2010-15 RH inner ......................................................   59.99   ea 

A91105
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  2010-13 Stainless Steel Cup Holder Trim Plate
GM Offi cial Licensed Product. Finish off your Camaro console with one of these 
beautiful stainless steel cup holders. Camaro logo engraved on one end and the 
Chevy Bowtie on the other. Adhesive backed with 3M automotive tape for easy 
installation Set of 2 covers.
GF10006 2010-13 silver ..........................................................   75.99   ea 

  2010-13 Brushed Stainless Cup Holder Trim Plate
The rest of your Camaro has brushed trim accents. Add the trim the factory forgot 
with this cup holder trim plate.
GF101008 2010-13 brushed ........................................................   41.99   ea 

   2010-13 Replacement Cabin Air Filter
Noxious particulate contaminants from the outside road environment are fi ltered 
through the Cabin Air Filter to prevent them from entering the cabin of the vehicle 
through the heating/air conditioning system. This provides clean air and prolonged, 
effi cient operation of your vehicle’s heating/AC system. If your fi lter is clogged, 
this replacement fi lter is the ticket.
GF951105 2010-13 .........................................................................   29.99   ea 

Interior Restyling Products

  2010-14 Brushed Stainless Door Panel Kick Plates
There is nothing more frustrating than scuff marks and shoe prints on the bottom 
of your door panels in your brand new vehicle. Add a custom look while protecting 
your interior with these brushed stainless steel kick plates.
GF101004 2010-14 brushed ....................................................  141.99   pr 
GF101016 2010-14 SS logo – yellow .....................................  167.99   pr 
GF101018 2010-14 SS logo – red ...........................................  167.99   pr 
GF101019 2010-14 SS logo – blue .........................................  167.99   pr 
GF101020 2010-14 SS logo – black .......................................  167.99   pr 

  2010-13 Billet Kick Panel Covers
Customize your door panels while protecting them from everyday wear and tear. 
Crafted from extra thick 1/4" 6061 aircraft grade aluminum billet. Engraved with 
the Camaro logo. Adhesive backed with 3M automotive tape for easy installation 
Set of 2 covers. Available in chrome or black. Offi cially licensed GM product.
GF10008 2010-13 chrome ........................................................  242.99   pr 
GF10009 2010-13 black ...........................................................  199.99   pr 

GF101018

GF10009

  2010-14 Manual Seat Adjust Handle
The Drake Muscle Cars Manual Seat Adjust Handle is made from solid 6061-T6 
billet aluminum with a clear anodized fi nish. Fits both driver and passenger seats.
GF32004 2010-14 ...........................................................................   64.99   ea 2010-15 GM Pillar Post Moldings

If your pillar post moldings have been damaged, install original GM replacements 
to restore your windshield area to original condition.
G14142 2010-15 titanium, LH ................................................   34.99   ea 
G14141 2010-15 titanium, RH ................................................   34.99   ea 

G14142

CAMARO Styling & Restoration

  2010-13 Fesler Single And Dual Pillar Gauge Pods
These A-pillar gauge pods easily install in place of the factory panel using factory 
retainers. Available in suede or black fi nishes. Fits 2-1/16" gauges.
AM12214 2010-13 dual, plain fi nish ........................................   89.99   ea 

GF10008

yellow red blackblue
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Console

  2010-13 Polished Stainless Gauge Cluster Trim
Dress-up your console mounted gauges with this Rally cluster trim plate and add 
a custom look to your interior.
GF101011 2010-13 polished .......................................................   55.99   set 

   2010-15 Transformers Center Console Armrest
Building a Bumblebee clone or just want to express your inner Autobot? Dress-up 
your interior with this special armrest, produced for the 2010 Transformers Edition 
Camaro.
G14028 2010-15 black...............................................................  284.99   ea 

  2010-13 Dual Gauge Console Pod
This dual gauge console pod for 2010-13 Camaro allows you to install any two 
2-1/16" AutoMeter gauges into your original console with a clean, stock appearance. 
Manufactured in ABS plastic and fi nished in silver to match the surrounding console 
trim plate. 
Note: Gauges not included.
 AM5286  2010-13 gauge pod ....................................................   74.99   ea 

 2010-15 Leather Console Lid Covers
Upgrade your existing front console lid from vinyl to a soft, thick leather cover. 
These consolidated assemblies are easy to install and are available with various 
Camaro logos, such as RS, SS, and ZL1.
G149173 2010-15 RS – light stone stitch .............................  194.99   ea 
G149174 2010-15 SS – light stone stitch .............................  224.99   ea 
G149175 2012-15 ZL1 – red stitching .................................  224.99   ea 

G149174

 2010-15 Smokers Package
This convenient package is perfect for those who choose to smoke in their vehicle. 
It fi ts perfectly into the standard cup holder and is easy to remove. It includes an 
ashtray as well as a lighter.
G149184 2010-15 ...........................................................................   49.99   ea 

  2010-15 Console Gauge 
Don’t have the factory 4 gauge pack in your Camaro or need to replace your 
current cluster? Upgrade your interior and keep an eye on vital vehicle functions. 
Includes: oil pressure, volts, engine oil, transmission fl uid temperature gauges, and 
console trim plate.
With Wire Harness
GF51130 2010-12 all with AT ................................................  355.99   kit 
GF51131 2010-12 V6 with MT ..............................................  399.99   kit 
GF51132 2010-12 V8 with MT ..............................................  399.99   kit 
GF51133 2013-15 all with AT ................................................  365.99   kit 
GF51134 2013-15 V6 with MT ..............................................  424.99   kit 
GF51135 2013-15 V8 with MT ..............................................  421.99   kit 
Without Wire Harness
G149131 2010-15 V8 with MT ..............................................  344.99   ea 
G149170 2010-15 all with AT ................................................  289.99   ea 
G149171 2010-15 V6 with MT ..............................................  339.99   ea 

GF51133

G149170
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   2010-13 Polished Stainless Door Speaker Trim
Give your interior an elegant retro appearance on the inside to match the outside 
with this polished stainless steel front door speaker trim set.
GF101015 2010-13 stainless ...................................................   44.99   pr 

   2010-13 Bow Tie Speaker Covers
Finish the interior of your Camaro with these beautiful Chevy Bow Tie speaker 
covers. Made from 6061 aircraft grade aluminum and adhesive backed with 3M 
automotive tape for easy installation. Sold as a pair. Offi cially Licensed GM Product.
GF10004 2010-13 chrome ........................................................  229.99   pr 

   2010-13 Stereo Installation Sets
Now you can install any DIN or Double-DIN stereo in your Camaro with professional 
results! The rigid ABS plastic surround allows you to install the stereo of your choice 
and fully replace/upgrade the stock center dash panel. A blue LED illuminated 
climate control display and soft touch buttons retain the full functionality of the 
factory dash panel. For base model cars without OnStar® or steering wheel audio 
controls, choose the base model installation set. For cars with these options, the 
premium installation set includes an additional interface to retain OnStar®, steering 
wheel controls, and optional sound systems.
Premium Installation Set
 GF31033  2010-13 OE style silver .........................................  339.99   set 
Base Model Installation Set
 GF99032  2010-13 OE style silver .........................................  235.99   set 
Additional Accessories
 GF31034  2010-13 antenna adaptor ........................................  21.99   set 

 2011-15 Kicker Sound System Sets
Deliver the thrill and musical accuracy of live concert experiences, minus the 
crowds with an upgraded audio system. This system adds big bass subwoofers in 
a small space, along with high-effi ciency, low power draw amplifi ers and a unique 
sound signature from multi-channel amps with 32-bit DSP. Available as a set or as 
individual components.
Set
G149107 2011-15 200w DSP amp/subwoofer set – w/MyLink ..  939.99   set 
Individual Components
G149106 2011-15 200w DSP amp only – without MyLink ........  419.99   set 
G149108 2011-15 200w DSP amp only – with MyLink .............  404.99   set 
G149109 2013-15 subwoofer only ..............................................  619.99   set 

 2010-15 Camaro Radio Dash Kit
If you are looking to upgrade the in-dash entertainment in your Camaro, this dash 
kit allows you to replace the factory stereo unit with a single or double DIN head 
unit. This dash kit includes a full color touch screen AC controller, designed to work 
with single or dual climate controls. Made with high-quality automotive grade ABS 
plastic to match the texture and paint of your vehicles interior. Plugs directly into 
OEM harness, allows steering wheel controls to operate most aftermarket stereos. 
No special tools required, includes hardware and instructions.
Important: Not compatible with factory navigation equipped vehicles. For vehicles equipped 
with OnStar an additional module is required (GF6301). An antenna adapter also required 
for aftermarket radios (GF6302). Sold separately.
GF6300 2010-15 dash kit .......................................................  259.99   kit 
GF6302 2010-15 antenna adapter ...........................................  14.99   ea 

  2010-15 Camaro OnStar Module
This OnStar® interface module works with 2010-15 vehicles and allows you to install 
an aftermarket stereo system into your Camaro and still retain all of the features of 
your vehicles OnStar® system. Once installed, module allows OnStar® volume to 
be adjusted through the vehicles OEM steering wheel controls.
GF6301 2010-15 module ..........................................................   39.99   ea 

  2010-15 Camaro Speaker Adapters
These speaker adapters allow you to replace the factory door speakers in your Chevy 
Camaro. Accommodates 6.5"/5.25" aftermarket speakers. Made from automotive 
grade ABS plastic, includes hardware.
GF6304 2010-15 adapters .........................................................   24.99   set 

top view underside

CAMARO Styling & Restoration

G149107

GF6300
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 2010-13 GM HID Projector Headlamps
Looking to upgrade to HID projector headlamps, or replace an existing unit? These 
Original GM HID projectors will light the way.
G14002 2010-13 LH ..................................................................  739.99   ea 
G14003 2010-13 RH ..................................................................  729.99   ea 

  2010-15 GM HID Headlamp Rear Covers
Genuine GM replacement cover seals the back of the HID headlamp assembly 
against the elements.
G14001 2010-15 2 required ...........................................................   12.99   ea 

  2010-13 Halogen Headlamps
Genuine GM or aftermarket replacement halogen beam assemblies are a perfect 
replacement.
G14004 2010-13 LH GM ....................................................   129.99   ea 
G14005 2010-13 RH GM ....................................................   129.99   ea 
 GF380502  2010-13 LH replacement.......................................   79.99   ea 
 GF380501  2010-13 RH replacement.......................................   79.99   ea 

2010-13   GTS Headlamp Covers
Add a mean, blacked out look to your Camaro with these smoked headlamp 
covers. They fi t right over your stock lamps. Custom crafted for a precise fl ush fi t. 
Constructed from smoked GTS composite material. Made specifi cally for the new 
Camaro, these covers install in minutes. Available in smoked, clear, or carbon fi ber 
pattern fi nish. Made in the USA. 
Note: Not for use with HID headlamps. 
GT0280S 2010-13 smoke ...............................................................   59.99   pr 
GT0280C 2010-13 clear .................................................................   59.99   pr 
GT0280X 2010-13 carbon fi ber pattern ..........................................   64.99   pr 

Headlamp Components

G14004G14005

G14003

GT0280S

 2010-13 LED Crystal Headlamps
These headlamps are designed to improve the appearance and visibility of your 
vehicle. They are made by OEM approved and ISO certifi ed manufacturers with 
OEM quality. Designed as direct replacements for the original headlamps.
 HL10011A  2010-13 black...............................................................  369.99   pr 

 2010-13 Halo Projector Headlamps
These projector headlamps are designed to improve the appearance and visibility 
of your vehicle. They are made by OEM approved and ISO certifi ed manufacturers 
with OEM quality. Designed as direct replacements for the original headlamps. 
Dual Halo
 HL10012A  2010-13 black ............................................................  399.99   pr 
Dual CCFL Halo
 HL10013A  2010-13 black ............................................................  449.99   pr 

HL10012A

HL10013A

CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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tint - subtle tint effect gunsmoke - medium 
smoke-out effect

smoked - medium/dark 
smoke-out effect

charcoal - blackout effect red - bright red effect

2010-13  Headlamp Restyling Package
Give your headlamps a dramatic new look with this 
tinted restyling package. Stainless steel accents and 
tinted lens cover dress-up the grill and headlamp area 
for a slick, custom look.
GF102016 2010-13 6 piece ...............  134.99   set 

 2010-13 Halo Lamp Sets
Increase the visual impact headlamps with colored 
Halo lighting. Halos accent your existing lamps and 
act as daytime running lamps for increased safety. The 
cold cathode fl orescent lighting provides a lifetime of 
over 50,000 hours of your preferred color. Available 
for RS or non-RS models.
Non-RS Models
 GF31055A  2010-13 white ..................  169.99   set 
 GF31056A  2010-13 blue ....................  179.99   set 
 GF31057A  2010-13 red .....................  179.99   set 
 GF31058A  2010-13 amber (orange) ..  179.99   set 
 GF31059A  2010-13 green ..................  179.99   set 
 GF31060A  2010-13 red/white ...........  199.99   set 
 GF31061A  2010-13 amber/white ........  199.99   set 
 GF31062A  2010-13 blue/white ..........  199.99   set 
RS Models
 GF31055B  2010-13 white ..................  199.99   set 
 GF31056B  2010-13 blue ....................  209.99   set 
 GF31057B  2010-13 red .....................  209.99   set 
 GF31058B  2010-13 amber (orange) ..  209.99   set 
 GF31059B  2010-13 green ..................  209.99   set 
 GF31060B  2010-13 red/white ...........  239.99   set 
 GF31061B  2010-13 amber/white ........  239.99   set 
 GF31062B  2010-13 blue/white ..........  239.99   set 

GF31057A

white

amber

blue

green

red

2010-17 Headlamp Cover Kits
1 = clear; 2 = blue; 3 =tint, 4 = gunsmoke; 5 = yellow.
GF38102  2010-13 headlamp, front side marker, and fog lamp covers .........................................  39.99   kit 
GF38103  2014-15 headlamp and front side marker covers only (fog lamp covers not available)   39.99   kit 
GF38115  2016-17 LT models, headlamp, front side marker, and fog lamp covers ......................  59.99   kit 
GF38116  2016-17 SS models, headlamp, front side marker, and fog lamp covers ......................  59.99   kit 

2010-17 Fog Light Covers Only
1 = clear; 2 = blue; 3 =tint; 4 = gunsmoke; 5 = yellow; 6 = amber; 7 = green; 8 = pink.
GF38104  2010-13  ........................................................................................................................  19.99   kit 
GF38117  2016-17 LT models .......................................................................................................  14.99   kit 
GF38118  2016-17 SS models .......................................................................................................  14.99   kit 

2010-15 Rear Light Cover Kit
Note: 2016-17 taillight covers not available.
3 = tint; 4 = gunsmoke; 9 = smoked; 10 = charcoal; 11 = red.
GF38105  2010-13 tail lights and rear side marker covers. ...........................................................  49.99   kit 
GF38106  2014-15 RS models, tail lights and rear side marker covers.........................................  64.99   kit 
GF38107  2014-15 LS, SS and Z28 models, tail lights and rear side marker covers ....................  64.99   kit 

2016-17 Rear Light Cover Kit
3 = tint; 4 = gunsmoke; 9 = smoked; 10 = charcoal; 11 = red.
GF38119  2016-17 LT & SS models, reverse and rear side marker light covers...........................  19.99   kit 

tintclearblueamber yellowpinkgunsmokegreen

headlights and fog lights
without fi lm covers

headlights and fog lights
with fi lm covers (gunsmoke)

CAMARO Exterior Lighting

Headlamp Components

2010-17 Lamin-X Film Light Covers
Lamin-X fi lm covers for your 2010-17 Camaro are designed to give your lights the protection they need, and the 
look you crave! Covers are made from an impact-resistant protective fi lm, featuring an adhesive-backing to protect 
your lights against hazing, cloudiness, or damage. Depending on application, fi lms range from 8-12 mil thick. The 
adhesive on the fi lm is designed to be extremely forgiving, allowing you to apply numerous times during initial 
application to get the installation just right. These precut kits include DIY tools, installation instructions, and a 
5-year manufacturer’s warranty. Made in the U.S.A.
Important: Please add color code to part number when ordering.
Note: Film covers are not for use on public highways.
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RGBW Touch LED Light Controller
This controller will power any common positive 12V RGBW lighting products. 
Controller is need to unlock full functions on multi-color DRL boards on your 
vehicle (GF6230). It is the newest versions, and the most reliable controller on 
the market! Waterproof for extreme duarability, even in the toughest automotive 
conditions. The RGBW control has 5 pin outputs, simple to reconfi gure if necessary 
and compatible with any Diode Dynamics RGBW LED products. 
Note: Controller can usually be powered by any standard 12V source. It is recommended 
to connect to the parking light signal, so the module lights up when the parking lights or 
headlights are on (6th generation Camaro).
GF6231 2010-17 RGBW controller .............................................   29.99   set 

2016-17 Camaro Switchback LED Halos
Diode Dynamics switchback LED halo kit, designed specifi cally for projector-style 
premium headlights on the 2016-17 Camaro. Includes: custom shaped halo rings 
with multiple functions, extremely bright white for the DRLs, lower power white 
for night time use, and a brilliant amber for the turn signals. It will add a distinct, 
unique look to your vehicles headlights both day and night. These halos feature all 
the benefi ts of their exclusive HDHalo Technology including:
Important: Professional installation is strongly recommended, as the factory headlights must 
be opened for installation. The halos must be custom mounted in position using adhesive or 
beading wire. While the amber is extremely bright, it is not recommended to disable your 
factory turn signal.
Note: Kit includes: two halo rings, four halo accents, two driver, and two wire pigtails with 
T-tap connectors.
GF6250 2016-17 headlights LED halos.......................................   159.99   kit 2016-17 Camaro Switchback DRL Boards

From the factory, the Camaro has LED accents in the premium headlights that, 
illuminate in a white color, for the parking light and DRL. With Diode Dynamics 
replacement LED boards, you can upgrade your look by making those accents also 
light up as brilliant amber turn signal, with a switchback dual-color effect. LEDs 
are designed to turn on as your parking lights and DRLs, with a dimmed power 
level at night. Anytime you hit your turn signal, the white shuts off, and they light 
up in bright amber to indicate signaling. Boards are a direct replacement for the 
factory ones with OEM grade and exact fi tment. This is a great way to stand out 
on the road, while maintaining a clean OEM style appearance. Wiring instructions 
are included, to connect to your factory signal wires.
Important: Professional installation is strongly recommended, as the factory headlights must 
be opened for installation.
Note: Kit includes: two replacement boards, two driver, and two wire pigtails with T-tap 
connectors.
GF6251 2016-17 headlight DRL boards .................................  179.99   kit 

2016-17 Camaro Multi-Color DRL Boards
From the factory, the Camaro has LED accents in the premium headlights that 
illuminate in a white color, for the parking light and DRL. With Diode Dynamics 
replacement RGBWA LED boards, you can upgrade your vehicles look by making 
those accents also light up in multi-colors. The RGBWA version has fi ve functions, 
with an extra high power amber LED. You still have the multi-color control as well 
as pure white, but these connect to your turn signals. Anytime you hit your turn 
signal, the white/multi-color shuts off, and they light up in bright amber to indicate 
signaling in a sequential pattern, just like the taillights. To drive the high power 
LEDs safely, a new constant-current, waterproof, inductive driver is included for 
each set. Boards are a direct replacement for the factory ones with OEM grade and 
exact fi tment. Wiring instructions are included to identify the wire colors required 
to power your controller.
Important: Professional installation is strongly recommended, as the factory headlights must 
be opened for installation.
Note: An LED controller is required for operation, you can use RGB, but you will need 
RGBW controller (GF6231) to unlock the products full potential.
GF6230 2016-17 multi-color DRL headlight boards ..............  219.99   set 

amber color turn signal

bright white DRL

sample color in green LED

Headlamp Components

Extremely bright, high density LEDs that are visible even in direct sunlight
Clean appearance in headlight when off thanks to the phosphor coating
Multi-function PWM drivers, fully waterproof and shockproof
Proprietary phosphor coating to create uniform, solid appearance

      CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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  2016-17 RS Headlamp Conversion Harness
This harness is needed when converting to RS headlight on your 6th Generation 
Camaro. Harness is plug and play and is available with dimming and non-
dimming options.

Dimming
This option keeps the factory look, where the eyebrow LED and the auxiliary DRL 
(day time running lights) are bright during the day and dim at night.
GF6401 2016-17 dimming ......................................................  149.99   ea 

Non-dimming
This option allows the eyebrow LED and auxiliary DRL (day time running lights) 
to remain bright both day and night.
GF6402 2016-17 non-dimming ...............................................  169.99   ea 

 2016-17 Camaro RS Eyebrow Harness
These harnesses will allow the eyebrow lights to remain on when you use your 
turn signal. In normal operation on your 6th Generation Camaro, the eyebrow LED 
turns off when you use your turn signal and also dims down at night along with 
the bumper mounted LED (fog lamps). Choose from several harness options that 
allow you to completely customize your RS LED lighting. All harnesses will allow 
the eyebrow LEDs to remain on during turn signal use. This is a “plug and play” 
harness, no splicing is needed and features GM sealed connectors.
Note: Harnesses are for all vehicles with factory HID headlights.

Non-dimming/Dimming
During daytime use, both sets of LED (eyebrow and fog) lights will be bright. 
When the headlights turn on the eyebrow LED will remain bright but the bumper 
mounted LED (fog) will dim.
GF6403 2016-17 non-dimming/dimming ..............................  49.99   ea 

Non-dimming
During daytime use, both sets of LED (eyebrow and fog) lights will be bright and 
remain bright when your headlights turn on.
GF6404 2016-17 non-dimming ..............................................  79.99   ea 

Dimming/Non-dimming
During daytime use, both sets of LED (eyebrow and fog) lights will be bright. 
When the headlights turn on the eyebrow will dim but the bumper mounted LED 
(fog) will stay bright.
GF6405 2016-17 dimming/non-dimming ..............................  99.99   ea 

Dimming
During daytime use, both sets of LED (eyebrow and fog) lights will be bright and 
will automatically dim down when the headlights turn on.
GF6406 2016-17 dimming .....................................................  119.99   ea 

  2010-15 Camaro Headlamp Halo Harnesses
This harness allows the halo lamps to be on whenever your vehicle is on and does 
not interfere with normal headlamp function.
Note: Harness is for vehicles with factory HID headlights only.
GF6415 2010-13 for vehicles with RS package only ..............   59.99   ea 
GF6415 2012-15 for vehicles with OEM ZL1 package only ..   59.99   ea 

  2014-15 Camaro Headlamp Halo Harnesses
This harness will allow the halo lamps to remain on when you use your turn signal. 
Available in two options non-dimming and dimming.
Note: Not available for ZL1 models.
This option allows for the halo to remain bright all the time and will not turn off 
while using your turn signal.
GF6416 2014-15 non-dimming ................................................   59.99   ea 
This option allows for the halo to maintain bright during the day and dim at night 
as it already does from factory but will not turn off while using your turn signal.
GF6417 2014-15 dimming ........................................................   89.99   ea 

GF6417

GF6403 GF6405

Headlamp Components

2010-14   H13/9008 Halogen Bulb
Genuine GM replacement  bulb will let you see clearly once again. Two required.
G14073 2010-14 halogen headlamp ............................................   21.99   ea 

 2010-13 HID Replacement Bulbs
Replace your burned out HID bulbs with these high-quality replacement bulbs. 
Sold as a pair to ensure the color of your headlamps matches exactly. Replacement 
bulbs for Rally Sport models only.
GF31079 2010-13 Rally Sport only ........................................  224.99   pr 

 2010-13 Camaro HID Upgrade Set
HID headlamps use less energy than standard bulbs and offer an incredible 
improvement in lighting, far superior to any halogen bulb. These Bi-Xenon HID 
bulbs feature direct connection ballasts and install into your stock lamp housings with 
no need for splicing wires. Illuminates at 4300K color temperature for maximum 
visible light output.
GF31080 2010-13 non-RS models only ..................................  269.99   set 

CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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 2010-13 SMD Fog Lamp Bulbs
See clearly through the fog with these LED SMD bulbs. 
Featuring 18 high power LEDs per bulb, these bulbs 
offer an 100,000 hour life of crisp, intense lighting,  
using less energy than traditional halogen bulbs.
GF31081 2010-13 RS ..........................   119.99   pr 
GF31082 2010-13 non-RS ...................   99.99   pr 

 2010-12 GM Fog Lamp Bulb
Ensure that you can always see clearly in the fog by 
replacing burned out fog lamp bulbs with these genuine 
GM replacement bulbs.
G14074 2010-12 2 required ................   19.99   ea 

 2010-13 Fog Lamp Halo Lamp Sets
Upgrade your fog lamps with Halo lighting. Halos 
accent your existing lamps and act as daytime running 
lamps for increased safety. The cold cathode fl orescent 
lighting technology provides a lifetime of over 50,000 
hours of your preferred color. 
GF31063 2010-13 white ...................   119.99   set 
GF31064 2010-13 blue .....................   119.99   set 
GF31065 2010-13 red .......................   139.99   set 
GF31066 2010-13 orange .................   119.99   set 
GF31067 2010-13 green ...................   119.99   set 
GF31068 2010-13 red/white .............   119.99   set 
GF31069 2010-13 orange/white .......   164.99   set 
GF31070 2010-13 blue/white ...........   119.99   set 

  2010-13 Chrome Fog Lamp Bezels
If your fog lamp bezels are damaged or missing, 
these custom replacements will get your Camaro 
looking its best.
GF30067 2010-13 ...............................   109.99   pr 

  2010-13 GM Fog Lamp Bezels
If your fog lamp bezels are damaged or missing, these 
original GM bezels will get your Camaro looking 
its best.
G14076 2010-13 LH ...........................   23.99   ea 
G14075 2010-13 RH ...........................   23.99   ea 

GF31081

G14075

white

orange

blue

green

red

GF6429

GF6430

 2010-15 LS Fog Lamp Kits
Add factory style fog lights to your LS Camaro. Kit will 
allow your fog lamps to turn on when your headlights 
are on, no switch or wires to run. Includes: fog lamps, 
OEM bezels, halogen bulbs, “plug and play” wire 
harness for quick and easy install.
GF51120 2010-13 LS model ........  199.99   kit 
GF51121 2014-15 LS model ........  189.99   kit 

2010-13   GTS Fog Lamp Covers
Add a blacked out look to your Camaro with these 
smoked fog lamp covers. They fi t right over your 
stock lamps. Constructed from smoked GTS composite 
material. Also available in carbon fi ber pattern fi nish. 
Made in the USA. 
GT0280FS 2010-13 smoke ...................   39.99   pr 
GT0280FX 2010-13 carbon fi ber pattern   44.99   pr 

GT0280FS

GF51120

GF51120 – detail

Exterior Lighting

2010-13 Fog Lamp System
Delta has designed a contoured Xenon or HID fog 
lamp system for 2010-13 Camaro to replace the factory 
running lights. The system runs on its own OEM 
harness and comes complete with switch and relay. 
Lights feature European prismatic lens, waterproof 
design, and micro-adjustment feature.
Note: Installation of this system requires minor 
modifi cation of the light buckets in the back of the fascia 
(complete instructions included).
GF950120 2010-13 Xenon ........  299.99   pr 
GF950121 2010-13 HID ............  359.99   pr 

GF950120

 2010-15 Fog Lamp
Replacement fog lamps for 2010-15 Camaro models. 
Choose between OEM or reproduction.
GM
G14007 2010-13 all exc RS ..............  79.99   ea 
Reproduction
GF6429 2010-13 all exc RS ..............  44.99   ea 
GF6430 2014-15 all ...........................  39.99   ea 

CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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  2010-15 Camaro LS Fog Lamp Harness
If you are looking to add fog lamps to your 2010-15 LS model Camaro and already 
have the lights and bezels, this is the harness you need. Available non-switched so 
that your fog lamps turn on whenever your headlights are on. Also available with 
illuminated switch harness so you can control the fog lamps at anytime.
Note: 2010-13 harness designed to work with 5202 bulb.
2010-13 Camaro
GF6370 2010-13 without switch ............................................  84.99   ea 
GF6371 2010-13 with blue lit switch .....................................  104.99   ea 
GF6372 2010-13 with green lit switch ...................................  104.99   ea 
GF6373 2010-13 with red lit switch .......................................  104.99   ea 
GF6374 2010-13 with yellow lit switch .................................  104.99   ea 
2014-15 Camaro
GF6375 2014-15 without switch ............................................  73.99   ea 
GF6376 2014-15 with blue lit switch .....................................  99.99   ea 
GF6377 2014-15 with green lit switch ...................................  99.99   ea 
GF6378 2014-15 with red lit switch .......................................  99.99   ea 
GF6379 2014-15 with yellow lit switch .................................  99.99   ea 

  2010-15 LS/ZL1 Combined Fog Lamp Harness
This harness is for those that have added the ZL1 front end onto their LS Camaro 
and need to power all 4 fog lamps. Made to fi t the 5202 bulb (stock fog lamp) and 
the H11 bulb (ZL1 fog lamp) and will allow both sets to come on automatically at 
night or when you manually use your headlight switch. 
Note: Must use your existing bumper harness to power the side markers.
GF6380 2010-15 non-switched ................................................   99.99   ea 

  2010-15 ZL1 Fog Lamp Harness
This harness for those that purchased their own ZL1 front end conversion kit and 
need the new ZL1 fog lamps to operate. Available non-switched so that your fog 
lamps automatically turn on whenever your headlamps or parking lamps are on, 
or with illuminated switch harness so you can control the fog lamps at anytime.
GF6381 2010-15 non-switched ................................................   73.99   ea 
GF6382 2010-15 with blue lit switch .......................................   99.99   ea 
GF6383 2010-15 with green lit switch .....................................   99.99   ea 
GF6384 2010-15 with red lit switch .........................................   99.99   ea 
GF6385 2010-15 with yellow lit switch ...................................   99.99   ea 

GF6370

GF6382

  2010-15 Camaro Daytime Running Light Harnesses
Choose from several harness options that allow you to customize your daytime 
running lights (DRL).
Important: Some states require lights on during the day.

Daytime Function
This harness allows your DRL’s to remain on at all times with your headlights.
Note: Only 1 needed per vehicle.
GF6418 2010-13 for vehicles with RS package .......................   41.99   ea 
GF6419 2012-15 for vehicles with OEM ZL1 package ...........   52.99   ea 

No Daytime Function
This harness allows your DRL’s to remain on at night but not during the day.
Note: Only 1 needed per vehicle.
GF6420 2010-13 for vehicles with RS package .......................   41.99   ea 
GF6421 2012-15 for vehicles with OEM ZL1 package ...........   52.99   ea 

GF6418

GF6375

  2016-17 RS Tail Lamp Conversion Harness
If you added RS taillights to your 6th Generation Camaro, this harness is needed 
to complete the conversion. If you’re also adding LED reverse bulbs to your RS 
taillights, you will need a load resistor to function properly. Harness is also available 
with load resistor and LED bulbs.
GF6407 2016-17 harness .......................................................  79.99   pr 
GF6408 2016-17 harness with load resistor ..........................  94.99   pr 
GF6409 2016-17 harness with resistor and LED bulbs .........  112.99   pr 

 2016-17 Camaro Reverse Lamp LED Harness
When adding LED reverse bulbs to your 6th Generation Camaro, you will need to 
add a load resistor to prevent the LED bulb from staying illuminated when not in 
reverse. Harness and load resistor also available with LED bulbs.
Important: This harness is available for vehicles with factory LED tail lamps.
GF6410 2016-17 harness with load resistor .............................   26.99   pr 
GF51122 2016-17 harness with load resistor and LED bulbs ....   44.99   kit 

GF6408

GF6410

Lighting Harnesses

CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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 2010-13 V2 Hood Scoop Scanner Strip
Bring your Camaro to life with this hood scoop scanner strip. Features over 20 
patterns and includes a wireless remote to adjust speed and change function. Choose 
the color that fi ts your style or order the RGB strip that cycles through all the colors 
for a truly custom look. Simple 2 wire installation. 
GF31083 2010-13 white ................................................................   79.99   ea 
GF31101 2010-13 blue ..................................................................   79.99   ea 
GF31102 2010-13 red ....................................................................   79.99   ea 
GF31103 2010-13 orange ..............................................................   79.99   ea 
GF31104 2010-13 green ................................................................   79.99   ea 
GF31084 2010-13 RGB .................................................................   79.99   ea 

GF31103

GF31083

GF31102

GF31084

   Universal Grill Lighting Kit 
Add a splash of color to your ride with this trimmable 36" single LED strip. Use 
one strip to light up just one section of the grill or two strips for both the upper and 
lower grill. These strips are waterproof and come in single color strips or multi-color 
strips to be used with a ColorSHIFT controller. Sold individually. 
Note: Please indicate 2 digit color code when ordering.
GF8191  single color LED ..........................................................  22.99   ea 
GF819299 ColorSHIFT LED .........................................................  25.99   ea 
GF8222 2.0 controller ................................................................  129.99   ea  

02
red

04
blue

10
white

11
amber

13
green

40
purple

31
aqua

42
pink

ColorSHIFT

GF8222

GF819102

  2010-15 Side Marker Lamp Assemblies
Replace damaged or missing side marker lamps with these genuine GM originals 
or aftermarket replacements.
Original GM
G14105 2010-15 front LH ......................................................   22.99   ea 
G14104 2010-15 front RH ......................................................   21.99   ea 
G14107 2010-15 rear LH ......................................................   34.99   ea 
G14106 2010-15 rear RH ......................................................   34.99   ea 
Aftermarket Replacement
 GF380505  2010-15 front LH ......................................................   12.99   ea 
 GF380504  2010-15 front RH ......................................................   12.99   ea 

G14105

G14107

Exterior Lighting

2010-13 Daytime Running Lamps
Replacement genuine GM or aftermarket Running lamps for 2010-15 Camaro 
models. Two required per vehicle.
Note: 1st design are models built before VIN # ending in 9161013. Second design are models 
built after VIN # ending in 9161013.
GM
 G14006  2010-12 RS package 1st design .................................   81.99   ea 
G14014 2012-13 RS package 2nd design ................................   84.99   ea 
Reproduction
 GF380503  2010-13 replacement 1st design ................................   44.99   ea 

G14006 GF380503

GF31083

CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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2010-15   Stainless Steel Side Marker Trim
Dress-up your Camaro with these stainless steel side marker trim inserts. Sold as a 
set of 4, available in your choice of polished or brushed stainless steel fi nish. Give 
your side markers a more defi ned look. 
GF102022 brushed, 4 piece .............................................................   71.99   set 
GF102023 polished, 4 piece ............................................................   71.99   set 

    2010-15 Side Marker Blackout Set
Complete the blacked out look with this side marker blackout set. This set accents 
your Camaro by covering each side marker with a dark lens featuring your choice 
of polished or brushed stainless steel trim.
GF102039 2010-15 brushed 8 piece ...........................................   144.99   set 
GF102038 2010-15 polished 8 piece ...........................................   144.99   set 

GF102039

GF102023

  2010-13 LED Turn Signal Arrows
LED sequential mirror arrows add a touch of class to your Camaro. These LED 
arrows wire directly to your turn signal circuit to improve safety and visibility to 
as well as makes you stand out in the crowd.
GF950131 2010-13 ........................................................................  134.99   pr 

  2010-13 Front Turn Signal Covers
Protect your turn signals while adding classic style with these polished front turn 
signal covers.
GF102053 2010-13 polished ..........................................................   101.99   pr 

GF8170 
rally yellow 

tinted

GF8166 
synergy green 

tinted

GF8161 
black tinted

GF31088 
clear 

unpainted

imperial blue

summit white

unpainted

inferno orange synergy green

black

red jewel

victory red

cyber gray silver ice rally yellow

  2010-15 Concept Side Markers
These SMD side markers were designed with the 2009 Camaro Concept car in 
mind. Available unpainted or prepainted to match your factory color and plugs 
right into the factory harness for a true “plug and play” replacement. Includes two 
front and two rear side markers.
Ghosted Side Markers
GF8150 2010-15 black ..........................................................  321.99   set 
GF8151 2010-15 victory red .................................................  338.99   set 
GF8152 2010-15 imperial blue .............................................  355.99   set 
GF8153 2010-15 summit white .............................................  338.99   set 
GF8154 2010-15 inferno orange ...........................................  355.99   set 
GF8155 2010-15 synergy green ............................................  363.99   set 
GF8156 2010-15 red jewel ....................................................  355.99   set 
GF8157 2010-15 cyber gray ..................................................  355.99   set 
GF8158 2010-15 silver ice ....................................................  355.99   set 
GF8159 2010-15 rally yellow ...............................................  338.99   set 
Tinted Side Markers
GF8160 2010-15 unpainted ...................................................  188.99   set 
GF8161 2010-15 black ..........................................................  273.99   set 
GF8162 2010-15 victory red .................................................  290.99   set 
GF8163 2010-15 imperial blue .............................................  259.99   set 
GF8164 2010-15 summit white .............................................  290.99   set 
GF8165 2010-15 inferno orange ...........................................  306.99   set 
GF8166 2010-15 synergy green ............................................  313.99   set 
GF8167 2010-15 red jewel ....................................................  306.99   set 
GF8168 2010-15 cyber gray ..................................................  306.99   set 
GF8169 2010-15 silver ice ....................................................  306.99   set 
GF8170 2010-15 rally yellow ...............................................  290.99   set 
Clear Side Markers
GF31088 2010-15 unpainted ...................................................  224.99   set 
GF31094 2010-15 black ..........................................................  321.99   set 
GF31091 2010-15 victory red .................................................  394.99   set 
GF31093 2010-15 imperial blue .............................................  394.99   set 
GF31090 2010-15 summit white .............................................  394.99   set 
GF31098 2010-15 inferno orange ...........................................  249.99   set 
GF31092 2010-15 synergy green ............................................  394.99   set 
GF31096 2010-15 red jewel ....................................................  394.99   set 
GF31097 2010-15 cyber gray ..................................................  394.99   set 
GF31089 2010-15 silver ice ....................................................  394.99   set 
GF31095 2010-15 rally yellow ...............................................  394.99   set 

Exterior Lighting
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 2010-13 Camaro LED Tail Lamps
LED replacements for your factory tail lamps. Brake lights fl ash three times in rapid 
succession followed by constant on. They also include sequential turn signals. Both 
the Sequential turn signals and the RapidFire brake lights may be turned-on or off, 
individually by the end user. Set includes: a replacement LED taillight for all four 
of the stock lamps, “plug-and-play” wiring, and an installation that requires no 
electrical knowledge, no splicing, no cutting, and only 30 minutes of time. Lamps 
feature a dark red lens much like the “RS” factory tail lamp optional lens color.
 CL6701  2010-13 LED tail lamps ...............................................  414.99   set 

 2010-13 Original GM Tail Lamps
If you need to replace your tail lamps or want to upgrade to the darker Rally Sport 
lenses, use these original GM replacements to ensure a perfect fi t.
Outer Tail Lamps
G14094 2010-13 LH RS...................................   84.99   ea 
G14093 2010-13 RH RS...................................   84.99   ea 
G14096 2010-13 LH without RS...................................   79.99   ea 
G14095 2010-13 RH without RS...................................   79.99   ea 
Inner Tail Lamps
G14098 2010-13 LH RS...................................   84.99   ea 
G14097 2010-13 RH RS...................................   84.99   ea 
G14100 2010-13 LH without RS...................................   74.99   ea 
G14099 2010-13 RH without RS...................................   74.99   ea 

G14093G14097

 2016-17 Camaro Dark Finish Tail Lamps 
New smoked/dark fi nish LED tail lamps for your 6th generation Camaro. OEM 
original GM upgrade for perfect fi t and quick installation.
Note: Vehicles not equipped with LED from factory will require additional upgrade harness 
(part #GF6382) to complete installation.
GF6387 2016-17 LED tail lamps ...........................................  489.99   pr 

 2010-13 Camaro LED Tail Lamps
Looking to enhance the appearance of your Camaro? Want to create a show car 
look that matches your personal taste? Look no further than these custom LED tail 
lamps! These tail lamps are made from high-quality materials to provide a lasting 
performance and durability with precise fi tment. Available in black or smoke.
 TL10010A  2010-13 black .............................................................   319.99   set 
 TL10010C  2010-13 smoke ............................................................   329.99   set 

TL10010A

TL10010C

  2010-13 Sequential Tail Lamps Module
Set yourself apart by converting your standard tail lamps, to sequential style lamps! 
This module is manufactured in the USA as a direct fi t piece that is installed between 
your rear light harness and your tail lamp harness. One set required per vehicle.
GF45021 2010-13 ............................................................................  76.99   set 

CAMARO Exterior Lighting
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 2010-13 LED Back-Up Lamp Assemblies
Super bright, LED back-up lamp assemblies let you 
see what’s behind you. This 6000 Kelvin light will 
illuminate large areas and help keep you from damaging 
the rear of your Camaro. Wires into factory harness 
and mounts on the rear diffuser.
GF950130 2010-13 ...........................  99.99   pr 

2010-13 GM Back-Up Lamp Assemblies
Make sure you can see what’s behind your 5th 
generation Camaro by replacing broken reverse lamps 
with these genuine GM replacement assemblies.
G14102 2010-13 LH ...........................   69.99   ea 
G14101 2010-13 RH ...........................   69.99   ea 

 2010-13 SMD Back-Up Lamp Assemblies
Enthusiasts agree that the reverse lamps of the 5th 
generation Camaro seem to have been an afterthought. 
These totally redesigned SMD reverse lamp assemblies 
bring style and visibility to your Camaro with high 
output lighting where you need it most.
GF31099 2010-13 clear lens ............   224.99   set 
GF31100 2010-13 tinted lens ...........   224.99   set   2010-13 Back-Up Lamp Bezels

Back-up lamp bezels for all models. Machined from 
billet aluminum and available in various fi nishes and 
with or without Bow Ties. Adhesive backed for easy 
installation.
With Bow Tie
GF30036 2010-13 black ...................   119.99   pr 
GF30037 2010-13 chrome ................   129.99   pr 
Without Bow Tie
GF32007 2010-13 natural billet ........   49.99   pr 

 2010-13  Billet Back-Up Lamp Covers
Add style to your rear end with these brushed, stainless 
billet-look back-up lamp covers. Whether your look 
is modern or retro or cutting edge, these covers add a 
subtle custom touch.
GF102030 2010-13 lamp covers .........   89.99   pr 

G14101

GF30036

GF32007

 2010-13 GM License Lamp Assembly
One part that is often forgotten when repairing a rearend 
collision is the license lamp. You might not notice it, 
but police look for it. Keep your Camaro up-to-code 
by installing these genuine GM replacement license 
plate lamps.
G14103 2010-13 ..............................  64.99   ea 

2010-13   GTS Tail Lamp Covers
Custom crafted for a precise fl ush fi t. Constructed from 
smoked GTS composite material. Made specifi cally for 
the 2010-13 Camaro, these covers install in minutes. 
Available in smoked or carbon fi ber pattern fi nish. 
Sold as a 4 piece set. Made in the USA.
Note: Tail lamp covers only. Center blackout panel sold 
separately, see part #GT4170 with emblem cutout, or 
GT4171 with out emblem cutout.
GT4168 2010-13 smoke .....................   79.99   set 
GT4168X 2010-13 carbon fi ber pattern   84.99   set 

2010-13  Afterburner Tail Lamp Halo Set
One of most popular features of the Camaro Concept  
were the “afterburner” tail lamps. Now you can get 
the same jet fi ghter look with these afterburner tail 
lamp halos.
GF31087 2010-13 tail lamp halo set ...  199.99   set 

GT4168

 2010-13 License Plate LED Sets
The widespread popularity of LED lighting in luxury 
vehicles makes Oracle license plate LED bulbs a 
simple, inexpensive way to update your vehicle with 
a high end look.
GF31077 2010-13 white, 1 chip .........   14.99   set 
GF31071 2010-13 white, 3 chip .........   29.99   set 

GF31071

GF31100
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02
red

03
blue

10
white

99
RGB Extreme Lighting Kit

50
Camaro

53
Camaro SS

54
Camaro RS

55
Camaro ZL1

How to Order 
Add the two digit logo code to the part number followed by the two digit LED color code 

for illumination. 

 2010-15 Camaro Coupe Glow Plate
Windrestrictor brand is now offering a laser-etched, illuminated glow plate for 2010-15 
Camaro coupe models. Choose a single color LED for illumination or go for a full 
custom look with the Extreme Lighting Kit, which includes color changing LED, a 
multifunction remote, and built in dimmer. The LEDs are powered by splicing right 
into your vehicles wiring using the included installation hardware. Manufactured 
from Plexiglas with UV coating to protect it from cracking and discoloration. 
GF199  2010-15 glow plate single color LED .....................   349.99   ea 
GF199  2010-15 glow plate RGB extreme lighting kit ........   448.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro Convertible WindRestrictor
Stand out from the pack with these laser-etched wind restrictors. Where style 
meets functionality, wind restrictors help defl ect wind and reduce wind turbulence 
when your top is down. Add a single color LED for illumination or go for a full 
custom look with the Extreme Lighting Kit which includes color changing LED, a 
multifunction remote and built in dimmer. The LEDs are powered by splicing right 
into your vehicles wiring using the included installation hardware. Manufactured 
from Plexiglas with UV coating to protect it from cracking and discoloration. 
GF193  2010-15 WindRestrictor with single color LED ..........  418.99   ea 
GF194  2010-15 WindRestrictor with Extreme Lighting Kit ...  547.99   ea 

99
Extreme Lighting Kit
(customizable color)

50
Camaro

53
Camaro SS

54
Camaro RS

55
Camaro ZL1

GF193 50 02 = Camaro logo, red LED

part number

etched logo code

LED color code (for illumination only)

GF1935002

Eliminates most wind turbulence and wind noise

Can be wired to brake lamps

02
red

03
blue

10
white

Color 

Logo

Logo

Color 

How to Order 
Please select a WindRestrictor below. Add the two digit logo code to the part number 

followed by the two digit LED color code for illumination.

GF199 50 02 = Camaro logo, red LED

part number

etched logo code

LED color code (for illumination only)

GF1995002

Exterior Lighting
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Original GM Stripe Sets
The heritage inspired Gen 5 Camaro is accented perfectly by these GM stripe sets. 
They give your Gen 5 Camaro a classic look and contemporary style. The stripe sets 
provide an upgrade that will make your Gen 5 Camaro the envy of the neighborhood! 
Choose from hood and trunk blackout with hockey stick style side stripes, hockey 
stick style only, or rally style side decals.
Note: *Not for ZL1 models. Coupe only.
Hood and Trunk Black Out with Hockey Stick Stripe Sets
G13080* 2010-13 black .......................................................  299.99   set 
G13081* 2010-13 cyber gray ...............................................  299.99   set 
G13082* 2010-13 summit white ..........................................  299.99   set 
Hockey Stick Stripe Sets
G13083 2010-13 black .......................................................  199.99   set 
G13084 2010-13 gray .........................................................  199.99   set 
G13085 2010-13 white .......................................................  199.99   set 
G149287 2014-15 gray .........................................................  174.99    set 
G149288 2014-15 black .......................................................  174.99    set 
G149308 2014-15 blue .........................................................  174.99   set 
G149342 2014-15 orange .....................................................  174.99   set 
G149343 2014-15 red ...........................................................  174.99   set 
G149344 2014-15 silver .......................................................  174.99   set 
G149346 2014-15 white .......................................................  174.99   set 
Rally Stripe Sets
G13086 2010-13 coupe – black ..........................................  344.99   set 
G13087 2010-13 coupe – orange ........................................  344.99   set 
G13088 2010-13 coupe – silver ..........................................  344.99   set 
G13089 2010-13 coupe – gray ...........................................  344.99   set 
G13090 2010-13 coupe – white ..........................................  344.99   set 
G149322 2010-13 convertible with T43 spoiler – orange ....  344.99    set 
G149323 2010-13 convertible with T43 spoiler – black ......  344.99   set 
G149324 2010-13 convertible with T43 spoiler – white ........  344.99   set 
G149325 2010-13 convertible with T43 spoiler – gray ..........  344.99   set 
G149326 2010-13 convertible with T43 spoiler – silver ........  344.99   set 

hockey stick stripe set – G13083tail panel black out – TP2010MB

hood and trunk black out
CT2010

black rally stripe set
G13086

silver rally stripe set
G13088

gray rally stripe set
G13089

white rally stripe set
G13090

orange rally stripe set
G13087

Reproduction Decal Sets
Give your Camaro a stunning look with these quality decal sets. Choose from OEM 
offered colors, or trick out your Camaro with a custom color. You can also go all-out 
and paint on the design with our stencil kit. The Rally Stripe set includes: decals 
for the hood, deck lid and spoiler. The Hockey Stick set includes: the decals for 
the header panel, fenders and doors. All sets include a squeegee and instructions. 
Specify matte black, inferno orange, silver, cyber gray, summit white, gloss black, 
red, Hugger Orange, or the stencil kit. 
CR2010 2010-13 coupe rally stripe set ...............................  219.99   set 
RS2010 2010-13 convertible rally stripe set ......................  219.99   set 
CH2010 2010-13 hockey stick stripe set .............................  129.99   set 
CT2010 2010-13 coupe hood and trunk black out..............  149.99   set 
TP2010MB 2010-13 tail panel black out (matte black only) ...  74.99   ea 

  Stripe and Panel Decals
2010-13   Pace Car Style Stripes

Add racing style to your 5th generation Camaro and get noticed with these pace car 
inspired stripe decal sets. Includes: stripes for the front bumper fascia, hood center, 
roof panel, rear compartment, rear spoiler and rear bumper fascia. Also includes 
squeegee and instructions. Choose from a variety of colors to suit your taste or a 
paint stencil set. Available for coupe or convertible.
Camaro Coupe
GF30075 2010-13 gloss black .....................................................  249.99   set 
GF30076 2010-13 matte black .....................................................  249.99   set 
GF30077 2010-13 white ..............................................................  249.99   set 
GF30078 2010-13 red ..................................................................  249.99   set 
GF30079 2010-13 silver ..............................................................  249.99   set 
GF30080 2010-13 charcoal ..........................................................  249.99   set 
GF30081 2010-13 inferno orange ................................................  249.99   set 
GF30082 2010-13 hugger orange ................................................  249.99   set 
GF30095 2010-13 stencil set .......................................................  249.99   set 
Camaro Convertible
GF30085 2010-13 gloss black .....................................................  249.99   set 
GF30086 2010-13 matte black .....................................................  249.99   set 
GF30087 2010-13 white ..............................................................  249.99   set 
GF30088 2010-13 red ..................................................................  249.99   set 
GF30089 2010-13 silver ..............................................................  249.99   set 
GF30090 2010-13 charcoal ..........................................................  249.99   set 
GF30091 2010-13 inferno orange ................................................  249.99   set 
GF30092 2010-13 hugger orange ................................................  249.99   set 
GF30096 2010-13 stencil set .......................................................  249.99   set 

GF30077

GF30088

Plastic Detailing Scraper
This 4 side edge, 4 different angle corner plastic razor blade scraper can be used for 
many detailing jobs. For use on most surfaces, excellent for removing unwanted 
decals, tags, pin stripes, tar, sap, or adhesive. For best results spray contained area 
with appropriate liquid remover and gently scrape away. Measures: 1"x 3" x 2.5".
 K89830  ...............................................................................................  1.99   ea 

CAMARO  Exterior Styling
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6th Generation Camaro Decals

Performance Package
• 1 Hood Stripe
• 1 Fender Lower Stripe
• 1 Door Lower Stripe
• 1 Rear Deck Stripe
•  Set Rear Spoiler Stripe
• Squeegee and Instructions
Note: This kit has one color combination only.
GF6314 2016-17 matte black/red .  199.99   kit 

Center Stripe
• 1 Front Bumper Upper Stripe
• 1 Hood Stripe
• 1 Roof Panel Stripe
• 1 Rear Deck Stripe
• 1 Rear Spoiler Stripe
• Squeegee and Instructions
Available for coupe or convertible models, in gloss 
black, white, pearl white, metallic black, silver, red, 
metallic gray, blue, matte black and stencil.
GF6311  2016-17 coupe ................  199.99   kit 
GF6391  2016-17 convertible ........  199.99   kit 

Side Spear Decals
• 2 Front Fascia Stripes
• 2 Upper Door Stripes
• 2 Fender Stripes
• 2 C-Pillar Stripes
• Squeegee and Instructions
Available in gloss black, white, pearl white, metallic 
black, silver, red, metallic gray, blue, matte black 
and stencil.
GF6316  2016-17 side spear ..........  59.99   kit 

Hash Marks Decals
• 2 Fender Hash Marks with template placement
• Squeegee and Instructions
Available in gloss black, white, pearl white, metallic 
black, silver, red, metallic gray, blue, matte black 
and stencil. 
GF6315  1968-69 hash marks .......  49.99   kit 

Add high-performance styling to your Camaro with 
these reproduction decals. Decal kits are manufactured 
to original specifi cations with OE quality materials. 
Available in different colors and cut to OEM 
specifi cations.
Note: Stencil kits are for PAINTING stripes on vehicle.

GF631108

GF631502

GF631401

GF631602

10
white

01
gloss black

02
red

00
stencil

08
blue

33
matte blk

23
silver

47
gray

25
pearl/white

35
mettalic blk

Rally Stripes
• 2 Front Bumper Lower Header Panel Stripes
• 2 Front Bumper Upper Header Panel Stripes
• 2 Hood Stripes
• 2 Rear Deck Stripes
• 2 Rear Spoiler Stripes
• Squeegee and Instructions
Available for coupe or convertible models, in gloss 
black, white, pearl white, metallic black, silver, red, 
metallic gray, blue, matte black and stencil.
Note: V6 models OEM color gloss black, V8 model OEM 
color metallic black. V6 model do not come with lower 
bumper stripes.
GF6312  2016-17 coupe V6 model   199.99   kit 
GF6392  2016-17 convertible V6 ..  199.99   kit 
GF6313  2016-17 coupe V8 model   199.99   kit 
GF6393  2016-17 convertible V8 ..  199.99   kit 

GF631301

Exterior Styling
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G149271 – without pin stripes

G149283 – wide version

G149265 – narrow version

 2010-15 Coupe Center Stripes
Custom graphics are a great way to add a personal touch to your Camaro. They are 
specifi cally designed and crafted for the vehicle specifi ed. These stripes run down 
the center of the vehicle from the hood, over the roof and to the trunk lid. Available 
in wide and narrow version.
Note: Not for ZL1 or Z28 style hoods and 2014-15 models with spoiler.
G149265 2010-15 narrow version – gloss white ........................   134.99   set 
G149270 2010-15 narrow version – matte black ........................   134.99   set 
G149282 2010-15 wide version – matte black ...........................   134.99   set 
G149283 2010-15 wide version – gloss white ............................   134.99   set 

 2010-15 Coupe Center Dual Stripe Set
Custom graphics are a great way to add a personal touch to your Camaro. They are 
specifi cally designed and crafted for the vehicle specifi ed. These stripes run down 
the center of the vehicle from the hood, over the roof and to the trunk lid. Available 
with or without pin stripes on the outer edge of the two center stripes.
Note: Not for ZL1 or Z28 style hoods and 2014-15 models with spoiler.
G149271 2010-15 matte black – without pin stripes ..................   214.99   set 
G149272 2010-15 gloss white – without pin stripes ...................   214.99   set 

G149340

  2012-14 ZL1 Stripe Sets
Add the ZL1 Stripe Package to your Camaro and create an appearance of ultimate 
performance. Every set includes the hood, roof and trunk stripes.
G149339 2012-14 gray – without sunroof ................................  344.99   set 
G149340 2012-14 black – without sunroof ..............................  334.99   set 
G149341 2012-14 charcoal – with sunroof ...............................  266.99   set 

  2010-13 Synergy Hood Stripes
Give your Camaro a distinctive appearance with these Synergy stripe sets. Every 
set includes the hood and fascia accent pieces. Available in several colors
Note: Fits 2010-13 except ZL1 models.
Coupe Models
G149290 2010-13 blue ray .......................................................  359.99   set 
G149327 2010-13 silver ...........................................................  369.99   set 
G149328 2010-13 white ...........................................................  369.99   set 
G149329 2010-13 black ...........................................................  369.99   set 
G149330 2010-13 red ..............................................................  359.99   set 
G149331 2010-13 orange .........................................................  359.99   set 
G149338 2010-13 gray ............................................................  359.99   set 
Convertible Models
G149289 2011-13 blue ray .......................................................  359.99   set 
G149332 2011-13 white ...........................................................  359.99   set 
G149333 2011-13 black ...........................................................  359.99   set 
G149334 2011-13 silver ...........................................................  359.99   set 
G149335 2011-13 red ..............................................................  359.99   set 
G149336 2011-13 orange .........................................................  359.99   set 
G149337 2011-13 gray ............................................................  359.99   set 

G149328

 2010-15 Blackout Wraps
Custom graphics are a great way to add a personal touch to your Camaro. They 
are specifi cally designed and crafted for the vehicle specifi ed. These wraps will 
completely cover the hood, roof or trunk. Some trimming may be required.
Note: *Not for ZL1 or Z28 style hoods.
G149275* 2010-15 matte black – hood ...................................  254.99   set 
G149277 2010-15 matte black - trunk ...................................  134.99   set 
G149278* 2010-15 matte white – hood ...................................  254.99   set 
G149280 2010-15 matte white – trunk ..................................  134.99   set 

G149275
hood blackout
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  2010-13 Cowl Hood Fade Graphic
Make your hood stand out with this stylish fade graphic. 
Digitally printed on high-performance vinyl.
GF102024 2010-13 .............................  234.99   ea 

  2010-15 Camaro Hood Spear Stripes
Make the cowl of your 5th generation Camaro hood 
“pop” with these stylish hood spear stripes. Sets include 
2 hood spears, squeegee and instructions. Fits SS, RS 
and LT models. Available as a solid spear, or with RS, 
SS or 426HP cutout for a custom appearance.
Matte Black
GF33001 2010-15 plain ....................   39.99   set 
GF33002 2010-15 RS .......................   39.99   set 
GF33003 2010-15 SS ........................   39.99   set 
GF33004 2010-15 426HP .................   39.99   set 
GF33005 2010-15 CAMARO ..........   39.99   set 
GF33006 2010-15 LS .......................   39.99   set 
GF33007 2010-15 LS3 .....................   39.99   set 
Black
GF33101 2010-15 plain ....................   39.99   set 
GF33102 2010-15 RS .......................   39.99   set 
GF33103 2010-15 SS ........................   39.99   set 
GF33104 2010-15 426HP .................   39.99   set 
GF33105 2010-15 CAMARO ..........   39.99   set 
GF33106 2010-15 LS .......................   39.99   set 
GF33107 2010-15 LS3 .....................   39.99   set 
Stencil Sets
GF33201 2010-15 plain ....................   39.99   set 
GF33202 2010-15 RS .......................   39.99   set 
GF33203 2010-15 SS ........................   39.99   set 
GF33204 2010-15 426HP .................   39.99   set 
GF33205 2010-15 CAMARO ..........   39.99   set 
GF33206 2010-15 LS .......................   39.99   set 
GF33207 2010-15 LS3 .....................   39.99   set 

GF33001

GF33102

GF33105

GF33103

GF33106

GF33104

GF33107
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2010-15 T3 Stripe Kit
The ACS-T3 stripe kit can be installed on 2010-15 
Camaro models, with or without the T3 Hood Ports. 
They are designed to follow the lines of the Camaro 
and feature the same proportions as the hood ports. 
That way if you ever decide to purchase the hood 
ports at a later date, you will be able to match them 
up to the stripe kit. Includes hood, roof, deck lid and 
spoiler wrap. Available in satin black or carbon fi nish.
Note: For use with  or without T3 hood ports.
2010-13 all except ZL1 and 2014-15 V6 models
GF401089 2010-15 satin black ............  279.99   set 
GF401090 2010-15 carbon fi ber fi nish   379.99   set 

satin black stripe kit shown

 2012-15 ZL1 Underhood Decal
Make your underhood ZL1 logo pop with this custom 
decal. This decal allows you see the ZL1 logo imprinted 
in the underside of the hood. The paint matched logo 
is hard to notice without a decal. Available in several 
colors.
GF6395 2012-15 gloss black/red .....  28.99   ea 
GF6396 2012-15 silver/red ..............  28.99   ea 
GF6397 2012-15 carbon fi ber/red ....  28.99   ea 

  2010-13 Front Fascia Intake Accent
Give your Camaro SS a stunning look with this top 
quality front fascia intake accent applique. Now you 
can have high performance style without paying the 
high prices for a custom painted front fascia inlet. 
Available exclusively in black. 
FF2010GB 2010-13 SS only .........   29.99   ea 

  2010-13 Nose And Spear Stripe Set
Give your Camaro a nostalgic look with this Nose and 
Spear Stripe Package. Every set includes the front nose 
decal along with the side spear decal sets. Available 
in a variety of colors.
Base Model
G149310 2010-13 white .............  304.99   set 
G149311 2010-13 black .............  304.99   set 
G149312 2010-13 gray ...............  304.99   set 
G149313 2010-13 orange ...........  304.99   set 
G149314 2010-13 red .................  304.99   set 
G149315 2010-13 silver .............  304.99   set 
Super Sport Model
G149316 2010-13 white .............  304.99   set 
G149317 2010-13 black .............  304.99   set 
G149318 2010-13 gray ...............  304.99   set 
G149319 2010-13 orange ...........  304.99   set 
G149320 2010-13 red .................  304.99   set 
G149321 2010-13 silver .............  304.99   set 

G149310

GF6395
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 2010-13 Side Sport Fade Graphic Airbrushed Black Flames
Give your Camaro a custom look at a fraction of the cost of an airbrushed paint 
job! This graphic has been digitally printed and laminated using the fi nest high 
performance vinyl, providing 7-10 years of life. Simply wash and wax your car 
for years of enjoyment.
GF102025 2010-13 ........................................................................  257.99   pr 

 2010-15 Camaro Quarter Panel Vent Decals
Add the appearance of functional vents to your Camaro with these custom quarter 
panel decals. Rear quarter panel gill inserts fade from clear to gloss black to give 
your vehicle a custom look. Includes left and right graphics.
GF6394 2010-15 ..............................................................................   44.99   pr 

  2010-15 Pointed Angle Stripes
Custom graphics are a great way to add a personal touch to your Camaro. They are 
specifi cally designed and crafted for your vehicle. 
G149268 2010-15 matte black ..................................................  254.99   set 
G149269 2010-15 gloss white ..................................................  254.99   set 

G149268
matte black

G149292

  2010-15 Fender Hash Mark Stripe Set
Fender Hash Marks can be added to the front fenders of your Camaro to accentuate 
the vehicle’s powerful style lines. They’re available in a variety of colors.
Note: Fits 2010-15. Colors are cosmetically correct for years listed.
G149291 2010-13 victory red .................................................  259.99   set 
G149292 2012-14 orange .......................................................  259.99   set 
G149293 2012-14 cyber gray .................................................  259.99   set 
G149294 2012-15 satin black .................................................  259.99   set 
G149295 2012-15 white pearl ................................................  259.99   set 
G149296 2012-15 light silver .................................................  259.99   set 
G149297 2013 ashen gray .................................................  259.99   set  
G149351 2014-15 red hot .......................................................  259.99   set 

G

G149266

 2010-15 Lower Thick Body Stripe Set
Custom graphics are a great way to add a personal touch to your Camaro. They are 
specifi cally designed and crafted for the vehicle specifi ed. These stripes run down 
the lower sides of the fenders and doors.
G149266 2010-15 gloss white ....................................................   54.99   set 
G149267 2010-15 matte black ....................................................   54.99   set 

two included for each side.

  2010-15 Heritage Stripe Sets
Give your Camaro a classic look with these Heritage stripes. Every set includes six 
pieces that applied to upper portion of the fender, door, and quarter panel. Available 
in a variety of colors.
Note: *Fits 2010-15. Colors are cosmetically correct for years listed.
G149298 2010-15 white .........................................................  259.99   set 
G149299 2010-15 black .........................................................  259.99   set 
G149300 2010-15 silver .........................................................  259.99   set 
G149301 2010-15 gray ...........................................................  259.99   set 
G149302 2010-15 orange .......................................................  259.99   set 
G149303 2010-15 blue ...........................................................  259.99   set 
G149304* 2014-15 red hot .......................................................  259.99   set 
G149345* 2010-13 victory red .................................................  224.99   set 

G149298
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  2010-15 Camaro Stingray Z Style Body Kit
Create a Stingray Z inspired look with premium Durafl ex technology. With Durafl ex’s 
advanced materials, these body kits have a reduced damage rate of 75% and are less 
likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a proprietary 
blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer.  .

Buy The Kit and Save!
Included in the 10 piece kit: front bumper cover, front spoiler, front fender fl ares, 
hood, side skirts, rear bumper cover, and spoiler. Fits all 2010-15 models
Note: Shipped truck freight. 

GF109947 2010-13 10 piece Stingray Z style body kit ...........  3224.99   kit 
GF109950 2014-15 10 piece Stingray Z style body kit ...........  3224.99   kit 

       Durafl ex Stingray Z Style Components
The hood is also available in 2 x 2 twill weave carbon fi ber for extra weight saving. 
Sold individually. 
Note: The 2010-13 Stingray style front bumper cover will also fi t 2014-15 ZL1 
models. The rear spoiler will not fi t convertible models. Shipped oversize. 
GF109790 2010-13 Stingray Z style front bumper cover ........  599.99   ea 
GF109801 2014-15 Stingray Z style front bumper cover ........  599.99   ea 
GF109792 2010-13 Stingray Z style rear bumper cover .........  599.99   ea 
GF109802 2014-15 Stingray Z style rear bumper cover .........  599.99   ea 
GF109804 2010-15 Stingray Z style hood Durafl ex ...............  599.99   ea 
GF109926 2010-15 Stingray Z style hood Carbon Creations .  899.99   ea 
GF109820 2010-15 Stingray Z style front spoiler ...................  344.99   ea 
GF109793 2010-13 Stingray Z style rear spoiler ....................  429.99   ea 
GF109803 2014-15 Stingray Z style rear spoiler ....................  429.99   ea 
GF109819 2010-15 Stingray Z style front fender fl ares ..........  429.99   pr 
GF109791 2010-15 Stingray Z style side skirts ......................  429.99   pr 

  2010-15 Camaro Durafl ex Racer Body Kit
Create a sporty new style with premium Durafl ex technology. With Durafl ex’s 
advanced materials, these body kits have a reduced damage rate of 75% and are less 
likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a proprietary 
blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer.  

Buy The Kit and Save!
Included in the 2010-13 4 piece kit: front air dam, side skirts and rear diffuser. 
Included in the 2014-15 6 piece kit: front air dam, window scoop louvers, side 
skirts and rear air dam. Features high-quality, weather resistant mesh grill on both 
the front and rear air dams. Fits all 2010-15 models.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF105987 2010-13 4 piece V8 Racer body kit .........................  421.99   kit 
GF105986 2010-13 4 piece V6 Racer body kit .........................  421.99   kit 
GF109940 2014-15 6 piece V8 Racer body kit .........................  544.99   kit 
GF109734 2014-15 6 piece V6 Racer body kit .........................  549.99   kit 

    Durafl ex Racer Components
For use with stock bumper. Sold individually. 
Note: Shipped oversize. 
GF105982 2010-13 V8 Racer front air dam ............................  149.99   ea 
GF105981 2010-13 V6 Racer front air dam ............................  149.99   ea 
GF109696 2014-15 V8 Racer front air dam ............................  169.99   ea 
GF109648 2014-15 V6 Racer front air dam ............................  169.99   ea 
 GF105985 2010-13 V8 Racer rear air dam ..............................  149.99   ea 
GF105984 2010-13 V6 Racer rear air dam ..............................  149.99   ea 
GF109649 2014-15 V6/V8 Racer rear air dam ........................  169.99   ea 
GF105983 2010-15 V6/V8 Racer side skirts ...........................  144.99   pr 
GF109695 2010-15 V6/V8 Racer window louvers ..................  84.99   pr 
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  2010-15 V6 Camaro GM-X Body Kit
Create a sporty new style with premium Durafl ex technology. With Durafl ex’s 
advanced materials, these body kit components have a reduced damage rate of 75% 
and are less likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from 
a proprietary blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with 
black primer. Sold individually.

Buy The Kit and Save!
Included in the 7 piece kit: front spoiler, side skirts, rear diffuser, and 3 piece rear 
spoiler. Fits V6 base and LT models. 
Note: GM-X rear diffuser does not include chrome exhaust bezels. Will not fi t 
ZL1 models. Shipped truck freight. 
GF109498 2010-13 7 piece V6 GM-X body kit .......................  624.99   kit 

   Durafl ex GM-X Components
Note: GM-X rear diffuser does not include chrome exhaust bezels. Will not fi t 
ZL1 models. Shipped oversize. 
GF106813 2010-13 V6 GM-X front spoiler fi ts base, LT ....  129.99   ea 
GF112208 2014-15 V8 GM-X front spoiler all models .......  129.99   ea 
GF112207 2014-15 V6 GM-X front spoiler all models .......  129.99   ea 
GF106817 2010-13 GM-X rear diffuser fi ts base, LT ....  149.99   ea 
GF106815 2010-15 GM-X side skirts fi ts SS, ZL1 ....  154.99   pr 
GF109483 2010-13 GM-X rear spoiler all models .......  214.99   set 

  2010-15 Camaro Z28 Style Body Kit
Create the iconic Z28 style with premium Durafl ex technology. With Durafl ex’s 
advanced materials, these components have a reduced damage rate of 75% and are less 
likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a proprietary 
blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer. 

Buy The Kit and Save!
Included in the 10 piece kit: front bumper cover, front spoiler, front and rear fender 
fl ares, hood, side skirts, and rear bumper cover. Fits all 2010-13 models. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.

GF109957 2010-13 10 piece Z28 style body kit .....................  2904.99   kit 
     Durafl ex Z28 Style Components

The hood is also available in 2 x 2 twill weave carbon fi ber for extra weight saving. 
Sold Individually.
Note: Z28 style front spoiler will only fi t 2014+ Z28 Camaro models. Will also 
work with Z28 style bumper, must be used with Z28 style fender fl ares. 
*Hoods are shipped truck freight. All others shipped oversize. 
GF109698 2010-13 front bumper cover ..................................  514.99   ea 
GF109813 2010-13 rear bumper cover ...................................  514.99   ea 
GF112364 2014-15 rear bumper cover ...................................  514.99   ea 
GF109478* 2010-15 hood – Durafl ex .......................................  429.99   ea 
GF109491* 2010-15 carbon fi ber hood – Carbon Creations ....  689.99   ea 
GF109809 2010-15 front fender fl ares ....................................  429.99   pr 
GF109810 2010-15 rear fender fl ares .....................................  429.99   pr 
GF109811 2010-15 side skirts ................................................  429.99   pr 
GF109806 2014-15 front spoiler .............................................  344.99   ea 
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  2010-15 Camaro Durafl ex ZL1 Style Body Kit
Get the track inspired ZL1 style with premium Durafl ex technology. With Durafl ex’s 
advanced materials, these body kits have a reduced damage rate of 75% and are less 
likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a proprietary 
blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer.  

Buy The Kit and Save!
Included in the 5 piece kit: ZL1 style front bumper, hood, side skirts and rear bumper 
cover. Features high-quality, weather resistant aluminum mesh grill on front bumper 
and hood. Fits all 2010-13 models. 
Note: Fog lamp bezels not included. Shipped truck freight.
GF109541 2010-13 5 piece ZL1 style body kit .....................  1199.99   kit 

     Durafl ex ZL1 Style Components
The hood is also available in 2 x 2 twill weave carbon fi ber for extra weight saving. 
Sold individually
Note: Fog light bezels are not included. Front bumper will fi t 2014-15 Camaro ZL1 models. 
*Hoods are shipped truck freight, All others shipped oversize.

GF108184 2010-13 front bumper cover ...................................  229.99   ea 
GF109021 2010-13 rear bumper cover ....................................  429.99   ea 
GF108185* 2010-15 hood – Durafl ex ........................................  429.99   ea 
GF108186* 2010-15 carbon fi ber hood – Carbon Creations .....  899.99   ea 
GF109022 2010-15 side skirts .................................................  154.99   pr 
GF112314 2010-13 rear spoiler ...............................................  149.99   ea 
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  2010-15 Camaro Circuit Wide Body Kit
Give your Camaro a muscular, wide body look with premium Durafl ex technology. 
With Durafl ex’s advanced materials, these body kits have a reduced damage rate of 
75% and are less likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured 
from a proprietary blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished 
with black primer.

Buy The Kit and Save!
Included in the 8 piece kit: front bumper cover, side skirts, front and rear fenders, 
and rear bumper cover. Fits all 2010-13 models.
Important: Shipped truck freight.
GF105825 2010-13 8 piece circuit wide body kit ..................  2149.99   kit 

   Durafl ex Circuit Wide Body Components
Manufactured from a proprietary blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin 
and fi nished with black primer. Sold individually. 
Note: All components must be used in conjunction with the wide 
body kit. Shipped oversize. 
GF105814 2010-13 Circuit wide body front bumper cover ......  449.99   ea 
GF105816 2010-13 Circuit wide body rear bumper cover .......  449.99   ea 
GF105817 2010-15 Circuit wide body front fenders ................  449.99   pr 
GF105818 2010-15 Circuit wide body rear fenders ..................  449.99   pr 
GF105815 2010-15 Circuit wide body side skirts .....................  409.99   pr 
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 2010-13 Factory Style Ground Effects
Reproduction ground effects for 2010-13 Camaro models. Manufactured out of 
durable Poly-Urethane and designed to replicate the original ground effects without 
the upscale price tag. All pieces feature correct contours along with factory style 
mounting points making them easy to install.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
GF301307 2010-13 front spoiler – SS V8 ................................  259.99   ea 
GF301308 2010-13 front spoiler – RS V6 ...............................  259.99   ea 
GF301309 2010-13 rear diffuser – all ......................................  259.99   ea 
GF301310 2010-13 side skirt pair – all ....................................  279.99   pr 

 Z28 Aero Components Kits
Take your 2014-15 Chevy Camaro handling performance to the next level with this 
aero kit. Selected down force enhancing aero components from the Z28 are offered 
in this bolt on kit. Features the front splitter/brace, rear spoiler, underbody closeout 
panel, and revised Gurney lip extensions.
Note: Shipped oversize.
GF6341 2014-15 SS models .................................................  1069.99   kit 

OS1
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Side rocker

 2010-13 Ground Effects Package
The ground effects package creates a dramatic, ground hugging look for your 
Camaro. This package includes a front splitter, side rockers, and a rear diffuser with 
chrome exhaust bezels. Available in a variety of original prepainted color options.
Fits 2010-13. Colors specifi c to years listed.
Important: Not compatible with quarter fl ares/splash guards, performance exhaust (NPP), 
and ZL1 Models. *Factory option, unpainted raw fi nish, argent in color.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
SS Models
G149208 2010-13 inferno orange (GCR) ...........................  2019.99   set 
G149209 2010-13 silver ice (GAN) ....................................  2019.99   set 
G149210 2010-13 black (GBA) ..........................................  2019.99   set 
G149211 2010-13 summit white (GAZ) .............................  2019.99   set 
G149212 2010-13 victory red (GCN) .................................  2019.99   set 
G149213 2010-13 rally yellow (GCO) ...............................  2019.99   set 
G149214 2012-13 crystal red (GBE) ..................................  2019.99   set 
G149215* 2010-13 unpainted/argent (VTD) ........................  2019.99   set 
G149217 2010-12 imperial blue (GAP) ..............................  2019.99   set 
G149226 2012-13 ashen gray (GLJ) ...................................  2019.99   set 
G149228 2012 carbon fl ash (GAR) ...............................  2019.99   set 
G149230 2013 blue ray (GXH) .....................................  2019.99   set 
Base Models
G149216* 2010-13 unpainted/argent (VTD) ........................  1739.99   set 
G149218 2010-12 imperial blue (GAP) ..............................  2019.99   set 
G149219 2010-13 inferno orange (GCR) ...........................  2019.99   set 
G149220 2010-13 silver ice (GAN) ....................................  2019.99   set 
G149221 2010-13 black (GBA) ..........................................  1969.99   set 
G149222 2010-13 summit white (GAZ) .............................  2019.99   set 
G149223 2010-13 victory red (GCN) .................................  2019.99   set 
G149224 2010-13 rally yellow (GCO) ...............................  2019.99   set 
G149225 2012-13 crystal red (GBE) ..................................  2019.99   set 
G149227 2012-13 ashen gray (GLJ) ...................................  2019.99   set 
G149229 2012 carbon fl ash (GAR) ...............................  2019.99   set 
G149231 2013 blue ray (GXH) .....................................  2019.99   set 

Front splitter G149221
quarter moldings

rear bumper

rocker moldings hood vents

front bumper

front spoiler
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  2010-13 Retro USA Exterior Upgrades
Infl uenced by the iconic design of the fi rst generation Camaro, each of these fi ne 
accessories is manufactured using chrome fi lm laminate or chrome-plating on high 
quality automotive plastics. Retro USA’s Chrome-Tech bumpers, moldings and 
hood louvers offer durability, lightweight and easy installation in addition to their 
stunning good looks. All of these great retro touches install onto the existing body 
using thermoformed inserts (when applicable) and 3M attachment tape, meaning 
there’s no need to modify your beloved Camaro.
Note: *Bumpers shipped double oversize.
RT1001* 2010-13 front bumper – chrome ..............................  429.99   ea 
RT1002* 2010-13 rear bumper – chrome ...............................  429.99   ea 
RT1003 2010-13 rocker moldings – chrome ........................  249.99   pr 
RT1004 2010-13 quarter moldings – chrome .......................  199.99   pr 
RT1006 2010-13 quarter moldings – paintable ..................... 149.99 pr
RT1005 2010-13 hood vents (non-functional) – chrome ......  199.99   pr 

Exterior Styling

side skirts

rear diffuser
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3D Carbon Camaro SS 9 Piece Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid.
GF360100 2010-13 unpainted ...........................................  1059.99   set 
GF3701 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ...........  2419.99   set 

3D Carbon Camaro SS 7 Piece Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid.
GF360200 2010-13 unpainted ...........................................  879.99   set 
GF3702 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ...........  2059.99   set 
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3D Carbon Camaro SS 6 Piece Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF360400 2010-13 unpainted ...........................................  689.99   set 
GF3704 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ...........  1779.99   set 

3D Carbon Rear Window U-Trim
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF380300 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  219.99   ea 
GF3903 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  394.99   ea 

 If you’re looking to customize your 2010-13 Camaro SS and only 
the fi nest quality fi t and fi nish will do, look no further than this 
3dCarbon body set. This full body set seamlessly integrates into 
the original design for a sleek, muscular look, offering a 
subtle restyle that looks like factory equipment. Stand 
out from the crowd without spoiling the design 
that drove you to the Camaro in the 
fi rst place!

3D Carbon Camaro SS 5 Piece Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF360500 2010-13 unpainted ...........................................  564.99   set 
GF370510 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ...........  1504.99   set 

3D Carbon Deck Lid Spoiler
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF380200 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  174.99   ea 
GF3902 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  364.99   ea 

3D Carbon Front Fender Vents
Note: Professional installation recommended. Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be 
prepaid. 
GF380400 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  209.99   pr 
GF3904 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  399.99   pr 

3D Carbon "GT" V8 Front Air Dam
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF360600 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  209.99   ea 
GF3706 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  481.99   ea 

3D Carbon Rear Lower Spats
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid.
Left Rear Lower Spat
GF360900 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  104.99   ea 
GF3709 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  199.99   ea 
Right Rear Lower Spat
GF380100 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  104.99   ea 
GF3901 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  199.99   ea 

3D Carbon Side Skirts
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
Left Side Skirt
GF360700 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  214.99   ea 
GF3707 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  399.99   ea 
Right Side Skirt
GF360800 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  214.99   ea 
GF3708 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  399.99   ea 

Add an aggressive 
spoiler with a 
racing look that 
fi ts like the
OEM spoiler!

Air Dam blends into 
factory bodywork and 
adds aggressive styling!

Achieve an Aggressive New Look For Your 2010-13 Camaro SS!

Side skirts and 
spats create a 
sleek, lowered 

appearance!

functional vents add style and 
improve cooling!

Rear Window Trim visually 
links C-pillars, deck lid,

and rear window!

Front Air Dam

Side Skirts

Rear Spats

Rear Window Trim

Deck Lid Spoiler

Fender Vents

5 Pc Set 6 Pc Set 7 Pc Set 9 Pc Set

3D Carbon V6 Air Damn
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF430500 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  209.99   ea 
GF4405 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x ..............  484.99   ea 

3dCarbon Body Kits
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 If you’re looking to customize your 2010-13 V6 Camaro 
and only the fi nest quality fi t and fi nish will do, look 
no further than this 3dCarbon body set. This full 
body kit seamlessly integrates into the original 
design for a sleek, muscular look, offering a 
subtle restyle that looks like factory equipment. 
Stand out from the crowd without spoiling the 
design that drove you to the Camaro in the fi rst 
place! Camaro V6 body sets include SS style side 
skirts, rear diffuser, rear spoiler, fender vents, rear 
window trim, and a restyled V6 front air dam.
Note: Refer to the 3dCarbon Camaro SS chart regarding what 
components each particular set includes.

Achieve an Aggressive New Look For Your 2010-13 V6 Camaro!

3D Carbon 9 Piece V6 Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF430100 2010-13 unpainted ............................................  1059.99   set 
GF4401 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x .............  2419.99   set 

3D Carbon 7 Piece V6 Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF430200 2010-13 unpainted ............................................  879.99   set 
GF4402 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x .............  2059.99   set 

3D Carbon 6 Piece V6 Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF430300 2010-13 unpainted ............................................  689.99   set 
GF4403 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x .............  1779.99   set 

3D Carbon 5 Piece V6 Body Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid. 
GF430400 2010-13 unpainted ............................................  599.99   set 
GF4404 2010-13 painted, add color code suffi x .............  1509.99   set 

 2010-13 RK Sport Camaro RS Ground Effects Package
Looking to change the look of your 5th Generation RS Camaro? Look no further 
than this ground effects package from RK Sport. Includes front valance, side skirts 
and rear left and right valance. Front valance also available separately. Only fi ts 
SS models.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. *Shipped oversize. 
**Shipped double oversize. 
GF30063** 2010-13 RS body set ............................................  684.99   set 
GF30064* 2010-13 front valance ...........................................  174.99   ea 
GF30007* 2010-13 rear diffuser, fi berglass ...........................  294.99   ea  
GF30012* 2010-13 rear diffuser, carbon fi ber .......................  499.99   ea 

OS2OS1

2010-13 RK Sport Camaro SS Ground Effects Package
Looking to change the look of your Gen 5 Camaro SS? Look no further than this 
complete ground effects package from RK Sport. Each package includes the front 
valance, side skirts and rear left and right valance. Rear diffuser not included in 
package, available separately. Front valance also available separately. Only fi ts 
SS models.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid.*Shipped oversize.
**Shipped double oversize. 
GF30000** 2010-13 SS body set .............................................  684.99   set 
GF30004* 2010-13 front valance ...........................................  174.99   ea 
GF30007* 2010-13 rear diffuser, fi berglass ...........................  294.99   ea  
GF30012* 2010-13 rear diffuser, carbon fi ber .......................  499.99   ea 

rear valance closeup

side skirt closeup front valance closeup

GF30007 – sold separately

rear valance closeup

OS2OS1

RK Sport Body Kits

GF30064

GF30063
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 2010-13 HAVOC Aero Set
Note: Shipped truck freight. Special order, must be prepaid.
HV9001 2010-13 with carbon fi ber graphic diffuser .....................................................................................................................................................  2174.99   set 
HV9002 2010-13 standard .............................................................................................................................................................................................  1974.99   set 

2010-13 HAVOC Chin Spoiler
The HAVOC front chin spoiler gives your Camaro a lower, more aggressive look 
and improves cooling and aerodynamics. Features dual brake cooling ducts for 
both an aggressive look and functionality. Manufactured with durable OE quality 
urethane and mounts using existing OEM attachment points. No drilling required!
Note: Shipped oversize. 

HV1005 2010-13 HAVOC front spoiler ................................  494.99   ea 

2010-13 HAVOC Side Rocker Panels
The HAVOC side rocker panels or “side skirts” feature an aggressive design with 
accent lines that compliment the Havoc front chin spoiler. Manufactured using 
durable OE quality urethane. Mounts using OE pushpins and requires minor drilling 
through the stock plastic rocker.
Note: Shipped double oversize. Special order.
HV1008 2010-13 HAVOC side rocker panels .......................  594.99   pr 

2010-13 HAVOC Rear Spoiler
Manufactured using durable OE quality urethane and mounts using factory spoiler 
mounting holes (if equipped) for easy installation.  If your Camaro has black Rally 
Stripes, order the Havoc Spoiler Rally Stripe Extensions, which extend the rally 
stripes onto the rear spoiler for a complete install.
Note: *Shipped oversize.
HV1001* 2010-13 HAVOC rear spoiler ...................................  399.99   ea 
HV9011 2010-13 RS stripe extensions (black) .......................  99.99   set 

2010-13 HAVOC Rear Diffuser
The HAVOC two piece rear diffuser features a paintable outer section. Designed for 
an aggressive appearance and to hide the unsightly low hanging factory muffl ers. 
Mounts using existing OEM attachment points. No drilling required! Available with 
optional carbon fi ber style center section for a high-performance look. Manufactured 
using durable OE quality urethane for long life.
Note: Shipped oversize.
HV1004 2010-13 carbon fi ber style .......................................  824.99   ea 
HV1006 2010-13 standard .....................................................  624.99   ea 

2010-13 HAVOC Stripe Set
Give your Camaro a truly bold look with the HAVOC stripe package. Each set 
includes body side stripes and two hood spears. 
HV9013 2010-13 black ...........................................................  184.99   set 

Make Your 2010-13 Camaro More Muscular with HAVOC Aero!
Get a muscular, aggressive look with the HAVOC aero set for the 2010-13 
Camaro. Featuring components molded in durable OE quality urethane, the 
HAVOC Aero set installs using existing attachment points and minimal drilling for 
a clean installation. The set includes: the HAVOC chin spoiler, rear spoiler, side 
rocker panels and 2 piece diffuser. Add the optional Carbon Fiber style rear center 
section to give your Camaro an extreme high-performance look.

Havoc Body Kits

Order the entire Aero Set or just
the individual components you need!

OS1
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2010-13 Razzi Appearance Package
Give your 2010-13 Camaro an aggressive “street fi ghter” look with these sleek 
ground effects. Made with ABS thermoset plastic, offering the rigidity of fi berglass 
without cracking.
Note: Shipped truck freight. *Shipped oversize.
Unpainted
GF55000 2010-13 V6 ...........................................................  724.99   set 
GF56000 2010-13 V8 ...........................................................  724.99   set 
GF57000 2010-13 V6 with V8 rear ......................................  724.99   set  
GF58000 2010-13 V6 with spoiler .......................................  854.99   set 
GF59000 2010-13 V8 with spoiler .......................................  854.99   set 
GF61000 2010-13 V6 with V8 rear and spoiler ...................  854.99   set 
GF62000* 2010-13 rear spoiler (unpainted)...........................  119.99   ea 
Painted
Note: Painted components are matched as closely as possible, colors may vary slightly. 
GF450 2010-13 V6 ...........................................................  1149.99   set 
GF460 2010-13 V8 ...........................................................  1149.99   set 
GF470 2010-13 V6 with V8 rear ......................................  1149.99   set 
GF480 2010-13 V6 with spoiler .......................................  1339.99   set 
GF490 2010-13 V8 with spoiler .......................................  1339.99   set 
GF510 2010-13 V6 with V8 rear and spoiler ...................  1339.99   set 
GF520* 2010-13 rear spoiler ..............................................  199.99   ea 
Exhaust Extensions
GF550 2010-13 V6 exhaust extentions/tips ......................  39.99   set 
GF551 2010-13 V8 exhaust extentions/tips ......................  39.99   set 

 2010-13 Street Scene Camaro Aero Body Components
Now you can give your Gen 5 Camaro a more aggressive, customized look with 
Street Scene’s new urethane body components. The look, fi t, feel, and fi nish are 
factory quality thanks to Street Scene’s rigid production standards and the direct 
molding process used to create all of their urethane components.
Note: *Indicates part shipped oversize.
GF30015* 2010-13 chin spoiler – fi ts only Camaro SS ..........  174.99   ea 
GF30016 2010-13 lower grille ducts .....................................  81.99   pr 
GF30017* 2010-13 side skirts – 4 piece .................................  509.99   set 
GF30018* 2010-13 rear wing – 3 piece ..................................  191.99    set 

GF30015

GF30016

GF30017

GF30018

OS1

GF48020

OS1

2010-13 ZL1 Conversion Kit
ZL1 conversion kit includes: front bumper cover, impact absorber, lower grille, 2 
fog light bezels, 2 daytime running light retainers, lower bumper support, LH and 
RH fl ares, 2 fog lamps, and mounting hardware.
Important: If your vehicle did not come with fog lamps from factory, you will need to 
purchase separately part #GF6430 x 2, kit only comes with the lower ZL1 lamps. “Plug 
and play” harness is also available to power all 4 lamps sold separately (GF6380). For V6 
models wheel liners will need minor modifi cations. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF6470 2010-13 conversion kit ...........................................  1199.99   kit 

2012-15 ZL1 Individual Body Components 
Note: Front bumper cover will be truck freight, grilles and impact absorber                       
will be shipped oversize.
G15020 2012-15 front bumper fascla ..................................  339.99   ea 
G15021 2012-15 upper grill .................................................  119.99   ea 
G15022 2012-15 lower grill .................................................  119.99   ea 
G15023 2012-15 ZL1 emblem .............................................  39.99   ea 
GF6429 2012-13 fog/daytime running lamps reproduction .  44.99   ea 
GF6430 2012-15 ZL1 fog lamp reproduction ......................  39.99   ea 
G15024 2012-15 fog light bezels LH ...................................  23.99   ea 
G15025 2012-15 fog light bezels RH ..................................  23.99   ea 

Individual Inner Components
G15026 2012-15 impact absorber ........................................  119.99   ea 
G15027 2012-15 lower support ...........................................  99.99   ea 
G15028 2012-15 side fl are LH .............................................  69.99   ea 
G15029 2012-15 side fl are RH ............................................  69.99   ea 
G15030 2012-15 front wheelhouse liner LH .......................  54.99   ea 
G15031 2012-15 front wheelhouse liner RH .......................  54.99   ea 
G15032 2012-15 under pan defl ector  ..................................  114.99   ea 
G15033 2012-15 lower radiator duct ...................................  39.99   ea 
G15034 2012-15 baffl e LH ..................................................  24.99   ea 
G15035 2012-15 baffl e RH ..................................................  21.99   ea 
G15036 2012-15 daytime running light retainer ..................  19.99   ea 

OS1
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2010-15 ZL1 Front End Conversion And Components
Upgrade to ZL1 styling with original GM components! Original GM factory parts 
are available to replace front end parts on our original ZL1 or add high-performance 
aggressive styling look to your SS, LT, LS Camaro. If you wish to do a conversion, 
we have made it simple with our ZL1 conversion kit.
Important: The ZL1 hood and bumper have a wider body line on the hood than the other 
models. Minor bumper modifi cation required to match the body lines of a stock SS hood. No 
modifi cation is necessary when using a ZL1 hood.
Note: Conversion kits are for 2010-13 vehicles, individual parts for factory ZL1 2012-15.

Convert your 2010-13 Camaro to ZL1 Styling!

GF6470

GF48020

GF6470 
in detail
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 Durafl ex Wide Body Fender Flares
With Durafl ex’s advanced materials, these wide body fender fl ares have a reduced 
damage rate of 75% and are less likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. 
Manufactured from a proprietary blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin 
and fi nished with black primer. Rear fender fl ares are 3.5" wider than stock and 
front fender fl ares are 3.0" wider. Installation hardware included. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
113018 2016-17 front fender fl ares 2 piece .....................  774.99   pr 
113017 2016-17 rear fender fl ares 2 piece .....................  774.99   pr 

113018 113017

 Carbon Fiber Side Splitters
This carbon fi ber side splitter set from Carbon Creations gives a sleek, lowered 
look. This is a six piece set which includes two main side splitters and four smaller 
extensions. Made from 2 x 2 twill weave and fi nished with a UV protective clear coat. 
Note: Shipped oversize.

113053 2016-17 side splitters 6 piece ...............................  774.99   set 

 DriTech Carbon Fiber Front Splitter
Made with revolutionary DriTech carbon fi ber from Carbon Creations, this front 
splitter adds style and slices though the air to help with aerodynamics. DriTech 
carbon fi ber is stronger and lighter than traditional carbon fi ber. Features 2 x 2 twill 
weave and premium UV inhibiting fi nish.
Note: Shipped oversize.
113176 2016-17 front splitter 2 piece ...............................  429.99   pr 

 DriTech Carbon Fiber Hood
Made with revolutionary DriTech carbon fi ber from Carbon Creations, this hood 
adds style, weight saving and functional vents that allow engine heat to escape. 
DriTech carbon fi ber is stronger and lighter than traditional carbon fi ber. Features 
2 x 2 twill weave and premium UV inhibiting fi nish.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
113117 2016-17 hood.............................................................  1029.99   ea 

  DriTech Carbon Fiber Air Duct Extensions
These air duct extensions are made with revolutionary DriTech carbon fi ber from 
Carbon Creations. DriTech carbon fi ber is stronger and lighter than traditional 
carbon fi ber. Features 2 x 2 twill weave and premium UV inhibiting fi nish. No 
modifi cations needed to from fascia. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
113179 2016-17 air duct extensions 2 piece ...................  429.99   pr 

  Carbon Fiber Rear Diffuser
Made with lightweight carbon fi ber from Carbon Creations, this rear diffuser creates 
a muscular, race car look from the rear of your Camaro. Made from 2 x 2 twill 
weave and fi nished with a UV protective clear coat. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
113050 2016-17 rear diffuser .................................................  599.99   ea 

  DriTech Carbon Fiber Rear Wing Spoiler
Go from mild to wild with this rear wing spoiler made with revolutionary DriTech 
carbon fi ber from Carbon Creations. DriTech carbon fi ber is stronger and lighter than 
traditional carbon fi ber. Features 2 x 2 twill weave and premium UV inhibiting fi nish.
Note: Shipped oversize.

113178 2016-17 rear wing spoiler ..........................................  599.99   ea 

OS1

OS1

OS1

OS1

OS1

OS1

2016-17 Camaro Wide Body Components

Exterior Styling

Give your 2016-17 Camaro the wide body treatment with 
these Durafl ex and Carbon Creations components. Choose the 
individual components to create your own look or get them all 
to achieve the complete wide body effect.
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  2016-17 Camaro SS Body Kit
Give your 2016-17 Camaro SS a race inspired look with this 5 piece body kit by 
Street Scene. Made from high quality polyurethane and comes either pre-painted 
semi-gloss black or unpainted matte black. Kit includes: two side rails, two small 
rockers mount behind the rear wheel, and a front splitter.
Note: †For models with dual mode exhaust. *For models without dual mode exhaust (rear 
wheel rockers are not included).
Pre-Painted Black
95070249† 2016-17 body kit – 5 piece ...............................  830.99   kit 
950702484* 2016-17 body kit – 3 piece ...............................  705.99   kit 
95070231† 2016-17 side skirts kit – 4 piece .......................  636.99   kit 
950702343* 2016-17 side skirt kit – 2 piece .........................  415.99   kit 
95070240 2016-17 front splitter ........................................  315.99   ea 
Unpainted Matte Black
95070248† 2016-17 body kit – 5 piece ...............................  629.99   kit 
950702483* 2016-17 body kit – 3 piece ...............................  590.99   kit 
95070234† 2016-17 side skirts kit – 4 piece .......................  499.99   kit 
950702342* 2016-17 side skirt kit – 2 piece .........................  365.99   kit 
95070239 2016-17 front splitter ........................................  249.99   ea 

95070248

95070239

95070234

   2010-13 Camaro Body Kit
Give your 2010-13 Camaro a race inspired look with this 5 piece body kit by Street 
Scene. Made from high-quality polyurethane and ships in a matte black, ready for 
fi nal prep and paint, or just install right out of the box. Kit includes: 4 piece side 
rails and a front chin spoiler or choose any of the individual body components.
V8 Body Kit and Components 
95070237 2010-13 body kit – 5 piece ....................................  749.99   kit 
95070244 2010-13 chin spoiler ..............................................  213.99   ea 
V6 Body Kit and Components
95070238 2010-13 body kit – 5 piece ....................................  749.99   kit 
95070236 2010-13 chin spoiler ..............................................  192.99   ea 
95070235 2010-13 grill ducts ................................................  91.99   pr 

95070237

95070244

95070236

95070235

 2010-13 Camaro SLP Front Chin Splitter
Take the front end of your 2010-13 Camaro SS to the next level with the SLP front 
splitter made from OEM quality materials. The front splitter is as functional as it is 
aggressive and provides fl exibility to prevent cracking or breaking due to pressure 
from down force and stability at high speeds.
Note; Will not fi t V6 models. Includes mounting hardware. Shipped oversize.
GF6234 2010-13 SS models.................................................   299.99   ea 

OS1

 2014-15 SS Front Chin Splitter
Accentuate the look of your car and add a custom front chin splitter to your 2014-15 
Camaro. Manufactured from durable and paintable urethane. Shipped ready for fi nal 
prep and painting, so it can be easily installed over your stock fascia.
GF301324 2014-15 ........................................................................  189.99   ea 

2010-13 Camaro Carbon Fiber Splitter
This carbon fi ber splitter from Street Scene will give your Camaro a sleek, sporty 
look and is sure to turn heads. Made from lightweight carbon fi ber and installs 
easily without modifi cations to stock front fascia. Double sided tape and installation 
hardware included.
95070242 2010-13 V8 splitter ................................................  391.99   ea 
95070241 2010-13 V6 splitter ................................................  391.99   ea 

2010-13 Polished Front Lip Spoiler Accent Piece
Add some extra shine to your front end with this polished front lip spoiler accent 
piece. Made from stainless steel, polished for a high shine, and installs easily over 
your existing Rally Sport front spoiler with peel and stick tape.
Note: For use with GM Rally Sport ground effects only.
GF102048 2010-13 polished .................................................  501.99   ea 

CAMARO  Exterior Styling

95070242

Exterior Styling
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2010-13 V6 Front Splitters
The ACS front splitters are the latest product driven by enthusiast demand and will 
install on all 2010-13 Camaro V6 front fascias. Each composite splitter mounts 
below the front of the bumper to improve airfl ow for greater downforce. Does not 
require the front fascia to be removed and will not lower the vehicle’s ride height. 
Features black primer fi nish with mounting hardware and instructions included.
Important: *Requires mounting holes to be drilled for install (Template and mounting 
hardware included)
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits LS, LT, RS Front Fascias
GF401052 2010-13 T5 splitter ................................................  289.99   ea 
GF401053* 2010-13 T2 splitter ................................................  379.99   ea 

OS1

2010-13 SS T4 Front Splitter
The ACS-T4 splitter is the latest product driven by enthusiast demand and will install on 
all 2010-13 Camaro SS front fascias. Splitter mounts below the front bumper to direct 
and enhance the frontal airfl ow of your Camaro while adding a distinctive aggressive 
look. Does not require the front fascia to be removed and will not lower the vehicle’s ride 
height. Features black primer fi nish with mounting hardware and instructions included.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits SS Front Fascias
GF401050 2010-13 T4 front splitter ........................................  289.99   ea 

T4 splitter shown with T4 bumper ports installed (bumper ports sold separately)

2010-13 SS T4 Front Splitter Undertray
Designed to be used in conjunction with the 2010-13 SS T4 splitter, the ACS-T4 
splitter undertray works to optimize front end airfl ow via its perfectly fl at and smooth 
underside; thereby accelerating airfl ow under the car. Features black primer fi nish. 
Includes adhesive, mounting bolts with washers and cap plugs.
Note: Shipped oversize.
For T4 Splitter GF401050 only
GF401051 2010-13 SS models w/T4 splitter only ..................  189.99   ea 

OS1

OS1

t ll d (b t ld t l )T4 litt h ith T4 b t i

T5 splitter – GF401052 T2 splitter – GF401053T5 splitter – GF401052 T2 splitter – GF401053

T5 splitter – GF401052

T2 splitter – GF401053

2016-17 SS 1LE Style Front Splitter
With race styling and fully functional, the ACS-1LE style front splitter is the latest product 
driven by enthusiast demand and will install on all 2016-17 Camaro SS front fascias. 
The 1LE front splitter is designed to direct the air under and around the car to reduce 
drag and front end lift, all while more effectively forcing air through the cooling system. 
Manufactured in ABS plastic with a gloss black fi nish. Mounting hardware included.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits SS Front Fascias
GF401057 2016-17 1LE splitter ..............................................  499.99   ea 

OS1
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 2010-15 Splitter Washers
Splitter washers were developed to prevent road and curb scrapes to the front splitter. 
They feature a beveled edge to glide over road surfaces and counter sunk holes to 
prevent the road from ripping your mounting screws off.
GF301319 2010-15 Z28, 1LE – black ......................................   41.99   set 
GF301320 2010-15 ZL1 – black ..............................................   39.99   set 

Exterior Styling
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2014-15 SS T4 Front Splitter
The ACS-T4 splitter is the latest product driven by enthusiast demand and will 
install on all 2014-15 Camaro SS front fascias. Splitter mounts below the front 
bumper to direct and enhance the frontal airfl ow of your Camaro while adding a 
distinctive aggressive look. Does not require the front fascia to be removed and 
will not lower the vehicle’s ride height. Features black primer fi nish with mounting 
hardware and instructions included.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits SS Front Fascias
GF401054 2014-15 T4 splitter ................................................  299.99   ea 

2014-15 T5 V6 Front Splitter
The ACS-T5 splitter is the latest product driven by enthusiast demand and will 
install on all 2014-15 Camaro V6 front fascias. Each composite splitter mounts 
below the front of the bumper to improve airfl ow for greater downforce. Does not 
require the front fascia to be removed and will not lower the vehicle’s ride height. 
Features black primer fi nish with mounting hardware and instructions included.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits LS, LT, RS Front Fascias
GF401055 2014-15 T5 splitter ................................................  299.99   ea 

OS1

OS1

2016-17 Front Splitter Defl ectors
Automobile designers have long known that airfl ow off the end of a wing causes 
drag. But with the addition of a defl ector, airfl ow was improved and the vehicle 
was able to move more effi ciently through the air. This is why ACS now offers side 
defl ectors for their 2016-17 Camaro front splitters in two different stages. First is 
stage 2, the smallest and most conservative option and designed for those seeking 
a more stealth-like appearance. Next is stage 3, which offers a bold new look and 
is specifi cally designed for maximum downforce and improved brake cooling. 
Defl ectors are interchangeable via two bolts to the splitter, and an added third bolt 
in the wheel liner for the stage 3. Features black primer fi nish. Fits 2016-17 ACS 
T6 and T7 front splitters only. Mounting hardware included. Sold as a pair.
Important: For use with front splitter T6 or T7 only. Does not fi t 1LE style splitter. Requires 
drilling of front splitter for installation.
Note: “Stage 1” would be the splitter only with no side defl ectors. See splitters for available 
options.
Stage 2
GF401059 2016-17 with T6 and T7 splitter only ....................  99.99   pr 
Stage 3
GF401060 2016-17 with T6 splitter only ................................  349.99   pr 

2016-17 T7 I4 And V6 Front Splitter
The ACS-T7 splitter is the latest product driven by enthusiast demand and will install on 
all 2016-17 Camaro I4 and V6 front fascias. Splitter mounts below the front bumper to 
direct and enhance the frontal airfl ow of your Camaro while adding a distinctive aggressive 
look. Does not require the front fascia to be removed and will not lower the vehicle’s ride 
height. Features black primer fi nish and uses existing OE mounting holes and hardware for 
a simple installation.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits I4 and V6 front fascias
GF401058 2016-17 T7 splitter ................................................  349.99   ea 

Stage 2 – GF401059 Stage 3 – GF401060

OS1

T7 front splitter shown with stage 2 splitter defl ectors installed (defl ectors sold separately)
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2016-17 SS T6 Front Splitter
The ACS-T6 splitter is the latest product driven by enthusiast demand and will install on 
all 2016-17 Camaro SS front fascias. Each splitter mounts below the front bumper to direct 
and enhance the frontal airfl ow of your Camaro, while a raised central area helps provide 
additional clearance when driving over steep driveways. Additionally, each splitter will 
help improve the airfl ow to the horizontally mounted transmission cooler. Does not require 
the front fascia to be removed and will not lower the vehicle’s ride height. Features black 
primer fi nish. Installation uses existing OE mounting holes and hardware.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Fits SS Front Fascias
GF401056 2016-17 T6 splitter ................................................  349.99   ea 

T6 front splitter shown with stage 2 splitter defl ectors installed (defl ectors sold separately)

OS1

front splitter shown with stage 2 splitter deflectors installed (deflectors sold separatelyt splitter shown with stage 2 splitter defl ectors installed (defl ectors sold se

Exterior Styling
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  2010-11 Camaro Inner Fender Trim
Brighten up your engine bay with these polished stainless steel inner fender covers. 
These kits include: 2 fender covers, 6 piece shock tower kit, fuse box and battery 
terminal cover. Bolt-on installation takes 1-2 hours with the included hardware.
GF103025 2010-11 polished inner fender covers, 10 piece .......  614.99   set 
GF103015 2010-11 perforated inner fender covers, 10 piece ....  781.99   set 

  2010-11 Camaro Inner Fender Trim
Brighten up your engine bay with these polished stainless steel inner fender covers. 
This kit comes with easy-to-follow directions and installs in minutes by simply 
affi xing double-sided tape, then affi xing each piece securely into place.
GF3124 2010-11 inner fender covers, 2 piece ..........................   59.99   pr 

GF103025
polished inner fender covers

GF103015
perforated fender covers

  2010-13 Camaro Front And Rear Fender Skirts
CPX Foilers are uniquely styled aerodynamic accessories that enhance the look of 
your Camaro, evoking the 2nd generation Z28, while also improving aerodynamics 
by lowering your Camaro’s drag coeffi cient. Designed and manufactured in the 
USA, CPX Foilers are produced using only the highest quality impact resistant 
polyurethane. Installation is simple using the included 3M Automotive Adhesive 
Tape System (which includes adhesion promoter pad, instructions, template and 
optional mechanical fasteners). Available unpainted, in factory colors, matte black 
or in carbon fi ber look.
Note: *Please specify color.
4 Piece Set (Front and Rear)
GF3010 2010-13 LS/RS unpainted ...............................  294.99   set 
GF3011* 2010-13 LS/RS painted (specify color suffi x)   479.99   set 
GF3012 2010-13 LS/RS carbon fi ber look ...................  629.99   set 
GF3020 2010-13 SS unpainted ...............................  294.99   set 
GF3021* 2010-13 SS painted (specify color suffi x)   479.99   set 
GF3022 2010-13 SS carbon fi ber look ...................  629.99   set 
2 Piece Set – Front Only
GF3030 2010-13 LS/RS unpainted ...............................  199.99   set 
GF3031* 2010-13 LS/RS painted (specify color suffi x)   334.99   set 
GF3032 2010-13 LS/RS carbon fi ber look ...................  424.99   set 
GF3040 2010-13 SS unpainted ...............................  199.99   set 
GF3041* 2010-13 SS painted (specify color suffi x)   334.99   set 
GF3042 2010-13 SS carbon fi ber look ...................  429.99   set 
2 Piece Set – Rear Only
GF3050 2010-13 LS/RS/SS unpainted ...............................  114.99   set 
GF3051* 2010-13 LS/RS/SS painted (specify color suffi x)   189.99   set 
GF3052 2010-13 LS/RS/SS carbon fi ber look ...................  269.99   set 

carbon fi ber look

25
matte black

13
imperial blue

17
summit white

10
aqua blue

14
inferno orange

18
synergy green

11
black

15
red jewel

19
victory red

12
cyber gray

16
silver ice

20
rally yellow

2010-13 Mud Flaps
Protect the undercarriage of your 2010-13 Camaro with new mud fl aps by ACS. 
Each one is elegantly designed to match the contour of the Camaro and to add a 
fi nishing touch to your ride. Front mud fl aps are designed to be installed on ACS 
side skirts, while the rear mud fl aps are designed to be installed with or without the 
ACS rear bumper side extensions. Components are moulded in ABS plastic with 
a black primer fi nish and include mounting hardware and instructions. Sold as a 
pair or as a set, front and rear.
Note: *Front mud fl aps are designed to be installed on ACS side skirts GF401061 only.
Front Mud Flaps
GF401065* 2010-13 all except ZL1 models .............................  99.99   pr 
Rear Mud Flaps
GF401066 2010-13 all .............................................................  99.99   pr 
Front and Rear Mud Flap Set
GF401067* 2010-13 all except ZL1 models .............................  189.99   set 

GF401065 – front mud fl ap GF401066 – rear mud fl ap 

  2010-13 Chrome Vinyl Wheel Well Molding Set
Create a retro look for your Camaro with these chrome-plated vinyl wheel well 
molding sets. These 1" vinyl strips add a great vintage touch and provide years of 
protection against tire rub and rock chips.
GF102028 2010-13 1" moldings...........................................  111.99   set 

CAMARO  Exterior Styling

Exterior Styling
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 2010-13 Molded Splash Guards
GM Performance Parts contoured splash guards add to the look of ground hugging 
muscle while protecting your Camaro from mud, dirt, snow, salt, and gravel.
Note: Fits 2010-13 except ZL1 models or models with ground effects. Colors are 
cosmetically correct for years listed.
G13091 2010-13 inferno orange ...........................................  174.99   set 
G13092 2010-13 rally yellow ...............................................  174.99   set 
G13093 2010-11 red jewel tintcoat ......................................  174.99   set 
G13094 2010-13 black .........................................................  174.99   set 
G13095 2010-12 cyber gray .................................................  199.99   set 
G13096 2010-13 silver ice ...................................................  174.99   set 
G13097 2010-13 victory red .................................................  174.99   set 
G149153 2010-13 summit white ............................................  179.99   set 
G149154 2010-12 imperial blue .............................................  189.99   set 
G149155 2012-13 crystal red .................................................  184.99   set 
G149156 2012 carbon fl ash ...............................................  189.99   set 

G13094

G13091

front rear

 2014-15 Splash Guards
Personalize your Camaro with these slick front and rear splash guards. Unlike the 
body painted splash guards, these are very slim and feature a black grain fi nish.
Note: Not compatible with ground effects.
G149151 2014-15 .........................................................................  194.99   set 

GF301322

 2010-15 Front Rock Guards
Keep the side of your car from getting rock chips! These rock guards are designed 
to contour to the shape of the front fenders, manufactured out of black textured 
plastic featuring a matte black fi nish. Mounting hardware included. Made in USA.
GF301323 2010-15 ZL1, 1LE, SS ...........................................   39.99   pr 
GF301322 2014-15 Z28 ...........................................................   32.99   pr 

2010-15 Front Tire Wind Defl ectors
Our latest Camaro performance component is the ACS front tire wind defl ectors, 
which have been developed to work in conjunction with the ACS-T4 front splitters. 
Front defl ectors are designed to push airfl ow around the rotating wheels and tires 
more effi ciently, reducing lift, drag and improving brake cooling. Made in RTM 
composite, prepped and primed in black primer. Front defl ectors are installed with 
the supplied mounting screws at the factory wheel liner mounting points located 
inside the front fascia. Sold as a pair.
Note: For use with T4 front bumper splitters only.
2010-13
GF401068 2010-13 SS V8 with T4 splitter ..............................  99.99   pr 
2014-15
GF401069 2014-15 SS V8 with T4 splitter ..............................  99.99   pr 

2010-13 Rear Bumper Side Extensions
The new ACS rear bumper side extensions are designed to enhance the rear 
bumper and complement your ACS side skirts. Fits all 2010-13 Camaros except 
ZL1 models. Each extension is molded using our RTM composite process, which 
gives the component a smooth fi nish on both sides. This process enables a higher 
quality piece with an OEM appearance. Includes mounting hardware with a black 
primer fi nish. Sold as a pair.
GF401064 2010-13 all models except ZL1 .............................  134.99   pr 

GF401068GF401068
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  2010-15 GM Core Support
The core support installs behind the grill area, providing structural integrity and 
mounting the radiator. Replace your damaged core support with an original GM part.
Note: Shipped truck freight.  

G14147 2010-15 ............................................................................  339.99   ea 

  2010-15 GM Impact Bars
The impact bar forms the main bumper understructure. If your Camaro has suffered 
a front or rear collision, replace the impact bar with an original GM part.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
G14008 2010-15 front .............................................................  219.99   ea 
G14009 2010-15 rear ...............................................................  199.99   ea 

OS1
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  2010-15 GM Front Bumper Fascia
If the front bumper fascia of your Camaro has suffered damage, replace it with an 
original GM part. Available for SS or standard Camaro.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
G14012 2010-13 LS/LT ..........................................................  274.99   ea 
G14013 2010-13 SS ................................................................  299.99   ea 
G15020 2012-15 ZL1 ..............................................................  339.99   ea 

2010-13 GM Rear Bumper Fascia
If the rear bumper fascia of your Camaro has been damaged, replace it with an 
original GM part.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
G14010 2010-13 with rear parking assist/obstacle sensor.........  359.99   ea 
G14011 2010-13 without rear parking assist/obstacle sensor ...  359.99   ea 

  2010-13 GM Bumper Facia Energy Absorbers
If your Camaro has had a front or rear impact, the energy absorber behind the bumper 
may require replacement. Get the job done right with these original GM replacements.
Note: Shipped oversize.

G14016 2010-13 front except ZL1 ..................................  64.99   ea 
G15026 2012-15 front ZL1 .............................................  119.99   ea 
G14017 2010-13 rear all ................................................  139.99   ea 

2010-13 GM Rear Diffuser
If your rear diffuser has been damaged from a curb collision or road debris, a genuine 
GM replacement diffuser will put your Camaro back into showroom condition.
Note: Shipped oversize.

G14152 2010-13 LS/LT ...........................................................  79.99   ea 
G14153 2010-13 SS .................................................................  79.99   ea 

G14013

G14011

G14016

G14153

G14008

OS1

T2 single LED kit
GF401094

T2 quad LED kit
GF401095

T2 sextuple LED kit
GF401096

2010-13 T2 Front Bumper Ports
Designed specifi cally for the 2010-13 Camaro V6, the ACS-T2 front bumper ports 
give your Camaro that unmistakable look. Components are designed to fi t the 
Camaro V6 fascias, and can be customized with numerous lighting options. These 
are the same ports found on the ACS Transformers T2 front fasica. Kit includes: 2 
prepped and primed bumper ports, inner panel installation rings, adhesive, templates 
and instructions.
Note: Front fascia requires trimming. Professional installation recommended.
GF401091 2010-13 V6 models ......................................................  399.99   kit 

Front Bumper Port Lighting Options
DRL Mounting Brackets
Want to use your factory OEM Daytime Running Lights (DRL) with your new T2 
bumper ports? If so, then we offer the DRL mounting brackets that will allow you 
to re-install your OEM DRL lights into your T2 bumper ports.
GF401092 2010-13 re-installs OEM DRL lights only ...................  34.99   pr 

T2 LED Lighting Kits 
Make a statement with the T2 LED lighting kit, ACS’ latest smallest and brightest 
LED lighting technology. Constructed in a CNC aluminium case the LED lights 
are powerful enough to be used for either night-time or day-time driving. Includes: 
LED lights, mounting brackets, wire harness, hardware and instructions with 
different layouts.
Note: For 2010-13 models with T2 bumper ports only.
GF401094 2010-13 T2 single lighting (1 LED per port/2 total)....  109.99   kit 
GF401095 2010-13 T2 quad lighting (2 LED per port/4 total) .....  249.99   kit 
GF401096 2010-13 T2 sextuple lighting (6 LED per port/12 total)   289.99   kit 

T2 Front Bumper Ports – GF401091

T2 single LED kit T2 quad LED kit T2 sextuple LED kit

CAMARO  Body Components
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2010-13 T4 Front Bumper Ports
The new ACS-T4 front bumper ports are designed 
for the 2010-13 Camaro SS front fascia. Combining 
grace and aggression into your front end, the ports are 
stylized to complement other ACS-T4 components 
such as the T4 front splitter, and T4/T5 side skirts. 
Aside from their distinguishing looks, the T4 bumper 
ports allow cold air to fl ow into and cool the engine 
compartment. The kit includes 2 prepped and primed 
bumper ports, inner panel installation rings, adhesive, 
templates and instructions.
Note: Front fascia requires trimming. Professional 
installation recommended.
T4 Front Bumper Ports
GF401097 2010-13 SS models.......  399.99   kit 

2010-13 T3 Front Bumper Side Ports
The ACS-T3 front bumper side ports are installed into 
the side of the bumper, near the wheel well, which gives 
the fascia of your 2010-13 Camaro SS a sleek, sporty 
look. Side ports are manufactured in an OEM injection 
moulded ABS plastic. The component comes in black 
and can be painted to match. May also be installed 
with the ACS-T3/S front bumper ports. Kit includes: 
2 side bumper ports, inner mounting brackets, plastic 
grill mesh, templates and instructions. Sold as a pair.
Note: Front fascia requires trimming. Professional 
installation recommended.
T3 Front Bumper Side Ports
GF401103 2010-13 SS models........  179.99   pr 

2010-13 T3/S Front Bumper Ports
Designed specifi cally for the 2010-13 Camaro SS 
V8 front fascia, the ACS-T3/S front bumper ports 
give your Camaro that unmistakable look. Features 
a solid rear panel that can be used to mount a family 
of lighting options including the stock OEM DRL 
lights or the Eagle-T set up. No need to purchase extra 
brackets. Simply use the supplied templates to trim 
the various layouts for your very own custom lighting 
setup and let cold air into the engine compartment as 
well. Includes 2 prepped and primed bumper ports, 
inner panel installation rings, mesh screen, adhesive, 
templates and instructions. 
Note: Front fascia requires trimming. Professional 
installation recommended.
T3/S Front Bumper Ports
GF401102 2010-13 SS models.......  329.99   pr 

shown with optional EagleT Triple LED 
lighting installed (sold separately)

Shown with optional HP vertical LED 
lighting strip installed (sold separately)

shown with optional EagleT Triple LEDShown with optional HP vertical LED

2012-15 T1 Front Bumper Ports
The ACS-T1 front bumper port system is designed to 
enhance the already aggressive 2012-15 Camaro ZL1 
front end. ACS's bumper port system installs into the 
OEM ZL1 fog lamp opening, changing the face of your 
ZL1 bumper. Bumper ports also allow additional cold 
air into the engine compartment, increasing engine 
compartment airfl ow. The kit includes 2 prepped and 
primed bumper ports, inner panel installation rings, 
adhesive, templates and instructions.
Note: Front fascia requires trimming. Professional 
installation recommended.
T1 Front Bumper Ports
GF401101 2012-15 ZL1 models ....  399.99   pr 

EagleT - Single
LED Kit – GF401105

EagleT - Dual
LED Kit – GF401106

EagleT - Triple
LED Kit - GF401107

EagleT - Quad
LED Kit – GF401108

CAMARO Bumper Ports

2010-15 Front Bumper Port Lighting Options
Make a statement with the front bumper port LED lighting kit, ACS’ latest smallest and brightest LED lighting 
technology. Constructed in a CNC aluminium case the LED lights are powerful enough to be used for either 
night-time or day-time driving. Includes LED lights, mounting brackets, wire harness, hardware and instructions 
with different layouts.
Note: For 2010-15 models with T1, T3/S and T4 bumper ports only.
LED Lighting Kits 
GF401105 2010-15 EagleT single lighting (1 LED per port, 2 total) ................................  69.99   kit 
GF401106 2010-15 EagleT dual lighting (2 LEDs per port, 4 total) .................................  119.99   kit 
GF401107 2010-15 EagleT triple lighting (3 LEDs per port, 6 total)................................  164.99   kit 
GF401108 2010-15 EagleT quad lighting (4 LEDs per port, 8 total) ................................  199.99   kit 
HP Vertical LED Lighting Strip
HP vertical LED lighting strip features the latest LED technology with pure white lighting. Includes OE style 
connector for a simple installation.
GF401109 2010-15 HP vertical LED strip .........................................................................  149.99   pr 

T1 Front Bumper Ports – GF401091
(shown with optional single LED & vertical LED strip

both available separately)

HP vertical LED 
strip – GF401109

Exterior Styling
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4462

 Carriage Works Aluminum Billet Grills
Add style to your Gen 5 Camaro with these fi ne billet aluminum grills.  Manufactured 
to uncompromising standards with quality workmanship, the grills are a bolt-over 
design that requires no modifi cation and only takes around 30 minutes to install. 
These are the fi nest aftermarket grills on the market. Their beautiful combination of 
lightweight, style and strength makes these a great addition. Available in polished, 
brushed or black fi nishes. 
Note: Specify fi nish when ordering: 1–brushed, 2–polished, 3–black. 
Shipped oversize.
4459 2010-13 upper grill (all models) ...................................  214.99   ea 
4460 2010-13 bumper grill (SS models only) .......................  144.99   ea 
4461 2010-13 bumper grill (standard and RS models) .........  154.99   ea 
4462 2010-13 includes 4459 & 4460 (SS models only) .......  283.99   kit 
4463 2010-13 includes 4459 & 4461 (standard/RS models)   292.99   kit 

OS1

 Street Scene Aluminum Billet Grills
Add a little style to your Gen 5 Camaro with these quality billet grills from Street 
Scene. Designed as an overlay or as a replacement for the factory grill. Made with 
uncompromising standards and quality workmanship for the ultimate combination 
of lightweight, style and strength makes these a great upgrade. Available in polished 
or black fi nish. 
Important: GF30054 for show use only, covers headlamps.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
Main Grills
GF30026 2010-13 overlay, polished ........................................  159.99   ea 
GF30028 2010-13 overlay, black .............................................  149.99   ea 
GF30050 2010-13 overlay, polished, covers turn signals ........  189.99   ea 
GF30051 2010-13 overlay, black, covers turn signals .............  191.99   ea 
GF30052 2010-13 replacement, polished, covers turn signals   159.99   ea 
GF30053 2010-13 replacement, black, covers turn signals .....  179.99   ea 
GF30054 2010-13 overlay, black, covers headlamps ...............  269.99   ea 
SS Valance Grills
GF30027 2010-13 overlay, polished ........................................  131.99   ea 
GF30029 2010-13 overlay, black .............................................  99.99   ea 
GF30040 2010-13 replacement, polished ................................  131.99   ea 
GF30041 2010-13 replacement, black .....................................  154.99   ea 
GF30042 2010-13 replacement, polished, with ducts ..............  209.99   ea 
GF30043 2010-13 replacement, black, with ducts ...................  264.99   ea 
V6 Valance Grills
GF30044 2010-13 overlay, polished ........................................  131.99   ea 
GF30045 2010-13 overlay, black .............................................  144.99   ea 
GF30046 2010-13 replacement, polished ................................  131.99   ea 
GF30047 2010-13 replacement, black .....................................  159.99   ea 
GF30048 2010-13 replacement, polished, with ducts ..............  259.99   ea 
GF30049 2010-13 replacement, black, with ducts ...................  259.99   ea 

GF30026 and GF30027

OS2

 2010-13 Bow Tie Delete Grill Filler
Clean up your front grill with this Bow Tie delete grill fi ller. Snaps into the hole 
left when grille emblem is removed. Features correct textured ABS plastic for an 
uncluttered, classic look.
GF32005 2010-13 Bow Tie delete grill fi ller ..........................  39.99   ea 

 2010-13 Center Grill Delta Wing
Transform the look of your Camaro with this new Delta Wing from Delta Tech 
Industries. The 4 pre-wired super bright LED lights add a bold, aggressive look to 
your car. Includes switch and wiring. Installs with hand tools.
Note: Minor modifi cation necessary to grill. Includes grill modifi cation template.
GF950101 2010-13 ......................................................................  299.99   ea 

 2010-15 GM Center Grill
If your grill has been damaged by road debris or in a collision, this original GM 
center grill will put your Camaro back into showroom condition.
Note: Shipped oversize.
G14066 2010-13 LS/LT/SS ..................................................  79.99   ea 
G15021 2012-15 ZL1 ...........................................................  119.99   ea 

OS1

   2010-13 GM SS Upper Grill
Replace your cracked or damaged upper grill (mail slot) of your Camaro SS with this 
genuine GM replacement to ensure proper fi t and function as the factory intended.
G14070 2010-13 SS .................................................................   29.99   ea 

2010-13 Original GM Lower Grill
If your lower grill has been damaged by road debris or in a collision, this original 
GM replacement will put your Camaro back into showroom condition.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
G14067 2010-13 LS/LT without Rally Sport ...........................   44.99   ea 
G14068 2010-13 SS/LT with Rally Sport ................................   59.99   ea 
G15022 2012-15 ZL1 ...............................................................   119.99   ea 

G14068

OS1
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2010-13 GMPP Heritage Grill
Give your Gen 5 Camaro a unique look with the stylish and highly desirable GM 
Performance Parts “Heritage” grill insert assembly. Designed and manufactured to 
the same quality and durability standards as all OE parts, this grill will fi t perfectly 
and look great for years to come. This grill is charcoal gray and may be painted.
Note: Bow Tie emblem not included. 
G13098 2010-13 ............................................................................   279.99   ea 

     2010-13 Shark Tooth Lower OEM Grill Upgrade
Your Camaro already has gills in the quarter panels and a shark fi n antenna on the 
roof, why not give it some teeth? This lower grill looks mean and will have everyone 
asking about it. Eat up the competition with this lower grill. Finished in black.
GF102040 2010-13 shark tooth lower grill ............................  446.99   ea 

G149163

 2010-13 Painted Heritage Grill
Go for the ultimate in customization with this sporty Heritage upper grill. Designed 
for a perfect fi t and easy installation, it replaces the existing grill on your Camaro and 
comes prepainted to match your vehicle’s paint. Center Bow Tie emblem is included.
Note: Fits 2010-13 models. Colors are cosmetically correct for years listed. 
Shipped oversize.
G149158 2010-12 cyber gray ...................................................  394.99   ea 
G149159 2010-12 imperial blue ..............................................  364.99   ea 
G149160 2010-13 inferno orange ............................................  344.99   ea 
G149161 2010-13 rally yellow ................................................  344.99   ea 
G149162 2010-13 victory red ..................................................  344.99   ea 
G149163 2010-13 black ...........................................................  344.99   ea 
G149164 2010-13 summit white ..............................................  359.99   ea 
G149165 2010-13 silver ice .....................................................  359.99   ea 
G149166 2012-13 crystal red ...................................................  344.99   ea 
G149167 2012-13 ashen gray ..................................................  359.99   ea 
G149168 2012 carbon fl ash ................................................  394.99   ea 
G149169 2013 blue ray .......................................................  394.99   ea 

OS1

   2016-17 Camaro Heritage Grill
Personalize the front end of your Camaro SS or LT model with this heritage grill 
available in several factory colors.
Camaro SS
GF6365 2016-17 black grill silver inserts .............................  404.99   ea 
GF6366 2016-17 black grill black inserts ..............................  404.99   ea 
GF6361 2016-17 black grill gray inserts ...............................  404.99   ea 
GF6362 2016-17 black grill white inserts .............................  404.99   ea 
GF6363 2016-17 black grill red inserts .................................  404.99   ea 
GF6364 2016-17 black grill blue inserts ...............................  404.99   ea 
Camaro LT
GF6353 2016-17 black grill silver inserts .............................  509.99   ea 
GF6354 2016-17 black grill black inserts ..............................  509.99   ea 
GF6355 2016-17 black grill gray inserts ...............................  509.99   ea 
GF6356 2016-17 black grill white inserts .............................  509.99   ea 
GF6357 2016-17 black grill red inserts .................................  509.99   ea 
GF6367 2016-17 black grill blue inserts ...............................  509.99   ea 

   2010-13 Stainless Steel Super Sport Hood Vent
Give your Camaro SS some fl air or add retro style with this polished stainless steel 
hood vent insert.
GF102017 2010-13 polished insert ..........................................   89.99   ea 

CAMARO  Exterior Styling
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 2010-13 Reproduction Metal Hoods
Reproduction hoods for 2010-13 standard Camaro models. Manufactured to factory 
specifi cations featuring correct contours, original style bracing EDP coating for rust 
prevention. Available in steel or lightweight aluminum.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF45022 2010-13 steel .............................................................  399.99   ea 
GF45023 2010-13 aluminum – 26 lbs ......................................  499.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro TS-1 Hood
Get a bold, aggressive look with this TS-1 hood featuring a raised cowl and 6 
open vents. With Durafl ex’s advanced materials, these hoods have a reduced 
damage rate of 75% and are less likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. 
Durafl ex hoods are manufactured from a proprietary blend of hand-laid fi berglass, 
plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer. Also available in 2 x 2 
twill weave carbon fi ber for extra weight saving. DriTech is a revolutionary 
carbon fi ber that offers further weight saving and additional strength. Fits all 
2010-15 models. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF108983 2010-15 Durafl ex TS-1 hood ...................................  514.99   ea 
GF112713 2010-15 Carbon Creations TS-1 hood.....................  814.99   ea 
GF112926 2010-15 DriTech AM-S hood ..................................  1054.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro GT Concept Hood
This GT Concept hood features a scoop insert with 4 open vents. With Durafl ex’s 
advanced materials, these hoods have a reduced damage rate of 75% and are less 
likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a proprietary 
blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer. 
Also available in 2 x 2 twill weave carbon fi ber for extra weight saving. Fits all 
2010-15 models. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF109911 2010-15 Durafl ex GT Concept hood .....................  599.99   ea 
GF109929 2010-15 Carbon Creations GT Concept hood .......  899.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro Circuit Hood
This Circuit hood features a raised cowl and an open vent. With Durafl ex’s advanced 
materials, these hoods have a reduced damage rate of 75% and are less likely to 
crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a proprietary blend 
of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with black primer. Also 
available in 2 x 2 twill weave carbon fi ber for extra weight saving. Fits all 2010-15 
Camaro models. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF105819 2010-15 Durafl ex Circuit hood ...............................  519.99   ea 
GF113125 2010-15 Carbon Creations Circuit hood .................  774.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro DriTech Viper Hood
This DriTech carbon fi ber hood from Carbon Creations features a raised cowl and 
a large, open vent. DriTech carbon fi ber is up to 50% stronger and lighter than 
traditional carbon fi ber. Features 2 x 2 twill weave and premium UV inhibiting 
fi nish. Fits all 2010-15 models. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF112919 2010-15 DriTech Viper hood ..................................  1074.99   ea 

GF108983

GF109911

GF105819

2010-15 GM Aluminum Hood Panel
If your hood has been damaged by a collision, hail, or falling rocks on a mountain 
road, this genuine GM replacement hood will make your Camaro look as good as new.
Note: Hood may not be cosmetically correct for all models.
Shipped truck freight. 

G14077 2010-15 all ...................................................................  899.99   ea 
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 2010-15 Camaro Reverse Hood Kit 
Take your Camaro to the next level with this show stopping reverse hood kit. This 
bolt-on kit includes a front mounted hinge, two new latches that install using stock 
hinge bolt holes, two hood shocks and extra washer hose. The new hinges integrate 
with the stock hood release and the extra washer hose routes down the engine bay 
sidewall in order to keep stock functionality. This kit is designed for easy installation 
with hand tools. In order to make room for the new hinge, the radiator plate either 
needs to be cut for clearance or replaced with the specially designed radiator plate.
GF8910 2010-15 reverse hood kit ............................................  549.99   kit 
GF8911 2010-15 radiator plate ................................................  169.99   kit 

 2010-13 RK Sport Gen 5 Carbon Fiber Hood
Want that high tech carbon fi ber look for your new Camaro? Classic Industries® has 
just the ticket: the RK Sport OE style Carbon Fiber hood for the Gen 5 Camaro. 
Fits SS, LT and RS models. 
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped truck freight.
GF30008 2010-13 ......................................................................  1525.99   ea 

carbon fi ber detailcarbon fiber detail

 2010-13 RK Sport Camaro Extractor Hood
Lower underhood temperatures and give your Camaro a more aggressive high-
performance look with this fully functional heat extractor hood. Available in either 
full fi berglass or with carbon fi ber inlay in the raised center section and extraction 
vents. Fits all Gen 5 Camaro models. Comes gel-coated gray, paint is required.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

GF30009 2010-13 fi berglass ..................................................  621.99   ea 
GF30010 2010-13 fi berglass w/carbon fi ber inlay and gills ..  1271.99   ea 

GF30010

GF30009

2010-13 RK Sport Ram Air Hood
Reduce engine bay temperatures and give your Camaro an aggressive, high-
performance look with this fully functional Ram Air hood. Available in full fi berglass 
or with a carbon fi ber inlay in the raised center section. Fits all 5th generation 
Camaro models.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped truck freight. 
GF30065 2010-13 fi berglass ..............................................  621.99   ea 
GF30066 2010-13 fi berglass with carbon fi ber inlay .........  1271.99   ea 

2010-13 RK Sport Clear Center Hood
This ZR1 inspired hood has a removable window to show off your engine, just like 
the famous ZR1 Corvette. Includes a carbon fi ber insert to replace the hood window 
in case you don’t want others to know what’s under the hood. Available in fi berglass 
or carbon fi ber. Fits all Gen 5 Camaro models. Paint is required.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped truck freight. 
GF30069 2010-13 fi berglass ..............................................  1071.99   ea 
GF30070 2010-13 carbon fi ber ..........................................  1695.99   ea 

GF30065

GF30070

 2010-15 Xenon Hood Scoops
Add a more aggressive look to your Gen 5 Camaro with Xenon hood scoops that 
enhance the already bold styling of your Gen 5 Camaro. All components fi t both 
V6 and V8 models. Manufactured using super tough urethane, these parts are easy 
to install and virtually indestructible. Installation, prepping, priming and painting 
instructions are included with each component.
XE12920 2010-15 V6 and V8 louvered hood scoops ...........  189.99   pr 
XE12930 2010-15 V6 and V8 scoops with black inserts ......  169.99   pr 
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2010-15 TL1 Hood Insert Kit
The TL1 hood insert self install kit pays homage to the ZL1 while matching the 
lines of the existent stock hood of your Camaro. With the TL1 hood insert installed, 
the engines hot air is extracted, and body lift is reduced at high speeds by relieving 
under hood pressure. Trim your hood following ACS’s guide and templates. Each 
hood insert kit includes a water management system that drains the water towards 
the front radiator support away from critical engine electronics. For extreme events 
like racing, you can easily remove the defl ector for an optimum suction effect. Insert 
is made with ACS’s proprietary RTM process and is shipped in a primer fi nish 
ready for prep and paint. ACS’s RTM process has been tested to withstand heat and 
distortion. Stock hood will need to be trimmed and 6 mounting holes will need to 
be drilled. Kit includes: the TL1 hood insert, water defl ector, octagonal grill mesh 
kit (powder coated black), mounting hardware, and templates.
Note: Drilling and cutting of hood is required. Shipped oversize.
2010-13 All (Except ZL1) and 2014-15 V6 Models
GF401070 2010-15 all except ZL1 hoods ..............................  549.99   kit 

2010-15 "4TEEN" SS Style Hood Insert Kit
In accordance with customer demand, ACS has come up with a new hood conversion 
system for the 2010-15 Camaro hoods. ACS introduces their 2014-15 Camaro SS 
hood insert kit for 2010-13 models (except ZL1) or 2014-15 LT, LS, and RS V6 
hoods. With the kit installed, it’s now its possible to have the same sporty aggressive 
look as the 2014-15 SS hoods on your ride. Each kit comes with: a genuine GM SS 
hood extractor painted satin black, water defl ector, mounting hardware and templates.
Note: Drilling and cutting of hood is required.
2010-13 All (Except ZL1) and 2014-15 V6 Models
GF401071 2010-15 .......................................................................  329.99   kit 

OS1

2010-15 Hood Insert Kit
Each kit converts the original hood by adding heat extraction to the engine 
compartment, and is available with or without a window insert to showcase the 
Camaro’s heart, the engine. Manufactured ACS’s RTM process, which unlike 
conventional fi berglass is built to withstand heat and distortion. Insert installs 
directly onto the pre-existing stock hood. This insert allows the engines hot air to 
be extracted and a reduction in body lift at high speeds by relieving under hood 
pressure. Kit includes: a polycarbonate window insert (if desired), hood insert, 
water defl ector, hood grill mesh, mounting hardware, template, and instructions.
Note: Drilling and cutting of hood is required. Shipped oversize.

Hood Insert with Window
2010-13 All (Except ZL1) and 2014-15 V6 Models
GF401072 2010-15 T10 window hood insert ..........................  599.99   kit 
2014-15 SS V8 Models
GF401073 2014-15 T14 window hood insert ..........................  599.99   kit 

Smooth Hood Insert – without Window
2010-13 All (Except ZL1) and 2014-15 V6 Models
GF401074 2010-15 T10 smooth hood insert ...........................  399.99   kit 
2014-15 SS V8 Models
GF401075 2014-15 T14 smooth hood insert ...........................  399.99   kit 

GF401072
hood insert with window

GF401074
hood insert without window

OS1

2010-15 T3 Hood Port Kit
Looking to modify your aluminum hood? Introducing the ACS-T3 Hood Port self-
install kit, the newest and most effi cient way to upgrade the stock hood on your 
2010-15 Camaro. Each kit converts your original hood to a ported hood, allowing 
the engines hot air to be extracted and a reduction in body lift at high speeds by 
relieving under hood pressure. Hood ports were also designed so that water will 
drain towards the front radiator support away from critical engine electronics. Kit 
includes: the primered driver and passenger outer ports, inner panels, and defl ector 
plates, octagonal grill mesh for the ports, mounting hardware, adhesive, templates 
and instructions.
Note: Drilling and cutting of hood is required.
2010-13 All (Except ZL1) and 2014-15 V6 Models
GF401076 2010-15 T3 hood ports ............................................  549.99   kit 

H dd PP tt KitKit2012010 10 15 T5 T33

  2014-15 Camaro Heat Extractor Hood Insert
Looking for big horsepower without sacrifi cing your 2014-15 Camaro SS or 1LE’s 
factory image? Look no further! SLP has designed an OE quality hood heat extractor 
insert with drip tray for use with SLP’s supercharger packages. Designed to replace 
the factory hood insert for proper hood-to-supercharger clearance, simply unbolt 
and replace the stock heat extractor hood insert with SLP’s new factory appearing 
insert. The unique design offers the same functionality as factory, and made with 
injection molded plastic with a black satin fi nish. It features a subtle “SLP” logo 
on top and underhood.
Note: Hardware and detailed instructions included.
620032 2014-15 V8 SS/1LE ..................................................  199.99   ea 
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   Ringbrothers Billet Hood Pins
Give the outside of your ride some high tech fl air with these Ringbrothers billet 
hood pins. Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum, these hood pins feature a 
base that screws into the core support for easy installation and includes stainless 
steel locking pin for secure closure. Locking pin adjusts to the angle of the hood. 
Installation hardware and instructions included. Sold in pairs, available in natural, 
black and gray fi nish.
CB40046 natural ..........................................................................  249.99   pr 
CB40047 black .............................................................................  249.99   pr 

  Hotchkis Custom Hood Pins
These Hotchkis custom universal hood pins add a high tech aerospace look to your 
car. They offer lightweight durable construction, easy installation, secure hood 
closure and killer good looks. 
H1760 universal ...........................................................................  199.99   set 

 Universal Simulated Hood Pins
Get the look of billet hood pins without drilling your expensive hood. Machined 
billet plate from 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum, stainless steel pins, screws and cables. 
Installs in minutes with no tools, just peel and stick. Available in classic or striker 
design. 24" cables sold separately.
Note: These are non-functioning hood pins. 
25109P classic polished ...................................................  54.99   set 
25109B classic black ........................................................  54.99   set 
25110P striker polished ...................................................  54.99   set 
25110B striker black ........................................................  54.99   set 
25113R 24" cables red ...........................................................  16.99   pr 
25113B 24" cables black ........................................................  16.99   pr 
25113C 24" cables clear (silver) ............................................  16.99   pr 

25109B

25110B

25113B 25113R

25109P

25110P

Billet Aluminum Hood Pin Sets
These 6061 T6 aluminum hood pin and scuff plate sets will help your car stand out 
in a crowd and complement any style hood. The billet scuff plates are available 
in your choice of machined, polished, or powder coated black fi nish. All hood pin 
sets include 6" aluminum pins and stainless steel hardware, so you’ll never have to 
worry about rust. Made in the USA.
HP5001 machined fi nish ................................................................  99.99   set 
HP5002 polished fi nish ..................................................................  109.99   set 
HP5003 gloss black powder coated ...............................................  119.99   set 
HP5005 chrome plated ..................................................................  129.99   set 

HP5001

HP5003

HP5005

HP5002

Flip Over Style Vintage Hood Pin Set
Ideal for installations where an extra strong pin is required. Ring fl ips over stud 
and locks into place. Over center action eliminates possibility of pin falling out. 
This set is a reproduction of the rare, dealer installed 1967-69 Camaro hood pins. 
Hood pins are necessary for the attachment of fi berglass lift off hoods and may be 
installed for extra security on factory hoods. 
T4095 .................................................................................................  9.99   set 

 Locking Hood Pin Set
This locking hood pin set can be used in place of standard hood pins to secure your 
hood with two barrel locks. Set includes: two chrome plated lock sets, gaskets 
and escutcheons, two fully threaded lock pins with nuts and two keys. For use in 
conjunction with stock hood latch mechanism. 
 S4062  ...............................................................................................   15.99   set 

CAMARO  Exterior Styling
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   2010-13 Stainless Steel Engine Trim
Stainless steel engine trim for V8 models. Choose from various pieces.
1. Factory Engine Shroud Trim
GF103004 2010-13 center shroud trim, polished, 8 piece ............  167.99   set 
GF103005 2010-13 side shroud trim, brushed, 23 piece ..............  111.99   set 
GF103006 2010-13 V8 emblem, polished, 3 piece .......................  44.99   set 
2. Custom Engine Shroud Trim
GF1030502 2010-13 illuminated version ........................................  334.99   ea 
GF103035 2010-13 unlit version ..................................................  199.99   ea 
3. Factory Fuel Rail Cover Trim
GF103007 2010-13 carbon fi ber, Super Sport ..............................  224.99   pr 
GF103008 2010-13 polished, Super Sport ....................................  224.99   pr 
GF103009 2010-13 carbon fi ber, Tribal Flames ...........................  224.99   pr 
GF103010 2010-13 polished, Tribal Flames .................................  224.99   pr 
GF103011 2010-13 carbon fi ber, True Flames ..............................  224.99   pr 
GF103013 2010-13 carbon fi ber, SS style ....................................  224.99   pr 
GF103014 2010-13 polished, SS style ..........................................  224.99   pr 
GF103038 2010-13 perforated, SS style .......................................  334.99   pr 
4. Factory Air Filter Trim
GF103020 2010-13 fi lter box cover, polished ...............................  55.99   ea 
GF103045 2010-13 fi lter box collar, polished ..............................  71.99   ea 
5. Engine Accessory Trim
GF103016 2010-13 oil fi ller cap cover, polished ..........................  15.99   ea 
GF103017 2010-13 oil fi ller cap cover, polished, w/oil can image   26.99   ea 
GF103040 2010-13 power steering cap cover, polished ...............  111.99   ea 
GF103041 2010-13 pulley cover trim, polished, 8 piece ..............  144.99   set 
GF103031 2010-13 radiator cap cover, brushed, 3 piece ..............  224.99   set 
GF103032 2010-13 radiator cap cover, polished, 3 piece .............  224.99   set 
GF103036 2010-13 wiring harness cover, perforated ...................  119.99   ea 

   2010-13 Polished Stainless Steel Engine Bay Trim
Polished stainless steel underhood trim for V8 models. Choose from various pieces.
Note: *Includes caps.
6. Underhood Trim
GF103024 2010-12 see number 1 in image above, polished ..............  77.99   ea  
GF103002 2010-12 see number 2 in image above, polished ..............  144.99   ea 
GF103001 2010-12 see number 3 in image above, polished ..............  495.99   set 
GF103018 2010-12 carbon fi ber SS inserts (for GF103001) ........  111.99   ea 
GF103003 2010-13 see number 4 in image above, polished ..............  167.99   ea 
GF103042 2010-13 see number 5 in image above, perforated ...........  167.99   ea 
GF103023 2010-13 see number 6 in image above, polished ..............  334.99   set 
7. Firewall Trim
GF103028 2010-13 see number 7 in image above, brushed ...............  224.99   ea 
8. Inner Fender Trim
GF103025 2010-13 inner fender trim set, polished, 10 pc ............  614.99   set 
GF103015 2010-13 see number 8 in image above, perforated, 10 pc ..  781.99   set 
GF1030702 2010-13 illuminated trim set, polished lit red, 4 pc ....  401.99   set 
GF1030703 2010-13 illuminated trim set, polished lit blue, 4 pc ...  401.99   set 
GF1030732 2010-13 illuminated trim set, polished lit yellow, 4 pc .  401.99   set 
9. Radiator and Core Support Trim
GF103030 2010-13 radiator fan trim, polished .............................  179.99   ea 
GF103022* 2010-13 radiator trim, polished with perforated insert .  446.99   ea 
GF103027* 2010-13 radiator trim, polished ...................................  301.99   ea 
GF103021 2010-13 hood catch plate, polished .............................  101.99   ea 
GF103033 2010-13 see number 9 in image above, one pc perforated .  391.99   ea 

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

8
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American Car 
Craft Stainless 
Steel Engine Bay 
Trim
Make your engine bay truly 
unique and interesting with 
various underhood stainless 
components. Available in various 
fi nishes including polished, brushed 
or perforated, these pieces will add 
some much needed light to your 
engine compartment. 

GF103005

GF103038

GF103004
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   2010-13    Kirban Stainless Steel Engine Bay Trim
Brighten up your engine bay with these underhood stainless components. Available for various engine bay components, these pieces will add some much 
needed light to your engine compartment. 

1. Polished Stainless Steel Engine Cover Applique Sets
These 304 polished stainless steel engine cover applique sets are another easy way 
to enhance the engine compartment of your new Camaro. Get both of the 8 piece 
side and center sets or buy them separately.
GF3122 2010-13 SS V8, left and right outer 8 piece .............  54.99   set 
GF3123 2010-13 SS V8, center 8 piece ..................................  79.99   set  

8. Polished Stainless Engine Cover Emblem Nameplate
Brand new GM emblems added to a stainless steel nameplate to affi x over the 
embossed V8 on the front of the factory engine cover or the empty space on the 
front of the V6 RS engine cover. These plates will fi t fl ush into those openings. 
Offered in red or white for SS and red for RS, these GM emblems are identical to 
the emblems on the grill and back panel.
GF3101 2010-15 red SS .........................................................  39.99   ea 
GF3103 2010-15 white SS ......................................................  39.99   ea 
GF3105 2010-15 red RS .........................................................  41.99   ea 

 4. Chrome Plated Engine Accent Caps
These caps are made in the USA from copper then chrome plated, so they will never 
rust. Includes strut caps, oil cap, brake reservoir cap, radiator dex-cool cap, windshield 
washer cap, AC line cap and SS V8 models and includes the center radiator cap.
GF3106 2010-13 V6 LT and LS, 7 piece ................................  89.99   set 
GF3110 2010-13 SS V8, 8 piece ............................................  99.99   set 

7. Polished Stainless Steel Air Cleaner/Silencer Cover
Give your intake system a high-performance futuristic look with this polished 
stainless steel air cleaner and air silencer housing cover. These covers are an easy 
way to restyle your engine bay.
GF3120 2010-13 SS V8, 2 piece ............................................  119.99   set 3. Polished Stainless Steel Wiring Harness Cover

These 2 piece 304 polished stainless covers sit on top of the factory wiring harness 
and are a nice cosmetic touch that compliments other polished stainless covers.
GF3116 2010-13 V6 and SS V8 .............................................  49.99   set 

2. Polished Stainless Steel ABS Distribution Block Cover
Dress-up that ugly ABS distribution block with this polished stainless steel cover. 
Cover this critical braking component with stainless steel for a sleek concept car look.
GF3125 2010-13 V6 and SS V8 .............................................  49.99   ea 

5. Polished Stainless Steel Vented Brake Reservoir Cover
This 304 polished stainless steel vented brake reservoir mounts onto the factory brake 
reservoir. Another easy way to enhance the engine compartment of your new Camaro.
GF3121 2010-13 V6 and SS V8 .............................................  74.99   ea 

6. Polished Stainless Steel Inner Fender Covers
These 304 polished stainless steel inner fender covers mount to the original inner 
fenders and are another easy way to dress-up the engine bay of your new Camaro. 
GF3124 2010-13 V6 and SS V8 .............................................  59.99   pr 
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  2012-15 Underhood Liner
Go ahead and pop the hood to show off the engine compartment of your Camaro. 
Underhood liner attaches to your hood to provide a detailed appearance and is 
available with one of three Camaro logos.
Note: Not for ZL1 or Z28 models.
G149126 2012-15 with Camaro logo ........................................  234.99   ea 
G149127 2012-15 with SS logo ................................................  234.99   ea 
G149128 2012-15 with RS logo ...............................................  234.99   ea 

G149128

2010-15 Smooth Paintable Hood Liner
The ACS composite hood liner is a smooth panel that replaces the original felt hood 
liner on 2010-15 Camaros (except ZL1 models). ACS manufactures their hood liners 
using their RTM composite process which produces a panel that is resistant to the 
extreme heat generated by the engine. Fits stock OE hood, or models with T3 hood 
ports, TL1 hood ports or models with T3 and TL1 hood ports.
Note: Does not fi t OEM ZL1 model hoods. Shipped oversize.
Paintable Hood Liner
GF401077 2010-15 with OEM hood ...............................................   214.99   ea 
GF401078 2010-15 with T3 hood ports ...........................................   229.99   ea 
GF401079 2010-15 with TL1 hood insert .......................................   229.99   ea 
GF401080 2010-15 with T3 hood port and TL1 hood insert ...........   244.99   ea 
Dual LED Lights with Harness – for Use with Smooth Hood Liners Only
GF401104 2010-15 with smooth hood liner ....................................   99.99   ea 

OEM hood version shown – GF401077
red pictured for 

illustrative purposes only

OS1

d pictured forre

  2010-13 Camaro Illuminated Covers
Dress-up your Camaro with these illuminated, polished stainless steel covers. The 
plenum cover will create a unique look by replacing the factory engine cover and 
exposing the top of your plenum. The LED lighting  adds another level to the dramatic 
fl are. For maximum glowing effect, remove your plenum and paint it to match the 
LED color. Add the illuminated fuel rail covers and fender covers to complete this 
custom look. Bolt-on installation takes about 30 minutes with inculded hardware.
Note: *Please indicate two digit color code when ordering.   
GF10305  2010-13 illuminated plenum cover ..........................  334.99   ea 
GF10306  2010-13 illuminated fuel rail covers, 2 pc ...............  476.99   pr 
GF10307 * 2010-13 illuminated inner fender liner covers, 4 pc   401.99   set 

GF1030502
plenum cover

GF1030632
fuel rail cover trim

GF1030732
inner fender covers

02
red

03
blue

10
white

13
green

32
yellow

 2010-13 Camaro Underhood Light
This LED underhood light comes with a 12 SMD light strip illuminate the area 
under your hood for showing off your engine or the occasional night time repair. 
Includes switch and wiring for easy installation.
GF950139 2010-13 .........................................................................  39.99   ea 

red blue white amber green

ColorSHIFT
ColorSHIFT 
controller 2.0purpleyellow pink

 Universal Engine Bay Lighting Kit
Light up your engine bay with these SMD light strips. The LED strips are sealed 
with high grade silicone rather than epoxy so that the strips do not turn yellow due 
to engine bay heat. Kit includes: two 48" strips for the front and back and two 36" 
strips for the engine bay sides. Upgrade to the ColorSHIFT option and get multi-
color LED strips and the ColorSHIFT 2.0 control unit for total control of your 
lighting confi gurations.
GF8212 red ...................................................................................  67.99   kit 
GF8213 blue ..................................................................................  67.99   kit 
GF8214 white ................................................................................  57.99   kit 
GF8215 amber ...............................................................................  67.99   kit 
GF8216 green ................................................................................  67.99   kit 
GF8217 yellow ..............................................................................  67.99   kit 
GF8218 purple ..............................................................................  71.99   kit 
GF8219 pink .................................................................................  67.99   kit 
GF8220 ColorSHIFT with 2.0 ......................................................  184.99   set 

GF8213
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 Dynamat Universal Hood Insulations
Dynamat hoodliners will protect your car’s paint and reduce irritating underhood 
noise. Made from 3/4" acoustic sound soaker foam with a reinforced, aluminized 
skin that is oil and water resistant. The hoodliner has a high-tack pressure sensitive 
adhesive for easy peel and stick application. For those who prefer black, there is 
also Dynaliner, which boasts the highest heat blocking properties available in a 
single layer synthetic foam. Dynaliner is available in 1/4" and 1/2" thick. Use the 
thickest one your space will allow. All hood insulation sheets measure 32" x 54".
Hoodliner
DM11905 3/4" ...............................................................................   57.99   ea 
Dynaliner
DM11102 1/4" ...............................................................................   69.99   ea 
DM11103 1/2" ...............................................................................   91.99   ea 

DM11905

DM11102

2010-13  Polished Stainless Vented Radiator Cover
This 304 polished stainless cover sits on top of the Camaro factory radiator and are 
a nice touch to compliment the look of your engine bay.
GF3117 2010-13 SS V8 ........................................................  89.99   ea 

  2010-13 Polished Stainless Radiator Closeout Panel
This polished stainless radiator closeout panel (also called a show panel) covers 
up unsightly areas of the header panel and enhances cooling by directing more air 
through the radiator.
GF3119 2010-13 V6 and SS V8, 3 piece ................................  119.99   ea 

2010-13   Aluminum Radiator Support Show Panels
These quality show panels for your Gen 5 Camaro enhance the underhood appearance 
and also combat overheating by directing the air that normally escapes over the top 
of the core support straight to the radiator. These durable show panels are available 
in your choice of black anodized, natural or polished fi nish. 
UC5001B 2010-13 black fi nish ............................................  139.99   set 
UC5001N 2010-13 natural fi nish ..........................................  139.99   set 
UC5001P 2010-13 polished fi nish .......................................  159.99   set 

UC5001N

UC5001P  2016-17 Camaro Engine Covers
Give your Camaro engine a new show quality upgrade with one of these engine 
covers. Available in  black, red or blue for 4 cylinder and V6 engines.
GF6330 2016-17 LTG 4 cylinder – red ................................  299.99   ea 
GF6331 2016-17 LTG 4 cylinder – blue ..............................  319.99   ea 
GF6332 2016-17 LTG 4 cylinder – black ............................  319.99   ea 
GF6333 2016-17 LGX V6 – red  .........................................  299.99   ea 
GF6334 2016-17 LGX V6 – blue .........................................  299.99   ea 
GF6335 2016-17 LGX V6 – black .......................................  299.99   ea 

GF6333GF6330

  2010-13 Camaro Factory Air Filter Trim
Give your factory intake a high-performance look with these polished 304 stainless 
steel components. These covers come with easy-to-follow directions and install 
in minutes by simply affi xing the included double sided tape, then attaching each 
place securely in place. 
GF3120 2010-13 air fi lter and silencer covers, 2 piece ........  119.99   set 

Underhood Styling
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 2010-15 Camaro SS Air-Oil Separator
Engines with PCV systems vent residual oil mist and 
moisture right back into the intake manifold which 
could cause detonation and oil deposits to form in 
the intake tract. Moroso air-oil separators will help 
increase your engine’s performance by capturing these 
excess crankcase vapors and keeping your engine’s 
air cleaner. The small body separator unscrews for 
draining while the large body separator is 43% larger 
and has a bottom drain hose for a virtually mess-free 
drain. Installation hardware included. 
Note: *Indicates separators to be used with Camaro SS 
models with Edelbrock Supercharger.
85487 2010-15 polished large body .  159.99   ea 
85652 2010-15 polished small body   149.99   ea 
85653 2010-15 black small body .....  149.99   ea 
85493* 2010-15 polished large body .  171.99   ea 
85634* 2010-15 polished small body   149.99   ea 
85635* 2010-15 black small body .....  154.99   ea 

85487 85653

D141261

D141262

D141263

D141257

  LS Aluminum Slant Edge Valve Covers
Cast aluminum slant-edge valve covers for GM LS 
V8 motors. ProForm has developed a full lineup of 
valve covers that will give your stock LS a totally 
personalized look. These valve covers are taller than 
stock valve covers, and can accommodate a wide 
variety of large valve train applications. The covers 
are available in different styles, including raised and 
recessed emblems. Unique mounting studs and oil 
restricting baffl es are included. Threaded mounting 
holes for integrated ignition coil brackets are included. 
The passenger side valve cover has an oil fi ller hole (we 
suggest oil fi ller cap part number D141630). Proform 
also suggests using Fel-Pro valve cover gaskets for 
best seal, our part number is A9700110. Valve covers 
are sold in pairs.
Important: LSX-DR owners will need to purchase a LSX-
DR mounting bolt kit part #D66330.
Note: The following rocker confi gurations will require 
the valve cover to be slightly modifi ed: Jesel part #KSS-
317070, KSS-317575, and KSS-318080.
Covers with Raised Chevrolet Emblem
D141261 Chevy orange ..................  254.99   pr 
D141262 black crinkle ....................  254.99   pr 
D141263 cast gray ..........................  254.99   pr 
Covers with Raised LSX Emblem
D141257 Chevy orange ..................  259.99   pr 
Covers Polished with Recessed Chevrolet Emblem
D141264 red and black emblem .....  265.99   pr 
D141266 no emblem .......................  254.99   pr 
Covers Chrome with Recessed Chevrolet Emblem
D141265 red and black emblem .....  341.99   pr 

D141264

D141266

D141265

  LSX-DR Cylinder Head Valve Cover Bolts
These mounting bolts are necessary to mount ProForm 
Chevrolet/Bow Tie LS valve covers (part #D141257 
through D141266) to LSX-DR cylinder heads.
D66330 ................................................   29.99   set 

  LS Valve Cover Gasket Set 
Valve cover gasket set for vehicles with LS engines.  
Fel-Pro® PermaDryPlus® valve cover gaskets feature 
advanced technologies designed to provide a superior 
leak-free seal, easy installation, and an accurate fi t. 
Features rigid, aluminized steel or composite carrier to 
resist high heat and vacuum/pressure. Precision edge-
molded silicone rubber sealing beads prevent leaks, 
while built-in torque limiters avoid overcompression 
of the gasket. Locating tabs ensure proper alignment, 
and bolt Hole-Locks™ greatly reduce installation time.
A9700110  ............................................   14.49   pr 

   2010-14 Engine Caps And Covers
Machined from solid billet aluminum, Drake Muscle 
Cars’ Camaro Engine Caps are a great way to add 
custom style under the hood. These matching caps 
look great as a set. Each cap features the “CAMARO” 
name stamped and painted on in your choice of clear 
or black anodized fi nish.
Oil Dipstick Handle Cover
GF32011 2010-14 billet ..............  29.99   ea 
GF32012 2010-14 black ..............  29.99   ea 
Brake Master Cylinder Cap
GF32015 2010-14 billet ..............  44.99   ea 
GF32016 2010-14 black ..............  44.99   ea 
V8 Oil Cap
GF32019 2010-14 billet ..............  44.99   ea 
GF32020 2010-14 black ..............  44.99   ea 
V6 Oil Cap
GF32021 2010-14 billet ..............  44.99   ea 
GF32022 2010-14 black ..............  44.99   ea 
Washer Reservoir Cap
GF32023 2010-14 billet ..............  44.99   ea 
GF32024 2010-14 black ..............  44.99   ea 
Power Steering Reservoir Cap
GF32025 2010-13 billet ..............  44.99   ea 
GF32026 2010-13 black ..............  44.99   ea 

GF32011

GF32025 GF32026

2010-15 Valve Cover Breather
CNC-machined billet aluminum valve cover breather 
installs into the oil fi ller tube on the passenger side 
factory valve cover for 2010-15 Camaro SS models 
and helps vent the unwanted accumulation of pressure. 
Also provides maximum circulation of ambient air 
in the crankcase to reduce oil temperatures. Includes 
silicone o-ring and reusable fi lter.
Important: This breather will reduce the effectiveness of 
the vehicle’s PCV system and therefore is not emissions 
legal. 
Note: Factory engine cover is retained when installed into 
the factory oil fi ller tube. Can also be installed directly in 
the factory valve cover without the fi ller tube, but there will 
be interference with the engine cover. 
GF521012 2010-15 SS models......   49.99   ea 
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   2010-11 Mr. Gasket Oil Cap Cover
Mr. Gasket engine fl uid cap covers are manufactured 
from billet aluminum. They are easy to install, they 
just slides over stock cap, replacing black plastic with 
a polished aluminum fi nish. Customize your engine 
compartment in minutes. Fits only SS models.
LW6703G 2010-11 oil cap cover ...  39.99   ea 

 Big Block Style LS Coil Covers
Snap-on coil covers that transform your LS engine’s 
look to vintage big block style. Made from lightweight, 
durable composite and can be painted. Designed to fi t 
any LS engine using LS3 style valve covers and coils. 
Includes: covers, OE style ball mount snap-on studs, 
oil cap, oil fi ll adapter and installation instructions.
Note: Covers are a universal fi t and require trimming for 
proper installation.
 H2421  LS coil covers ......................  184.99   pr 

  LS Coil Relocation Set
Tired of looking at all those coils? Relocate them. 
The guess work has been taken out of the equation. 
Easy to install. Includes hardware. Made in the USA.
P128 all ............................................  171.99   set 

  LS Coil Covers
No need to relocate your coil packs with these beautiful 
covers machined from 6063 Aluminum. Fit GM engines 
using existing mounting loctions, available in black, 
gray, or mill fi nish. Made in the USA.
P130 black fi nish .............................  229.99   pr 

2010-15 Camaro Aluminum Covers
Improve the appearance of your engine bay with these 
aluminum covers. These covers install in just minutes 
and can be polished, chromed, powder coated, painted, 
or left as is for a race look. The ABS pump cover even 
conceals the unsightly spaghetti-like tubing that comes 
out of the pump. Each cover sold separately. 
74246 2010-15 brake reservoir cover ..  54.99   ea 
74247 2010-15 fuse box cover.............  64.99   ea 
74248 2010-15 ABS pump cover ........  54.99   ea 

742487424774246

  2010-13 Master Cylinder Cover
These covers from Drake Muscle Cars feature beautiful, 
clean welds along with a brushed aluminum, clear 
anodized fi nish to match their Camaro engine caps.
GF32027 2010-13 brushed alum ....  54.99   ea 

  2010-12 Fuse Box Cover
Dress-up your engine bay with these fuse box covers 
from Drake Muscle Cars. Features beautiful, clean 
welds along with a brushed aluminum, clear anodized 
fi nish.
GF32028 2010-12 brushed alum ...  59.99   ea 

   2010-14 Billet Radiator Cap Covers
Machined from solid billet aluminum, Drake Muscle 
Cars’ radiator caps and covers are a great way to add 
custom style under the hood. Features the “CAMARO” 
name stamped and painted on a clear fi nish.
Radiator Cap Cover
GF32013 2010-14 silver ..............  44.99   ea 
Coolant Reservoir Cap
GF32018 2010-14 black ..............  44.99   ea 

GF32013 GF32018

  2010-14 Strut Covers
These strut covers from Drake Muscle Cars are 
beautifully machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum 
and these make a great accent under the hood. Available 
in your choice of clear, black, or red anodized fi nishes 
to suit your Camaro.
GF32029 2010-14 billet ................   49.99   pr 
GF32030 2010-14 black ................   49.99   pr 

  2010-15 Stainless Shock Tower Dome Set
This stand alone polished stainless steel shock tower 
dome set will look great in your engine bay for years 
to come. Show everyone the passion you have for 
your Camaro by adding stainless steel accessories.
GF103026 2010-15 polished, 6 pc ..  199.99   set 

2010-14 Stainless Front Strut Cover Disc
The suspension shock towers take up a large chunk of 
space under the hood, why not beautify them with these 
great looking strut top cover for V6 and V8 models.
GF3126 2010-14 V6 and SS V8 ..........   24.99   pr 

Underhood Styling

  2010-15 Camaro SLP Coil Covers
Enhance the underhood appearance of your 2010-15 
Camaro SS/1LE with these SLP OE quality injection 
molded engine coil covers! Designed to replace the 
bulky factory cover. Fits both SLP Supercharged 
engines and naturally aspirated applications. Includes 
hardware and instructions.
Note: Requires a fuel line disconnect tool.
GF6236 2010-15 coil covers .......  219.99   pr 

GF32030
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Replacement Filters

    2010-16 Original AC Delco Oil Filters
When it’s time for an oil change, don’t skimp with an inferior oil fi lter. Factory 
grade AC Delco oil fi lters trap particles as small as 25 microns protecting your 
engine by keeping the oil cleaner improving performance and increasing it’s life.
PF48 2010-16 6.2L V8 oil fi lter ..........................................   5.99   ea 
PF2129 2010-15 3.6L DOHC V6 oil fi lter cartridge ...............   4.99   ea 
G77653 2010-15 3.6L DOHC V6 oil fi lter cap seal ................   5.99   ea 
G83470 2010-15 3.6L DOHC V6 oil fi lter cap .......................   49.99   ea 

PF2129

  2010-15 AC Delco Air Filters
Replacing your vehicle’s fi lters on a regularly scheduled basis will help the vehicle 
run better and last longer. Clean fi lters contribute to better fuel economy and reduced 
vehicle operating costs.
G31137 2010-15 6.2L V8 and 3.6L DOHC V6 ........................  24.99   ea 
G31177 2012-15 ZL1 6.2L V8 .................................................  59.99   ea 

G31177

 2010-15 K&N Drop-in Air Filter
K&N’s replacement air fi lters are designed to increase horsepower and acceleration 
while providing excellent fi ltration. These fi lters are washable, reusable and are 
custom designed to fi t into your existing factory air box. Their drop-in design means 
adding performance is simple.
GF301313 2010-15 all engines .................................................   59.99   ea 

  2016-17 K&N Air Filter Element For OEM Air Cleaner
K&N’s replacement air fi lter are designed to increase horsepower and acceleration 
while providing excellent fi ltration. This fi lter is washable and reusable and is design 
to fi t into the OE air cleaner assembly.
332496 2016-17 2.0L and 3.6L models ..................................  55.99   ea 
335047 2016-17 SS 6.2L model .............................................  63.99   ea 

335047

332496

Works with the OE vehicles electronics

Designed to boost horsepower and rate of acceleration

High air fl ow with exceptional fi ltration

Emissions legal in all 50 U.S. states

Will NOT void vehicle warranty

Million mile/10-year limited warranty

Last up to 50,000 miles before cleaning is required 
(depending on driving conditions)

 2010-15 ZL1 Low Restriction Air Filter
The supercharged engine in the Camaro ZL1 draws air through a special, low restriction 
air fi lter element. This fi lter is also a direct replacement for Camaro SS models. 
GF6339 2010-15 SS models......................................................   45.99   ea 

CAMARO  Replacement Filters
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2010-15 GM Front Fenders
If your new Camaro has suffered fender damage, replace it with a genuine GM 
fender. Fits all trim levels.
Note: Shipped truck freight. 
G14079 2010-15 LH ................................................................  289.99   ea 
G14078 2010-15 RH ................................................................  291.99   ea 

2010-13 GM Front Wheelhouse Liners
When servicing your fenders, inspect the wheelhouse liners. Damaged liners can 
create wheel rub and allow outside elements into sensitive areas. Prevent this with 
these genuine GM replacements.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
G14081 2010-13 LS/LT LH ............................................  51.99   ea 
G14080 2010-13 LS/LT RH ............................................  54.99   ea 
G14083 2010-13 SS LH ............................................  55.99   ea 
G14082 2010-13 SS RH ............................................  55.99   ea 
G15030 2012-15 ZL1 LH ............................................  54.99   ea 
G15031 2012-15 ZL1 RH ............................................  54.99   ea 

G14078

G14080 G14083

OS1

 2010-15 Custom Vented Front Fenders
Want to set your 2010-15 Gen 5 Camaro apart from the rest with a high-performance 
look? Classic Industries® has just the answer with these high-quality, all-steel 
vented front fenders. Featuring a functional C6 Corvette style vent, these fenders 
are manufactured using original GM front fenders, guaranteeing a proper fi t. These 
vented front fenders feature high-quality all-steel construction, not fl imsy fi berglass 
like many aftermarket ‘vented’ fenders, offering long-lasting good looks. Fender 
vents include screen. Available in all factory colors, these fenders offer direct bolt-
on installation. Sold in pairs.
Note: Special shipping rates apply. Special order must be prepaid.
GF3065 2010-15 unpainted ...........................................  949.99   pr 
GF306610 2010-15 aqua blue metallic .............................  1349.99   pr 
GF306611 2010-15 black ..................................................  1349.99   pr 
GF306612 2010-15 cyber gray metallic ............................  1349.99   pr 
GF306613 2010-15 imperial blue metallic .......................  1349.99   pr 
GF306614 2010-15 inferno orange metallic .....................  1349.99   pr 
GF306615 2010-15 red jewel tintcoat ...............................  1349.99   pr 
GF306616 2010-15 silver ice metallic ..............................  1349.99   pr 
GF306617 2010-15 summit white .....................................  1349.99   pr 
GF306618 2010-15 synergy green metallic ......................  1349.99   pr 
GF306619 2010-15 victory red .........................................  1349.99   pr 
GF306620 2010-15 rally yellow .......................................  1349.99   pr 

vent detail

GF306614

 2010-15 Reproduction Front Fenders
Reproduction front fenders for 2010-15 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory 
specifi cations with pre-punched mounting holes for simple installation. All fenders 
are shipped EDP coated for rust prevention.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
GF301301 2010-15 LH .............................................................  89.99   ea 
GF301302 2010-15 RH ............................................................  89.99   ea 

GF301301

2010-15 RK Sport Z06 Style Front Fenders
Want to set your Camaro apart? These Z06 inspired fi berglass front fenders add 
Corvette style to your 5th generation Camaro.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Shipped truck freight.
GF30071 2010-15 LH ...........................................................  291.99   ea 
GF30072 2010-15 RH ...........................................................  291.99   ea 

GF30071

 2010-13 Reproduction Front Wheelhouse Liners
Reproduction front wheelhouse liners for 2010-13 Camaro models. Manufactured to 
factory specifi cations with original style access openings. These pieces are mounted 
to the underside of the fenders and help keep debris out of the engine compartment.
Note: Shipped oversize.

GF301303 2010-13 LH LS/LT ........................................   34.99   ea 
GF301304 2010-13 RH LS/LT ........................................   34.99   ea 
GF301305 2010-13 LH SS ..............................................   34.99   ea 
GF301306 2010-13 RH SS ..............................................   34.99   ea 

OS1

GF301303
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  Lokar 12V Exterior Door Handles
Elevate your vehicles style with these electronic exterior door handles from Lokar! 
Each billet door handle utilizes a weatherproof 12 volt pressure-pad switch to 
supply power to an electronically actuated door latch (door popper). Its two piece 
design allows the insert to be removed for customization. Made in USA from 6061 
T-6 billet aluminum. 
Note: Requires electronic door latch actuators, not included.
 GSE2100A  brushed .....................................................................  341.99   pr 
 GSE2100B  polished ....................................................................  341.99   pr 

 2010-17 Camaro Vertical Door Kit 
Looking for a truly bolt-on attention grabber? Look no further than these vertical 
door kits by Vertical Doors, Inc. Unlike other kits that require welding or drilling, 
VDI kits bolt up to the factory hinge location. Not only are they easy to install, but 
they are also easy to operate; simply open your door like normal until it stops at a 
predetermined position and then raise your door. These hinges can also be used to 
open the door like normal. This kit includes: two gas shocks, 2 VDI door hinges, 
mounting hardware and instructions. Proudly made in the USA from domestic 
hardened steel.
GF3920 2010-15 vertical door kit .........................................  989.99   kit 
GF3921 2016-17 vertical door kit .........................................  989.99   kit 

  2010-15 Outer Door Handle Trim
Give your Camaro an extra shine and a unique touch with these polished stainless 
stell outer door handle trim appliques.
GF102003 2010-15 plain .......................................................   55.99   pr 
GF102001 2010-15 SS ...........................................................   89.99   pr 

GF102003

 2010-15 Original GM Door Shells
If your doors have been damaged beyond the point of exterior skin replacement, 
these original GM door shells are just what you’ll need.
Note: Shipped truck freight. 
G14117 2010-15 LH ...............................................................  764.99   ea 
G14116 2010-15 RH ..............................................................  764.99   ea 

G14117

2010-15   Outer Door Mirrors
Get too close at the drive-thru? Did a careless driver knock off your outer door 
mirror? Complete your repair with these genuine GM or aftermarket replacement 
outer door mirrors.
Original GM Door Mirrors
G14023 2010-15 heated, with light sensitive LH ..................  144.99   ea 
G14024 2010-15 heated, with light sensitive RH ..................  81.99   ea 
G14025 2010-15 without light sensor LH .............................  124.99   ea 
G14026 2010-15 without light sensor RH .............................  74.99   ea 
Aftermarket Replacement Door Mirrors
GF380508 2010-15 heated, with light sensitive RH ..................  44.99   ea 
GF380507 2010-15 without light sensor LH .............................  39.99   ea 
GF380506 2010-15 without light sensor RH .............................  34.99   ea 

G14025
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  2010-15 Camaro Outer Door Handle
Reproduction door handle for your 2010-15 Camaro model. Outer handle is a direct 
replacements for the original and are available in black or chrome fi nish.
A91101 2010-15 LH black ........................................................   34.99   ea 
A91102 2010-15 RH black ........................................................   34.99   ea 
A91103 2010-15 LH chrome .....................................................   39.99   ea 
A91104 2010-15 RH chrome ....................................................   39.99   ea 

A91101

GSE2100A

GF3920 front

GF3920 rear
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  2010-15 Concept Side Mirrors
Designed after the 2009 Camaro Concept car, these mirrors have a sleek, modern 
look and feel. Featuring a convex surface, you get a full, unobstructed fi eld of 
view. The built in LED strips are dual intensity, meaning that they serve as parking 
lights and turn signal. These come in clear or ghosted, which veils the LED strip 
until the lights are on. The included wiring harness plugs right into the factory 
harness. Sold in pairs. 
Ghosted Side Mirrors
GF8172 2010-15 black mirrors ..............................................  613.99   pr 
GF8173 2010-15 victory red mirrors .....................................  628.99   pr 
GF8174 2010-15 imperial blue mirrors .................................  645.99   pr 
GF8175 2010-15 inferno orange mirrors .....................................  645.99   pr 
GF8176 2010-15 synergy green mirrors .................................  645.99   pr 
GF8177 2010-15 red jewel mirrors........................................  645.99   pr 
GF8178 2010-15 cyber gray mirrors .....................................  645.99   pr 
GF8179 2010-15 silver ice mirrors ........................................  645.99   pr 
GF8180 2010-15 rally yellow mirrors ...................................  628.99   pr 
Clear Side Mirrors
GF8181 2010-15 unpainted mirrors ......................................  447.99   pr 
GF8182 2010-15 black mirrors ..............................................  581.99   pr 
GF8183 2010-15 victory red mirrors .....................................  598.99   pr 
GF8184 2010-15 imperial blue mirrors .................................  615.99   pr 
GF8185 2010-15 inferno orange mirrors ...............................  615.99   pr 
GF8186 2010-15 synergy green mirrors ................................  615.99   pr 
GF8187 2010-15 red jewel mirrors........................................  615.99   pr 
GF8188 2010-15 cyber gray mirrors .....................................  615.99   pr 
GF8189 2010-15 silver ice mirrors ........................................  615.99   pr 
GF8190 2010-15 rally yellow mirrors ...................................  598.99   pr 

GF8177 ghosted red jewel

2010-13 Stainless Steel Rocker Panel Trim
Give your Camaro a full retro appearance with this polished stainless steel rocker 
panel trim package. These panels will give your rockers a bright fi nish and add 
classic style.
Note: Not for use with Rally Sport package.
GF102029 2010-13 polished rocker panel trim ...................  334.99   set 

2010-15 ACS Side Skirts
The new 2010-15 Camaro ACS side skirts are designed to enhance the aerodynamics of 
the car at high speeds and to complement their T2, T4, and T5 front bumper splitters, 
along with several other splitters on the market. Side skirts mount to the original 
OEM rocker panel using the supplied mechanical fasteners and will not lower the ride 
height of the vehicle. Each skirt is molded using the RTM (Resin Transfer Molding) 
composite process, which gives the component a smooth look for an OEM fi t and 
appearance. Fits all 2010-15 Camaro’s except ZL1 models. Features black primer 
fi nish. Includes a pair of side skirts, mounting hardware and instructions.
Note: Shipped oversize.
2010-2013 T2, T4, T5 Side Skirt
GF401061 2010-13 all models except ZL1 ...............................  329.99   pr 
2014-2015 T4, T5 Side Skirt
GF401062 2014-15 all models except ZL1 ...............................  349.99   pr 

OS1

OS1

2016-17 ACS Side Skirts
The new 2016-17 Camaro ACS side skirts are designed to enhance the aerodynamics 
of the car at high speeds and to complement their Gen 6 front bumper splitters. Side 
skirts are installed over your current rocker panel and will not lower the ride height of 
the vehicle. Fits all 2016-17 models without the GM aero package. Does not fi t ZL1 
models. Each skirt is molded using the RTM (Resin Transfer Molding) composite process, 
which gives the component a smooth look for an OEM fi t and appearance. Features 
black primer fi nish. Includes a pair of side skirts, mounting hardware and instructions.
Important: Side skirts fi t all 2016-17 models without the GM aero package. 
Does not fi t ZL1 models.
Note: Shipped oversize.
GF401063 2016-17 .......................................................................  449.99   pr 

    2010-15 Original GM Rocker Panel
These original GM replacement outer rocker panels will get your damaged Camaro 
looking as good as the day it left the factory.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
G14144 2010-15 LH outer .....................................................  139.99   ea 
G14143 2010-15 RH outer .....................................................  139.99   ea 
G14146 2010-15 LH inner .....................................................  99.99   ea 
G14145 2010-15 RH inner .....................................................  99.99   ea 

G14146
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 2010-13 GTS Sunroof Defl ector
Reduce cabin wind noise and air turbulence when the sunroof is open by installing this 
aerodynamic sunroof defl ector. Constructed from GTS’ smoked composite material, 
this defl ector is designed specifi cally for Gen 5 Camaro and installs in minutes.
GT97280 2010-13 ...........................................................................  35.99   ea 

 2011-15 Convertible Sports Bar
The SportBar for the 2011-15 Camaro convertible is specifi cally designed to enhance 
the visual appearance of your convertible while maintaining a professional, factory 
look. As with most convertible cars, the 2011 Camaro lacks defi nition where the 
coupe’s sloping roofl ine has been removed. This product brings back that aggressive 
side profi le and gets rid of the fl at line that typically defi nes a convertible from the 
windshield back.

The SportBar also allows functionality of the factory wind stop offered as an option 
for 2011-12 convertible Camaro models. Instead of letting the thin, undefi ned wind 
stop rest on top of the rear seats by itself, the SportBar nicely frames this piece 
and is designed to maintain that aggressiveness while allowing the wind stop to 
continue decreasing wind noise and help retain your desired temperature set via 
climate control! 

The SportBar is constructed of a sturdy 1-1/4" round steel tube, with a 1/8" wall 
thickness. Polyurethane is then molded around the tube and handwrapped in vinyl, 
grained to match your car’s interior trim.
Important: This product is not intended for roll over protection.
GF301326 2011-15 black .........................................................  469.99   ea 
GF301327 2011-15 inferno orange ..........................................  489.99   ea 
GF301328 2011-15 rocket red .................................................  489.99   ea 
GF301329 2011-15 carbon fi ber ..............................................  489.99   ea 

  2010-15 Original GM Coupe Outer Side Body Panels
If your Camaro has suffered side collision damage, complete the repair with a 
genuine  GM replacement outer side body panel, which includes the door frame 
and quarter panel as one piece. Fits coupe only.
Note: Shipped truck freight. 
G14085 2010-15 coupe LH ................................................  531.99   ea 
G14084 2010-15 coupe RH ...............................................  531.99   ea 

   2010-15 GM Rear Wheelhouse And Liners
Original GM rear outer wheelhouse panels and rear wheelhouse liners. When 
repairing the rear wheelhouse area, do it with original GM parts.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Rear Outer Wheelhouse Panels – Metal
G14087 2010-15 LH ...............................................................  229.99   ea 
G14086 2010-15 RH ..............................................................  229.99   ea 
Rear Wheelhouse Liners – ABS Plastic
G14089 2010-13 LH ...............................................................  44.99   ea 
G14088 2010-13 RH ..............................................................  44.99   ea 

G14085

G14087

G14089

OS1
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2010-13 GTS Rear Window Wing
Add sleek European styling with this beautiful rear window wing spoiler. This 
wing helps shade and protect the rear sections of the interior from the hot sun and 
improves aerodynamics. Custom designed for a fl ush and precise fi t and manufactured 
in the USA in GTS’ smoked composite material, this wing installs in minutes and 
requires no drilling.
GT51280 2010-13 .........................................................................  109.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro Roof Wing
Create a more aerodynamic look and keep your rear window cleaner with this 
roof wing by Street Scene. Not only does it give a subtle change in the lines of 
your Camaro, but also serves as a defl ector for wind, rain and snow. Made from 
high quality polyurethane and includes double sided tape. Finished in matte black.
95070247 2010-15 roof wing .................................................  188.99   ea 

G149180

Shown on vehicle 
and features 

Camaro logo on 
passenger side.

  2011-15 Convertible Wind Screen
This windscreen minimizes air turbulence in the passenger compartment on 
convertible models when you have the top down. This 2 piece set includes a vertical 
windscreen behind the front seats and a horizontal windscreen that goes across the 
rear seat area. Features the “CAMARO” logo on the passenger side.
Note: Shipped oversize.
G149157 2011-15 convertible ...................................................  414.99   set 

OS1
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 2011-15 Convertible Tonneau Cover
When the convertible top is down, a tonneau cover provides a fi nished look to the 
Camaro’s sculpted rear shoulders. A tonneau cover bag keeps it all intact when not 
in use (sold separately).
G149100 2011-12 tonneau cover............................................  424.99   ea 
G149180 2013-15 tonneau cover............................................  424.99   ea 
G149181 2011-15 tonneau cover bag .....................................  84.99   ea 

 2010-15 Roof Wing
Accentuate the look of your car and add a custom roof wing to your 2010-15 
Camaro. Manufactured from durable and paintable urethane. Shipped ready for 
fi nal prep and painting.
GF301325 2010-15 .........................................................................  169.99   ea 

2010-15 GM Antennas
These original GM antennas are the perfect way to replace or upgrade your original 
antenna.
G14148 2010-15 with bluetooth ............................................   33.99   ea 
G14149 2010 with sunroof ...............................................   39.99   ea 
G14150 2010 without sunroof ..........................................   39.99   ea 

G14150
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  2010-15 Xenon Quarter Scoops
Add a more aggressive look to your Gen 5 Camaro 
with Xenon quarter scoops. All components fi t both 
V6 and V8 models. Manufactured using super tough 
urethane, these parts are easy to install and virtually 
indestructible. Installation, prepping, priming 
and painting instructions are included with each 
component. Features black inserts, vent grills sold 
separately.
Note: Grills for use with Xenon quarter panel scoops only.
Quarter Panel Scoops
XE12900 2010-15 V6 and V8 ......  139.99   pr 
Quarter Panel Scoop Grills
GF102051 2010-15 perforated .......  101.99   pr 
GF102052 2010-15 laser mesh ......  167.99   pr 

2010-15 Billet Side Vent Inserts
This is a set of six (three left and three right) CNC-
machined side vent inserts, which install over the 
“gills”, or “vents” on the rear quarter panel to dress up 
your Camaro's exterior. They feature a subtle Chevrolet 
Bow Tie at the top of each side’s middle insert. These 
inserts are machined of 6061 Aircraft Grade aluminum 
billet, so they’re made to last. Offi cially licensed by 
GM. Available black or chrome.
GF30033 2010-15 black .............  224.99   set 
GF30034 2010-15 chrome ..........  244.99   set 

XE12900

GF30033

  2010-15 Quarter Window Scoops
Add a more aggressive look to your Gen 5 Camaro with 
Xenon quarter window scoops that enhance the already 
bold styling of your Gen 5 Camaro. All components fi t 
both V6 and V8 models. Manufactured using super tough 
urethane, these parts are easy to install and virtually 
indestructible. Installation, prepping, priming and 
painting instructions are included with each component.
XE12910 2010-15 V6 and V8 .......  139.99   pr 

  2010-15Quarter Window Covers
Give your Camaro a custom racing inspired look with 
these quarter window covers. These stamped aluminum 
covers feature simulated rivets for a “straight from 
the track” look. Available in brushed satin or black 
fi nishes. Includes 3M adhesive for secure hold and 
simple installation.
GF32032 2010-15 brushed satin ..  89.99   pr 
GF32033 2010-15 black ..............  89.99   pr 

  2010-15 Quarter Window Louvers
Custom designed for a fl ush installation and precise fi t. 
Manufactured in the USA from smoked GTS composite 
material, these louvered rear quarter window panels 
mount in just minutes. Sold as a pair.
GT4172S 2010-15 .............................  99.99   pr 

2010-15 Quarter Window Louvers
Personalize your Camaro with Astra/Hammond Side 
Window Louvers. On their own, or matched with our 
Rear Window Louver (sold separately), these Side 
Window Louvers increase your vehicle’s privacy and 
help minimize your vehicle’s interior temperature. 
These classic, custom-fi tted, C-pillar louvers are 
thermoformed from a durable black “ABS” material 
and are easily installed by placing over the existing 
glass with the supplied 3M doubled sided automotive 
grade tape. No drilling required. They have a ready-
to-paint surface.
W10567 2010-15 ..............................  129.99   pr 

GF32032

GF32033

  2010-15 Quarter Window Louvers
Add a sleek look to your Camaro with these quarter 
window louvers. This is a pair of acrylic quarter window 
louvers manufactured by DefenderWorx, which are 
offi cially licensed by General Motors. Available in 
smoke fi nish or unpainted for your choice of color.
GF30035 2010-15 smoked ...........   209.99   pr 

Exterior Styling

  2010-13 Camaro Rear Window Louvers
Add a distinctive performance look to the rear of your 
Camaro with a set of rear window louvers. These 
louvers visually enhance the look of your car while 
increasing privacy and reducing interior temperatures. 
Comes assembled and includes hardware and 
instructions, making installation a breeze! Available 
in smooth black “ABS” plastic or a matte-black 
aluminum.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
W1565 2010-13 ABS plastic ........  321.99   ea 
W10615 2010-13 aluminum ...........  484.99   ea 

OS2

GF30034

W10615
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   2010-15 Stainless Quarter Panel Vent Accents
Add retro style to your Camaro with these stainless steel quarter panel vent inserts. 
Available in brushed or polished stainless steel. Sold as a 6 piece set.
GF102019 2010-15 brushed ..................................................  111.99   set 
GF102020 2010-15 polished .................................................  111.99   set 

   2010-13 Quarter Panel Trim/Shark Gills
These ABS plastic quarter panel trim inserts feature a bright chrome or satin fi nish 
with black shadow accents for an aggressive look. 3M adhesive backing allows 
fast and secure installation.
GF32009 2010-13 chrome .......................................................   99.99   pr 
GF32010 2010-13 satin ...........................................................   99.99   pr 

GF102019

GF32010

2010-15    Quarter Panel Vent Accents
Give your Camaro a stunning look with these quality side vent accents. Now you 
can have high performance style without paying the high prices of custom painted 
side vents. Available in black. Fits V6 and V8 models.
Reproduction
SV2010GB 2010-15 black .........................................................   31.99   set 
Original GM
G149286 2010-15 black .........................................................   54.99   set 

2010-13 Original GM Trunk Lid
If your 5th generation Camaro has suffered trunk lid damage, replace it with this 
original GM panel for a correct fi t and appearance.
Note: Shipped truck freight. 
G14090 2010-13 coupe .........................................................  704.99   ea 
G14114 2011-13 convertible .................................................  634.99   ea 

  2010-15 Original GM Rear Body Panel
The rear body panel installs behind the tail lamp area to provide structural integrity 
for the rear of the vehicle. Replace your damaged rear body panel with an original 
GM part. 
Note: Shipped truck freight.
G14092 2010-15 all ................................................................  374.99   ea 

G14090

2010-15 Smooth Paintable Inner Trunk Lid Cover
ACS' 2010-15 Camaro trunk lid interior liner replaces your stock felt lined cover 
with a smooth, paintable trunk lid liner. Integrate the optional dual LED lights to 
help you sort your luggage on dark road trips and, of course, to showcase your 
optional chrome Camaro trunk emblem.
Note: Does not fi t convertibles. Check with local body shop regarding available paint options. 
Shipped oversize.
Trunk Lid Liner
GF401081 2010-15 all except convertibles ...................................  159.99   ea 
Optional Accessories - For use with trunk lid liner GF401081 only
GF401082 2010-15 chrome Camaro name plate ...........................  29.99   ea 
GF401083 2010-15 dual projector LED lights w/harness .............  59.99   pr 

Shown with optional dual LED lighting and Camaro name plate
(lights and name plate available separately)

OS1

GF32009
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  2010-13 Coupe Deck Lid Spoilers
GM Performance Parts deck lid spoilers are designed and manufactured to the 
same quality and durability standards as all regular production components. That 
means you can count on a perfect fi t and long-lasting accessories that will stand 
up to years of use. Choose from the IROC inspired high-wing spoiler with third 
brake light, or the 3 piece dovetail spoiler with third brake light based on the Dale 
Jr. SEMA Concept Camaro. Each set includes templates and wiring harness where 
necessary. Available in various original colors.
Important: The mounting holes for the high-wing spoiler are completely different than the 
factory spoiler. Drilling and fi lling of holes may be required. Dovetail spoiler uses factory 
spoiler mounting holes. Drilling required for quarter panel side pieces only.
Note: Fits 2010-13 Coupe only. Colors are cosmetically correct for years listed. Check color 
codes before ordering. Part is painted as ordered, and therefore should allow 2-4 weeks for 
delivery. Shipped double oversize.
High-Wing Deck Lid Spoiler
G13102 2010-13 unpainted .............................................  499.99   ea 
G13103 2010-13 victory red (GCN)................................  534.99   ea 
G13105 2010-13 black (GBA) ........................................  534.99   ea 
G13115 2010-13 silver ice metallic (GAN) ....................  534.99   ea 
G13116 2010-13 inferno orange metallic (GCR) ............  534.99   ea 
G13117 2010-13 rally yellow (GCO) ..............................  534.99   ea 
G13118 2010-13 summit white (GAZ) ...........................  534.99   ea 
G13119 2010-12 imperial blue (GAP) ............................  489.99   ea 
G15009 2010-12 cyber gray (GBV) ................................  499.99   ea 
G149144AG 2012-13 ashen gray (GLJ) .................................  499.99   ea 
G149144CR 2012-13 crystal red (GBE) .................................  499.99   ea 
G149144CF 2012 carbon fl ash (GAR)..............................  499.99   ea 
G149144BR 2013 blue ray (GHX) ....................................  499.99   ea 
Dovetail Deck Lid Spoiler
G15000 2010-13 victory red (GCN)................................  534.99   set 
G15001 2010-13 black (GBA) ........................................  534.99   set 
G15003 2010-12 cyber gray (GBV) ................................  499.99   set 
G15004 2010-13 silver ice metallic (GAN) ....................  534.99   set 
G15005 2010-13 inferno orange metallic (GCR) ............  534.99   set 
G15012 2010-13 summit white (GAZ) ...........................  539.99   set 
G15013 2010-13 rally yellow (GCO) ..............................  539.99   set 
G149147 2010-12 imperial blue (GAP) ............................  499.99   ea 
G149145AG 2012-13 ashen gray (GLJ) .................................  499.99   ea 
G149145CR 2012-13 crystal red (GBE) .................................  499.99   ea 
G149145CF 2012 carbon fl ash (GBE) ..............................  499.99   ea 
G149145BR 2013 blue ray (GHX) ....................................  499.99   ea 

G13103 – high wing

G15004 – dovetail

OS2

  2014-15 Z28 Wicker Bill Spoiler Kit
Increasing the down force on the rear wheels is easy with the Z28 Wicker Bill spoiler 
extension kit. Together with the Z28 spoiler (sold separately) the pair can add over 
110 lbs of down force to the rear wheels at speeds above 125 MPH. Kit includes 
instruction sheet, rear wicker extension, drill template, and hardware. Compatible 
with Z28 spoiler only.
Important: Drilling required.
G149145WB 2014-15 ....................................................................  339.99   ea 

2014-15 Z28 Style Spoiler
G149145BK 2014-15 black (GBA) ........................................  499.99   ea 
G149145GR 2014-15 ashen gray (GLJ) .................................  499.99   ea 
G149145BY 2014-15 bright yellow (G7D) ............................  499.99   ea 
G149145RR 2014-15 red rock (G7P) .....................................  539.99   ea 
G149145SL 2014-15 silver ice metallic (GAN) ....................  499.99   ea 
G149145RH 2014-15 red hot (G7C) .......................................  499.99   ea 
G149145CT 2014-15 crystal red (GBE) .................................  499.99   ea 
G149145WH 2014-15 summit white (GAZ) ...........................  499.99   ea 
G149146BV* 2015 blue velvet (G1M) ...............................  499.99   ea 
2014-15 ZL1 Style Spoiler
G149146BK 2014-15 black (GBA) ........................................  339.99   ea 
G149146GR 2014-15 ashen gray (GLJ) .................................  339.99   ea 
G149146BY 2014-15 bright yellow (G7D) ............................  339.99   ea 
G149146RR 2014-15 red rock (G7P) .....................................  339.99   ea 
G149146SL 2014-15 silver ice metallic (GAN) ....................  339.99   ea 
G149146RH 2014-15 red hot (G7C) .......................................  339.99   ea 
G149146CT 2014-15 crystal red (GBE) .................................  339.99   ea 
G149146WH 2014-15 summit white (GAZ) ...........................  339.99   ea 
G149146BL* 2015 blue velvet (G1M) ...............................  339.99   ea 

  2014-15 Z28 And ZL1 Style Spoilers
Personalize the look of your Camaro with a Z28 or ZL1 style race inspired spoiler 
available in several body colors from GM Performance Parts. Manufactured to the 
same standards as all regular-production components means you can count on a long-
lasting and perfect fi t accessory. Fits 2014-15 Coupe only. Colors are cosmetically 
correct for years listed. Check color codes before ordering.
Important: The mounting holes for the Z28 and ZL1 spoilers are different than the factory 
spoiler. Drilling and fi lling of holes may be required. *Blue velvet color is specifi c to 2015. If 
desired color is not available, order white and paint to desired color.
Note: Part is painted as ordered, and therefore should allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Shipped 
double oversize.

OS2
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 2016-17 Blade Style Rear Spoilers
GM Performance Parts deck lid spoiler for 2016-17 Chevy Camaro is produced 
to the same quality and durability standards as all regular production components. 
Personalize the look of your vehicle with this custom race inspired blade spoiler 
available in several factory colors.
Note: Shipped oversize.
GF6343 2016-17 black (GBA) ...............................................  449.99   ea 
GF6344 2016-17 night fall gray metallic (G7Q) ....................  429.99   ea 
GF6345 2016-17 summit white (GAZ) ..................................  429.99   ea 
GF6346 2016-17 bright yellow (G7D) ...................................  429.99   ea 
GF6347 2016-17 red hot (G7C) .............................................  429.99   ea 
GF6348 2016-17 garnet red tintcode (G7E) ...........................  429.99   ea 
GF6349 2016-17 hyper blue metallic (GD1) .........................  429.99   ea 
GF6350 2016-17 blue velvet metallic (G1W) ........................  429.99   ea 
GF6351 2016-17 silver ice metallic (GAN) ...........................  429.99   ea 
GF6352 2016-17 mosaic black metallic (GB8) .....................  429.99   ea 

OS1

  2016-17 Camaro Rear Wing Spoiler
This rear wing spoiler from Street Scene will give your Camaro a sleek, sporty 
look. Made from high-quality polyurethane and ready for fi nal prep and paint. 
Installation is made quick and easy with the attached 3M mounting tape. Fits all 
2016-17 Camaro models.
Note: Shipped oversize.
95070250 2016-17 ..........................................................................  399.99   ea 

2010-13 Camaro High Wing Trunk Lip Spoiler 
Add race car styling to your Camaro with this high wing trunk lid spoiler. With 
Durafl ex’s advanced materials, this wing has a reduced damage rate of 75% and 
are less likely to crack than the average fi berglass product. Manufactured from a 
proprietary blend of hand-laid fi berglass, plastic and fl ex resin and fi nished with 
black primer. Fits all 2010-13 coupe models. 
Note: Shipped double oversize.
GF109966 2010-13 high wing trunk lid spoiler ..........................  214.99   ea 

 2010-13 RK Sport Rear Trunk Spoiler
Similar to the spoiler offered in their full ground effects package, these high-quality 
trunk spoilers from RK Sport are made with high quality fi berglass and are available 
with a carbon fi ber inlay. Fits all 2010 and up Camaro models.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
GF30003 2010-13 fi berglass ....................................................  264.99   ea 
GF30011 2010-13 with carbon fi ber inlay on top ....................  505.99   ea 

GF30003 GF30011

OS2

 2010-13  SLP High Lip Rear Spoiler
This OE Quality composite high lip rear spoiler from SLP offers a wider, taller, more 
aggressive spoiler design while still maintaining many of the same design features 
of the stock spoiler. It provides increased downforce at high speeds to improve 
vehicle stability. The spoiler attaches directly to V8 models using the stock spoiler 
mounting holes. Requires drilling holes in decklid for installation on V6 models not 
equipped with RS package. Comes ready to prep, prime and paint.
Note: Shipped double oversize. 
GF30013 2010-13 coupe ..........................................................  287.99   ea 

OS2
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2010-13 Tail Blackout Panel Set
Add a custom look to your exterior with these tail lamp black out panels. Manufactured 
in ABS plastic (not vinyl), this 5 piece set gives complete coverage for a fi nished 
look. Includes 3M adhesive for secure installation and to reapply the rear emblem 
over center blackout panel if desired.
GF32006 2010-13 ...........................................................................  94.99   set 

2010-13 GTS Rear Blackout Panel
Give your Camaro a mean, blacked out look with these blackout panels. Custom 
crafted for a precise fl ush fi t. Constructed from smoked GTS composite material. 
Made specifi cally for the new Camaro models, these covers install in minutes. 
Available in either smoked or carbon fi ber pattern. Made in the USA. 
GT4170 2010-13 smoke .........................................................  54.99   ea 
GT4170X 2010-13 carbon fi ber pattern ....................................  62.99   ea 

2010-13 Original GM Rear Spoiler
Whether you wish to add a spoiler or replace a damaged original, this genuine GM 
replacement will fi t and install just like the factory original.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
G14091 2010-13 paint to match .............................................  334.99   ea 

OS1

  2010-13 Rear Black Out Panel
Change the look of your Camaro by adding this custom black out panel to the rear 
end of your car.
GT4171 2010-13 ............................................................................   54.99   ea 

 2010-13 Camaro OE Style Rear Spoiler
This OE style spoiler is made from durable ABS plastic to give your car a tasteful 
performance look and improve downforce.
Note: Shipped oversize.
 GF30097  2010-13 ...........................................................................   59.99   ea 

OS1

 2010-13 Xenon Rear Spoiler
Add a more aggressive look to your Gen 5 Camaro with a deck lid spoiler. All 
components fi t both V6 and V8 models. Manufactured using super tough urethane, 
these parts are easy to install and virtually indestructible. Complete installation, 
prepping, priming and painting instructions are included with each component.
Note: Shipped oversize.

XE12915 2010-13 V6 and V8 ...................................................  239.99   ea 
OS1
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2010-15 GM Door Glass
Whether a collision, an errant baseball, or a break-in has shattered your window 
glass, these genuine GM replacements will make your Camaro like new.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
G14119 2010-15 door glass LH ..........................................  124.99   ea 
G14118 2010-15 door glass RH ..........................................  124.99   ea 

G14119

2010-15 GM Quarter Window Glass
Whether a collision, an errant baseball, or a break-in has shattered your window 
glass, these genuine GM replacements will make your Camaro like new.
G141123 2010-15 LH ...........................................................  139.99   ea 
G141122 2010-15 RH ...........................................................  139.99   ea 

G141122

 2010-14 GM Windshield
Replace your cracked or broken windshield with original GM glass. Available with  
or without integrated remote start antenna.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
G14112 2010-12 with remote start ........................................  464.99   ea 
G14113 2010-14 without remote start ...................................  329.99   ea 

G14112

2010-15 Original GM Rear Window Glass
Whether a collision, an errant baseball, or a break-in has shattered your window 
glass, these genuine GM replacements will make your Camaro like new.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

G14126 2010-15 coupe ...........................................................  284.99   ea 

  2010-17 Bow Tie Emblem Overlay
Add color to your Camaro Bow Ties. These exact fi t overlay decals are designed 
to fi t over the factory Bow Tie on the front and/or rear of your vehicle. Available 
in different colors. Please specify color when ordering.
GF6398  2010-13 Bow Tie decals ............................................   29.99   pr 
GF6399  2014-17 Bow Tie decals ............................................   29.99   pr 

01
black

02
red

33
mat/black

23
silver

10
white

11
hugger/or

47
charcoal

14
inferno/or

00
car/fi ber

35
car/fl ash

GF639900

GF639901 GF639902

GF639911GF639923

   2010-17 Billet Bow Tie Sets
This is a set of two CNC-machined billet aluminum Bow Ties (one front, one rear), 
which are intended to replace the factory gold Bow Ties. Offi cially licensed by 
General Motors, these beautiful Bow Ties are machined from T6061 aircraft grade 
billet aluminum, built to last and are adhesive-backed with 3M automotive tape for 
easy installation. Available in several fi nishes.
GF20001 2010-13 black .........................................................  109.99   pr 
GF20002 2010-13 chrome ......................................................  146.99   pr 
GF20007 2014-17 chrome ......................................................  146.99   pr 
GF20008 2014-17 polished ....................................................  109.99   pr 
GF20009 2014-17 brushed .....................................................  109.99   pr 

GF20001

GF20002
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2010-15 Billet Fender Emblem
Replace your chrome fender lettering with these 
black versions for a bold, custom look. Made from 
6061 aircraft grade aluminum and fi nished with 
textured black powder coat. Adhesive backed for easy 
installation. Offi cially licensed by General Motors.
GF30068 2010-15 black .............  112.99   set 

  Stainless Steel Script Emblem
Premium, laser cut, polished stainless steel Camaro 
script emblems will give you the ultimate custom 
look. Attaches with 3M adhesive tape. Sold in pairs. 
Emblem measures: 6" x 2-3/8".
14568 universal fi t ...............................  59.99   pr 

 2010-15 Camaro Fender Emblem
If your fender emblem is damage or missing a letter 
replace it with this original GM part.
GF6299 2010-15 fender emblem ....   14.99   ea 

 2014-15 Z28 Flow Tie
Replace the front grille Bow Tie emblem of your 2014-
15 Camaro for this OEM Z28 Flow Tie and increase the 
air fl ow to your engine. Factory GM replacement part.
GF6400 2014-15 front emblem ......  74.99   ea 

2010-13   Billet Grill Emblems
Give your exterior a little something extra with one 
of these beautiful billet grill emblems. Machined 
from 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum, these emblems are 
available with or without machined borders and offer 
easy, no-drill installation.
Without Border
GF921101 2010-13 chrome ..........  39.99   ea 
GF921103 2010-13 polished ........  24.99   ea 
With Border
GF922103 2010-13 polished ........  24.99   ea 

GF921101

GF922103
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 2010-15 Polished Stainless Exterior Emblems
If you feel the factory emblems leave something to 
be desired, restyle your Camaro by mounting these 
slick stainless steel “Super Sport” emblems. Designed 
to fi t on the hood but could go anywhere you can fi t 
them on the body of the car. Measures: 8.00" x 1.5".
GF102007 2010-15 Super Sport script   89.99   pr 

 2010-15 Billet Badges
CNC-machined SS or RS badges. Machined from 
T6061 aircraft grade aluminum billet, they are meant 
to last. These badges can be placed on the hood, 
trunk, side panels or fenders. GM Offi cial Licensed 
Product. Adhesive-backed with 3M automotive tape 
for easy installation. Available in RS or SS and in 
chrome or black.
SS Badges
GF20003 2010-15 black .............  114.99   pr 
GF20004 2010-15 chrome ..........  129.99   pr 
RS Badges
GF20005 2010-15 black .............  114.99   pr 
GF20006 2010-15 chrome ..........  129.99   pr 

  2010-15 GM Decklid Emblem
Original GM decklid emblems, perfect when replacing 
missing emblems or simply to change the look of 
the vehicle.
G149148 2010-15 RS – red ............  23.99   ea 
G149149 2010-15 SS – white ........  21.99   ea 
G149150 2010-15 SS – red ............  21.99   ea 

G149150G149148

 Stainless Steel SS Rear Panel Emblem
The precision laser-cut SS emblem for Camaro Super 
Sport models glistens with unsurpassed quality. 
Customize your Camaro with this polished stainless 
steel emblem that attaches with 3M adhesive tape. 
Emblem measure 4-5/8" x 1-5/8".
14596 universal fi t ...............................  35.99   ea 

2010-13    Billet Retro Style SS Emblems
Give your Camaro the classic look it deserves! These 
SS emblems are CNC-machined from 6061-T6 
billet aluminum with a hand polished fi nish, black 
background, and handpainted white recesses. The 
front SS grille emblem is a direct replacement for the 
Bow Tie and snaps in place of the factory emblem. 
The trunklid-mounted SS badge uses existing holes to 
line up the emblem. SS fender emblems are adhesive 
backed for a simple installation. Available individually 
or as a 4 piece kit.
4 Piece Kit
C67081 2010-13 “SS” kit ................  530.99   kit 
“SS” Individual Components
C67078 2010-13 center grill ............  214.99   ea 
C67079 2010-13 rear center decklid   214.99   ea 
C67080 2010-13 fender (2 reqd.) .....  79.99   ea 

C67078

C67079

GF20003

GF20006
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 2010-15 Polished Stainless Exterior Emblem
If you feel the factory emblems leave something to be 
desired, restyle your Camaro by mounting these slick 
stainless steel SS emblems. Designed to fi t on the hood 
but could go anywhere you can fi t them on the body 
of the car. Measures: 8.00" x 1.25".
GF102006 2010-15 SS ........................  89.99   pr 

 2010-15 Polished Stainless Exterior Emblems
Add this polished stainless steel fl ame emblem to 
your new Camaro and you will have everyone asking 
“where did you get those?” This emblem is designed to 
fi t around the rear Chevy Bow Tie emblem and add a 
clean stylish look to your Camaro exterior. Measures: 
18-1/2" by roughly 2-1/2".
GF102018 2010-15 Flame style rear ...  79.99   ea 
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2010-13   Illuminated Rear Bow Tie
Let your Chevrolet pride shine with an illuminated 
rear deck lid Bow Tie emblem. Light up your Camaro 
in the color that best suits your style.
GF31086 2010-13 white ............  134.99   ea 
GF31109 2010-13 blue ..............  139.99   ea 
GF31110 2010-13 red ................  139.99   ea 
GF31111 2010-13 orange ..........  143.99   ea 
GF31112 2010-13 green ............  139.99   ea 

GF31110

  2010-15 Lighted Bow Tie Harness
If you are looking to add a lighted Bow Tie on your 
Camaro, this is the harness you need. It allows for the 
Bow Tie to turn on anytime the headlights are on. There 
is no specifi c connector at the Bow Tie end, since there 
are different manufacturers of this product. Available 
for RS package and non-RS.
GF6422 2010-15 for non-RS package .   34.99   ea 
GF6423 2010-15 with RS package ......   34.99   ea 

CAMARO  Exterior Styling

  2010-17 Illuminated SS Emblem
Illuminated SS emblem for 2010-17 Camaro models. 
Make your SS stand out from the pack with this 
wired, ready to install classic style badge made from 
clear acrylic and LEDs. Install anywhere that the self 
adhesive backing will stick and wire into the vehicles 
parking lights. Add a dual intensity wiring circuit 
to make your SS emblem act as a 3rd brake light. 
Measures: 6" x 4" x 1/2". Sold individually. 
GF8223  2010-17 SS emblem ............  174.99   ea 
GF8222 2010-17 2.0 controller ........  129.99   ea  
GF8224 2010-17 dual intensity wire   14.99   ea 
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GF822399

   2010-13 426-HP LS3 Fender Emblems
Let them know what’s under the hood with these 
fender emblem decals. These durable, UV-stable 
fender emblems feature red, gold, and silver on a 
black background and hold their color even in harsh 
environments. Fits SS models with 6-speed.
EU736142 2010-13 ..............................  29.99   pr 

 Engine Callout Emblems
Let the world see just how many cubes are lurking 
under your hood with these engine callout emblems 
for your cowl induction hood! Show your engine size 
with these exceptional laser cut polished stainless steel 
emblems that attach with 3M adhesive tape. Sold in 
pairs. Emblems measure approximately 4-1/2" x 5/8".
14789 376..........................................  39.99   pr 
14556 383..........................................  44.99   pr 
14557 396..........................................  44.99   pr 
14558 400..........................................  44.99   pr 
14559 406..........................................  44.99   pr 
14561 427..........................................  44.99   pr 
14562 434..........................................  44.99   pr 
14563 442..........................................  44.99   pr 
14564 454..........................................  44.99   pr 
14565 502..........................................  44.99   pr 
14566 540..........................................  44.99   pr 
14567 572..........................................  44.99   pr 

14561

14789

  Custom Adhesive-Back Numbers
Announce the engine size of your choice on your 
Camaro with these chrome plated, die-cast numerals. 
All of these numerals have a strong self-adhesive 
back with no studs, so there is no need to drill holes 
in your car. Can be used for the fender, quarter panel, 
rear panel, roof panel or virtually anywhere there’s a 
surface. Available in black, white or red painted recess. 
Note: Each number is 5/8" tall by varying widths 
(approximately 1-1/2" wide).
Black Numerals
 CM5185D  # 2 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185E  # 3 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185A  # 4 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185B  # 5 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185F  # 6 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185G  # 7 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185J  # 8 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185H  # 9 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5185C  # 0 ..................................  18.99   ea 
White Numerals
 CM5186D  # 2 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186E  # 3 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186A  # 4 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186B  # 5 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186F  # 6 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186G  # 7 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186J  # 8 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186H  # 9 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5186C  # 0 ..................................  18.99   ea 
Red Numerals
 CM5188D  # 2 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188E  # 3 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188A  # 4 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188B  # 5 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188F  # 6 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188G  # 7 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188J  # 8 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188H  # 9 ..................................  18.99   ea 
 CM5188C  # 0 ..................................  18.99   ea 

 SLP Logo Badge Set
SLP now offers OE quality chrome plated over a 
fl exible SLP logo badges. Featuring a refl ective red 
“SLP” inlay with a chrome surround, each beveled 
edge badge is manufactured to the highest quality 
OE standards and designed to last for years. Whether 
your vehicle is highly-modifi ed or you’re looking for a 
personal yet subtle touch, SLP’s chrome badge creates 
the look that gets your vehicle noticed. Pre-applied 
adhesive tape ensures an easy installation.
Note: 3/4" high x 5 3/4" in length to fi t any car or truck.
620026 SLP logo badges ...............   29.99   pr 

  Plastic And Emblem Adhesive
Clear adhesive for interior and exterior bonding. Bonds 
metal emblems, rigid plastic parts, taillight lenses and 
vinyl trim strips. It dries quickly and is resistant to 
water, heat and fuels. 
03601 1 oz. tube ...................................  4.99   ea 

GF220011

 Transformers Badges
Show your allegiance to the Autobots or display your 
loyalty to the Decepticons with these 3M adhesive-
backed solid plastic chrome and black Transformer 
badges. Offi cially licensed by Hasbro.
GF220010 Decepticon ......................  11.99   pr 
GF220011 Autobot ...........................  11.99   pr 

GF6423

CM5186A CM5185D CM5188G
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Wheels & Wheel Accessories

   2010-15 GM Long Distance Tire Pressure Sensor
Keep your TPMS working properly with this genuine GM long distance tire 
pressure sensor. 
G14061 2010-15 with black valve stem ...................................   54.99   ea 
G149201 2011-15 with aluminum stem .....................................   34.99   ea 

G14061 G149201

 Foose Design Wheels
Upgrade the look of your Camaro with these Legend SS, Voss or Outcast style wheels 
from Foose design! Foose wheels made by MHT Luxury Alloys and designed by 
the legendary Chip Foose. Wheels are one piece cast aluminum made specifi cally 
for late model muscle cars. Delivers great styling and excellent craftmanship. These 
lightweight wheels accept the original TPMS sensors and clear factory brakes 
without wheel spacers.
Important: Voss and Outcast wheels require hub centric rings. Sold separately (GF6477). 
OE sizes: 2010 Camaro SS front: 20 x 8" w/35mm offset - rear: 20 x 9" w/+40mm offset. 
2016 Camaro SS front: 20 x 8.5" w/+25mm offset - rear 20 x 9.5" w/+39mm offset. 
Note: Shipped overweight. 

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Backspacing
Legend SS Gloss Black with Lip Groove
GF41000 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.13".........  249.99   ea 
GF41001 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +40mm 7.07".........  249.99   ea 
Legend SS Chrome
GF41004 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.13".........  349.99   ea 
GF41005 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +40mm 7.07".........  349.99   ea 
GF41006 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.38".........  419.99   ea  
GF41007 22" x 10.5" 5 x 120mm +45mm 7.52".........  419.99   ea 
Voss Chrome 
GF41030 20 x 9 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.30".........  325.99   ea 
GF41031 20 x 10 5 x 120mm +40mm 7.00".........  325.99   ea 
Voss Black with Machined Face
GF41032 20 x 9 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.30".........  250.99   ea 
GF41033 20 x 10 5 x 120mm +40mm 7.00".........  250.99   ea 
Outcast Chrome
GF41034 18 x 8 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.07".........  285.99   ea 
GF41035 20 x 8.5 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.13".........  320.99   ea 
GF41036 20 x 10 5 x 120mm +40mm 7.00".........  320.99   ea 
Outcast Gloss Black and Milled
GF41037 18 x 8 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.07".........  205.99   ea 
GF41038 20 x 8.5 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.13".........  250.99   ea 
GF41039 20 x 10 5 x 120mm +40mm 7.00".........  250.99   ea 

GF41030 – Voss Wheel

GF41004 – Legend SS Wheel

GF41035 – Outcast Wheel

GF41032 – Voss Wheel

GF41000 – Legend SS Wheel

GF41038 – Outcast Wheel

 2010-17 Hub Centric Rings
Correct size hub centric rings for aftermarket wheels  on 
your Camaro. Where center bore on wheel is 72.6mm 
and vehicles hub size is 67.1mm. Manufactured from 
aluminum. Sold in set of 4.
GF6477 2010-17 rings .....................   14.99   set 

2010-15  Rocket Wheels
From Rocket Racing wheels this “Modern Muscle Booster” wheels for the 5th 
generation Camaro! Manufactured from A356 aluminum, with strict quality standards, 
and a gorgeous classic design. With longer spokes and larger wheel window showing 
off your performance brakes, you’re sure to get noticed anywhere. Wheels accept 
the original TPMS sensors.
Note: Must purchase part #RB786710 hub centric rings (set of 4).
Shipped overweight. 

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset  Center Bore Size
Hypershot
RB20920G 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +20mm 78mm .........  224.99   ea 
RB20130G 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +30mm 78mm .........  224.99   ea 
Black
RB20920B 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +20mm 78mm .........  224.99   ea 
RB20130B 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +30mm 78mm .........  224.99   ea 
Chrome
RB20920C 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +20mm 78mm .........  224.99   ea 
RB20130C 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +30mm 78mm .........  224.99   ea 
Hub Centric Rings
 RB786710  2010-15 78mm/67.10mm ............................................   7.99   set 

RB786710 Hub Centric Rings

RB20920G Hypershot RB20920B Black

RB20920C Chrome
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 Cragar Modern Muscle Series Wheels
Cragar new wheel designs for the 5th/6th generation Camaro models. Enhance 
the appearance of your vehicle with the Cragar style and performance that the hot 
rod and classic cars have enjoyed for 50 years. Modern Muscle series wheels are 
made from one piece aluminum and come in several sizes and offsets. Center cap 
provided with each wheel.
Note: Wheel requires conical seat lug nuts, not included. Wheels center bore 
size 67.1", except the 22" wheel which has 66.9". Shipped overweight.

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Backspacing
Series 614 SS Chrome
CW2510 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.63" ........  259.99   ea 
CW2511 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.88" ........  304.99   ea 
CW2512 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +39mm 7.00" ........  314.99   ea 
Series 615 Black Machined Accents
CW2513 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.63" ........  214.99   ea 
CW2514 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.88" ........  249.99   ea 
CW2515 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +39mm 7.00" ........  254.99   ea 
Series 617 Matte Black
CW2516 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.63" ........  169.99   ea 
CW2517 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.88" ........  229.99   ea 
CW2518 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +39mm 7.00" ........  234.99   ea 
Series 617 Chrome
CW2519 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.63" ........  229.99   ea 
CW2520 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.88" ........  264.99   ea 
CW2521 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +39mm 7.00" ........  269.99   ea 
Series 620 Black with Machined Face
CW2522 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.88" ........  219.99   ea 
CW2523 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +39mm 7.00" ........  229.99   ea 
CW2524 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.50" ........  264.99   ea 
Series 620 Black with Machined Accents
CW2525 20" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +28mm 5.88" ........  229.99   ea 
CW2526 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +39mm 7.00" ........  234.99   ea 
CW2527 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.50" ........  274.99   ea 

Series 620 Black – CW2522 Series 620 Machined – CW2525

Series 617 Chrome – CW2519Series 617 Matte – CW2516

Series 615 – CW2513Series 614 – CW2510

 2010-17 MRR FS01 Wheels
MRR Design now offers custom fl ow forged wheels just for your Camaro! The 
FS01 wheel is designed for more than just head turning good looks, this wheel 
is constructed for function and performance on 5th and 6th generation Camaros. 
Manufactured ensure proper fi tment and safety, these hub-centric wheels also accept 
the original TPMS sensors and center caps. These lightweight wheels also clear 
factory brakes without requiring wheel spacers.
Note: Wheels are made to order, please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 
Shipped oversize.

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Center Bore Size
Gloss Black
GF41050 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41051 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41052 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
Gloss Gun Metal
GF41053 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41054 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41055 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
Matte Black
GF41056 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41057 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41058 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
Liquid Silver
GF41059 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41060 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 
GF41061 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ...  574.99   ea 

Gloss Gun Metal

Matte Black Liquid Silver

Gloss Black

OS1
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Camaro SS    Factory Reproductions Wheels
These affordable reproduction wheels are available in several fi nishes, sizes, and 
offsets to enhance the appearance of your 5th/6th Generation Camaro. Wheels are 
manufactured to OE specs for proper fi t of the center cap, wheel sensor, and center 
bore diameter.
Note: Wheels accept factory center caps. Shipped overweight.

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Backspacing
Camaro ZL1 Chrome
FR3230 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +27mm 5.56" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3231 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +27mm 6.06" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3232 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.40" ........  289.99   ea 
FR3233 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.87" ........  289.99   ea 
FR3234 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  322.99   ea 
Camaro ZL1 Gloss Black
FR3241 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +19mm 5.25" ........  149.99   ea 
FR3242 18" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.75" ........  299.99   ea 
FR3243 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +27mm 5.56" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3244 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +27mm 6.06" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3245 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.40" ........  244.99   ea 
FR3246 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.87" ........  244.99   ea 
FR3247 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  277.99   ea 
Camaro ZL1 PVD Black Chrome
FR3248 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +27mm 5.56" ........  209.99   ea 
FR3249 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +27mm 5.56" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3250 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +27mm 6.06" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3251 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.40" ........  289.99   ea 
FR3252 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.87" ........  289.99   ea 
FR3253 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  322.99   ea 
Camaro ZL1 Black Machine Face
FR3254 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +27mm 5.56" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3255 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +27mm 6.06" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3256 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.40" ........  244.99   ea 
FR3257 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.87" ........  244.99   ea 
FR3258 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  277.99   ea 
Camaro ZL1 Satin Black
FR3259 18" x 8" 5 x 120mm +19mm 5.25" ........  149.99   ea 
FR3260 18" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.75" ........  299.99   ea 
FR3261 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +27mm 5.56" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3262 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +27mm 6.06" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3263 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.40" ........  244.99   ea 
FR3264 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.87" ........  244.99   ea 
FR3265 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  277.99   ea 

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Backspacing
Camaro SS Chrome
FR3210 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 5.87" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3211 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3212 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  299.99   ea 
FR3213 22" x 10" 5 x 120mm +50mm 7.47" ........  324.99   ea 
Camaro SS Gloss Black
FR3214 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 5.87" ........  199.99   ea 
FR3215 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  199.99   ea 
FR3216 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3217 22" x 10" 5 x 120mm +50mm 7.47" ........  274.99   ea 
Camaro SS PVD Black Chrome
FR3218 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 5.87" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3219 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  224.99   ea 
FR3220 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  299.99   ea 
FR3221 22" x 10" 5 x 120mm +50mm 7.47" ........  324.99   ea 
Camaro SS Black Machine Face
FR3222 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 5.87" ........  199.99   ea 
FR3223 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  199.99   ea 
FR3224 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3225 22" x 10" 5 x 120mm +50mm 7.47" ........  274.99   ea 
Camaro SS Satin Black
FR3226 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 5.87" ........  199.99   ea 
FR3227 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  199.99   ea 
FR3228 22" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 6.57" ........  249.99   ea 
FR3229 22" x 10" 5 x 120mm +50mm 7.47" ........  274.99   ea 

SS Chrome SS Black Machined SS Satin Black ZL1 Gloss Black ZL1 Chrome

CAMARO Custom Wheels

Camaro ZL1    Factory Reproductions Wheels
These affordable reproduction wheels are available in several fi nishes, sizes, and 
offsets to enhance the appearance of your 5th/6th Generation Camaro. Wheels are 
manufactured to OE specs for proper fi t of the center cap, wheel sensor, and center 
bore diameter.
Note: Wheels accept factory center caps. ZL1 OEM lug nuts will not work 
with 20" x 10" wheel. Shipped overweight.

Wheels & Wheel Accessories

 2010-15 Five-Spoke 21" Wheels
Enhance the look of your Camaro with the 21" fi ve-spoke wheels from GM 
Performance. Manufactured from aluminum and available in two different styles. 
First is the split 5-spoke wheel available in polished with black or black on black. 
Second is the solid 5-spoke wheel available in black with a red fl ange stripe. Center 
caps and lug nuts are sold separately.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Center Bore Size
Polished with Black Split 5-Spoke
G149261 21" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +38mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149263 21" x 9.5" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Black with Black Split 5-Spoke
G149260 21" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +38mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149262 21" x 9.5" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Black with Red Flange Stripe Solid 5-Spoke
G149248 21" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +38mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149249 21" x 9.5" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Center Caps and Lug Nuts
G149205 2010-15 chrome fi nish center caps ............................  41.99   set 
G149232 2010-15 lug nuts/wheel locks ....................................  114.99   set 

split 5-spoke
polished with black

G149261

split 5-spoke
black with black

G149260

solid 5-spoke
black with red fl ange stripe

G149248

G149258

 2010-15 Seven Split Spoke 21" Wheels
Personalize your Camaro with these attractive 21" seven split spoke accessory 
wheels. Validated to GM specifi cations and available in a bright silver painted fi nish 
or chrome plated. Center caps and lug nuts are sold separately.
Note: Not for use on ZL1 or 1LE models. Shipped overweight. 

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Center Bore Size
Silver Finish
G149257 21" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +38mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149259 21" x 9.5" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Chrome Finish
G149258 21" x 8.5" 5 x 120mm +38mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149256 21" x 9.5" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ......  224.99  ea
Center Caps and Lug Nuts
G149204 2010-15 satin/silver fi nish center caps .......................  54.99   set 
G149205 2010-15 chrome fi nish center caps ............................  41.99   set 
G149206 2010-15 chrome lug nuts/wheel locks .......................  129.99   set 
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   1LE And Z28 Replica Wheels
Upgrade the look of your Camaro with these 1LE or Z28 style wheels from MRR 
Design! MRR has developed the popular 1LE and Z/8 style wheels to ensure the 
proper fi t, safety, and performance for 5th and 6th generation Camaro models. 
Wheels accept the original TPMS sensors and center caps and are hub-centric to 
prevent vibrations. These lightweight wheels clear factory brakes without wheel 
spacers. 1LE wheels are fl ow forged, Z28 wheels are cast.
Important: OE sizes: 2010+ Camaro SS – front: 20" x 8" with 35mm offset, rear: 20" x 9" 
with +40mm offset. 2012+ Camaro ZL1 – front: 20" x 10" with +23mm offset,
rear: 20" x 11" with +43mm offset. 
Note: Shipped overweight. 

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Backspacing
Camaro 1LE Gloss Black
MR3302 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +25mm 6.41" ........  349.99   ea 
MR3303 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  349.99   ea 
Camaro 1LE Gloss Gun Metal
MR3304 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +25mm 6.41" ........  349.99   ea 
MR3305 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  349.99   ea 
Camaro Z28 Gloss Black
MR3306 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +25mm 5.98" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3307 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.38" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3308 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.41" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3309 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.88" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3310 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  324.99   ea 
Camaro Z28 Gloss Gun Metal
MR3311 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +25mm 5.98" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3312 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.38" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3313 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 6.41" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3314 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +35mm 6.88" ........  324.99   ea 
MR3315 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 7.69" ........  324.99   ea 

1LE gloss gun metal

Z28 gloss black

Z28 gloss gun metal

1LE gloss black

Wheels & Wheel Accessories

 2010-15 Five-Spoke 20" Wheels
Personalize your Camaro with these stylish 20" 5-spoke aluminum accessory wheels. 
Manufactured by GM and available in 3 different versions. Version one features 
fi ve fl at spokes, version two features 5-spokes with ridges on the outer part of the 
spokes, while version 3 features 5-spokes with polished “fangs” at the end of each 
spoke. Center caps and lug nuts sold separately.
Important: *Fits 2013-15 ZL1 and 1LE models. 
Note: Shipped overweight.

Item# Size Bolt Pattern Offset Center Bore Size
Version 1 – Black
G149234 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149235 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Version 1 – Polished
G149243 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149242 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Version 2 – Black
G149236 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149237 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Version 2 – Silver
G149245 20" x 8" 5 x 120mm +35mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149244 20" x 9" 5 x 120mm +40mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Version 3 – Black with Polished Fangs
G149240* 20" x 10" 5 x 120mm +23mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
G149241* 20" x 11" 5 x 120mm +43mm 67.1mm ......  224.99   ea 
Center Caps and Lug Nuts
G149204 2010-15 satin w/Bow Tie center caps.........................  54.99   set 
G149202 2010-15 black with silver Bow Tie center caps ........  41.99   set 
G149206 2010-15 lug nuts and wheel locks .............................  129.99   set 

version 1 – black version 1 – polished

version 2 – silverversion 2 – black version 3 –
black with polished fangs

2010-15  HAVOC 20" Wheels
This complete set of four wheels 20" x 8" front, 20" x 9" rear) 10-spoke HAVOC 
wheels enhance the appearance of your Camaro with their aggressive, angular 
design and in your choice of bright chrome or black chrome PVD fi nish. Tooled 
to standard OEM wheel size, so there’s no need for new tires, you may reuse your 
stock size 20" tires. Comes with HAVOC center caps but will also accept original 
GM Bow Tie center caps.
Note: OE sizes front: 20" x 8" with 35mm offset, rear: 20" x 9" with +40mm 
offset. Shipped triple oversize. 
HV5003 2010-15 bright chrome .........................................  1299.99   set 
HV5004 2010-15 black chrome ..........................................  1299.99   set 

OS3

HV5003 HV5004
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Wheel Accessories

 Transformers Autobot Logo Center Caps
Give your Camaro an authentic Bumblebee makeover with these Transformers 
Edition alloy wheel center caps. These center caps feature a raised Autobot logo 
and fi ts Camaro LT or SS 20" alloy wheels. Four required per vehicle.
G14065 2010-14 Autobot logo ...............................................   21.99   ea 

2010-14   Original GM Trim Rings
Replace your missing, scratched GM trim rings while you still can. These trim rings 
mimic classic Rally wheel styling and fi t the Gen 5 Camaro’s 18" steel wheel Q50.
G14151 2010-14 4 required ....................................................   29.99   ea 

  2010-2017 LED Illuminated Wheel Rings
These LED rings are designed to withstand high temperatures and fi t around your 
brake rotors to create a colorful glow from your wheels. Upgrade to one of the 
ColorSHIFT controllers to have total control of your lights. The ColorSHIFT keyfob 
remote allows the user to select ten different colors and over a dozen pre-programmed 
custom RGB functions. The 2.0 controller offers an almost endless number of colors 
and functions the user can program and save on the internal memory. The smart 
WiFi controller offers more versatility and increased functionality by allowing 
the user to control various types of LED products on their Android or IOS based 
smart phone or tablet. If you want ColorSHIFT lights and already have a controller, 
choose the option with no remote. Includes: four wheel rings, a rocker switch, 
mounting hardware and instructions. Power the LED wheel rings by connecting to 
you vehicles battery or fuse panel.
Important: For ZL1 and SS models, ring extenders are required for the front routers. 
GF8193 2010-17 red LED ....................................................  182.99   set 
GF8194 2010-17 blue LED ..................................................  182.99   set 
GF8195 2010-17 white LED ................................................  169.99   set 
GF8196 2010-17 amber LED ...............................................  182.99   set 
GF8197 2010-17 green LED ................................................  182.99   set 
GF8198 2010-17 aqua LED .................................................  399.99   ea 
GF8199 2010-17 purple LED ...............................................  194.99   set 
GF8229 2010-17 pink LED ..................................................  194.99   set 
GF8200 2010-17 ColorSHIFT no remote ...............................  271.99   set 
GF8201 2010-17 ColorSHIFT with remote ...........................  339.99   kit 
GF8202 2010-17 ColorSHIFT 2.0 .......................................  364.99   kit 
GF8203 2010-17 ColorSHIFT WIFI ....................................  430.99   kit 
GF8204 2010-17 ring extenders ...........................................  24.99   pr 

red blue white amber

green

purple

GF8201 GF8202 GF8203

aqua pink

GF8194   2010-14 Original GM Hub Caps
Replace your missing, scratched GM hub caps. This cap fi ts the new Camaro steel 
wheel Q50 and includes the nut caps. 
G14064 2010-14 4 required .....................................................   14.99   ea 

  2010-15 Wheel Center Caps
Replaces your missing or damaged center caps with these genuine GM center caps. 
Available in a variety of fi nishes. Sold in sets of 4.
G149204 2010-15 satin ...............................................................   54.99   set 
G149205 2010-15 chrome ...........................................................   41.99   set 
G149202 2013-15 black/silver ....................................................   41.99   set 
G149203 2013-15 gray ................................................................   54.99   set 

G149202G149204

ColorSHIFT

2010-15   Original GM Wheel Center Caps
Replace your missing, scratched GM hub caps. This painted hub cap fi ts four of 
the Camaro stock wheels. Four required per vehicle.
G14062 2010-15 painted alum wheel PZ3, PZ5 ........................  6.99   ea 
G14062 2010-15 bright alum wheel Q9J ...................................  6.99   ea 
G14062 2010-15 painted alum wheel Q9K ...............................  6.99   ea 
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G149352

 2010-15 GM Wheel Lock Set
Help deter thieves from taking the wheels off your vehicle with these GM wheel 
locks. Manufactured to fi t the specifi c vehicle listed.
Four Piece Lock Set
G149352 2010 V6 with EA279 wheel ...............................  74.99   set 
G149207 2011-15 V8 ..............................................................  74.99   set 
Complete Lock and Lug Nut Set
G149232 2010 V6 with EA279 wheel ...............................  114.99   set 
G149206 2011-15 V8 ..............................................................  129.99   set 

 Spline Duplex Lug Nut Sets
Set includes twenty 14mm x 1.50 spline duplex acorn style lug nuts with a key. Lug 
nuts come in short or tall, chrome or black fi nish with 7 point close end.  Intended 
for use with aftermarket wheels that require a slim lug nut. The hex key has both 
3/4" and 13/16" head for socket. Set includes hex key.
GF51105 chrome 1.37" tall .............................................................   39.99   set 
GF51106 chrome 1.50" tall .............................................................   39.99   set 
GF51107 black 1.37" tall .................................................................   39.99   set 
GF51108 black 1.50" tall .................................................................   39.99   set 
WK67 replacement hex key ........................................................   8.99   ea 

GF51105

 2010-17 Wheel Pro-Spacer Kits
Fine-tuning your track width doesn’t just enhance your car’s appearance – it also 
gives you improved handling performance and optimized roll characteristics. These 
spacers are designed to give your vehicle a wider, more stable stance, quickly and 
easily. With the right Pro-Spacers, your car takes on a more aggressive look, with the 
wheels and tires fi lling the wheel arches exactly the way they should. Pro-Spacers 
are made from high strength aircraft aluminum alloy and available in a wide range 
of sizes, from 15mm to 30mm, letting you position your tires exactly where they 
will look and perform their best. They are also a perfect match for Eibach lowering 
spring sets. Each kit includes 2 Spacers and mounting hardware.
Note: Bolt pattern 5 x 120, hub center 67.0, spacers can only be used with wheels that 
have cutouts (facing the hub) to clear the stock studs. Please check as follows: original 
stud length (i.e. 35mm) minus spacer thickness (i.e. 25mm) = 10mm excess stud length. The 
cutout should have a depth of 11mm.
EB3629 2010-17 15mm spacers ............................................  124.99   kit 
EB3630 2010-17 20mm spacers ............................................  132.99   kit 
EB3631 2010-17 25mm spacers ............................................  132.99   kit 
EB3632 2010-17 30mm spacers ............................................  145.99   kit 

Custom Valve Stem Caps
Looking for something to set your wheels apart from the rest? Looking to add a 
personal touch to your curb feelers? Look no further than custom valve stem caps. 
Choose the design that suits your style. Sold as a set of 4.
Dice Style Caps
CP50018A red ...............................................................................  2.99   set 
CP50018B white ............................................................................  2.99   set 
CP50018C black ............................................................................  2.99   set 
CP50018D blue ..............................................................................  2.99   set 
CP50018F purple ..........................................................................  2.99   set 
CP50018G chrome .........................................................................  4.99   set 
Skull Style with Red Eyes
CP50019A white ............................................................................  5.99   set 
CP50019B chrome .........................................................................  5.99   set 
"8" Ball Style
CP50020A black ............................................................................  2.99   set 
CP50020B chrome .........................................................................  5.99   set 
Hex Nut “Mushroom” Style
CP50021A chrome .........................................................................  2.99   set 
Deluxe “Swarovski” Diamond Style
CP50022A blue ..............................................................................  14.99   set 
CP50022B green ............................................................................  14.99   set 
CP50022C purple ..........................................................................  14.99   set 
CP50022D clear .............................................................................  14.99   set 
CP50022E red ...............................................................................  14.99   set 
CP50022F amber ...........................................................................  14.99   set 
Piston Style
CP50023A chrome .........................................................................  11.99   set 
Bullet Style
CP500241 .....................................................................................  6.99   set 
Bullet Head Style
CP500242 .....................................................................................  4.99   set 

CP50018D CP50020ACP50019A CP50021A

CP50022B CP50023A CP500242 CP500241

CAMARO Wheel Accessories

Wheel Accessories

 2010-17 H&R TRAK+ Wheel Spacers
Wider is Better! H&R TRAK+Wheel Spacers provide simple and effective vehicle 
track widening for improved handling, performance, safety, and a ‘perfect stance’. 
Featuring a ‘perfect fi t’ hubcentric design, TRAK+ Wheel Spacers are extremely 
durable and lightweight thanks to a proprietary aluminum/magnesium alloy. Fits 5 
x 120 bold pattern and 67mm hub center.
Important: If the depth of the wheel spacer is smaller than the length of the standard studs, 
the wheels used must allow for small cavities in the mounting pad of the wheel. If using 
wheels without cavities, the standard studs should be shortened so that they do not extend 
beyond the height of the spacer.
HR4085670 2010-17 20mm ...................................................  129.99   pr 
HR4485670 2010-17 22mm ...................................................  139.99   pr 
HR5085670 2010-17 25mm ...................................................  139.99   pr 

HR4085670

EB3629

  0-100 PSI Digital Tire Pressure Gauge
Proform’s programmable, accurate Digital Tire Pressure Gauge measures from 
0-to-100 psi in increments of .01 psi on a backlit LCD screen. When you remove 
the gauge from the valve stem in NORMAL mode, the gauge will slowly count 
back to zero. In PEAK mode, the reading will display after removal. Features unit 
conversion (psi, bars and kg/cm2), automatic OFF, and dual air bleed buttons to 
allow controlled pressure release. Instructions included.
67399  .........................................................................................  154.99   ea 
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WB9092

WB9091

Ladies Camaro Side Panel V-Neck
Ladies new Camaro side panel V-neck 
shirt. Feminine fi t, set-in collar and 
sleeve binding, contrasting side panels. 
Raglan sleeves, double needle stitched 
bottom hem, vertical embroidered 
Camaro. Panels available in red with 
white printing or black with red printing. 
Available in ladies sizes S-XL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
Block Style Lettering
WB9092  red panel ..........  29.99   ea 
WB9091  black panel .......  26.99   ea 

Camaro Rally Girl Sweatshirt
Scoop neck sweatshirt features front pouch pocket 
and raw edge seams on collar, pocket and cuffs. 
Decorated with Camaro Rally Girl design. Made of 
55% cotton/40% polyester/5% spandex for added 
comfort and stretch. Available in heather hot pink.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RW584A  S, L-XL ..............................   49.99   ea 
RW584A XXL ...................................   54.99   ea 

Blue
 RW8191S  small .............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8191M  medium ........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8191L  large ..............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8191XL  x-large ..........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8191XXL  xx-large ........................   31.99   ea 
Orange
 RW8192S  small .............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8192M  medium ........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8192L  large ..............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8192XL  x-large ..........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8192XXL  xx-large ........................   31.99   ea 
Green
 RW8193S  small .............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8193M  medium ........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8193L  large ..............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8193XL  x-large ..........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8193XXL  xx-large ........................   31.99   ea 

 Ladies Jeweled Camaro With Stripes T-Shirt
Grab attention and display your Chevy pride with this 100% Cotton Bella ladies scoop neck Camaro T-shirt, 
featuring high-grade jeweled rhinestone stripes available in 6 vibrant colors. Available in size S through 2XL.

Red
 RW8194S  small .............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8194M  medium ........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8194L  large ..............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8194XL  x-large ..........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8194XXL  xx-large ........................   31.99   ea 
Silver
 RW8195S  small .............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8195M  medium ........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8195L  large ..............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8195XL  x-large ..........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8195XXL  xx-large ........................   31.99   ea 
Yellow
 RW8196S  small .............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8196M  medium ........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8196L  large ..............................   29.99   ea 
 RW8196XL  x-large ..........................   29.99   ea 
 RW8196XXL  xx-large ........................   31.99   ea 

Ladies Pink Camaro Cap
Garment washed chino twill, unstructured with low 
profi le, adjustable buckle with comfort tuck away strap.
WB789  ..................................................   19.99   ea 
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Since 1967 Camaro T-Shirt
Features historical Camaro emblems on front and back 
from 1967 to present. Available in sizes M-XXXL. 
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RW572  M-XL .....................................   19.99   ea 
RW572  XXL-XXXL...........................   23.99   ea 

 Ladies Camaro Top
This sweet black top for the ladies features the 
1968-69 Camaro logo in the center chest with set-in 
pink rhinestones. 
TC201  S-XL .....................................   19.99   ea 
TC201 XXL ......................................   21.99   ea 

My Big Kid Camaro T-Shirt
Heres a T-shirt for your little Chevy fan with a “This Is 
My Big Kid Car” shirt for your kids. Pre-shrunk 100% 
cotton T-shirt. Available in blue.
WB914XS size 2-4 ...............................   16.99   ea 
WB914M size 10-12 ...........................   16.99   ea 
WB914L size 14-16 ...........................   16.99   ea 

 Camaro Kids Carry-On Luggage
This brightly colored Camaro carry-on 
luggage is perfect for a quick getaway with 
the kids. Made from heavy duty plastic 
with smooth wheels for rolling through the 
airport. Available in red or yellow.

GF798 red .....................................................................................................................................  89.99   ea 
GF799 yellow ............................................................................................................................... 89.99 ea

GF798

GF799

“When I Get Big” Camaro T-Shirt
Kids can show their enthusiasm for the new Camaro 
with this kids only T-shirt. Color graphic on the front, 
100% pre-shrunk cotton. XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-
12), L (14-16).
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RS827  XS-L .....................................   17.99   ea 

 Chevrolet And Corvette Cookies
Any Chevrolet enthusiast young or old who loves 
cookies can enjoy a snack with all of their favorite 
Chevrolet or Corvette models.
2.5 oz. Box
 CC14950  Chevrolet cookies ...............   2.99   ea 
 CC14952  Corvette cookies .................   2.99   ea 
Buy a 6 Pack of Cookies and Save!
CC14953 Chevrolet cookies 6 pack....   16.99   kit 
CC14954 Corvette cookies 6 pack......   16.99   kit 

rhinestone logo
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Ladies Camaro Fifty Rhinestone T-Shirt
Black scoopneck Bella tee with a rhinestone Camaro 
Fifty logo. 100% cotton.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
GF2401  S-XL ...................................   29.99   ea 
GF2401 XXL ....................................   34.99   ea 

Ladies Camaro Fifty Rhinestone Cap
Black ladies cap with the Camaro Fifty logo in 
rhinestone detail. 100% cotton twill, jockey shape 
& unstructured.
GF2403BK  ............................................   19.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Classic Cap
Structured, low-profi le black cap featuring a Camaro 
Fifty logo. Hook and loop closure. 100% cotton.
GF2408BK  ............................................   17.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Neon Meshback Cap
Structured, mid-profi le hat featuring a charcoal cotton twill 
front with Camaro Fifty logo and neon orange meshback. 
Six panels, pre-curved visor with Velcro® closure.
GF2409BK  ............................................   17.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Cool & Dry Fitted Cap
Structured, mid-profi le, cool and dry fi tted cap with 
moisture-wicking technology. Six panels, Permacurv® 
visor and 100% polyester. Sold individually.
GF2410BK black S/M .........................   20.99   ea 
GF2411BK black L/XL .......................   20.99   ea 
GF2410GR gray S/M .........................   20.99   ea  
GF2411GR gray L/XL .......................   20.99   ea 

CAMARO 50th ANNIVERSARY

Ladies Camaro Fifty Slub T-Shirt
A soft-handed tonal Camaro Fifty logo adorns the 
lefthand side of this papaya colored ladies tee. Features 
a plush poly/rayon slub jersey fabric.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
GF2402  S-XL ...................................   21.99   ea 
GF2402 XXL ....................................   24.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Windbreaker Jacket
This windbreaker jacket is unlined, lightweight and easy 
to pack away when the sun comes out. Features locker 
loop, front pouch pockets, elastic cuffs and hem. 100% 
polyester. Available in sizes S-XXXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
GF843  mens M-XL .......................   44.99   ea 
GF843  mens XXL-XXXL ............   47.99   ea 
GF844  ladies S-XL ........................   44.99   ea 
GF844 ladies XXL .........................   47.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Fleece Jacket
This fl eece jacket features an embroidered Fifty logo on 
the left chest. Moisture wicking performance, auto-lock 
zipper, storm placket with chin guard and an audio port 
access inside the left pocket. 100% polyester brushed 
back fl eece. Available in sizes S-XXXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
GF866  mens M-XL .......................   79.99   ea 
GF866  mens XXL-XXXL ............   82.99   ea 
GF869  ladies S-XL ........................   79.99   ea 
GF869 ladies XXL .........................   82.99   ea 

logo detail
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2010 & Up Camaro Parts and Accessories

50th Anniversary Apparel

 A.  Camaro Fifty “Since 1967” T-Shirt
This 100% cotton T-shirt features the special edition 
2017 Camaro Fifty with the classic 1967 Camaro in 
the background. Available in sizes M-XXXL
Note: Specify size when ordering.  
JB2200  M-XL ....................................   19.99   ea  
JB2200 XXL ......................................   21.99   ea 
JB2200 XXXL ...................................   22.99   ea 

 D.  Camaro Fifty Since 1967 T-Shirt
2017 special edition Fifty logo on the front of a gray, 
100% cotton T-shirt. Available in sizes M-XXXL
Note: Specify size when ordering.  
JB2190  M-XL ...................................   19.99   ea  
JB2190 XXL .....................................   21.99   ea 
JB2190 XXXL ..................................   22.99   ea 

 B.  Camaro Fifty With Emblems
This 100% cotton T-shirt features many of the 
memorable Camaro emblems from years past. 
Available in sizes M-XXXL
Note: Specify size when ordering. 
JB2220  M-XL ....................................   19.99   ea  
JB2220 XXL ......................................   21.99   ea 
JB2220 XXXL ...................................   22.99   ea 

front logo

Lansing Grand River Triangle Camaro Tee
Preshrunk 90% cotton/10% polyester tee featuring the 
Lansing Grand River assembly plant triangle logo.
Made in the U.S.A.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
GF2407  M-XL ..................................   22.99   ea 
GF2407 XXL ....................................   23.99   ea 

 Camaro Fifty Coffee Mugs
Camaro Fifty ceramic mug with matte outside and 
glossy inside. Full color Camaro Fifty logo on 
both sides.
GF839 orange  ......................................   16.99   ea 
GF841 black .........................................   18.99   ea 

GF839

GF841

 Camaro: Fifty Years of Chevy Performance
Trace the Camaro’s history from its humble beginnings, 
through the height of its popularity early on, its decline 
in the 1990’s and fi nally, to the triumphant rebirth in the 
new millennium. Hardcover, 224 pages, 9.75” x 12”.
L1565  ..................................................   49.99   ea 

front logo

 C.  Camaro Fifty 1967-2017 T-Shirt
2017 special edition Fifty logo on the front of a black, 
100% cotton T-Shirt. Available in sizes M-XXXL
Note: Specify size when ordering. 
JB2170  M-XL  .................................   19.99   ea  
JB2170 XXL  .................................   21.99   ea 
JB2170 XXXL  .................................   22.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Lansing Grand River Gear Tee
Preshrunk 100% black cotton tee featuring the Lansing 
Grand River assembly plant gear logo. Made in the 
U.S.A.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
GF2406  M-XL ..................................   22.99   ea 
GF2406 XXL ....................................   23.99   ea 

Camaro Fifty Time Flies Tee
A vivid Camaro Fifty screenprint adorns this athletic 
fi t ringspun black tee and features "Time isn't the only 
thing that fl ies".
Note: Specify size when ordering.
GF2405  S-XL ...................................   19.99   ea 
GF2405 XXL ....................................   20.99   ea 
GF2405 XXXL .................................   21.99   ea 

GF2405

GF2406

GF2407
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Camaro Fahrenheit 426 T-Shirt
The amount of horsepower at which tires melt. Inferno 
Orange Camaro set against a molten iron forge with 
this clever play on the title of “Fahrenheit 451”. This 
100% pre-shrunk cotton tee features the graphic design 
on the front left chest and in larger form on the back 
of this black T-shirt.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
TS289  S-L .........................................   19.99   ea 

Camaro Green With Envy T-Shirt
Preshrunk, black 100% cotton tee features a 
“SYNERGY CAMARO” lettering graphic on the front 
left pocket and a cityscape with the Synergy Green 
Camaro set front and center underlined by “GREEN 
WITH ENVY” text.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
TS284  S-XL ......................................   19.99   ea 
TS284 XXL .......................................   21.99   ea 

Camaro 21 Century Sports Car T-Shirt
Beautiful graphic of a 2010 Camaro SS in Cyber Gray 
with white rally stripes against a cityscape background 
with a red “SS” logo above the car with the cursive 
script below the car that reads “21st Century Sports 
Car” on a dark blue pre-shrunk 100% cotton T-shirt.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RS858  S-L ..........................................   19.99   ea 
RS858 XXL .......................................   21.99   ea 

T

 Camaro DNA T-Shirt
With this kind of heritage, pedigree is important. 
Features ZL1 print on front chest with full color back 
print. Charcoal in color. Available in sizes S-XXXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RW5630  S-XL ......................................   19.99   ea 
RW5630 XXL .......................................   21.99   ea 
RW5630 XXXL ....................................   23.99   ea 

front logo

front logo front logo

front logof t l

front logo

front logo

Camaro Apparel

 Camaro Shield Logo T-Shirt 
Represent Camaro pride with this 100% cotton T-shirt 
featuring the red, white and blue shield logo on the 
front and back. Available in sizes M-XXXL
Note: Specify size when ordering.  
JB2160  M-XL ..................................   19.99   ea  
JB2160 XXL ....................................   21.99   ea 
JB2160 XXXL .................................   22.99   ea 

front logo

 Camaro 3D With Shield Logo T-Shirt 
This red hot 6th Gen Camaro appears to bust right 
out the back of this 100% cotton T-shirt. Features 
shield logo on the front. Available in sizes M-XXXL
Note: Specify size when ordering. 
JB2210  M-XL ....................................   19.99   ea  
JB2210 XXL ......................................   21.99   ea 
JB2210 XXXL ....................................   22.99   ea 

front logo

Camaro Lightscape T-Shirt
This stunning full back design features the all new 
Camaro prowling the city streets. The front displays 
a gold Bow Tie and Camaro logo. Offered in black, 
100% cotton. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RS773  M-XL .....................................   19.99   ea 
RS773 XXL .......................................   21.99   ea 

Camaro Wrap-Around T-Shirt
An aggressive 2010 Camaro SS graces the front of this 
hot new T-shirt. The oversized image wraps around your 
torso for a look as new as the 2010 Camaro. Offered in 
black, 100% cotton. M-XXL. 
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RS769  M-XL .....................................   19.99   ea 
RS769 XXL .......................................   21.99   ea 

f t l

Flaming Camaro T-Shirt
This Imperial Blue beast stands in front of a fl aming-
hot background. Features the Camaro logo under a 
golden Bow Tie on the left chest. Adult sizes M-XXL, 
kid sizes 2-14 (image on shirt front)
Note: Specify size when ordering.
TC155  adults .....................................   21.99   ea 
TS201  kids ........................................   17.99   ea  
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A.  ZL1 Camaro Cap
This ZL1 Camaro cap features raised 3D embroidery, 
carbon fi ber trim on the bill, and a gold Chevy Bow 
Tie on the back. Polyester with Velcro closure.
RW6010 ...............................................   19.99   ea 

B.  SS And RS Embroidered Caps
Top off your style with these embroidered logo caps! 
These black structured twill hats feature the exclusive 
new Camaro logo above the red SS or RS insignia.
RS772 Camaro SS cap ......................   19.99   ea 
RS774 Camaro RS cap .....................   19.99   ea 

C.  Liquid Metal Camaro Cap
This stylish, black low profi le cap is made from brushed 
heavyweight cotton and features a raised “liquid metal” 
lettering. There’s also a checkered fl ag embedded in 
the edge on the  bill. One size fi ts all with a velcro 
closure on the back.
HT118 Camaro cap ...........................   19.99   ea 

D.  Gen 5 Camaro SS Rally Stripe Cap
Features Camaro Rally Stripe Design on the pre-curved 
bill. These great looking caps are a must have for Camaro 
enthusiasts. This cap features an embroidered Gold Bow 
Tie and Camaro emblem in the front and the SS logo 
on the left side. The 100% brushed cotton denim cap 
is available in black, orange, silver, red, blue or yellow.
RS676 black .......................................   19.99   ea 
RS677 orange .....................................   19.99   ea 
RS678 silver .......................................   19.99   ea 
RS679 red ..........................................   19.99   ea 
RS680 blue .........................................   19.99   ea 
RS681 yellow .....................................   19.99   ea 

E.  ZL1 Camaro Cotton Twill Cap
This premium cotton twill cap features embroidered 
ZL1 logo on front with a velcro closure.
RW7100 ...............................................   19.99   ea 

F.  Camaro Liquid Metal Cap
100% cotton cap with velcro closure. Liquid Metal 
3D logo.
WB998 Camaro SS .............................   19.99   ea 
HT117 SS ...........................................   17.99   ea  

G.  Camaro SS Ghost Cap
Premium cotton twill featuring velcro closure.
WB931  ..................................................   19.99   ea 

H.  Camaro 6th Generation Cap
Structured, mid-profi le cap embroidered with the new 
6th generation Camaro logo. 100% cotton, chino twill 
cap with a Velcro® closure. Sold individually.
GF2412RD red ....................................   20.99   ea 
GF2412WH white ................................   20.99   ea 
GF2412BK black ................................   20.99   ea 
GF2412BL blue ..................................   20.99   ea 

I.  6th Generation Z/28 Cap
Premium cotton twill black cap with the new 6th 
generation Z/28 logo. Features embroidered logo on 
front with a Velcro® closure.
GF2413  ..................................................   19.99   ea 

J.  Camaro SS Knit Cap
Keep your head and ears warm with this Camaro SS 
knit cap.
WB9251 orange ....................................   16.99   ea 
WB9253 red .........................................   16.99   ea 

H
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Camaro Storm Jacket
Stay warm with this seamsealed jacket featuring waterproof protection. Ripstop 
nylon shell with taslan nylon accents. Sherpa fl eece body lining, nylon sleeve lining 
for easy on/off, zip-off hood, storm fl ap and four zippered pockets. Drop tail hem 
with drawcord and toggle for adjustability. 2 oz. polyfi ll in body and 3 oz. polyfi ll 
in sleeves. Embroidered Camaro emblem. Available in graphite or orange. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
Orange Jacket
WB8942  M-XL ................................................................................  129.99   ea  
WB8942 XXL ..................................................................................  139.99   ea  
Graphite Jacket
WB8941  M-XL ................................................................................  129.99   ea 
WB8941 XXL ..................................................................................  139.99   ea 

Camaro SS Lightweight Jacket
Water resistant 100% nylon taslon with 
subtle semi-matte fi nish. Contrast nylon 
taffeta lining, standup zip-through collar, 
exposed front zipper, two welt pockets 
with contrast bartack detail. Embroidered 
Camaro SS emblem, machine wash and 
dry. Available in black. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
WB895  M, XL ........  59.99   ea 
WB895XXL XXL ..........  69.99   ea 

Mens Camaro Matrix Jacket
Lightweight black jacket with gray panels. 78/22 nylon/cotton oxford shell, 100% 
polyester mesh upper body lining, 100% nylon taffeta lining on lower body. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
WB352  M-XL ................................................................................  99.99   ea 
WB352 XXL ..................................................................................  99.99   ea 

 Men's Cutter And Buck 60th Anniversary Jacket
This Weather tec classic full zip jacket is wind and water resistant. Features 
embroidered ZL1 Camaro emblem on chest, front zippered pockets, adjustable 
snap cuffs, and partial elastic waist. Back cape detail and inside locker loop. 100% 
polyester. Available in black and cardinal red in sizes M-XXXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
Black Jacket
RW7540  M-XL, XXXL ...................................................................  124.99   ea 
Cardinal Red Jacket
RW7541  M-XXXL ..........................................................................  124.99   ea 

Camaro Six Jacket
This Port Authority soft shell jacket features athletic inspired colorblocking on the 
sides and sleeves along with an embroidered Camaro Six logo on the left chest. Zip 
through cadet collar, front zippered pockets and open cuffs and hem.  100% polyester 
microfl eece lining and 100% polyester woven shell. Available in sizes S-XXXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
GF1610  mens M-XL ...............................................................   79.99   ea 
GF1610  mens XXL-XXXL .....................................................   82.99   ea 
GF1611   ladies S-XL ................................................................   79.99   ea 
GF1611 ladies  XXL .................................................................   82.99   ea 

front logo detail

front logo detail

front logo detailf l d il

front logo detail
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 ZL1 Men's Nike Classic Dri-Fit Polo
These 100% polyester shirts feature 
three button placket with pearlized 
buttons fl at knit collar, open sleeves, 
Dri-Fit technology fabric for moisture 
management, and embroidered ZL1 
emblem. Choose from red, french blue, 
or white, available in sizes S-XXXL. 
Note: Specify size when ordering.
RW6460  red ...................  64.99   ea 
RW6461  french blue ......  64.99   ea 
RW6462  white ...............  64.99   ea 

Mens Camaro Sixth Generation Nike Polo
This Nike Dri-FIT polo has an understated pebble texture is made with high 
performance moisture wicking material and features an embroidered Camaro 
Generation Six emblem. 100% polyester. Available in sizes M-XXXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
GF596B  black  M-XL ...............................................................   44.99   ea 
GF596B  black  XXL-XXXL .....................................................   47.99   ea 
GF596R  red M-XL ...............................................................   44.99   ea 
GF596R  red XXL-XXXL .....................................................   47.99   ea 

Ladies Camaro Sixth Generation Nike Polo
This Nike Dri-FIT polo has an understated pebble texture is made with high 
performance moisture wicking material, open sleeves tailored for a feminine fi t 
and features an embroidered Camaro Generation Six emblem. 100% polyester. 
Available in sizes S-XXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
GF597B  black  S-XL ................................................................   44.99   ea 
GF597B black  XXL .................................................................   47.99   ea 
GF597R  red S-XL ................................................................   44.99   ea 
GF597R red XXL .................................................................   47.99   ea 

Mens Camaro Six Shirts
Camaro Six logo on a Badger moisture wicking performance T-shirt or polo. 100% 
polyester. Polo also features textured mesh contrast underarm and sleeve inserts, 
and antimicrobial moisture wicking. Available in sizes M-XXXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
Performance T-Shirt
GF565  black, gray M-XL ..................................................   29.99    ea 
GF565  black, gray XXL-XXXL........................................   32.99   ea 
Performance Polo
GF598 black, gray, white S-XL ...................................................  44.99 ea
GF598 black, gray, white  XXL ....................................................  47.99 ea

Ladies Camaro Six Polo
Camaro Six logo on a Badger moisture 
wicking performance polo. 100% 
polyester, textured mesh contrast 
underarm and sleeve inserts, and 
antimicrobial moisture wicking 
Available in sizes S-XXL.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
GF599 S-XL ...................  44.99 ea
GF599 XXL ....................  47.99 ea

front and sleeve logos
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Yenko Logo T-Shirt
For everyone who owns or loves a Yenko, this T-shirt 
says it all. The original design on a white T-shirt. 
Made from 100% cotton with the logo printed on 
back of T-shirt.
3227  white T-shirt L-XL ................   19.99   ea 
3227  white T-shirt XXL-XXXL.....   21.99   ea 

Yenko Flames T-Shirt
Your Yenko is hot and so is this Yenko fl ames T-shirt! 
Yenko logo over a classic fl aming background. Made 
from 100% cotton with the design printed on the front 
of a white T-shirt.
3229 L ...............................................   19.99   ea 
3229  XXL - XXXL ...........................   21.99   ea 

SYC Logo T-Shirt
Black screen printed SYC logo on a white T-shirt made 
from 100% preshrunk cotton material. Large SYC logo 
design is printed on back with small SYC logo on the 
front left chest. SYC – Yenko Super Coupe.
TS425M Medium ................................   19.99   ea 
TS425L Large ....................................   19.99   ea 
TS425XL X-large .................................   19.99   ea 
TS4252X XX-large ..............................   21.99   ea 
TS4253X XXX-large ...........................   21.99   ea 

back view

Yenko® License Frame
Offi cial Yenko® license plate frame featuring the 
hometown name and what they were all about, “Hi-
Performance by Yenko®”. This all new license frame 
is offi cially licensed by Yenko®. License plate frame 
mounting screws sold separately. Sold individually.
Y5002 2 required .................................   19.99   ea 

Y k ® Li F

Yenko® License Plate
License plate with Yenko® bar and shield logo can be 
installed on any original Yenko® vehicle. Check the 
laws in your state for legal applications.
Y5001  ...................................................  8.99   ea 

Distressed Yenko Logo T-Shirt
This T-shirt features the Yenko logo in a popular 
distressed look. Choose from a variety of colors and 
specify size when ordering. Made from 100% cotton 
with logo printed on front of T-shirt.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
3218 with original logo .................. White T-shirt 
3219 with grey logo .........................Black T-shirt 
3220 with tan logo ...........................Black T-shirt 
3221 with brown logo .....................Camel T-shirt 
3222 with tan logo ......................... Cream T-shirt 
3223 with dk. green logo ................ Green T-shirt 
3224 with grey logo .......................... Grey T-shirt 
3225 with dk. red logo ......................... red T-shirt

32253224

3223

3221

3222

3220

3218 3219

Yenko® Glassware 
Yenko® bar and shield logo engraved on the glass. This 
glassware is executed in a non-lead crystal which gives 
to a solid base and a never ending sparkle with great 
stability. Tyrol Crystal designed by Riedel.
A.  Yenko® Wine Stemware
YG12 12-3/8 oz. glass .....................  12.99   ea 
RYG12 set of 4 ...................................  46.99   set 
B.  Yenko® Tumbler 
YG13 12-3/8 oz. glass .....................  14.99   ea 
RYG13 set of 4 ...................................  53.99   set 
D.  Yenko® Mug
Dishwasher safe.
YG15 25 oz. mug .............................  16.99   ea 
RYG15 set of 4 ...................................  61.99   set 

B C

M-XL T-Shirts:  $ 19.99 
XXL-XXXL T-Shirts:  $ 21.99 

Chevrolet Accessories

Yenko Tribal T-Shirt
This bold T-shirt design features a mod tribal look. 
Yenko logo stands out against the blue tribal design. 
Made from 100% cotton with logo printed on back 
of a white T-shirt. 
Note: Please specify size when ordering.
3228 M ..............................................   19.99   ea 
3228 XXL-XXXL .............................   21.99   ea 

F.  Yenko Cap
This cap features the now famous red, white and blue 
Yenko bar and shield. These premium fully adjustable 
caps are available in white or black with color matching 
bill. Yenko Performance embroidered on reverse side. 
Cloth tuck away strap closure. One size fi ts all.
YC112 black .....................................   16.99   ea 
YC102 white .....................................   16.99   ea 

back detail
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Chevrolet Accessories

G

FF

A.  Camaro Coffee Mug
Show your friends what you drive with this beautiful 
11oz. coffee mug.
WB818 Camaro RS .............................   15.99   ea 

 B.  Camaro Soft Touch Tumbler
Insulated tumbler has unique soft feel with leak resistant 
lid. Camaro logo with Bowtie are screened under a 
clear dome. Available in green and orange.
GF455 green  ........................................   17.99   ea 
GF456 orange .......................................   17.99   ea 

C.  Embroidered Fleece Blankets
Soft fl eece blanket with nylon carrying strap and 
Bow Tie Camaro logo embroidered on corner. 100% 
polyester. Measures 50" x 60". Available in black or red.
Note: Please specify color when ordering.
WB798   ................................................   29.99   ea 

D.  Jumbo Camaro Blanket
Jumbo sized and soft, this Camaro blanket is made 
from heavyweight 11oz. cotton/polyester fl eece. 
Camaro is screened across center with a "weathered" 
look. It comes rolled and tied. Measuring 54" x 84". 
Choose Orange or Red.
GF1113 red  ............................................   42.99   ea 
GF1114 orange  ......................................   42.99   ea 

E.  Camaro Earth Friendly Tote
Made from recycled plastic bottles, this bag is earth 
friendly and uniquely strong and durable. Shock 
textured material, features front pocket with velcro 
closure and mesh side pockets for additional storage. 
Measures: 14" x 5" x 13.5".
WB970  ..................................................   35.99   ea 

F.  Camaro Refl ex Duffl e Bag
Unique bag features two side zippered pockets, 
ventilated show tunnel with top insulated cooler slot for 
water bottle. U-shaped main compartment, refl ective 
safety piping and new Camaro logo embroidered on 
the front. Measures: 24.5" x 10.25" x 11.25"
WB779  ..................................................   59.99   ea 

G.  Camaro Rolling Overnighter
Elegant overnighter with organizer, laptop pockets, and 
room for a change of clothes. Telescopic handle for 
convenient rolling. Camaro  embroidered on front. 600D 
polyester/simulated leather. 15-1/2"W x 11-1/2"H x 2"D.
WB975  ................................................   99.99   ea 

 H.  Camaro Fifty Soft Cooler Bag
This spacious 24-can cooler features an embroidered 
Camaro Fifty logo, front zippered pocket, padded 
handles, adjustable shoulder straps and a wide zipper 
opening for easy access 
GF857  ................................................   39.99   ea 

C

BA

E

Cargo Convenience Net
Secure groceries, luggage, and cargo in your trunk with 
this genuine GM accessory cargo net.
Note: Does not fi t models with AP9 package.
G14059 2010-15 except AP9 .........  49.99   ea 

D

H
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Your Choice
of Logo!

Chevrolet Wall Art

Camaro Parking Only Sign
Tired of looking at your neighbors 
run-down foreign econobox parked 
along the curb in front of your house? 
Now you can lay down the law 
on your street! Reserve that prime 
parking spot for your beautifully 
restored Camaro with this large and 
durable 12" x 18" stamped steel 
weather resistant sign. Protected by a 
long lasting baked enamel fi nish for 
indoor or outdoor use.
 GC2062   .........................   29.99   ea 

Die-cut And Embossed Tin Signs
These metal signs are embossed and die cut for a truly stunning design. The fi rst 
depicts six Camaro models from 1967 to 2013. The second, the title “Muscle Car 
Garage” with a woman leaning on a red 1969 Camaro. Signs measure 16" wide 
x 12.5" tall.
73321 45th anniversary tin art .................................................   15.99   ea 
RW100108 muscle car garage ..........................................................   19.99   ea 

RW100108

73321

Camaro SS

Crossed Pistons Sign
25" x 19" PhotoSteel sign available in 
bronze, silver, or carbon! PhotoSteel is 
corrosion resistant, even in harsh outdoor 
environments, and is sturdy enough 
to mount on a wall without framing, 
independently, or hang freely from the 
ceiling. Heavy gauge steel construction 
provides a substantial feel that will show 
off your enthusiasm with GM Offi cially 
Licensed logos for years to come.
Carbon
PS92012A Gold Bow Tie   49.99   ea 
PS92026A Camaro SS .....   49.99   ea 
PS92027A Camaro RS ....   49.99   ea 
PS92028A SS ...................   49.99   ea 
Bronze
PS92012B Gold Bow Tie   49.99   ea 
PS92026B Camaro SS .....   49.99   ea 
PS92027B Camaro RS ....   49.99   ea 
PS92028B SS ...................   49.99   ea 
Silver
PS92012C Gold Bow Tie   49.99   ea 
PS92026C Camaro SS .....   49.99   ea 
PS92027C Camaro RS ....   49.99   ea 
PS92028C SS ...................   49.99   ea 

Carbon Finish

Bronze Finish Silver Finish

SS

Gold Bow Tie

Camaro RS

Logo Styles
 Street Signs

As tough and authentic as real street signs with heavy embossed letters and bright, 
baked-on enamel colors. These street signs will give you the right direction every 
time! Select from our collection of nostalgic signs perfect for decorating the 
workshop, den or rec room!  
 GC2075  Camaro Drive 6"x32" .............................................   34.99   ea 
GC2080 Musclecar Blvd 6"x32" .............................................   34.99   ea 
GC2077 Chevrolet Avenue 6"x32" .............................................   34.99   ea 
DX20063 Chevy Ave 5"x24" .............................................   14.99   ea 

DX20063

GC2077

GC2080

GC2075

Embroidered Wool Banners
These embroidered wool banners will 
make a great addiction to any Camaro 
enthusiast's decor. Sold individually.
Generations Design
GF553 16" x 22".............  34.99 ea
Camaro SS Design
GF554 6" x 9".................  24.99 ea

GF553

GF554
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Your Choice
of Logo!

Chevrolet Wall Art

Man Cave Decor!

Camaro SS

SS

Gold Bow Tie

Camaro RS

Logo Styles

PS911141

PS912141

Man Cave Sign – 18" x 14"
 PS911128  Gold Bow Tie ..................................................................   34.99   ea 
 PS911141  Camaro SS .......................................................................   34.99   ea 
 PS911142  Camaro RS ......................................................................   34.99   ea 
 PS911143  SS .....................................................................................   34.99   ea 

ur Choice
of Logo!

PS911141

Private Parking Sign – 18" x 14"
 PS912128  Gold Bow Tie ..................................................................   34.99   ea 
 PS912141  Camaro SS .......................................................................   34.99   ea 
 PS912142  Camaro RS ......................................................................   34.99   ea 
 PS912143  SS .....................................................................................   34.99   ea 

Take your automotive passion into your home or offi ce with PhotoSteel signs! These 
signs are corrosion resistant even in harsh outdoor environments, and are sturdy 
enough to mount on a wall without framing. Heavy gauge steel construction provides 
a substantial feel.

Man Cave & Private Parking Garage Signs

GF99109

GF99111

GF99113

GF99115

GF99117

GF99110

GF99112

GF99114

GF99116

GF99118

Commemorative Metal Signs
Show your pride and enthusiasm with a life-like metal sign! Our metal signs are 
durable and corrosion resistant, suitable to be used in outdoor environments. It is 
sturdy enough mount on a wall, use on a table top or hang freely from the ceiling. 
Each sign features a life-like three dimensional look and is made with heavy-gauge 
steel for a substantial feel that will continue to impress for years to come. Offi cially 
licensed by GM.
RW101111 red Camaro SS 14" x 4" ......................  29.99   ea 
RW101112 red Camaro SS 34" x 8" ......................  59.99   ea 
 RW101115  red Camaro RS 18" x 14" ....................  29.99   ea 
 RW101116  red SS 34" x 7" ......................  59.99   ea 

RW101111RW101112

RW101115
RW101116

GF99111 ZL1 Camaro 34"x8" ........................  59.99   ea 
GF99112 ZL1 Camaro 18"x4" ........................  34.99   ea 
GF99113 Z/28 2-piece 50"x9.5" .....................  59.99   ea 
GF99114 Z/28 2-piece 30"x7.7" .....................  39.99   ea 

GF99109 Camaro Tri-Bar 24"x11" ......................  59.99   ea 
GF99110 Camaro Tri-Bar 12"x6" ........................  39.99   ea 

GF99115 white Camaro SS 34"x6" ........................  59.99   ea 
GF99116 white Camaro SS 18"x4" ........................  34.99   ea 
GF99117 white SS 32"x6" ........................  59.99   ea 
GF99118 white SS 18"x4" ........................  34.99   ea 
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America's First Choice In Performance & Restyling

Home & Offi ce

Home & Offi ce Accessories

Ceramic Coaster Set
Five piece ceramic coaster set has four beautifully decorated ceramic coasters (with 
the same image on each) along with a wood holder. Each coaster has a protective 
cork bottom and the wood holder has felt protectors on the bottom. Image is durable 
and permanent. Measures: 4-1/2" W x 4-1/4" L x 1-3/4"H.
RW279 Gen5 Camaro, silver ..........................................................  31.99   set 
RW280 Gen5 Camaro, red ..............................................................  31.99   set 

2010 Camaro SS 3D Wall Shelf
This 2010 Camaro SS 3D wall shelf will give you a place for tools, keys, drinks, 
or anything else you can think of. This 3D wall shelf will make a great addition 
to your house, garage, or offi ce. It is made from resin is approximately 7-1/2" tall 
and approximately 20" wide. The 2010 Camaro SS front clip is yellow and has 
black SS stripes with all the proper trim, grill emblem and a tempered glass shelf.
 SB758005  2010...............................................................................  79.99   ea 

RW279 RW280

RW232

RW233

C.  Chevrolet Glowing Night Lights
Cool running 4 watt bulb, swivel plug rotates 360 degrees to fi t any outlet position, 
displays the emblem day and night. 2-1/2" x 4"
RW232 Gen5 Camaro, red ..............................................................  19.99   ea 
RW233 Gen5 Camaro, silver ..........................................................  19.99   ea 

  Chevy Plastic Tumbler With Straw
BPA free, double wall acrylic cup with matching color screw-top lid, sip straw. 
Features Chevrolet emblem imprint design. Not microwave or dishwasher safe. 
Holds 16 oz. Available in blue, gray, orange or red.
 WB412B  gray ....................................................................................  16.99   ea 
 WB412C  orange ................................................................................  16.99   ea 

Chevrolet Soft Touch Tumbler
Insulated tumbler has unique soft feel with leak resistant lid. Chevrolet logo screened 
under clear dome. Available in purple or smoke colors.
YG20A purple .................................................................................  17.99   ea 
YG20B smoke .................................................................................  17.99   ea 

Camaro Six Stone Coaster
Display your Sixth Gen Camaro pride and eliminate pesky water rings with these 
coasters. Manufactured from stone, these 4" x 4" are available in black or white. 
Sold separately.  
GF558 black ...................................................................................  14.99   ea 
GF559 white ...................................................................................  14.99   ea 

GF558 GF559
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Home & Offi ce Accessories

Camaro Mouse Pads
High-quality Chevrolet mouse pad. The perfect smooth 
surface for your collectible Camaro Mouse.
RW130 Bow Tie Chevrolet logo ...........   14.99   ea 
RW601 red and silver Camaro SS .........   14.99   ea 
RM600 silver Camaro with Bow Tie ....   14.99   ea 
RW131 Chevrolet Super Service ...........   14.99   ea 

Camaro Computer Mouse
These unique mice are high-performance computer 
accessories with 800 dpi resolution for enhanced 
accuracy and precision movement. The details 
give them the look of a collectible model and the 
functionality of the best pointing devices on the market. 
Functioning headlights and smooth lines give the car 
a realistic look and feel. PC and Mac compatible. 
One-year manufacturer’s warranty.
Wireless Mouse
RM505 red with blk stripes ...............   39.99   ea 
RM507 silver with blk stripes ...........   39.99   ea 
RM710 Highway Patrol ....................   39.99   ea 

Computer Accessories

Bow Tie Shape Portable Tool Box 
Powder coated portable tool boxes constructed of 20 gauge steel in the shape of the Chevrolet Bow Tie logo. 
Comfort grip handle, heavy-duty hinges and two heavy-duty latches. Plenty of storage for your detailing supplies 
or small hand tools. Weighs 11 pounds and measures 24" x 9" x 6".
Important: Towels and chemicals not included.
BT1003 blue vintage with white logo ............................................................................................  59.99   ea 
BT1002 black vintage with white logo ...........................................................................................  59.99   ea 
BT1000 black with red border ........................................................................................................  59.99   ea 

BT1003

BT1002

BT1000

inside view

Camaro Contour Chair
This folding chair is made with a superfi ne mesh 
fabric for comfortable ventilation and features a deep, 
supportive seat. Collapses into matching carry bag for 
convenient transportation and storage. Available in 
orange. Measures: 21.5" x 21" x 16.5". 
WB886  ..................................................   67.99   ea 

 Camaro Folding Travel Chair
The perfect folding travel chair for the Camaro 
enthusiast. Made from two layers of strong 600 denier 
polyester, high quality steel tubing and webbing 
reinforcements throughout. Features cup holder on 
armrest, Camaro logo on the back of the chair and a 
matching carrying sack.  
GF761  ..................................................   59.99   ea 
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Chevrolet Seat Belt Key Holder
This key holder is made out of an authentic 
seat belt buckle. With the push of a button, 
your keys slip into your hand. A clip on the 
back allows you to easily attach the key 
holder to your belt. This durable key holder 
makes a great gift.
B502 key holder with belt clip ..........................................................   14.99   ea 14 99

MH100107

MH100103

MH100111

MH100108

MH100109

MH100110

MH100111

Logo KeychainsCounter Stools

Chevrolet Seat Belt Keychain
This keychain conveniently 
releases your keys with a 
push of the button! Two 
snaps on the 1 inch nylon 
webbing make it easy to 
attach to your belt, purse, 
sports bag, etc. It is made 
with a miniature seat belt buckle clasp that really works!
B501 keychain with snap loop ..........................................................   12.99   ea 

SS/Bow Tie Emblem Keychains
This classic Chevrolet SS Keychain is a true work of art. The baked  enamel in 
white and bright nickel plating will warm the heart of any Chevy SS fan. To the 
Chevy SS lover, this keychain says it all. Measures approximately 3". Offi cially 
Licensed GM Product.
MH100106 SS .....................................................................................  6.99   ea 
MH100101 Bow Tie ...........................................................................  6.99   ea 

MH100106 MH100101

Camaro/SS Connecting Rod Keychain
This combination keychain and bottle 
opener features heavy, all-metal 
construction and bright chrome 
plating. This realistic miniature 
connecting rod features heavy-duty 
epoxy dome covered Chevrolet Bow 
Tie, Camaro or SS logo. Measures 
2". Offi cially Licensed GM Product.
MH100109 Camaro ............................................................................  7.99   ea 
MH100110 SS .....................................................................................  7.99   ea 

 Camaro/SS Piston Keychain
This Chevrolet Camaro or SS Piston keychain features all metal construction, 
bright chrome plating, and an articulating piston head on a realistic connecting rod. 
Heavy-duty epoxy dome covered Bow Tie, Camaro or fl amed SS logo. Measures 
2-1/5". Offi cially Licensed GM Product.
MH100107 Camaro ............................................................................  7.99   ea 
MH100108 SS .....................................................................................  7.99   ea 

 Camaro Lanyard
Crafted from 100% nylon, this sturdy lanyard features a detachable key and badge 
fob. Includes a cool, inlaid enamel keychain with the Bow Tie or Camaro logo. 
Offi cially Licensed GM Product.
MH100103  .........................................................................................  7.99   ea 
MH100111  .........................................................................................  7.99   ea 

  Camaro Fifty Table And Stools
A great addition to any home, garage or man cave! Celebrate 50 years of the Camaro 
with these pub style table and stools. The pub table features a hard laminated wood 
top with either chrome plated or black steel legs and measures 30" wide and 42" 
high. The stools have a 14" wide vinyl swivel seat and are available with or without 
a back rest. Stools are 30" in height. Tested to hold up to 160 lbs. Sold individually.
GF827 pub table chrome .........................................................  359.99   ea 
GF828 pub table black ............................................................  359.99   ea 
GF829 stool without back ................................................  99.99   ea 
GF830 stool with back .....................................................  149.99   ea 

GF827

GF830

GF829

 Camaro Logo Stools 
A great addition to any home, garage or man cave! These stools have a 14" wide vinyl 
swivel seat and are 30" in height. Tested to hold up to 160 lbs. Sold individually.
GV702 Camaro   ..............................................................................   119.99   ea 
GF930 SS   .....................................................................................   119.99   ea 
GF929 RS   .....................................................................................   119.99   ea 

GF930

GF929

top view

GV702

logo detail
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Chevy LS1/LS6 V-8s
This book covers everything you need to 
know about these engines, including the 
notoriously diffi cult processes of engine 
removal and installation, guides simple 
engine bolt-ons, electronic controls for 
the generation III engine and detailed 
engine builds at four different power 
levels. 160 pages, 600 B/W photos.
L862  ............................  24.99   ea 

How to Rebuild
GM LS-Series Engines

Details what's needed to get the job 
done right! Appendices are packed full 
of valuable reference information, and 
the book includes a Work-Along Sheet 
to help you record vital statistics and 
measurements along the way. 8-1/2" 
x 11", 152 pages, 604 color photos, 
Softbound.
L975  ............................  27.99   ea 

Custom Auto Interiors
More than 800 color photographs 
capture every detail you’ll need to create 
your own exciting and award-winning 
custom interiors. Precise step-by-step 
instructions show you how to turn 
out completely professional custom 
interiors. This is an advanced level 
book. 192 pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L740  ............................  26.99   ea 

The Yenko Era
From its humble beginnings in the 
small industrial city of Canonsburg, 
PA, this book tells the story of the 
small, family-owned Yenko Chevrolet 
dealership responsible for creating the 
most prized cars of the Muscle Car era 
and resulted in creator Don Yenko’s 
cult following. Packed full of great 
information including invoices, factory 
info, pricing, etc. Softbound, 168 pages, 
8-1/2" x 11".
L976  ............................  29.99   ea 

YENKO
The Man, The Machines, The Legend
YENKO – The Man, The Machines, 
The Legend follows the life of Don 
Yenko from his birth to his untimely 
passing, offering an in-depth look into 
the man behind the legendary Yenko 
sports cars. While the cars will always 
be the stars of the show, this book 
offers the fascinating story behind 
them. Hardcover, 208 pages, 350 
color/100 b/w photos.
L945  ............................  34.99   ea  

y

Chop Cut Rebuild Season DVDs
Join host Dan Woods on a journey to some of Southern California’s most renowned 
restoration and build facilities.

Season 4: 1964 Impala & Bricklin SV-1.
Season 5: 1953 Chevy Pickup & 1970 Plymouth Cuda.
Season 6: 1969 Yenko tribute & 1940 Mercury coupe.

CCR04 season 4..............................................................................   12.99   ea 
CCR05 season 5..............................................................................   12.99   ea 
CCR06 season 6..............................................................................   12.99   ea 

CCR04 CCR05

How To Build & Power Tune 
Distributor-Type Ignition Systems

Build an ignition system that delivers 
maximum power with expert advice 
from an experienced race engine 
builder! There is a bewildering choice 
of expensive aftermarket parts, and all 
claim to deliver more power. This book 
cuts through the myth and hyperbole to 
show what really works, so that readers 
can build an excellent system without 
wasting money on parts and systems 
that don’t deliver. Ignition timing and 
advance curves for modifi ed engines is 
another minefi eld for the inexperienced, 
but this book shows readers how experts 
optimize ignition timing for high 
performance. Softbound, 8" x 10", 64 
pages, 80 color photos.
 L1395   ............................  33.99   ea 

CCR04 CCR05

  The Complete Book Of Camro Every Model Since 1967
This book covers the entire 
production history of 
Chevrolet’s iconic pony car, 
from the original models 
developed to fi ght the Mustang 
in the late 60’s; the 2nd 
generation cars that became 
styling icons in the 70’s; the 
3rd generation cars that led the 
muscle car renaissance of the 
80’s; the 4th generation models 
that demonstrated GM’s 
engineering prowess through 
the 90’s; and the latest 5th 
generation Camaro that took 
the world by storm. Production 
vehicles, prototypes, show cars, 
anniversary editions, and pace 
cars are covered with extensive 
details, specifi cations, and 
photographs. Cover features an 
RS headlamp door that slides 
open when the book is opened. 
Hardcover, 288 pages, 11-1/4" x 10", 445 color photos.
 L737   ..............................................................................................   49.99   ea 

 How to Build & Modify 2010-15 Camaros
Insanely popular on the street, 
successful in all forms of 
competition, and a perennial best 
seller, over the past half-century 
the Camaro has cemented its 
status as an icon. The Camaro 
did go on hiatus for an 8-year 
period, much to the chagrin 
of Chevrolet, but made a 
triumphant return in 2010 with 
the 5th Gen models. Of course 
the new generation of Camaros 
is fi lled with the technology you 
would expect, including multiple 
trim versions and a variety of 
engine packages. And of course, 
as capable asthe new cars are, 
Camaro enthusiasts always want 
more. That’s where this book 
comes in. Filling these pages is 
great step-by-step information 
on modifying your 5th Gen, 
including upgrade instruction on 
brakes, suspension, rear axles, 
intake and exhaust, cooling, fuel 
systems, transmissions, LS engine mods, superchargers, turbochargers, ECM 
tuning, aftermarket EFIs, and more. There is fi erce competition on the street for 
modern muscle supremacy. With Camaro 5th Gen 2010-2015: How to Build and 
Modify, you can keep your Camaro ahead of the competition.
L1495  ..............................................................................................   29.99   ea 

Literature & DVDs
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$6.99$6.99

All aluminum construction and color design make these license plates 
desirable for any Chevy. Choose from any of the license plates listed!

License Plates

DX295 Heartbeat, red/black/white .................................................   6.99   ea 
HB15869 U-S-A-1 All The Way ........................................................   6.99   ea 
DX50090 polished plate with blue Bow Tie ......................................   6.99   ea 
DX50098 polished plate, polished Bow Tie .......................................   6.99   ea 
DX2161 Bow Tie Genuine Chevrolet ..............................................   6.99   ea 
DX2431 Bow Tie Genuine Chevrolet ..............................................   6.99   ea 
HB15871 U S A-1 See America First ................................................   6.99   ea 
HB15867 Chevrolet USA-1 with red Bow Tie ..................................   6.99   ea 
DX159 Bow Tie Chevrolet .............................................................   6.99   ea 
DX2339 Bow Tie/checkered fl ags ....................................................   6.99   ea 

Chevrolet
License Plates 

DX295 DX50090

DX2161

DX159

DX2339

HB15869

DX50098 HB15858

DX2431 HB15867

DX50090DX50090

HB15858 DX2161DX2161

HB15867HB15871 HB15867

A401

A403

UB009

UB008

UB309

UB010

UB409

UB014

UB012

UB314

UB013

Blank License Plate Frames
Heavy cast solid brass and triple chrome plated. All Elite license plate frames are 
handpainted with UV stable epoxy enamel to ensure a lasting fi nish. Each license 
frame comes with matching chrome screw caps to add the fi nal detail.
E9030003 blank, thin border, 2 hole ...................................................   17.99   ea 
E9030004 blank, thin border, 4 hole ...................................................   17.99   ea 
E9030000 blank, wide bottom, 2 hole ................................................   17.99   ea 

E9030003

E9030004 E9030000

UB010

Clean Plate License Frame With Lens
This license plate frame attaches to your plate in the normal manner but has a clear 
acrylic lens with a rubber gasket that goes between the frame and plate. Each plate 
includes all mounting hardware. Fits all years!
 A401  black border .......................................................................   29.99   ea 
 A403  red border ...........................................................................   27.99   ea 

Chevrolet License Plate Frames
Formed from heavy gauge solid brass, triple-electroplated and highly polished for 
a mirror-like shine. Available in chrome, gold or black pearl.
UB009 chrome Chevrolet .........................................................   39.99   ea 
UB309 gold Chevrolet .........................................................   49.99   ea 
UB409 black  Chevrolet .........................................................   49.99   ea 
UB014 chrome Chevrolet script................................................   39.99   ea 
UB314 gold Chevrolet script................................................   49.99   ea 
UB008 chrome Camaro w/Bow Tie ..........................................   39.99   ea 
UB010 chrome Camaro.............................................................   39.99   ea 
UB012 chrome Z28 ...................................................................   39.99   ea 
UB013 chrome Camaro script ...................................................   39.99   ea 
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Show & Go License Plate Transport
This retractable license plate holder can be installed below the 
bumper or valance panel to display or hide the license plate on 
the front of your vehicle. The Show & Go license plate transport 
is perfect for your show vehicle. For use on virtually any vehicle.
A400  ...............................................................  53.99   ea 

Folds down out of view 
to hide unsightly plate 

during car show.

Flips up to display 
front plate while 

driving

F

Flips up to display 
front plate while 

driving

head detail
56401D

2010-2013 Camaro License Grill
This next generation license plate frame is a great addition to the new generation 
Camaro. It adds dimension, fi lls the opening perfectly and hides the unsightly 
license plate fasteners. Made of durable ABS plastic, it bolts on easily and comes 
with caps to hide license plate screws.
GV2093 license grill .....................................................................   34.99   ea 

“Objects In Mirror Are Losing” Decal
Just because your Camaro is bold and powerful doesn’t mean it can’t have a sense 
of humor. These high-quality computer cut decals bring a sense of bravado to your 
rear view mirror.
GF18000 4" x 5/8" .............................................................................   4.99   ea 
GF18001 3" x 1/2" .............................................................................   4.99   ea 

i ” D l

License Plate Bolt Set
Dress up your Chevy with these logo license plate bolts! The Bow Tie logo is 
stamped directly into the head of each bolt.Set of 4.
56401D  ...........................................................................................   9.99   set 

GF6100 GF6110

Chrome License Plate Frames
Each frame is manufactured in highly polished chrome and available in several 
different type styles. 
E1903S Bow Tie Chevrolet block letters .....................................   31.99   ea 
E9030776 Chevrolet ........................................................................   29.99   ea 
E9031385 Bow Tie Chevrolet script letters .....................................   29.99   ea 
E9031386 Chevrolet script letters ....................................................   29.99   ea 
E9231100 2 Bow Ties Chevrolet script letters ................................   29.99   ea 
E1903P Bow Tie Camaro logo .....................................................   31.99   ea 
E1903Q Camaro SS logo ..............................................................   31.99   ea 
E1903R Camaro RS logo .............................................................   31.99   ea 
GF102043 Camaro logo ...................................................................   55.99   ea 

Ch Lih Li

GF6110GF6100

imperial blue

summit white

aqua blue inferno orngblack

red jewel victory red

cyber gray

silver icerally yellow

PPG Paint Color Matched Frames
These painted frames are CNC-machined from billet aluminum with a thick border 
and wide bottom. Using a 5 stage process, Elite engraves and hand paints the RS 
and SS logos. The Camaro lettering is left in a machined fi nish for a rich jeweled 
appearance. Made in the USA.
RS Logo License Plate Frames
GF6100 Aqua Blue Metallic ..........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6101 Black ................................................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6102 Cyber Gray Metallic ........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6103 Imperial Blue Metallic .....................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6104 Inferno Orange Metallic ..................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6105 Rally Yellow ....................................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6106 Red Jewel Tintcoat...........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6107 Silver Ice Metallic ...........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6108 Summit White ..................................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6109 Victory Red ......................................................................   124.99   ea 
SS Logo License Plate Frames
GF6110 Aqua Blue Metallic ..........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6111 Black ................................................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6112 Cyber Gray Metallic ........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6113 Imperial Blue Metallic .....................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6114 Inferno Orange Metallic ..................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6115 Rally Yellow ....................................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6116 Red Jewel Tintcoat...........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6117 Silver Ice Metallic ...........................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6118 Summit White ..................................................................   124.99   ea 
GF6119 Victory Red ......................................................................   124.99   ea 

E1903S

E9031386

E1903Q

E9030776

E9231100

E1903R

E9031385

E1903P

GF102043
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 Designed for outdoor use, OER’s WeatherBlocker Plus covers are manufactured 
using a durable 4 layer non-woven material that provides a high level of protection 
from the elements and features a soft cotton backing which helps protect against 
scratches and dings. Each cover is sewn with double stitched seams to add strength 
and durability to the cover and has Neoprene elastic sewn into the front and rear 
hems to help keep the cover secure. Breathable and lightweight, WeatherBlocker 
Plus offers excellent water resistance and protection from the sun’s UV rays. Each 
cover features mirror pockets on both sides of the cover and non-scratch grommets 
on each side of the cover to allow the use of a tie-strap or lock. Available in your 
choice of blue, gray or tan.
MT3500G  2010-15 ..................................................Reg.  169.99  149.99   ea 

The Economical Way to Protect Your Investment!

Diamond Blue 
fabric

 Protect your Gen 5 Camaro from dust, dirt and overspray! Designed for indoor use, 
OER’s Diamond Blue covers are manufactured using an economical single layer 
non-woven material that offers excellent protection from dust and dirt penetration 
to keep your Camaro’s fi nish looking pristine. Breathable and lightweight, this 
cover offers basic protection from water and guards against damage from dust, dirt 
and overspray and similar environmental elements. Diamond Blue covers include 
mirror pockets and non-scratch grommets have been installed on each side of the 
cover to allow the use of a tie-strap or lock. 
MT3500A 2010-15 ...................................................... Reg.  89.99  69.99   ea 

Diamond Blue

Indoor Use
Single Layer Material

Diamond FleeceTM

Indoor/Outdoor Use
Triple Layer Material

Diamond Fleece fabric

 Designed for indoor and occasional outdoor use, OER’s Diamond Fleece cover is 
manufactured using a durable 3 layer non-woven material that provides excellent 
protection from dust and dirt penetration. Each cover is sewn with double stitched 
seams to add strength and durability to the cover and features neoprene elastic sewn 
into the front and rear hems to help secure the cover. Breathable and lightweight, 
Diamond Fleece offers water resistance and prevents damage caused by the sun’s 
UV rays. Covers include mirror pockets and feature non-scratch grommets mounted 
on each side of the cover to allow the use of a tie-strap or lock.
MT3500B 2010-15 ................................................... Reg.  139.99  119.99   ea 

Outdoor Use
Four Layers of Protection

 Favored by classic car collectors that garage their cars, OER’s woven soft cotton 
fl annel car covers pamper your vehicle’s fi nish with a super soft underside nap that 
protects even the most delicate surfaces. Designed exclusively for indoor use, the 
SoftShield cover is soft on paint while providing a barrier against dust and protection 
against nicks and dings while the car’s being stored. Each cover is sewn with double 
stitched seams to add stretch and durability to the cover and neoprene elastic sewn 
into the front and rear hems to help secure the cover and features mirror pockets 
and non-scratch grommets mounted on each side of the cover to allow the use of a 
tie-strap or lock. Available in your choice of gray or tan fl annel.
MT3500FGR 2010-15 gray ................................Reg.  269.99  249.99   ea 
MT3500FTN 2010-15 tan ...................................Reg.  269.99  249.99   ea 

Indoor Use
Cotton Flannel Material

Softshield 
cotton fl annel fabric

TM

tangray

Our exclusive soft 
cotton lining provides 

added protection 
against dings and 

scratches.

Plus
Now available 
in Blue, Gray or Tan

blue gray tan

Car Covers

W TM
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The Ultimate In Outdoor Protection For Your Vehicle

Our exclusive 
soft cotton lining 
provides added 
protection against 
dings and scratches.

 Car Covers
 This durable, lightweight fabric is engineered to provide the best possible protection 
from the sun! Designed for indoor or outdoor use, Titanium© material has a refl ective 
water repellent 100% polyester top layer that keeps your interior cooler in sunlight 
and protects against harmful UV rays. Each cover is sewn with strong and durable 
double stitched seams and features neoprene elastic sewn into the front and rear hems 
to help keep the cover in place. The refl ective properties of its silver construction 
gives Titanium© covers the ultimate in UV protection. Its extremely lightweight 
construction makes this cover easy to handle and store. Each cover includes a free 
storage bag and lock kit. Features mirror pockets on both sides of the cover and 
non-scratch grommets are installed on each side of the cover to allow the use of 
a tie-strap or lock.
MT3500K 2010-15 .................................................. Reg.  139.99  99.99   ea 

Lightweight 
highly refl ective 
material for added 
protection from 
harmful UV rays

  Car Covers
 OER’s premium Titanium Plus material offers double the protection of the standard 
Titanium material. Engineered specifi cally to provide the best protection from the sun 
and designed for indoor and outdoor use, the Titanium Plus features a refl ective and 
water repellent top layer that helps keep the interior cooler in sunlight and protects 
against harmful UV rays. In addition, this cover also has a soft padded cotton inner 
layer for extra protection against nicks and dings when your Camaro is parked in 
tight spaces. Each cover is sewn with double stitched seams to add strength and 
durability to the cover and has neoprene elastic sewn into the front and rear hems 
to help keep the cover in place. This cover offers the ultimate in UV protection in 
a material that’s easy to handle and store. Features mirror pockets.
MT3500H 2010-15 ....................................................Reg.  159.99  139.99   ea 

Evolution 
delivers the best 
combination of 
water-resistant 
and breathable 
performance.

Air

Rain

graygold

 Technalon Premium Car Covers
Technalon car covers represent the fi nest on the market in terms of practicality, 
durability, appearance and value. This is one of the most rain resistant and breathable 
covers on the market. Each cover is produced using polypropylene Technalon 4 
fabric. This high tech 4 layer fabric is lightweight, remains pliable in any climate 
and won’t rot, smell or mildew. The outside and inside layers are tough but non-
abrasive and the inner layers catch water but allow the air to circulate. Each cover 
features double-stitched front and rear hems to keep the cover in place. Available 
in your choice of gold or gray. Specify color when ordering.
CV4000 2010-15 ........................................................Reg. 214.99  199.99   ea 

Car Covers

  Touchless Car Cover
After being introduced at the 2008 Pebble Beach Concours, Jay Leno invited Touchless 
Car Cover to his amazing garage in Burbank, CA for an up-close demonstration. His 
fi rst words were, “Boy, is this a cool product!” Using an old fashioned car cover right 
after washing your car subjects you to growing mold and bacteria under the cover 
in those unreachable nooks and crannies – we’ve all ridden in a car that smells like 
mildew, and it’s not fun. This can be prevented by covering your freshly-washed 
car with the Touchless Car Cover. No dust, No trapped moisture and no chance 
for mold to grow. To cover your car, just drive in and out! Its zippered sides allow 
access to the car with the cover in place. No metal parts to rust or corrode. Easy to 
set up and use with universal front and rear skirts. Fit sports cars, sedans, wagons 
and coupes 196" or shorter.
W34002  .........................................................................................  289.99   ea 

 Gust Guard Car Cover Clamps
The Gust Guard  is the easy solution for keeping your car cover in place in windy 
conditions! If you need to leave your vehicle covered for extended periods of time 
in locations where wind gust could be a problem, this set is the answer. Includes: 4 
adjustable hem clamps, 2 “Quick Grip” friction locks and two 7' white cords. The 
Gust Guard clamp to the hem in front of the front tires and behind the rear tires. 
When wind gets under the car cover, the Gust Guard helps reduce the possibility 
of the cover coming loose.
CV7001  ...........................................................................................  11.99   set 
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 2010-17 COVERKING Autobody Armor Indoor/Outdoor Car Covers
The Autobody Armor is the best indoor/outdoor cover to protect against the elements, including nicks and dings. Features three layers of material for maximum protection. 
This fabric is highly water resistant and breathable to eliminate condensation under the cover. The soft, fl eece inner lining adds another layer of scratch protection. These 
covers are custom fi t to the exact specifi cations of your Camaro and include matching mirror and antenna pockets. 
Note: *Fits models with and without factory ground effects.

 2010-17 COVERKING Satin Stretch Indoor Car Covers
Satin Stretch car covers provide the ultimate indoor protection from dirt, dust, 
nicks, bumps and scratches. Made of lycra fabric and elasticized edges, the cover 
stretches in all directions and molds to the contours of your Camaro to highlight 
its design. The soft, fl eece inner lining adds another layer of scratch protection. 
These covers are custom fi t to the exact specifi cations of your Camaro and include 
matching mirror and antenna pockets. 
Important: Please indicate color with two digit color code when ordering.
Note: *Fits models with and without factory ground effects. 
Solid Colors
GF8400 * 2010-15 coupe w/rear roof shark fi n LS, LT ........  299.99   ea 
GF8402 * 2011-15 conv w/trunk shark fi n LT, SS, RS ..  299.99   ea 
GF8404  2016-17 coupe w/roof ant, grnd efcts LT, SS .........  299.99   ea 
GF8405  2016-17 conv w/ground effects LT, SS .........  299.99   ea 
Striped Colors
GF8500 * 2010-15 coupe w/rear roof shark fi n LS, LT ........  337.99   ea 
GF8502 * 2011-15 conv w/trunk shark fi n LT, SS, RS ..  337.99   ea 
GF8504  2016-17 coupe w/roof ant, grnd efcts LT, SS .........  337.99   ea 
GF8515  2016-17 conv w/ground effects LT, SS .........  337.99   ea 

01
black

02
red

12
black/red

04
blue

14
black/blue

11
orange

21
black/
orange

13
green

23
black/
green

25
gray

35
black/gray

32
black/
yellow

01
black

02
red

12
black/red

04
blue

14
black/blue

25
gray

35
black/gray

32
black/
yellow

 2010-17 COVERKING Stormproof Outdoor Car Covers
Stormproof car covers provide the ultimate outdoor protection from UV rays, snow, 
rain and other pollutants. This fabric uses extremely dense, tightly woven microfi ber 
instead of coated or treated materials to achieve it’s water resistance so it will never 
fade, even after years of sun exposure. These covers are custom fi t to the exact 
specifi cations of your Camaro and include matching mirror and antenna pockets. 
Important: Please indicate color with two digit color code when ordering. 
Note: *Fits models with and without factory ground effects.
Solid Colors
GF8600 * 2010-15 coupe with rear roof shark fi n .................  299.99   ea 
GF8603 * 2011-15 conv with trunk shark fi n ......................  299.99   ea 
GF8604  2016-17 coupe with roof antenna, ground effects   299.99   ea 
GF8605  2016-17 conv with ground effects.......................  299.99   ea 
Striped Colors
GF8700 * 2010-15 coupe with rear roof shark fi n .................  334.99   ea 
GF8703 * 2011-15 conv with trunk shark fi n ......................  334.99   ea 
GF8704  2016-17 coupe with roof antenna, ground effects   334.99   ea 
GF8705  2016-17 conv with ground effects.......................  334.99   ea 

GF860002

GF870032

CAMARO Care & Garage

Car Care

GF8800* 2010-15 coupe with shark fi n on roof ...................  374.99   ea 
GF8802* 2011-15 conv with shark fi n on trunk ..................  374.99   ea 

GF8804 2016-17 coupe with roof antenna & ground effects   374.99   ea 
GF8805 2016-17 conv with ground effects .......................  374.99   ea 

GF840001

GF850012

GF8800
GF8800 seam and fabric detail
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2010-13 partial coverage
GF38108

 2010-15 Original GM Car Covers With Logo
Protect your Camaro with a fi tted indoor or outdoor car cover. Each cover is custom 
contoured to fi t the Camaro’s curves like a glove. Available with your choice of 
either a Camaro logo or ZL1 logo.

Indoor Car Covers
2010-15 Coupe and Convertible – All Models
G149113 silver w/black Camaro logo .............................................  289.99   ea 
G149348 black w/white Camaro logo .............................................  289.99   ea 
G149349 red with black Camaro logo.............................................  289.99   ea 
G149347 black w/black ZL1 logo ...................................................  329.99   ea 

Outdoor Car Covers
2010-15 Coupe Models – Black Camaro Logo
G149117G gray cover with black stripe.............................................  299.99   ea 
G149117R red cover with black stripes .............................................  319.99   ea 
2010-15 Coupe Models – Black ZL1 Logo
G149114 gray cover with black stripe.............................................  349.99   ea 
G149350 red cover with black stripe...............................................  349.99   ea 
2011-15 Convertible Models – Black Camaro Logo
G149116G gray cover with black stripes ...........................................  311.99   ea 
G149116R red cover with black stripes .............................................  311.99   ea 
2011-15 Convertible Models – Black ZL1 Logo
G149115G gray cover with black stripe.............................................  349.99   ea 
G149115R red cover with black stripe...............................................  349.99   ea 

G149117G

2010-17 Lamin-X Paint Protectors
Lamin-X paint protectors for your 2010-17 Camaro are designed to protect the leading 
areas of your Camaro from stone chips, scrapes, bugs, and other paint damaging 
items. Precut to fi t and made from an impact resistant poly-urethane fi lm to cover 
areas such as your hood, fenders, mirrors, and entire front bumper. Film covers are 
completely transparent and nearly invisible after a cured installation. Depending 
on application, fi lms range from 8-12 mil thick and features an adhesive-backing. 
The adhesive on the fi lm is designed to be extremely forgiving, allowing you to 
apply numerous times during initial application to get the installation just right. 
These precut sets include DIY tools, installation instructions, and a 5-year warranty. 
Made in the USA.
Note: Full coverage sets include the larger or “full coverage” fi lms for the hood and fenders.

 2010-17 Clear Bra Sets
Partial Coverage Set
GF38108 2010-13 clear .........................................................  589.99   set 
GF38110 2014-15 clear .........................................................  509.99   set 
GF38120 2016-17 clear – LT models ....................................  589.99   set 
GF38121 2016-17 clear – SS models ....................................  589.99   set 
Full Coverage Set
GF38109 2010-13 clear .........................................................  1049.99   set 
GF38122 2016-17 clear – LT models ....................................  1149.99   set 
GF38123 2016-17 clear – SS models ....................................  1149.99   set 

 2010-17 Door Cup Paint Protection
GF38111 2010-13 clear .........................................................  12.99   pr 
GF38112 2014-15 clear .........................................................  12.99   pr 
GF38124 2016-17 clear – LT models ....................................  19.99   pr 
GF38125 2016-17 clear – SS models ....................................  19.99   pr 

 2010-15 Invisible Bug Guard
GF38113 2010-13 clear .........................................................  59.99   ea 
GF38114 2014-15 clear .........................................................  59.99   ea 

2010-13 door cup
paint protectors – GF38111

2014-15 invisible bug guard
GF38114

2010-13 full coverage
GF38109

  2010-14 Cleartastic Plus Paint Protection
In the old days, you had to buy a leather bra to protect your paint. With Cleartastic-
Plus, you can add a clear, fl exible fi lm that provides an invisible barrier against 
rocks and road debris without changing the beautiful appearance of your Camaro. 
Precision cut to make installation easy! Stays in place at speeds well over 200 MPH 
and withstands harsh weather conditions, offering years of protection.
GF1103 2010-14 set .............................................................  144.99   set 
GF1102 2010-14 gill area and lower rocker ........................  99.99   set 
GF1101 2010-14 behind front and rear wheels ....................  59.99   set 

GF1102 GF1101

Car Care

CAMARO Care & Garage

G149350
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  The Ultimate Anti-Theft System!
By immobilizing the brake pedal, 
the Pedal Jack makes it impossible 
to drive the vehicle. Federal Vehicle 
safety standards require brake pedals 
to be unbreakable. The Pedal Jack 
uses this fact to it’s advantage in 
providing tamper-proof security for 
your vehicle. Furthermore, the 
Pedal Jack itself is constructed 
using heavy-duty, heat treated 
tempered steel that is saw 
proof and cannot be fractured 
by freon gas. It has a patented 
high security lock that is 
protected by a tempered steel 
plate making it drill-proof. 
Each lock comes with three 
keys that cannot be duplicated. 
The Pedal Jack is fully 
adjustable to fi t perfectly on 
cars, vans and light trucks.
 UN1001A   ...........................................  39.99   ea 

 Starter-Stop Anti-Theft Device
The Starter-Stop is a low cost vehicle protection device 
that disables the vehicles ignition. This works with 
virtually all cars, boats, SUVs and motorcycles with 
12V systems. Simply wire it into any on/off switch 
in your vehicle and that will become your personal 
kill switch. It automatically arms when the ignition 
is turned off. There are no batteries to wear out, no 
annoying siren and no transmitters to lose. 
 14070  Starter-Stop ............................  19.99   ea 

 The “Road Kill” Anti-theft Device
Stop car thieves with the “Road Kill” Anti-theft ignition 
shut-off kit. When activated, the engine will only run 
for 10 seconds. Just when the car thief thinks he’s 
got it made, “Road Kill” shuts off the ignition and 
blasts the horn to get the world’s attention like no 
car alarm can. Each kit includes a 10 second timer, 
ignition relay, system on/off toggle switch, horn feed 
wiring and installation instructions. Great for use with 
electric fuel pumps! 
 T70792   ..............................................  99.99   ea 

  Auto Fender Bib
Hot rodders, classic car owners, and restoration 
craftsmen alike can make concerns about paint 
scratches while working in the engine compartment 
a thing of the past. The fender bib cushions and 
protects your paint job 360 degrees around the engine 
compartment.
 BB701107  2010-13 ...........................  169.99   ea 

  Fender Gripper Fender Covers
Manufactured using a cushion soft, non-slip material, 
Fender Gripper fender covers will not slide off or move 
around when in use. They are impervious to motor oil, 
coolant, brake fl uid and will not harm the paint and 
are easily hand washable.
Note: Dimensions 22" x 34".
 14492  Bow Tie with blue fi ll ........  24.99   ea 
 14493  Super Sport .........................  24.99   ea 
 FG2003  Genuine Chevrolet .............  24.99   ea 
 FG2007  Chevrolet Racing ...............  24.99   ea 
 FG2005  Heartbeat of America .........  24.99   ea 
 FG2042  General Motors ..................  24.99   ea 
 FG2307  The Money Pit ....................  24.99   ea 
 FG2301  red/silver fl ames .................  24.99   ea 
 FG2302  blue/silver fl ames ...............  24.99   ea 
 FG2303  yellow/silver fl ames ...........  24.99   ea 
FG2304 silver/blue fl ames ...............  24.99   ea 
FG2305 orange fl ames .....................  24.99   ea 

14492

14493

FG2007

FG2042

FG2301

 2010-15 GM Touch-Up Paint
Getting a scratch or chip in the paint of a brand new 
vehicle can be a nightmare. Take care of it with these 
original GM Touch-Up paints in correct colors.
5 oz. Spray
G14029 aqua blue wa 638r ....  12.99   ea 
G14030 black wa 8555 ...  12.99   ea 
G14031 cyber gray wa 637r ....  12.99   ea 
G14032 imperial blue wa 403p ...  21.99   ea 
G14033 inferno orange wa 502q ...  12.99   ea 
G14034 summit white wa 8624 ...  12.99   ea 
G14035 red jewel tint wa 301n ...  12.99   ea 
G14036 silver ice metallic wa 636r ....  12.99   ea 
G14037 synergy green wa 708s ...  27.99   ea 
G14038 victory red wa 9260 ...  12.99   ea 
G14039 rally yellow wa 9414 ...  12.99   ea 
5 oz. Tube
G14040 aqua blue wa 638r ....  12.99   ea 
G14041 black wa 8555 ...  15.99   ea 
G14042 cyber gray wa 637r ....  15.99   ea 
G14043 imperial blue wa 403p ...  15.99   ea 
G14044 inferno orange wa 502q ...  21.99   ea 
G14045 summit white wa 8624 ...  12.99   ea 
G14046 red jewel tint wa 301n ...  15.99   ea 
G14047 silver ice metallic wa 636r ....  12.99   ea 
G14048 synergy green wa 708s ...  16.99   ea 
G14049 victory red wa 9260 ...  12.99   ea 
G14050 rally yellow wa 9414 ...  17.99   ea 

aqua blue black

cyber gray imperial blue

red jewel tint

victory red

inferno
orange

silver ice met.

rally yellow

summit
white

synergy green

  Custom Fit Windshield Sun Shade
Keep your interior up to 40 degrees cooler by refl ecting 
the sun’s harmful UV rays, so you can return to a cooler 
parked vehicle with both reduced ambient heat and 
much cooler steering wheel, shifter and seat surfaces. 
This windshield sun shade is custom tailored to fi t 
the inside of your vehicle’s windshield like a glove, 
fi lling every corner for maximum protection. It’s high 
tech, incredibly refl ective, closed cell foam material 
prevents costly dash pad and steering wheel damage, 
while improving your comfort. Stores conveniently 
rolled up with a sewn-in Velcro strap.
WS104 2010-15 .................................  31.99   ea 

CAMARO Care & Garage

Car Care & Security
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   IVS Curb-Alert Parking Aid System
Keep the front end of your Camaro looking great with 
the Curb Alert IVS parking aid. Unlike most parking 
sensor systems, Curb Alert is easily hidden in the 
lower front grill to warn you before your expensive 
front bumper is scraped against the curb, which can 
lead to expensive bodywork.
 Audible alarm warns you of obstructions!
 Mounts discreetly in front grill!
 Warning distance adjustable from 8 to 28 inches!
Installs without drilling and can be removed with no 
trace of it ever having been there!
HV9600 2010-13 ...............................  249.99   set 

   2010-13 Camaro Front Air Dam Sensor
This front air dam sensor emits an audible warning 
when curbs and other objects are about to impact your 
air dam. Frequency increases as object gets closer. 
Includes wiring and instructions.
GF950132 2010-13 ............................  84.99   set 

 2010-13 Camaro Backup Sensors
These backup sensors mount into rear valance and emit 
an audible warning when vehicle is about to reverse 
into object. Frequency increases as object gets closer. 
Prevent damage from unseen obstacles. Includes: 4 
sensors, wiring and instructions.
GF950133 2010-13 ..............................  89.99   ea 

  TrackPort GPS Vehicle Tracker
The TrackPort is the easiest way to track a car or truck, 
and protect it against thieves. Just plug the device 
into your car’s OBD-II (On Board Diagnostic) port. 
Normally located under the driver side dash, this port 
has been standard on all vehicles sold in the United 
States since 1996. Use your vehicle’s existing port to 
supply uninterrupted power to your tracking device. 
Unlike traditional hardwired tracking devices, an OBD 
GPS tracker can be easily moved from one vehicle to 
another with no tools and little effort. It’s completely 
“plug and play”.
    No installation required, just plug in and go
    Move TrackPort instantly from car to car
    Location updates every 30 seconds
    Powered by your vehicle – no batteries needed
    U.S. tracking only
Know where the TrackPort is at any time, view where 
it’s been, and run reports on the vehicle’s behavior 
from any computer, tablet, or smartphone with a web 
connection. Receive customizable location or speed-
based alerts via text message or email. Purchase of this 
device constitutes agreeing to the monthly service fees 
chosen upon sale. The TrackPort requires a $29.99 per 
month fee for unlimited GPS tracking, billed every 30 
days (billing starts 7 days after purchase).
Note: If service is inactive for 60 days or more, 
reactivation will require a new SIM card for your device 
and may take up to 5 business days.
A9200102  ...........................................  100.99   ea 

   Hidden Car Tracker Micro GPS
Protect your classic car or truck from thieves with this 
virtually invisible high-performance tracker. If the car 
is moving, the Hidden Car Tracker Micro is covertly 
recording those movements and transmitting them to 
you in real time. When the vehicle is parked, this device 
will continue to provide location updates every hour 
for as long as the vehicle’s battery provides power. 
Through BrickHouse’s easy-to-use online platform, 
you can send instant speed- or location-based alerts 
via text or email to any smartphone, tablet or computer.
 Runs on exclusive BrickHouse GPS platform
 Hardwired, no batteries required
 Location updates every 60 seconds
 Records detailed travel history reports
Access to each of the device’s features is available 
instantly, from anywhere! All you need is internet 
access. This product is offered for the express purpose 
of securing personal property, company property, and 
ensuring the safety of individuals with their consent. 
The  device requires a $29.99 per month fee for 
unlimited GPS tracking, billed every 30 days (billing 
starts 7 days after purchase). 
Note: If service is inactive for 60 days or more reactivation 
will require a new SIM card for your device and may take 
up to 5 business days.
A9200104  ...........................................  128.99   ea 

  Magnetic Case For GPS Tracking Device
Magnetic weather-resistant case for BrickHouse GPS 
security tracking device. Mount this weather-resistant 
magnetic GPS case to any vehicle for covert tracking.
 Rugged Polymer Construction
 Protective foam interior
 Weather-resistant design
 Replaceable o-ring
 Integrated attachment point
Note: Do not submerge. Not for use underwater.
A9200106 .............................................   64.99   ea 

Car Care & Security

CAMARO Care & Garage

   Battery Cutout Switch
Make sure your battery maintains the precious power 
you need by disconnecting the battery from the car 
during storage. Your choice of an inexpensive standard 
duty cutout or a heavy duty unit. Works on any 12 
volt system or vehicle. Splices into positive battery 
cable to provide a switch for turning power on or off. 
W203047 standard duty .......................   24.99   ea 
T4988 heavy-duty ...........................   79.99   ea 

W203047 T4988

   Water Resistant Master Switch
This water resistant master switch is rated to 100 amps 
continuous, 1000 amps surge at 12 volts, and 50 amps 
surge at 24 volts. 2-1/4" dia. x 2-1/2" deep and 1-1/4" 
deep behind panel. Features two 3/16" dia. mounting 
holes. Includes 2 keys and a water resistant cover.
Master Switch
W20314 water resistant master switch   19.99   set 
Individual Replacement Components
W203167 1 key ....................................   2.99   ea 
W203127 water resistant cover ............   2.99   ea 

 GM Roadside Refl ective Triangle
Be prepared! Keep this refl ective triangle in your 
vehicle, in case of any roadside emergency. 
G149183  .............................................   14.99   ea 
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Garage Products

 Wall Mounted Wheel/Tire Hanger
Free up space by getting wheels and tires off the fl oor! 
Each heavy-duty powder coated hanger is appx. 21" 
long and mounts at a slight angle so wheels won’t 
slide off.
Note: Each hanger will hold 2 wheels with tires mounted.
 M998070  wheel/tire hanger ................  39.99   ea 

  Show Mirrors
These self-contained mirrors provides a large viewing 
area to display the underside of your show car. A 48" 
x 20" acrylic fl ex mirror mounted in a lightweight, 
frame provides a rugged, stylish package that is easy 
to use and transport. Available with or without lights.
Note: Shipped oversize.

 RR110  unlit ....................................  304.99   ea 
 RR111  lighted ................................  404.99   ea 

OS1

RR110 RR111

A8200100

M998071

Wall Mount Rolling Rack

M998072

    Auto Dollys
Move your project around the garage with ease! The 
Auto Dollys are manufactured from 1/4" steel plate, 
featuring zinc plated ball-bearing castors and 1-3/4" 
wide rollers. Each standard dolly supports up to 1500 
pounds, and for larger vehicles, the heavy-duty model 
supports up to 2500 pounds. Storage is made simple 
with the wall-mount Dolly Dock, or the convenient 
Rolling Rack! Auto Dollys measure 16" long and are 
available in 8", 12" and 16" widths. Sold in pairs.
Standard
 A8200100  8" wide x 16" long ........  71.99   pr 
 A8200101  12" wide x 16" long ......  74.99   pr 
 A8200102  16" wide x 16" long ......  79.99   pr 
Heavy-duty
 A8200103  8" wide x 16" long ........  89.99   pr 
 A8200104  12" wide x 16" long ......  99.99   pr 
 A8200105  16" wide x 16" long ......  109.99   pr 
Accessories
 M998071  dolly dock ......................  39.99   ea 
 M998072  dolly rolling rack ...........  84.99   ea 

shown with dollys stored – not included

T243 T245

 Stainless Steel Magnetic Parts Trays
Put an end to lost parts with these magnetic trays! 
Powerful rubber-coated magnets keep your parts where 
they belong and prevent the tray from sliding on metal 
surfaces. Manufactured from durable stainless steel 
with a partial lid to keep parts in their place.
 T243  circular single parts dish ...........  11.99   ea 
 T245  rectangular double parts tray ....  21.99   ea 

 GM Fire Extinguisher
Be prepared! Keep this 2.5 lb Fire Extinguisher in your 
vehicle in case of any (ABC) type of fi re emergency. 
Includes mounting hardware.
G149179 ..............................................  47.99   ea 

 Chrome Fire Extinguishers
Ensure the safety of your car while adding some shine 
with one of these chrome plated dry chemical fi re 
extinguishers. Two models to choose from; a 2-1/2 
pound, A, B, C, rated extinguisher that is 3" in diameter 
and 16" tall and a 1 pound A, B, rated unit that is 2-3/4" 
diameter and 10" tall. Both extinguishers come with a 
black powder coated steel mounting bracket.
Important: Type A extinguisher is rated for paper, wood, 
textiles, and plastics. Type B rated for oil, gasoline, 
kerosene, or paint. Type C is rated for “live” electrical 
equipment.
Small 1 lb Extinguisher
A9100272 ...........................................  69.99   ea 
Large 2-1/2 lb Extinguisher
A9100273 ...........................................  91.99   ea 

  Billet Fire Extinguisher Brackets
Billet fire extinguisher mounting brackets are 
CNC-machined out of 6061-T6 aluminum and are 
built to mount in any position. The round mounting 
bracket fastens permanently to the extinguisher (sold 
separately) and is held on its base with a stainless 
aircraft quick release pin. The large brackets work 
with the 2-1/2 lb (3" o.d.) extinguishers. The small 
brackets work with the 1lb (2-3/4" o.d.) models and 
both are available in black, polished or satin fi nishes. 
The small extinguisher bracket is also offered in a 
roll bar mount.
Small 1 lb Extinguisher Brackets
A9100276 black ..............................  69.99   ea 
A9100275 polished .........................  69.99   ea 
A9100274 satin ...............................  69.99   ea 
Small 1 lb Extinguisher Roll Bar Brackets
A9100282 black ..............................  109.99   ea 
A9100281 polished .........................  104.99   ea 
A9100280 satin ...............................  91.99   ea 
Large 2-1/2 lb Extinguisher Brackets
A9100279 black ..............................  74.99   ea 
A9100278 polished .........................  74.99   ea 
A9100277 satin ...............................  74.99   ea 

A9100272 A9100273

 GM First Aid & Roadside Assistance Kits
Be prepared in case of an emergency with this fi rst 
aid set and roadside assistance set. The fi rst aid set is 
designed to fi t easily into your overhead, glove box, 
or seat back storage. Features the GM logo on the 
outside of the bag. The roadside assistance set includes: 
Bungee cords, fl ashlight, fuse kit, gloves, pliers, tape, 
rag, poncho, screwdriver with bits, tire gauge, and 
rollup storage bag with the GM logo.
G149178 fi rst aid kit ..........................  25.99   kit 
G149182 roadside assistance kit .......  49.99   kit 

G149178

 BigEasy Lock-Out Tool Set
The BigEasy tool set will allow you to actuate the lock 
buttons, door handles, or lock knobs on most vehicles 
with no special training required! The rod measures 
55" long and is powder coated in high visibility pink. 
Set also includes non-marring wedge, paint protector, 
and a lock knob lifter. We also offer the BigEasy Loop, 
which attaches to the BigEasy rod to provide a fl exible, 
yet strong, noose for window cranks and door handles. 
Carrying case sold separately.
 S32900  BigEasy tool set .....................  36.99   set 
 S32903  BigEasy loop attachment .......  9.99   ea 
 S32935  BigEasy carrying case ...........  29.99   ea 

S32900S32903

A9100280

S32935
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 Seasonal Tire Totes 
Take the hassle out of changing your seasonal tires 
with this handy pair of Seasonal Tire Totes. Heavy-duty 
shell with easy to carry handles protect you and your 
clothes from brake and tire residue. Tires stay neatly 
covered and stacked until the next season. Wheel Felts 
slide into the Tire Tote and clip into place to protect 
wheels from nicks and scratches.
 KG003  Tire Totes one size fi ts all ..  19.99   pr 
 KG007  Wheel Felts 20" diameter .....  12.99   pr 

 Store Your Tires in the Tire Garage!
The Tire Garage allows you to keep tires outside and 
free-up needed space in your garage or storage area. 
This rugged weatherproof shell is made from the 
same material used to make boat covers and awnings.
 KG005  one size fi ts all ........................  39.99   ea  

KG003 KG007

  Race Ramps
Race Ramps are 
ideal for vehicles 
with tires up to 
10" wide. With 
an incline of only 
10.75 degrees, 
they lift your car 
up 8" or 10" and 
hold up to 3000 
pounds per set while weighing only 10 pounds per 
ramp. Will not slide across a garage fl oor, dig into 
an asphalt driveway, or scratch or otherwise damage 
a cement or painted fl oor. They can be used on 
grass, dirt, or almost any other fl at surface, and they 
will never rust. Race Ramps come complete with 
straps for easy carrying and storage.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race 
Ramp products. *Shipped oversize.
56" x 12" Race Ramp with 8" Lift
 RR100  one piece design .................  209.99   pr 
 RR101  two piece design .................  234.99   pr 
67" x 14" Race Ramp with 10" Lift
 RR102 * one piece design .................  299.99   pr 
 RR103 * two piece design .................  344.99   pr 

 Park Perfectly Every Time
The Park Smart Mat 
helps guide you into 
your garage space 
letting you know 
exactly when to stop. 
As you feel yourself 
driving over the fi rst 
bump, the second 
bump tells you that 
you have driven far 
enough forward. Measures: 27-1/2" x 12" x 1-1/2".
 ACP101  Park Smart Mat ..................  19.99   ea 

  Two Ways To Prevent Costly Paint Chips
The Wall Guard attaches to your garage wall providing 
cushioned protection for both your car door and your 
wall. Includes hardware to attach to drywall, studs, 
brick or concrete. Predrilled holes are 16" and 24" apart 
for fastening to stud wall. Measures 25" x 6-1/2". Our 
Hanging Door Guard is ideal for two car households. 
This rubber-like pad hangs from the rafters or drywall 
ceiling of your garage providing a protective barrier 
between both vehicles. Hardware for hanging the 
device is included. Measures: 25" x 6-1/2". 
 ACP102  Wall Guard .........................  11.99   ea 
 ACP103  Hanging Door Guard ..........  19.99   ea 

27 1/2" 12" 1 1/2"

Wall Guard Hanging Door Guard

 Protection From Moisture During Storage
Sta-Dri pouches signifi cantly reduce humidity and 
moisture inside of your vehicle safely and conveniently. 
Pouches can be regenerated up to 3 times. Use 1-2 
pouches per vehicle. Depending on humidity level, one 
pouch can last up to a year of continuous storage, though 
it is recommended that you check every month and 
regenerate as necessary. Non-toxic and non-corrosive, 
remains dry to the touch even when fully saturated. 
 BF1001  2 lb pouch .............................  11.99   ea 
BF1002 two 2 lb pouches ..................  21.99   pr 
BF1003 four 2 lb pouches ..................  43.99   set 

  Roll-Ups
Designed to 
be used in 
conjunction 
with 56" or 
67" Race 
Ramps. Roll-
Ups raise 
the opposite 
end of the 
vehicle up 4", 
allowing even more working room under the car. 
Roll-Ups can also raise the front or rear of the car to 
allow the use of a standard fl oor jack. Roll-Ups are 
14" wide work with tires up to 12" wide. 
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race 
Ramp products.
 RR106  10.79 degree incline ..............  149.99   pr 

   FlatStoppers
This product 
helps to keep your 
tires from fl at 
spotting during 
long periods of 
storage. Once the 
tires are set in 
the FlatStoppers, 
more of the bottom portion of the tire will be fully 
supported, thus dispersing the weight of the car 
more evenly onto the tire to prevent any fl attening. 
FlatStoppers will not conduct heat or cold to your 
tires despite changing fl oor temperatures.
 RR107  4 piece set ............................  259.99   set 

  Wheel Cribs
Wheel Cribs are a 
safe, lightweight 
alternative to jack 
stands. They cradle 
the tire 10" off the 
ground, providing 
unobstructed access 
underneath the car. 
Each crib supports 
1500 pounds (3000 
pounds per set) and weighs only 5 pounds. Wheel 
Cribs also can be used for car display.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race 
Ramp products.
 RR108  15" L x 10" H x 12" W ..........  104.99   pr 

i h l 5 d Wh l

hil i hi l 10 d
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  Trailer Ramps
Is your trailer door too steep to get your car to the race track 
or autocross? Race Ramps has just the solution for you: 
simply place the trailer door on the notch of these specially 
designed ramps and decrease your angle of approach to as 
little as 4 degrees. These hassle-free, lightweight ramps 
work for cars weighing up to 6000 pounds. Trailer Ramps 
are ideal for low ground clearance cars with extra wide tires.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race 
Ramp products.
 RR104  5" .........................................  299.99   pr 
 RR105  8" .........................................  299.99   pr 

  Wheel Chocks
Wheel Chocks are ideal for use with all Race Ramp 
products, providing additional safety in the working 
environment. Made from solid rubber composite with an 
extra-grip bottom, they each weigh 3 pounds. Set of 4.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race 
Ramp products.
 RR109  6" L x 4" H x 5" W ..............  59.99   set 

Gen 5 Camaro Floor Mat
Features a heavy rubber backing for strength and 
durability. Made in the USA. 
HN1001 2' x 3'. .....................................  49.99   ea 
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 OER® D.A. Paint Sealant + 3X Carnauba
Just one coat of this sealant is all 
you need to protect your auto’s 
fi nish for 6 to 8 months. OER® 
D.A. Paint Sealant’s 
3X Carnauba creates an 
antistatic, heat resistant 
protective seal against 
corrosive elements such 
as ultraviolet rays, salt 
water, acid rain and 
industrial pollutants. 
Can be applied in 
multiple layers to deepen 
the shine and level 
of protection without 
compromising your paint or clear coat. 
Coats your vehicle in a protective seal delivering a 
glossy, rich, liquid shimmer that leaps off the paint 
surface. Antistatic formula discourages the settling of 
new dust. Bring out the depth of the paint color while 
the shine enhancers leave a glass-like mirror fi nish.
 K89601  12 oz. bottle ..........................  14.99   ea 
 K89602  32 oz.bottle ...........................  24.99   ea 

 OER® - The New Standard of Excellence in Car Care!

OER® Car Care Products

Professional Products for the Enthusiast! 
Professional grade car care detailing supplies are no 
longer just for professionals. OER® is pleased to offer our 
complete line of car care products for the auto detailing 
professional and/or classic car enthusiast. Now you 
can purchase our exclusive “Secret Formula” car care 
products in consumer friendly 16 oz. bottles and you too 
can achieve the amazing results that only a detailer using 
professional grade products can achieve. If you detail 
your car often, take advantage of our bulk packaging and 
purchase your favorite products by the gallon! If you 
are tired of paying for expensive bottles with colorful 
labels and achieving mediocre results, then do your car’s 
delicate fi nish a favor and order our complete car care 
system today. OER® offers the highest quality car care 
formulas at any price, without the hype of expensive 
advertising and high dollar packaging. No fancy bottles or 
labels to pay for, our product speaks for itself!

Exclusive Formulas Not Available In Stores!

 OER® “Secret Formula” Clay Bar System
Clay pulls out all the contaminants you cannot see, but 
that you can defi nitely feel, like industrial fallout, rail dust, 
and brake dust. Though these contaminants are not visible, 
you can tell they are there because the paint will feel rough 
or gritty. These contaminants may cause patches of paint 
to appear dull, even after waxing. As these contaminants 
oxidize, they create rust spots within the paint. Once this 
happens, the oxidation is considerably harder to remove and 
will most likely take a good bit of paint with it. Clay bar 
will remove these contaminants and leave the surface silky 
smooth with a mirror-like fi nish. One premium professional 
duty bar is enough to do 8-10 vehicles. Our clay will not 
break or deteriorate into small particles like inferior low 
quality clay bars. Super elastic to remove harmful particles 
quickly and effectively. Acts as a magnet to foreign 
particles, literally pulling the paint fouling grime away from 
the surface of the paint. Clay lubricant is essential to the 
performance and safety of clay. It provides the necessary 
slick surface for clay to glide on. Using low quality clay lubes or cheap detail sprays will deteriorate your bar and 
lead to poor clay bar performance. Also beware of soapy water as a clay lube, detergent or surfactant based soaps 
will cause the clay to deteriorate. OER® Slick-It Clay Lubricant is available in a 16 oz. bottle or pro-sized gallon.
OER® Slick-It Clay Lubricant
 K89444  16 oz. bottle ......................................................................................................................  9.99   ea 
 K89445  1 gallon .............................................................................................................................  24.99   ea 
OER® Secret Formula Clay Block
 K89477  yellow block, light duty for regular everyday use ............................................................  12.99   ea 
 K89478  blue block, medium duty for moderate oxidation.............................................................  12.99   ea 
 K89449  black block, heavy-duty for heavy oxidation ...................................................................  12.99   ea 

 OER® “Secret Formula” Acryli-Shine Glaze
Glaze is a polish without 
any cleaning properties used 
primarily to improve the 
shine and clarity of paint. 
Primarily used by body 
shops for fi nishing jobs or 
by detail shops to bring out 
the brilliance of paint, glazes 
are also commonly used on 
show vehicles to achieve a 
“high-luster or wet-look”. 
It was developed for the 
darker fi nishes, using a 
slightly moister formulation 
to enhance the diffi cult to wax paint fi nishes. 
The application process is forgiving, smooth, and 
dust free. Your moldings WILL NOT turn white. 
Glazes do not replace polishing. If a surface has 
minor swirls and imperfections, to achieve the best 
superior results, the surface should be polished with 
our OER® Secret Formula Pro-Polish fi rst. 
 K89620  32 oz. bottle .........................  29.99   ea 
 K89621  1 gallon ................................  49.99   ea 

 OER® “Secret Formula” DA Polish 
This bodyshop safe, 100% wax 
and silicone free polish will 
prepare any paint for the perfect 
sealant. Available in your choice 
of 2 grades to rapidly remove 
light scratches, swirls, key 
marks, fi ngernail scratches, and 
other imperfections. Each grade 
starts out as a polish then breaks 
down to a fi nal step product that 
produces an exceptional shine. 
Use the Pro-Polish as a fi nal 
product or a superior foundation 
for wax, sealant or glaze. To 
start out with a slightly more 
aggressive polish, step up to the 
medium grit product Scratch 
and Swirl B-Gone. For best results use with a D.A. 
or rotary polisher.
Pro-Polish - Final Step – Light Cut 3000 Grit
 K89607  light to fi nal 12 oz. .....  12.99   ea 
 K89608  light to fi nal 32 oz. .....  29.99   ea 
Scratch & Swirl B-Gone – Med Cut 1500-1700 Grit
 K89609  medium to fi nal 12 oz. .....  12.99   ea 
 K89610  medium to fi nal 32 oz. .....  29.99   ea 

 OER® Super Foam Maxi Suds Car Wash
This high sudsing, 
biodegradable liquid is 
concentrated 200:1 for 
economy. Mix one cap full 
with 4-5 gallons of water for a 
daily paint shampoo. Washes 
away dirt, grease and road 
grime, and rinses easily. Its 
pH balanced formula will not 
harm previously applied wax or 
sealant. A concentrated liquid 
car wash that offers economy 
without sacrifi cing high-
performance cleaning ability. 
Whether you use hard or soft 
water does not matter; Super 
Foam produces thick, rich suds 
that lift away dirt and oily road 
fi lm. The unique Secret Formula offers unmatched 
lubricity to assure that particles glide gently across 
surface and are safely rinsed off. Formulated with 
OER® Super Foam Maxi Suds – high suds foaming 
action. Engineered to simply be the best wash and 
gloss at any price.
 K89612  16 oz. bottle ..........................  6.99   ea 
 K89613  1 gallon .................................  24.99   ea 

K89477

K89478

K89449 K89444 K89445

OER Secret Formula Wash & Wax Products
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OER® Car Care Products

 OER® Premium Carnauba Hard Paste Wax
This product is a 
favorite among 
professionals in 
the industry as 
well as automotive 
connoisseurs who 
insist on the fi nest 
quality. Made from 
100% pure Brazilian 
Carnauba Wax, 
this hard paste wax 
leaves any fi nish 
with an exceptionally 
long lasting, lustrous, 
clear shine. Apply by 
hand with a damp cloth. 
For pre-cleaned surfaces 
only. As hard as a brick, 
yet easy to apply and 
remove. For use on any 
color paint. Bonds with 
clean paint, waxes and sealants to offer a deeper 
richer shine and longer lasting protection. One coat 
is truly all you need, however layer it as many times 
as you want to achieve desired results. Long lasting 
2-3 month protection. Formulated for successful use 
even in the sun! Works like a sun block to protect 
your paint and deliver an unparalleled show-car 
shine. The 5" round microfi ber applicator pads make 
it easy to apply waxes or rubbing compounds without 
scratching paint or clear coat. Simply rinse and reuse. 
Microfi ber applicators are highly absorbent, strong 
yet gentle and the fabric is machine washable.
 K89440  7 oz. can ...............................  19.99   ea 
 K89828  5" microfi ber applicator .......  2.99   pr 

 OER® Premium Carnauba Pre-Softened Wax
OER® Secret Formula 
Pre-Softened 
Carnauba Paste Wax 
is in a class all its 
own. A pre-softened 
paste wax with no 
cleaners, it leaves 
a deep, brilliant 
long-lasting shine. 
It protects and beads 
up with a glass like 
gloss that lasts up 
to 6 months. It works 
beautifully on all 
colors, even on blacks, 
reds, and burgundies, 
fi lling in swirl marks. 
It’s also super easy 
on and off: just 
wipe on in a circular 
motion, and take off 
with a microfi ber 
immediately. No need to wait for it to dry! Leaves 
no white haze at all – there is no white residue to 
clean out of the cracks, and no need to be careful 
around the exterior trim – it won’t leave white 
marks! There’s no trade-off here: the easiest 
application in the world, and the best results! Great 
grape smell. For the enthusiast who demands the 
highest and wettest level of shine, OER® Secret 
Formula Pre-Softened Carnauba Paste Wax is 
a premium blend of genuine carnauba wax and 
natural oils that makes paint “drip off of your 
vehicle” with a high gloss shine and shimmer that 
is sure to impress even the toughest critics. The 
5" round microfi ber applicator pads make it easy 
to apply waxes or rubbing compounds without 
scratching paint or clear coat. Simply rinse and reuse. 
Microfi ber applicators are hightly absorbent, strong 
yet gentle and the fabric is machine washable.
 K89622  15 oz. can .............................  29.99   ea 
 K89623  20 oz. can .............................  39.99   ea 
 K89828  5" microfi ber applicator .......  2.99   pr 

 OER® Pro-Seal 109 Carnauba Paint Sealant
OER® Secret Formula Pro-Seal 
109 Carnauba Paint Sealant is a 
proprietary blend of fl uorocarbon 
polymer resins that creates a slippery, 
slick barrier that accelerates water 
runoff and protects auto fi nishes 
from rain, acid rain, salt, dust, and 
water spotting. Easy application by 
hand! OER® Secret Formula Pro-Seal 
109 provides high gloss protection 
in minutes! Cleans, polishes, and 
protects new and classic cars, trucks, 
vans, and even boats. Contains 100% 
pure carnauba wax; the hardest natural 
wax available. Quickly cleans, seals and shines all 
paint fi nishes, vinyl, plastic, rubber and chrome 
trim. Easily removes tar, tree sap, road fi lm, paint 
oxidation and water stains. OER® Secret Formula 
Pro-Seal 109 contains UV light absorbers to reduce 
fading, oxidation, and cracking of paints. Non-
abrasive and safe for all automotive fi nishes. 
 K89626  12 oz. bottle ..........................  12.99   ea 

 OER® Liquid Carnauba Cherry Wet Wax Creme
OER® Secret Formula Cherry Wet Wax 
Creme Liquid Carnauba will leave 
your car shining like it’s still wet! 
This liquid Carnauba shines and 
polishes with no cleaners or 
abrasives and will not 
stain plastic or rubber! 
Suitable for easy 
application either in 
the sun or shade, and 
is easy to use in hot 
or cold climates. This 
fast and easy one-step 
cream wax cleans, 
polishes and protects 
in one operation. 
Gently removes fi ne scratches, buffer marks and 
light oxidation. Natural oils restore gloss and 
enhance depth. Imported waxes and copolymers 
offer long term, high gloss protection. Safe for 
all paint fi nishes with a pleasant cherry scent. For 
hand or machine use. Offering not only long-lasting 
protection, it also brings out the deep shine and 
luster of all colors. Slippery non-stick protection 
and gloss. You’ll swear your car’s still wet!. 
Available in your choice of 16 oz. bottle or buy the 
professional sized gallon jug and save!
 K89624  16 oz. bottle .........................  9.99   ea 
 K89625  1 gallon ................................  39.99   ea 

 OER® Liquid Carnauba Butter Wet Wax Creme
This is a brand new technology 
that consists of a special blend 
of polymers, resins, and natural 
carnauba. OER® Secret 
Formula Liquid Carnauba 
Butter Wet Wax Creme 
leaves your car shining 
like it was just washed! 
Contains no cleaners 
or abrasives, and will 
not stain plastic or 
rubber. Suitable for easy 
application and removal 
in the sun or shade, hot or 
cool temperatures. Shows 
best on dark fi nishes, but 
works great on all colors. Shines and polishes with 
no cleaners or abrasives. Long lasting protection that 
brings out the deep shine and luster of all colors. 
Slippery non-stick protection and gloss. You’ll swear 
the car is wet. Available in your choice of 12 oz. bottle 
or buy the professional sized gallon jug and save!
 K89603  16 oz. bottle .........................  9.99   ea 
 K89604  1 gallon ................................  39.99   ea 

 OER® “Secret Formula” Headlight Restorer
OER® Secret Formula Headlight 
Restorer Professional Polish for 
plastic headlight lenses is not 
only affordable, but unlike most 
of the other headlight restoration 
products available in the market, 
is a professional formula that is 
remarkably easy to use. However, 
we do recommend that you apply 
it with the aid of a machine for 
best results. Over a period of time, 
the headlight lenses are bound to 
become yellowed and hazy. In such 
a situation, you have two options, 
spend hundreds of dollars for replacement, or try 
restoration. The latter is what our product is meant 
for. Save money! That’s right, you no longer have 
to replace foggy headlights. In addition, you do 
not have to settle for exorbitantly priced headlight 
restorer products available elsewhere. We offer 
a better alternative for less. Have a safer ride. 
When restored, your headlight will deliver better 
luminance, yielding up to 30% more road visibilty.
 K89628  12 oz. bottle ..........................  12.99   ea 

 OER® “Secret Formula” Waterless Wash
We care for the environment, and 
if you share the same feeling, 
try out OER® Secret 
Formula Waterless Wash... 
a unique product which 
can help you conserve 
water while keeping 
your car sparkling clean. 
However, just because 
our product doesn’t call 
for the use of water, by 
no means it is any less 
effective. In fact, because 
there is no water, it is 
much easier on the fi nish 
and other bodywork in general. It cleans, shines and 
protects all paints, clear coats, rubber,vinyl and plastic 
surfaces. It even softens and breaks down light surface 
contamination while it captures and reduces dirt 
particles, lifting them off the surface of your vehicle. 
For all its cleaning power, it will not strip or remove 
wax or sealants and delivers superior results in the sun 
or in the shade. It’s inexpensive, provides outstanding 
results, and is so easy to use... It’s almost unfair!
 K89605  16 oz. bottle .........................  9.99   ea 
 K89606  1 gallon ................................  24.99   ea 

 OER® “Secret Formula” Slick-It Spray Wax
OER® Slick-It Spray Wax is a 
quick, easy-to-use spray wax. 
Spray on and wipe off! Our 
special high-lubricity 
secret formula actually 
encapsulates dust 
particles and enhances a 
deep luster without using 
water. This innovative 
product removes surface 
dust, fi ngerprints and 
smudges from showroom 
vehicles while leaving 
a clean glossy fi nish. 
Softens and breaks down 
light surface contamination while it captures and 
reduces dirt particles and lifts them off the surface 
of your vehicle. Will not strip or remove wax or 
sealants. Good product to upkeep shine on a show 
quality fi nish or as a fi nal product to go over the 
vehicle after a good wax or sealant application, It’s 
inexpensive, provides outstanding results, and is so 
easy to use... It’s almost unfair!
 K89444  16 oz. bottle ...........................  9.99   ea 
 K89445  1 gallon ..................................  24.99   ea 

K89623

K89440

K89828 – sold separately

K89828 – sold separately
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OER® Car Care Products

K89456

  OER® Super Shine High Gloss Protectant
The only 100% super shine, 
dry to the touch dressing 
that works as well on vinyl, 
leather, rubber, and tires 
as it does on hard plastics, 
plastic bumpers and trim. 
A multi-surface shield for 
your vehicle’s interior. Dual 
action premium dressing 
leaves surfaces dry to the 
touch and shining better 
than new, while protecting 
the surface against dirt and 
dust. Maintains a 100% dry, 
never greasy or oily, fresh 
texture on vinyl, leather, 
plastic, rubber, tires and 
more! Water based emulsion 
repels dirt and dust while 
blocking out harmful UV rays. Surfaces treated with 
OER® Secret Agent Shine look shiny longer and 
require less cleaning. Extra thick, pure emulsion 
will not separate or sling and is easy to apply with 
towel or sponge. Industry leading sealant that aids 
in protecting seats, steering wheels, door panels, 
and dashboards against the elements.
 K89468  16 oz. bottle ..........................   10.99   ea 
 K89469  1 gallon .................................   29.99   ea 

   OER® Interior/Exterior Multi-Purpose Cleaner
OER® Secret Formula Interior 
Exterior Multi-Purpose Fabric 
Cleaner is a solvent based cleaner 
that works quickly as a spot 
cleaner for all color-fast fabrics. 
Will not stain or leave a ring around 
area cleaned. This product removes oil, 
grease, tar, grime, paint, adhesives, 
chewing gum, waxes and greasy 
food spots. Effective on canvas 
and vinyl tops, upholstery, rugs, 
vinyl interior components, and 
leather. Cleans spots and stains on 
carpet, upholstery, fabric, vinyl 
and canvas tops, and just about any 
other interior or exterior surface 
made of cloth, fabric, canvas, or 
vinyl. Fast and easy to use, OER® 
Secret Formula Interior Exterior Multi-Purpose 
Fabric Cleaner was specifi cally developed to tackle 
even the most stubborn stains. The K89465 is an 
Industrial Strength version of our Interior Exterior 
Multi-Purpose Fabric Cleaner that should be diluted 
100:1 minimum for use as a spray on interior and 
exterior fabrics. For a ready-to-use formula in spray 
bottle, use item #K89458.
 K89458  16 oz. bottle (ready-to-spray) .  9.99   ea 
 K89465  1 gallon (industrial strength) ..  22.99   ea 

 OER® Secret Formula Professional Dressings
Finally you can get the level of shine you desire with a 
professional grade formula that is not greasy, will not 
drip, is dry to the touch and lasts far longer than any 
product sold in stores. Additionally, our products soak 
in to nourish and protect the surface while repelling 
dust and dirt. Your choice of matte fi nish for an original 
appearance or super shine for a high gloss look.

OEROER®® SS Ft F ll PP ff ii l Dl D ii

shiny fi nish matte fi nishmatte fi nish

 OER® Natural Shine Matte Finish Protectant
OER® Natural Shine Matte 
Finish Protectant is a water-
based natural look dressing. 
It leaves surfaces supple and 
protected against damaging 
UV radiation. Like-new matte 
fi nish lasts weeks and nicely 
complements a clean interior. 
Cleans, protects and beautifi es 
in one easy step. Gently 
wipes away light traces of 
dirt while you apply. Patented 
UV absorber penetrates and 
acts as a protective barrier 
against harmful rays that cause 
premature aging, cracking, 
fading and peeling. Engineered 
to work like a lotion to soak 
into new vinyl or dry vinyl 
to aid in prolonging and strengthening the surface. 
Perfect for use on dashboards, vinyl tops, door 
panels, consoles, tires, trim, bumpers, vinyl seats, 
moldings and more. Available in your choice of 16 
oz. bottle or professional size gallon jug.
 K89480  16 oz. bottle ...........................   9.99   ea 
 K89481  1 gallon ..................................   27.99   ea 

 OER® Top Secret Vinyl & Canvas Formula
OER® Top Secret kits are a complete system for the care 
of vinyl or canvas tops. Each consists of a heavy-duty 
cleaner that safely removes the toughest soils and stains 
with an exclusive formula that will not harm automotive 
fi nishes. Included in the vinyl kit is our cleaner, vinyl UV 
protectant, elite microfi ber towel, and applicator. The 
canvas formula includes the top cleaner, our exclusive 
aerosol canvas UV protectant that repels water and stains, 
an elite microfi ber towel and a pair of applicator pads. 
Both kits also include a soft wash brush with 18" handle.
OER® Top Secret Kit – Vinyl Formula
K89456 cleaner, protectant & applicator...  22.99   kit 
OER® Top Secret Kit – Canvas Formula
K89457 cleaner and protectant ..................  22.99   kit 
OER® Top Secret Components
 K89458  16 oz. bottle top cleaner ..............  9.99   ea 
 K89468  16 oz. bottle vinyl protectant .......  10.99   ea 
K89489 10 oz. areosol canvas protectant ..   14.99   ea 
 K89460  applicator .....................................  3.99   ea 
K89819 micofi ber towel ............................  3.99   ea 
K89835 18" straight wash brush ...............  9.99   ea 

 OER® Ammonia Free Glass Cleaner
OER® Secret Formula 
Glass Cleaner is a 
streak-free, tint safe 
window cleaner and 
quite possibly the best 
window cleaning liquid 
ever made. Streak free 
formula for glass or 
plastic that sprays like 
water. No foam and no 
harsh smell. Just wipe 
and watch dirt, grease, 
water spots, smudges, 
fi ngerprints, forehead 
grease and just about 
anything else disappear. 
No streaks ever! Formulated with non-ionic 
surfactants, specialized molecules that are 100% 
non-toxic and all surface safe, no-reactivity, 100% 
ammonia free and safe to use on tinted windows, 
clear plastic instrument panel lenses, and headlamp 
and taillamp lenses! One gallon mixes with up to 3 
gallons of distilled water to make more product. It’s 
easy to save money! Available in your choice of 16 
oz. spray bottle or professional size gallon jug.
 K89466  16 oz. bottle ..........................   8.99   ea 
 K89467  1 gallon .................................   15.99   ea 

 Full Function Detailing Power Sprayer
Detail your classic car or truck like a pro! Featuring 
heavy duty construction, this full-function power 
atomizer and pump sprayer operates with no noise, no 
electricity and no waste. Features pre-marked measures 
in order to mix products correctly. Can be used with 
any and all OER® Secret Formula sprayable products 
including window cleaners and degreasers. Simply 
fi ll with product, tighten the head, pump it 3 times 
and start detailing. One full bottle will easily detail 
15-20 full size vehicles with zero waste. This sprayer 
system will save you 40-50 minutes when compared 
to traditional detailing spray bottles.
 K89826  atomizer/pump ....................   24.99   ea 
 K89827  replacement nozzle ..............   4.99   ea 

Buy the Kit
and SAVE!
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  OER® TNT Extended Life Tire & Trim Dressing
This unique formula quickly 
penetrates rubber trim and tires to 
hydrate and provide lasting 
protection. TNT Extended 
Life gel by OER® fi nally 
delivers on that promise. 
Simply wipe on using a 
pad and TNT gel restores 
the look of faded tires, 
trim, bumpers, seals and 
weatherstrip. What’s more, 
OER® TNT gel lasts for 
many months, not days. 
Our exclusive no-streak, 
no-run and non-drip 
formula works to repel water and detergents and 
helps keep tire walls hydrated and supple as well 
as looking brand spanking new. Prepare your trim 
for a product unlike any other. A true premium trim 
restorer and protectant, that will not drip, dry out or 
destroy surfaces. Provides unmatched durability, ease 
of application and a superior “new look” shine that 
lasts through numerous washes. Non-greasy, non-
tacky and simply amazing.
 K89616  32 oz. bottle ..............................   19.99   ea 
 K89617  1 gallon .....................................   32.99   ea 

  OER® Premium Metal Polish & Sealant
OER® Extreme Shine Metal Polish & 
Sealant cuts through layers of dulling 
oxides to restore a wet-mirror like 
fi nish that outshines chrome. This 
outstanding polish makes chrome, 
copper, brass, aluminum, stainless 
steel and other metalwork gleam 
and look their absolute best. Spreads 
on with ease, buffs off with little 
effort. Great for oxidized metals 
and even light rust. Can be easily 
applied in the shade or sun. Leaves 
virtually no smear, dust or powder. 
The most innovative metal polish 
ever. A 3-step product in one, this 
diminishing metal polish cuts fast, 
cleans like no other, shines like a 
mirror and protects like a sealant. 
Utilizing friction and heat OER® Extreme Shine 
Metal Polish cleans, restores, revives and polishes. 
Friction generates heat that allows the product to 
break down into a micro-fi ne polish that leaves the 
surface shining like a mirror. During the fi nal phase, 
it breaks down to release the durable protective 
sealant that bonds to metal surfaces reducing 
corrosion and prolonging shine. Use by hand with a 
polisher or with your polish ball and drill.
 K89483  16 oz. bottle ..........................   17.99   ea 

  OER® Acid Free Wheel And Tire Cleaner
Spray on and rinse off! 
Easily removes deposits of 
brake dust, grease, and road 
grime from wheels. Safe 
for clear coated, painted, 
and polished fi nishes. This 
strong non-acid formula 
is fortifi ed with a citrus 
cleaning agent. This is 
an industrial strength 1:1 
concentrate. Dilute with 
water as needed. Long 
time accumulations of 
brake dust may need light 
agitation with a soft brush. 
Unlike many alternative products, 
OER® Acid Free Wheel Cleaner dissolves grime and 
brake dust without damaging your chrome and alloy 
wheels. Non-acidic, spray-on wipe-off formula with 
no scrubbing necessary and no harsh scent.
 K89614  32 oz. bottle ...........................   12.99   ea 
 K89615  1 gallon ..................................   19.99   ea 

 OER® Secret Formula Wheel And Tire Care
Over the years, OER® has become the name that you 
have come to trust for quality restoration products. 
We are dedicated to bringing our valued customers the 
absolute best products our industry has to offer. When 
it comes to car care, our “Secret Formula” products 
are no exception! We know you have a lot invested in 
your classic car, so we have formulated products that 
not only perform at a level unmatched by any other 
brand, but a formula that keeps your investment in 
mind. Our formulas are engineered not only to keep 
your pride and joy looking good, but also to protect 
your vehicle's delicate surfaces from the elements 
without the use of harsh damaging chemicals.

 Secret Weapon Polish Ball
The Secret Weapon Polish Ball bends and compresses 
enabling it to fi t into tight spaces and make the cleaning 
and polishing of diffi cult, hard to reach areas like 
wheels, rims and other metal work much easier. Can 
be attached to any hand held drill or drill-like device 
for fast and superior cleaning and polishing. Great 
for cleaning and buffi ng small items like mirrors, 
headlight lenses and trim parts. Spaceage Dura-foam 
and fi ber-soft materials make it the most durable tool 
of its kind. Comes in your choice of two sizes, a 2.5-
inch, 3.5-inch, or 4.5-inch ball. Ideal for use with your 
favorite wax, polish, wheel product or compound.
 K89490  2.5 inch polish ball ..............   26.99   ea 
 K89491  3.5 inch polish ball ..............   28.99   ea 
 K89498  4.5 inch polish ball ..............   29.99   ea 

HD Bottles with Chemical Resistant Sprayers
K89493 package of three 16 oz. bottles   13.99  pk
K89494 package of three 32 oz. bottles   16.99  pk
“Ketchup” 12 oz. Bottle
 K89825  12 oz. “ketchup” bottle ............  2.99   ea 

K89493 K89492K89825K89494 K89496

 Professional Detailing Supplies
Professional detailing supplies for the automotive enthusiast. Now you can buy your favorite products in bulk 
1 gallon sizes and refi ll your own professional grade heavy-duty spray bottles! Sprayers are made of Viton® for 
superior chemical resistance. The adjustable nozzle sprays from a fi ne mist to a jet stream. Long lasting durability 
only available from a professional grade sprayer.

K89495

“Ketchup” Top for Squeeze Bottle (38/400 Thread)
K89492 package of three .......................  4.99  pk
Hand Pump for One Gallon Bottle
 K89496  professional pump ...................  4.99   ea 
Chemical Resistant Industrial Trigger Sprayer
 K89495  for 16 oz. or 32 oz. bottle ........  2.99   ea 

OER® Secret Formula Wheel Wax
OER® Secret Formula Wheel 
Wax is formulated to safely 
and effortlessly clean, shine, 
protect and prolong all types 
of wheels and wheel fi nishes. 
Wheel Wax delivers a high 
gloss durable wet shine fi nish 
on all chrome, aluminum, 
stainless, powder coated, and even painted wheels. 
Clean, polish, shine, protect and prolong in one 
easy step. Extremely easy to use and apply, utilizing 
accurate micro-size synthetic beads that gently and 
effortlessly lift and polish away oxidation and road 
fi lm from wheels to guarantee a scratch free perfect 
surface. Wheel Wax not only enhances shine, it 
protects your investment. Harmful degreasers 
and acids can damage wheels reducing shine and 
causing premature oxidation and deterioration 
of wheel. Wheel Wax is an acrylic sealant that 
bonds instantly to protect against brake dust, heat, 
acid raid, water spots, airborne fallout and road 
contaminants.
K89486 8 oz. jar ..................................   16.99   ea 

OER® “Secret Formula” Wheel And Tire Care
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 MOTHERS® - High Performance Car Care Products

California Gold Sealer And Glaze
Enjoy the ultimate 
brilliance of a show car 
shine on all paint types 
and colors including 
clear coats, blacks, 
reds and candies. Fills 
and hides scratches, 
swirl marks and spider 
webbing. Formulated 
to achieve spectacular, 
professional results by 
hand or with a buffer. 
Will not streak, smear or fi ngerprint 
and may be used over existing wax. 
 M08100  16 fl . oz. ............  7.99   ea 

Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaner is a must for 
removing stubborn dirt 
and stains from velour, 
vinyl, cloth, carpets 
and sheepskin covers. 
Safe and effective on all 
automotive fabrics, yet 
works great for home 
use too. This special 
formula is designed 
to get out some of the 
toughest dirt you’ll fi nd. 
Even works great on 
grease, gum and stains 
caused from mud. 
 M05422  22 fl . oz. ............  7.99   ea 

California Gold Carnauba 
Cleaner Wax
The alternative to paste 
wax is this terrifi c 
liquid wax with cleaner. 
It contains Brazilian 
carnauba for spectacular 
shine and state-of-the-art 
chemical fi lm formers 
to lock in durable 
protection. Great for all 
paints. Restores color, 
removes oxidation and 
is detergent resistant. Safe for clear 
coats too. 
 M05701  16 fl . oz. ..........  7.99   ea 

California Gold Original Formula 
Paste Wax
Genuine Brazilian 
carnauba wax 
combined with 
cleaners is the secret 
to a superb shine and 
incredible protection. Original formula 
is created with carnauba wax, top of 
the line cleaners, the highest quality 
polishes and fi nish restorers. Works 
great on cars, trucks, motorcycles and 
airplanes. Is safe for clear coats. Gives 
the shine you would expect from a 
paste wax and is easy to use. 
 M05500  12 fl . oz. ..........  12.99   ea 

California Gold Natural Formula 
Paste Wax
This natural formula 
wax contains 
carnauba wax and 
just enough modern 
chemistry to let you 
easily apply it, remove the light haze 
and enjoy the most spectacular shine 
you will ever experience. For a truly 
brilliant shine, accept no substitute. 
 M05550  12 oz. paste .....  19.99   ea 

California Gold Car Wash
Cleans and shines like 
only Mothers® can. This 
ultra sudsy car wash 
contains detergent strong 
enough to wash away 
dirt, road fi lm, bugs, 
bird droppings and other 
contaminants, yet its 
exclusive PH balanced 
formula will not remove 
wax and resists water spotting.
 M05600  16 oz. ....................  4.99   ea 
 M05632  32 oz. economy size   6.99   ea 

California Gold Clay Bar Set
The clay bar system has been a closely 
guarded secret of professional detailers 
for many years. Until now they have 
had nearly exclusive access to this 
technology. Now Mothers® makes it 
available to you so you can gain the 
benefi ts of the system, saving time and 
money. Everything you need is included 
in this box: one 80 gram Mothers® 
California Gold Clay Bar (enough to save 
at least three average sized cars), one 16 
oz. bottle of California Gold® Showtime® 
Instant Detailer (clay bar lubricant) and 
one 4 ounce bottle of California Gold® 
Original Formula Liquid Carnauba Wax 
to provide long lasting protection.
 M07240   .........................  21.99   set 

California Gold Pre-Wax Cleaner
Cleans like only 
Mothers® can. See 
incredible results 
on clear coat paints, 
lacquers, enamels, 
pearls, candies, 
urethanes and all other 
paint types. Prepares 
paint for waxing or 
glazing by removing 
oxidation, dirt, stains 
and old wax. Restore 
color and luster to your 
paint with Mothers pre-wax cleaner.
 M07100  16 fl . oz. ............  5.99   ea 

Preserves Protectant
Provides preservation 
and protection 
for 30 days. This 
unique formula penetrates 
and bonds to block out 
the harmful effects 
of ultraviolet rays, 
ozone, smog and 
contaminants to 
protect, rubber, 
vinyl, plastic and 
fi berglass. It beautifi es 
and protects tires, 
bumpers, vinyl tops, 
dash boards, window 
trim, seats, household items, sporting 
goods and just about everything else.
 M05316  16 fl . oz. ..........  8.99   ea 

Chrome & Glass 
Cleaner/Protector
Ideal for cleaning 
and protecting 
windows, mirrors, 
bumpers, wheels and 
chrome trim. Leaves 
surfaces clean and 
streak free. Unique 
protecting agents 
resist smears and 
fi ngerprints. 
 M05208  12 fl . oz. .............  5.99   ea 

Regular Formula Wheel Mist
Rusty rims? Oxidized 
bumpers? Don’t 
worry Mothers will 
clean it up for you. 
The original, one step 
wire and mag wheel 
cleaner, formulated for 
chrome and rough 
cast aluminum. No 
scrubbing or elbow 
grease needed. Simply 
spray on and hose 
off dirt, oxidation, 
rust and brake dust 
for the best shine and 
the ultimate sparkle. 
Works great on 
chrome bumpers, side pipes or any 
hard to clean bright metal surface. 
 M05824  24 fl . oz. ............  6.99   ea 

Mothers® Back-to-Black
Renews and protects all 
exterior trim. Perfect 
for all vinyl, rubber, 
plastic, fl at fi nishes, 
yet surfaces need not 
be black to achieve 
superior results. Works 
incredibly well on both 
smooth and textured 
surfaces, bumpers, 
protective and 
decorative moldings, 
louvers, air vents, 
window trim and wiper 
arms. After applying, 
surfaces look new again and will be 
protected against further oxidation 
or deterioration caused by harsh 
elements. To get back to beauty, get 
Back-to-Black.
 M06108  8 fl . oz. .............  6.99   ea 

Mothers® Mag & Aluminum Polish
Mothers® secret 
formula is world 
renowned for 
providing the 
easiest, brightest 
shine for aluminum 
wheels, manifolds, 
valve covers, brass trim, all alloy 
parts and accessories. Tough enough 
to tackle the most neglected metals, 
yet gentle enough to use every day.
 M05100  5 oz. .......................   5.99   ea 
 M05101  10 oz. economy size   8.99   ea 

Mothers® PowerBall
Mothers PowerBall 
is the fi rst foam 
polishing tool 
designed to 
revitalize billet, 
diamond plate, 
polished aluminum, 
stainless steel, plastic lenses, 
convertible top windows and much 
more. When used with Mothers®

PowerMetal polish, the power ball 
is ideal for any uncoated, polishable 
metal fi nish. Its unique and durable 
construction compresses to fi t 
tight spaces, so polishing diffi cult, 
intricate metal work to a mirror like 
fi nish is fast and easy.
 M05140  PowerBall .......  29.99   ea 

California Gold Natural Formula 
Liquid Wax
This natural formula wax 
contains carnauba wax 
and just enough modern 
chemistry to let you 
easily apply it, remove 
the light haze and enjoy 
the most spectacular shine 
you will ever experience. 
For a truly brilliant shine, 
accept no substitute. 
 M05750  16 fl . oz. ..........  11.99   ea 

  Moisture Infusion Gel Cream
LeatherTech 
Moisture 
Infusion 
goes beyond 
conventional 
conditioning 
with 
advanced 
hydration to nourish and protect 
leather surfaces in one simple step. 
Premium conditioners replenish 
natural oils lost to heat and sunlight 
with a moisture lock to prevent 
fading, drying and cracking. Keep 
your leather soft and supple for years 
to come!
 M06310  7 oz. ................  11.99   ea 

  LeatherTech Foaming Wash
LeatherTech 
Foaming Wash 
is an air-infused 
rich lather 
cleansing 
solution that 
penetrates and 
cleans stains 
from even the 
most neglected 
fi nished 
leather and 
vinyl surfaces. 
Glycerin-
enriched micro-
emulsion provides moisture balance 
while encapsulating agents lift away 
dirt and debris, leaving your leather 
clean and ready for conditioning.
 M06410  8 oz. .................  6.99   ea 
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Buffi ng/Polishing Pad Washer
One of the biggest problems with buffi ng/polishing pads today lies in the backing 
pad and its likeliness to tear off of the pad.  The major cause of this is from hand 
washing your polishing pads. The backing pad gets wet, over saturating the foam. 
The universal pad washer keeps the backing pads dry and extends the life of your 
pads. The washer works with all common types of rotary buffers, dual action 
polishers, drills, and air tools used for buffi ng and polishing. Your pads, buffi ng 
bonnets, polishing tools and accessories clean up so well you’ll think they’re new! 
Condition, clean, and dry all in one system. The washer extracts contaminants trapped 
deep inside your buffi ng pads. O-ring seal lid provides water tight portability. Wash 
and dry in under 30 seconds!
K89747  .........................................................................................  134.99   ea 

Detailing Cart With Provision For Bucket
The universal detail cart organizes all of your most commonly used detailing products 
and makes them mobile! Store your compounds, polishes, sealants, waxes, cleaners, 
brushes, pads, towels and polishers. It also features a built in cutout for holding 
your wash bucket or pad washer. Overall Dimensions: 24" wide x 18" long x 40" 
high. Shelf clearance is 12".
Note: Cart only. Bucket and products are sold separately.
 K89749   .........................................................................................  189.99   ea 

Spring loaded Grit Guard 
insert pumps water into 
the pad, and eliminates 

the need for manual 
adjustment

Grit Guard insert helps to 
clean the pad

Built-in cutout 
holds your wash 

bucket or pad 
washer

 Powerful Dual-Purpose Vacuum/Blowers
The Vac ‘N’ Blo® is an industrial-type 200 MPH indoor/outdoor Vacuum Cleaner/Blower 
combination together in one portable lightweight unit. The original model features a 
powerful 4.0 peak horsepower motor, and comes complete with two 20" extension 
wands, Powerizer™ Air Maximizer, permanent cloth bag, and 2-year manufacturer’s 
limited motor warranty. The Vac ‘N’ Blo® Jr. models include 1/2 horsepower motor, one 
20” extension wand, and fi ve extra reusable/disposable paper bags. Choose from 110 
volt (household current) or 12 volt (cigarette lighter) power source. All models feature 
rugged steel construction, baked enamel fi nish, fl exible hose, Pik-All nozzle, Magic 
Air™ infl ator adapter, dust brush, crevice tool, and shoulder strap.
 MV101  Vac ‘N’ Blo vacuum/power blower .........................  219.99   ea 
 MV102A  Vac ‘N’ Blo Jr. 110 volt (household) ...........................  84.99   ea 
 MV102B  Vac ‘N’ Blo Jr. 12 volt (cigarette lighter) ....................  89.99   ea 

MV101

 Grit Guard Basic Wash System
The basic wash system includes a black pail with a yellow sealing lid and a Grit 
Guard insert. This unique wash bucket provides a convenient way to store or transport 
all of your car cleaning supplies while doubling as an extremely effective fi nish 
protecting wash tool. The Grit Guard insert sits in the bottom of the pail to extract 
particles and contaminants from mitts and brushes. Gravity causes sand and dirt 
to settle below the guard so the wash water stays clean and scratch-free. Available 
in 3.5 or 5 gallon size.
 K89740  3.5 gallon ...........................................................................   28.99   ea 
 K89741  5 gallon ..............................................................................   32.99   ea 

 Grit Guard Deluxe Wash Bucket Sets
This superb washing system features a Grit Guard insert, a heavy-duty bucket, a seat 
cushion and a dolly that turns the washing system into a rolling stool, so you can 
sit down and detail your car comfortably. Five heavy-duty smooth rolling casters 
roll over cracks without tipping. Two locking casters hold your washing system 
in place while working on inclines. The convenient spin-on lid creates a perfectly 
sealed storage compartment for all of your favorite cleaning supplies. Supports up 
to 250 pounds.
Deluxe Washing System
 K89742  3.5 gal. black pail with yellow top.....................................   64.99   set 
 K89743  5 gal. yellow pail with black top........................................   67.99   set 
Individual Components
 K89744  Grit Guard insert ................................................................   9.99   ea 
 K89745  5 caster dolly ......................................................................   34.99   ea 
 K89746  cushion/kneeling pad .........................................................   9.99   ea 
 K89750  Gamma seal lid ..................................................................   11.99   ea 
 K89751  5 gal. yellow pail with black insert .....................................   26.99   ea 

K89741

Grit Guard insert 
keeps the wash water 

clean and scratch-free!

K89743

K89750

 Dual Wash Bucket System
The ultimate solution for paint protection! The system includes: two dollies, two 
Grit Guard inserts, two sealing lids, a dual-bucket connector plate and a seat 
cushion.The idea behind a two bucket wash is simple: two buckets means double 
the protection from swirl marks and scratches. With a designated rinse bucket, all 
the dirt and grime from your vehicle stays out of the clean, soap-fi lled wash bucket 
and off your prized possessions. When you’re done washing your vehicle, you’ll be 
amazed at the difference between the water in the rinse bucket and the wash bucket.
 K89748  5 gal. dual wash ...............................................................   134.99   set 

K89748
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 The Kreepstool
The Kreepstool is manufactured from brite dip anodized aircraft aluminum, and features 
premium extruded aluminum wheels for easily moving around the job. Under the seat 
is a large area for tools along with a smaller bin for bolts, screws, etc. Includes soft 
yet durable pads for hours of consecutive use while staying comfortible.
14660  .........................................................................................  174.99   ea 

 Speed And Comfort For A Demanding Job!
 This seat provides support while taking pressure off knees, ankles 
and toes. The wheels allow you to move freely, and the fl oating 
kneepads allow your knees to rest. Attached is a 7" x 15" 
removable tray for holding tools, fasteners, small 
parts, etc. Weighing only 8 lbs, manufactured 
from 1/8" thick industrial strength aluminum. The 
comfortable webspring seat is covered with a soft 
leather-like cover and adjusts vertically 11.5" to 
15.5" in height. It also adjusts 3" horizontally and 
tilts. 1-year manufacturer’s limited warranty.
 X99115   .........................................................................................  197.99   ea 

 Protection For Your Garage Floor
The Clean Park Mat catches all of the fl uids and debris that falls off your vehicle 
while it is parked. Made of heavy-duty 20mil vinyl with raised plastic edges, it can 
prevent gallons of liquid from spreading onto the garage fl oor. 
 ACP115  7-1/2' x 16' .......................................................................  182.99   ea 
 ACP116  7-1/2' x 18' .......................................................................  195.99   ea 
 ACP117  7-1/2' x 20' .......................................................................  207.99   ea 

 Garage Laser Park
Laser shines onto your vehicle to precisely guide you to the correct spot. Helps 
prevent damage to your car and your garage. Easy installation. Simply attach to your 
garage ceiling with included hook-and-loop tape or screws. No wiring necessary. 
Automatically activates when your vehicle enters the garage. Powered by 110 Volt 
AC adapter (included). Park your car in the garage in the same spot every time!
 37310  1 Laser Park .....................................................................  29.99   ea 
 37312  2 Laser Park .....................................................................  39.99   ea 

 Accessories For The Ultimate Car Garage!

 Power Automotive Waxer
This lightweight, rechargeable buffer/waxer features a built-in liquid wax pump 
and reservoir for effortless waxing and polishing. Runs for one hour on a single 
charge. Includes three 10" machine washable buffi ng pads, two waxing pads and 
one fi ne polishing pad. 
 800669  waxer/buffer .....................................................................   55.99   ea 

  Magnetic Door Guard
The MagGuard is a custom magnetic door guard and is made for use in the car 
owners personal garage or parking area. They are 6 inch by 12 inch and 5/8 inch 
thick with 4 rare earth magnets that do not touch the car surface. The MagGuard 
is made to be modular and you can use as many as you want for any place that is 
steel. The MagGuard will also work over a car cover.
GF301321 ..........................................................................................   22.99   ea 

 2010-15 Jack Pads
Avoid destroying the underside of your vehicle with these unique fl oor jack accessories. 
Designed to slide over the original lifting location, these pieces make it effortless 
to lift your vehicle during repairs or alterations. This premium Magpad jack pad 
comes in a red anodized fi nish with a red “Remove Before Flight” streamer and 
features a magnetic inner edge making them a breeze to use. The mag puck is for 
use on jacks or lifts that do not have a fl at lifting surface.
Important: *Can only be used on fl oor jacks or lifts that have a fl at lifting surface. Purchase 
GF301318 when using a fl oor jack or lift that does not have a fl at lifting surface.
GF301316* convertible – jack pad ......................................................   38.99   ea 
GF301317* coupe – jack pad ...............................................................   38.99   ea 
GF301318 all – mag puck ..................................................................   21.99   ea 

GF301317

GF301318

Rust Prevention Magic
RPM is a revolutionary breakthrough for auto restorer’s who desire to keep their 
metal looking brand new and factory original. This product is a blend of the fi nest 
water-proofi ng polymers known to the automotive industry. It inhibits and protects 
against all forms of oxidation on bare metal components.
RP1001  ...........................................................................................   34.99   ea 

Car Care Products
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 Microfi ber Wash/Polish Mitts And Pads
Chenille microfi ber wash mitts and pads are gentle on your paint and clean great. 
Chenille is a deep-pile, velvety cord made of durable, woolen microfi ber and are 
plush, absorbent, lint-free and 100% scratch free. The “scrubber side” is made 
from a microfi ber mesh great for removing bird or bug mess from non-painted 
surfaces. The cotton wash mitts superior water absorption and retention qualities 
are combined using the right amount of durable fi ber. Microfi ber polish mitt puts 
waxing in your hands easier. This polish mitt will beautify and protect your paint 
or metal surfaces when waxing.
Chenille Microfi ber
 K89811  premium Chenille wash mitt..............................................   7.99   ea 
 K89812  wash mitt with scrubber side .............................................   6.99   ea 
 K89813  wash pad with scrubber side ..............................................   6.99   ea 
Cotton Microfi ber
 TW9X   wash mitt............................................................................   4.99    ea 

  Pick-up Layers Of Dust With One Sweep!
An easy way of keeping your vehicle clean and free of dust, looking like it was just 
washed. It’s specially-treated cotton fi bers lift dust off the surface without scratching 
the paint, even delicate lacquers. The more you use it, the better it works! Regular 
use can signifi cantly reduce the frequency of washings.
 62441   large duster ........................................................................   16.99   ea 
 62443  mini duster .........................................................................   8.99   ea 
62444 buy both dusters and save!.................................................   23.99    set 

62443
(mini duster)

62441
(large duster)

K89808K89805

K89819 K89820

K89821K89810

K89813

K89811
K89812

TW9X

 Monster Microfi ber Towels
Fattest, thickest and most absorbent microfi ber towel. They are durable and silk 
banded for long lasting use with streak and scratch free results every time. 
 K89805  16" x 16" single ................................................................   4.99   ea 
 K89806  16" x 16" 3 pack ...............................................................   13.49   set 
 K89807  17" x 24" single ................................................................   6.99   ea 
 K89808  17" x 24" 3 pack ...............................................................   18.99   set 

Elite Microfi ber Towels
Extra plush, super absorbent, lint-free and 100% scratch-free. The long fi ber side 
works great in quick detail and waterless car wash applications. The short fi ber side 
is great for buffi ng and cleaning windows.
 K89819  16" x 16" single ................................................................   3.99   ea 
 K89820  16" x 16" 3 pack ...............................................................   10.99   set 
 K89824  25" x 36" extra thick ........................................................   12.99   ea 

 Waffl e Weave Towels
Super absorbent, ultra plush, waffl e weave towels. Its unique magnetic charge attracts 
lint and dirt, trapping it in the weave so it will not scratch the surface.
 K89810  26" x 32" each ..................................................................   9.99   ea 
K89821 26" x 32" 3 pack ...............................................................   34.99   set 

 Premium White Cotton Towels
These thick, super absorbent, pre-shrunk combed cotton white towels are 
manufactured from 100% Supima cotton. 
 K89809  25" x 16" dozen .............................................................   24.99   set 

 Power Scrub Drill Brush
Use drill brush with any drill to clean carpet, fabrics, upholstery, seats, wheels and 
much more. The yellow brush has soft bristles and can be used to clean carpet, 
upholstery, fabrics, door panels, wheels and more. The red brush is heavy duty 
with very stiff bristles and is meant for intense scrubbing of hard surfaces. Use it 
to remove heavy grease, grime or loose paint.
 K89817  yellow – light duty ...............................................................  9.99   ea 
 K89818  red – heavy duty ..................................................................  9.99   ea 

attaches to any 
standard drill.

Car Care Products
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 Accessories For The Ultimate Car Garage!

Car Care Products

 Deluxe Professional Detailing Brushes
These deluxe professional detailing brushes are the fi nest on the market. They 
feature ergonomically, soft padded handles and a soft rubber edging surrounding 
the edges on the bristle portion of the brush helps to prevent accidental scratches 
or dings to your vehicle.
Specialty Small Brush Set
BS201 7 piece  .........................................................................   29.99   set 
Body Wash Brush Set
BS202 3 piece 10" handles ......................................................   26.99   set 
BS203 3 piece 20" handles ......................................................   33.99   set 
Buy the Complete Set and Save!
BS204 13 piece brush set ...........................................................   88.99   set 

13 Piece Set Includes:

BS201

BS202

BS203

BS204
complete set

contoured rubber handle 
for comfort and grip

soft rubber edging 
prevents paint dings

• Tire Brush
• Wheel Spoke Brush
• Interior Brush

• Carpet Brush
• Ultra-Soft Body Brush
• Soft Grill/Trim Brush

  NotcHead Shop Grip
The NotcHead Shop Grip handle provides a secure hold on fasteners for polishing, 
grinding, or wire wheeling without damaging the threads. It also holds hand tools 
such as countersinks, taps, and fi les. Handle set includes two collets to fi t 1/4"-3/8" 
hardware (#4-#10 screws). Also available separately is a 1/2" collet that fi ts 7/16"-
1/2" hardware and a nut polishing attachment that fi ts 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8" nuts.
A9200108 NotcHead Shop Grip .......................................................   99.99   set 
A9200109 7/16"-1/2" collet accessory .............................................   39.99   ea 
A9200110 nut polishing attachment .................................................   19.99   kit 

A9200108

A9200110A9200109

 Specialty Brushes
Keep your vehicle shining with these high-quality specialty brushes. Each brush is 
specially designed for the application indicated. 
 TW119  upholstery brush 6" ..............................................................  4.99   ea 
 TW117  tire brush 7" .........................................................................  3.99   ea 
 TW114  wheel/bumper brush 10" ......................................................  4.99   ea 
 TW121  grill/spoke brush 12"............................................................  5.99   ea 
 TW122  grill/spoke brush 16"............................................................  6.99   ea 
 K89497  soft foam wheel/spoke brush ...............................................  9.99   ea 

TW114

TW117

TW119

TW121

 Microfi ber Applicator Pads
Professional grade microfi ber applicator pads are the ideal choice for applying wax, 
sealants, glazes, dressing or your favorite conditioners.
 K89816   .............................................................................................  5.99    pr 

  Extra Large Chamois
Our synthetic chamois is great for detailers or those with large vehicles. This 
synthetic, machine washable chamois glides over surfaces and soaks up water 
without leaving any water residue.
 K89814  natural 31" x 23" ..........................................................   24.99   ea 

 Microfi ber Applicator Pads
These 5" round microfi ber applicator pads make it easy to apply waxes or rubbing 
compounds. Deep penetrating fi bers are lint and streak free. Won’t scratch paint or 
clear coat. They absorb 8 times their own weight in water and hold dust, dirt, grease 
and spills. Simply rinse and reuse. Machine washable.
 K89828   .............................................................................................  2.99   pr 

• Heavy-duty Brush
• Wheel Well Brush
• 10" Handles

• 20" Handles
• Detail Brushes x3

TW122 K89497
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   Specialty Wash Brushes
Keep your vehicle shining with these high-quality specialty brushes. Each brush is 
specially designed to fi t the telescoping handle, sold separately. 
 K89840  standard head, soft bristles.................................................   14.99   ea 
 K89841  tri-head, soft bristles ..........................................................   15.99   ea 
 K89842  wrap-around head, soft bristles ..........................................   16.99   ea 
 K89843  wrap-around head, strong bristles.........................................   16.99   ea 
 K89844  43" - 68" telescoping handle ..............................................   15.99   ea 

K89840 K89843

K89844

K89841

K89852

 Professional Detailing Brushes
These are professional type brushes that will make detailing your classic a little 
easier. They feature heavy-duty, soft or gentle bristles, depending on the cleaning 
job on hand. Handles are made of quality hard plastic to withstand years of use. 
Several sets are available to meet your needs.
Specialty Brush Set
K89852 4 piece  .........................................................................   22.99   set 
Body Wash Brush Set
K89850 3 piece 8" handles ........................................................   18.99   set 
K89851 3 piece 18" handles ......................................................   26.99   set 
Buy the Complete Set and Save!
K89853 10 piece brush set ...........................................................   68.99   set 

• Tire Brush
• Wheel Spoke Brush

10 Piece Set Includes:
• Interior Brush
• Heavy-duty Brush

 Quick And Effortless Drying
The Ezi Dry squeegee is a revolutionary tool designed for quick and effortless drying 
of your car. The twin blade, fl exible-head contours to any surface. Comfortable non-
slip grip makes it easy to dry large areas. 
 C800504  12" x 10.3" ...........................................................................  9.99   ea 

 Auto Wash Stick
The Auto Wash Stick is the fastest and easiest way to wash your vehicle. Cleaning 
solution is pulled into stick by submersing in bucket and then pulling back on handle. 
Dispense solution as needed by pushing forward as you wash. 
 C800477  extends to 4' long ...............................................................   19.99   ea 

 Protect Your Wheels From Harmful Overspray
The RIM PRO™ wheel-protector is foldable and comes with a handy pouch for 
easy storage and accessibility. Hand washable. Available in 13", 14", 16" and 18" 
sizes, buy one for each of your vehicles.
RM1001 specify size ..........................................................................  9.99   ea 

 The Jerry Blade
The Jerry Blade sweeps away water droplets faster than a cloth or a sponge. Soft 
silicone material fl exes to follow contours without scratching. Also ideal for use 
around the home on windows or glass surfaces. 
 K89829  2-1/2" x 12" .........................................................................  9.99   ea 

 Industrial Grade Fire Hose Nozzle
Control your spray pattern and pressure with this industrial grade fi re hose nozzle. 
This nozzle works just like those used by fi re departments. Manufactured of heavy-
duty, anodized aluminum and features a protective rubber bumper. 
 K89815   ...........................................................................................   12.99   ea 

K89850

K89842

• Soft Wash Brush
• Gentle Grill/Trim Brush

• 8" Handles
• 18" Handles

K89851
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  Get Genuine GM Performance with these GMPP Crate Engines

   LS9 6.2L/638HP Supercharged Engine
The Corvette ZR1 LS9 6.2L engine in a fully-dressed crate engine package! The 
LS9's lightweight reciprocating mass, sixth generation supercharger and high-fl ow 
cylinder heads combine to provide 638 horsepower at 6500 RPM with a neck-breaking 
604 ft-lbs of torque, making it the most powerful standard production motor GM 
has ever produced. Includes a 14" manual transmission fl ywheel. Crankshaft has 
unique 9 bolt fl ywheel mounting pattern. Does NOT include: ECU, wiring harness, 
accessory drive system, intercooler pump or water tank, or heat exchangers. May 
require an adapter for use with some transmissions. Requires an external oil tank 
for the dry sump oiling system.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. This engine is intended for installation in pre 1976 non-
pollution controlled vehicles or for off-road use. 
Shipped truck freight. 

Specifi cations
HP: 638
Torque: 604
Engine Type: LS series gen IV small block V8
Displacement: 6.2L (376ci)
Block: cast aluminum with 6 bolt cross bolted main caps
Crankshaft: forged steel 9 bolt fl ange
Bore/Stroke: 4.065 x 3.622
Rods: forged titanium 
Pistons: forged aluminum
Camshaft Type: hydraulic roller
Camshaft Lift: .562 in x .558 ex
Camshaft Duration @ .050: 211 in x 230 ex
Cylinder Heads: aluminum L92 port style
Chamber Size: 68cc
Valve Size: 2.160 in x 1.590 ex
Compression Ratio: 9.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.7:1 investment cast, roller trunnion
Reluctor Wheel: 58X
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Balanced: internal
Max RPM: 6600
Warranty: 24-month or 50,000 miles

 G25010  LS9/6.2L ....................................................................  22,119.99   ea 

  LS9 6.2L Accessory Drive System
Front engine accessory drive 
system for the 6.2L LS9 
engine. The drive system 
assembly comes with: 
alternator power steering 
pump, power steering reservoir 
and AC compressor along with 
all brackets, bolts, tensioners, 
pulleys, belts. Instructions are 
included. 
Important: Set includes an 
alternator bracket which is pre 
installed and bolted behind the 
water pump on crate engines 
Note: Special order, prepaid only. 
 G25017  LS9 accessory drive set .................................................  1899.99   set 

   LSA 6.2L/556HP Supercharged Engine
The supercharged 6.2L LSA engine from the Cadillac CTS-V and Camaro ZL1 in a 
fully dressed crate engine package! This cousin of the Corvette LS9 produces 556 
horsepower at 6100 RPM with 551 lbs of torque at 3800 RPM. It’s a rare engine 
that offers smooth and well-balanced performance. Includes 14" dual-mass manual 
transmission fl ywheel. Does NOT include: ECU, wiring harness, accessory drive 
system, intercooler pump or water tank, or heat exchangers. May require an adapter 
for use with some transmissions.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. This engine is intended for installation in pre-1976 non-
pollution controlled vehicles or for off-road use.  
Shipped truck freight. 

Specifi cations:
HP: 556
Torque: 551
Engine Type: LS series gen IV small block V8
Displacement: 6.2L (376ci)
Block: cast aluminum with 6 bolt cross bolted main caps
Crankshaft: forged steel 8 bolt fl ange
Bore/Stroke: 4.065 x 3.622
Rods: powdered metal 
Pistons: hypereutectic aluminum
Camshaft Type: hydraulic roller
Camshaft Lift: .492 in x .480 ex
Camshaft Duration @ .050: 198 in x 216 ex
Cylinder Heads: aluminum L92 port style
Chamber Size: 68cc
Valve Size: 2.160 in x 1.590 ex
Compression Ratio: 9.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.7:1 investment cast, roller trunnion
Reluctor Wheel: 58X
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Balanced: internal
Max RPM: 6600
Warranty: 24-month or 50,000 miles

 G25011  LSA/6.2L ....................................................................  12,439.99   ea 

 LSA 6.2L Accessory Drive System
Front engine accessory drive system for the 6.2L CTS-V LSA engine without AC. The 
drive system assembly comes with alternator, power steering pump, brackets, bolts, 
tensioners, pulleys, and belts. Includes instructions. AC add-on kit sold separately 
and includes mounting bracket, belt, AC compressor, hardware and instructions.
Note: Special order, prepaid only.
 G25012  LSA accessory drive set ...............................................  994.99   set 
 G25013  LSA AC add-on kit.......................................................  329.99   set 

LSA 6.2L Engine Controller Set
This engine control set contains the wiring and electronics needed to run a 6.2L LSA 
engine. The set includes: oxygen sensors, weld-in sensor bosses, MAF sensor, MAF 
mounting boss, electronic accelerator pedal assembly, fuse box, harness, engine 
control module, sensors and instructions. The controller set is a stand alone system 
designed for installation in older vehicles, not a replacement system for new vehicles.
Important: Engine controller is intended for installation in pre 1976 nonpollution controlled 
vehicles or for off-road use. 
Note: Special order, prepaid only.  
 G25014  LSA engine controller set ............................................  1529.99   set 

LS9 Intercooler Fluid Pump
This factory engineered mechanical pump circulates coolant between the intercooler 
on top of the supercharger and heat exchanger for 6.2L LS9 engines. It can also 
be installed with any forced induction system that uses a liquid to air intercooler.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. 
 G25015  LS9 intercooler fl uid pump .............................................  249.99   ea 

LSA Intercooler Fluid Pump
This factory-engineered mechanical pump circulates coolant between the intercooler 
on top of the supercharger and heat exchanger for 6.2L LSA engines. It can also 
be installed with any forced induction system that uses a liquid to air intercooler.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. 
 G25015  LSA intercooler fl uid pump ..........................................  249.99   ea 

GMPP Crate Engines
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2010-14 Magna Charger Superchargers
Rule the streets! This set includes a cast aluminum intake manifold, intercooler 
core, coolant circulation pump, heat exchanger, high capacity fuel injectors, fuel 
rails and hardware. Designed for easy installation, factory “push-lock connectors” 
are utilized in the fuel system. This bad boy makes a real world 492 rear wheel 
HP, and 455 ft. lbs of rear wheel torque! The handheld computer programmer 
communicates with the factory ECU for proper calibration of the supercharger system. 
This system belts out 492 RWHP thanks to a front inlet MP2300 TVS supercharger 
with integral bypass valve, a patented cast aluminum intake manifold that replaces 
factory composite unit and features the latest in intercooler airfl ow technology. The 
Supercharger’s 180 degrees of rotation provides straight airfl ow path for maximum 
power and effi ciency and the internal bypass valve virtually eliminates parasitic 
loss and delivers a proven 30 to 66% increase in real world “under the curve” 
power. Fuel system includes new injectors, extruded aluminum fuel rails, factory 
push-lock connectors and fuel regulator adaptor. Computer programmer re-fl ashes 
factory ECU, spark and fuel calibration, transmission shift points, line pressure and 
torque converter strategies are optimized to manage increased torque, horsepower 
and mileage. Standard 3-year limited warranty.
Note: Special rate shipping applies.
GF71000 2010-14 black ..........................................................  7299.99   set 

Get The Most Horsepower Per Dollar With a Supercharger!

 LSA Supercharger
Add horsepower to any LS engine with rectangular port L92 style heads! This is the 
same 1.9L supercharger on the 6.2L LSA engine found in the CTS-V and Camaro 
ZL1 with a slightly different intercooler cover. A pair of Eaton four lobe high helix 
rotors makes this unit extremely effi cient at lower rpm but sustains the output into 
high RPM. On a 6.2L engine it produces about 9 lbs of boost but boost pressure 
may vary with engine displacement and compression ratio. This set includes: 
intake, fuel injectors, cast cover, intercooler, front pulley, throttle body, and gasket 
set. Installation requires proper tuning of the vehicle computer system along and a 
high pressure, high volume fuel pump. Intercooler requires a liquid cooling system 
consisting of a heat exchanger, a coolant tank and a coolant pump.
Important: This product may not be legal for highway use in all 50 states. 
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped double oversized.
 G25018  LSA Supercharger set ...................................................  7439.99   set 

OS2

Superchargers

 2010-15 SLP TVS-2300 V8 Camaro Supercharger
The SLP Stage 1 supercharger kit is now available for the 2010-15 6.2L V8 Camaro 
SS and 1LE models. Utilizing 91 octane pump gas, stock exhaust manifolds, stock 
catalytic converters, and the factory air box, this package is designed to increase 
power and effi ciency. Boosts power to 575 HP (426 HP Stock) on the LS3 engine with 
manual transmission and 550 HP (400 HP Stock) on the L99 engine with automatic 
transmission. Each system includes a large intercooler, oversized low temperature 
radiator, high-fl ow intercooler pump, degas bottle, and a new belt tensioner with 
higher tension and greater travel (compared to stock).
Important: Approved for sale or use in the state of California or other states that require 
CARB E.O. #D187-21. Convertible models require permanent removal of front brace for 
proper fi tment of intercooler. Vehicles equipped with the optional 1LE package will require 
the removal & relocation of the oil separator on the passenger rocker cover.
Note: If installed on L99 engines (automatic transmission Camaro engine), the installer 
will need to verify which DOD (Displacement-On-Demand) valley plate was installed at the 
factory. GM used two different styles of DOD plates during production. The SLP 92000A 
kit was designed to fi t all LS3 engines, but only one style of L99 valley plate. (GM part# 
12571609).If being installed on a 2014-15 Camaro, SLP Hood Heat Extractor 
must be purchased separately (GF6462). Shipped overweight.
92000A 2010-15 CARB legal supercharger .........................  6595.99   kit 

Take your Camaro 
SS to the next level 
of performance with 
an Edelbrock E-Force 
Supercharger! This 
supercharger set is 
exclusively tailored for 
the 2010-17 Camaro SS 
and will allow you to 
boost your performance 
to a whole new level. Each 
supercharger kit is based on an 
Eaton TVS rotor assembly and features 12" long intake runners for maximum 
low end torque, compact design to fi t under the stock hood, and has a self 
contained oiling system with 100,000-mile service intervals (no drilling or 
plumbing required). Convertible models require the use of convertible brace and 
vehicles with active fuel management require an AFM valley plate, each sold 
separately.
Important: Emissions legal in all 50 states.
Note: Special rate shipping applies. E-Force systems part #1591 and #1592 feature a low 
profi le top for use with 2014-15 models to accommodate the vent on the factory hood.
Supercharger Stage 1 Street Systems
E1598B 2010-13 automatic transmission ............................  7194.99   set 
E1598A 2010-13 manual transmission ................................  7274.99   set 
E1591 2010-15 auto trans (low profi le top) ......................  7365.99   set 
E1592 2010-15 manual trans (low profi le top) .................  7355.99   set 
E1593 2016-17 automatic transmission ............................  7499.99   set 
E1594 2016-17 manual transmission ................................  7399.99   set 
E1603 2011-13 convertible brace .....................................  259.99   set 
E1604 2010-15 AFM valley plate .....................................  214.99   set 

SPECIALSPECIAL
SHIPPING!SHIPPING!

2010-17  Edelbrock E-Force Superchargers

• Direct drive rotor pack eliminates the need for a jackshaft, 
 extra bearings, extra pulley and rear belt
• Intake manifold ports are port-matched (designed into casting) 
 to the cylinder head ports for greater air fl ow
• Includes plug and play wire harnesses, pre-bent and pre-cut hoses
• New 2 BAR map sensor allows more accurate fuel delivery 
 under boost conditions
• Intercooled with high fl ow circulating pump and larger capacity 
 coolant reservoir
• 5-bolt pulley mounting system
• Includes hand-held touch-screen programmer
• SLP’s Camaro supercharger uses Eaton’s TVS 2300 series 
 rotor packs

E1591
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GF521019A GF521015

Shown with front pulley 
cover removed

2012-2015 ZL1 Supercharger Pulley Upgrade And Isolator
Replace the stock LSA supercharger pulley on your 2012-15 ZL1 with a Metco 
Motorsports’ precision-made overdrive pulley. These overdrive pulleys make up to 
2-5 pounds of additional boost for more horsepower and torque. Pulley is a three piece 
design featuring a CNC-machined nickle plated steel pulley hub, interchangeable 
aluminum ring and front pulley cover. The pulley ring and front cover are black-
anodized for long lasting surface protection. The rear of the pulley hub incorporates 
the same raised fl ange as original, while the front cover is machined to accept the 
original plastic pulley cap (not included) for a completely stock appearance. No 
pinning or drilling is required for installation.
Important: †For proper installation, the upper portion of the supercharger must be removed 
and the blower snout separated from the case. A pulley tool can be used to remove the 
original hub, but a press is required for the installation of the replacement hub. 
†As part of this upgrade, we highly recommend replacing the original supercharger 
isolator if your vehicle is still equipped with the problematic spring-loaded unit. See part 
#GF521015.
Note: *A shorter supercharger belt is necessary when the 2.50" or 2.40" overdrive 
supercharger pulley is installed. Please refer to the supercharger belt guide regarding pulley 
combos, corresponding belt lengths and belt part numbers. 2.85" pulley will accept factory 
length belt.
GF521019A† 2012-15 2.85" aprox. 2-3 lbs additional boost ..  169.99   ea 
GF521019B†* 2012-15 2.50" aprox. 3-4 lbs additional boost ..  169.99   ea 
GF521019C†* 2012-15 2.40" aprox. 4-5 lbs additional boost ..  169.99   ea 

2012-15 ZL1 Solid Supercharger Isolator
Metco Motorsports’ 2012-15 ZL1 solid supercharger isolator is precision machined 
from a solid piece of high grade thermoplastic and installs as a direct replacement 
for the original. The supercharger isolator is part of the supercharger drive assembly 
and is located inside the supercharger snout. The original isolator as installed at 
the factory contains a spring mechanism that is notorious for noise and a short 
service life. The spring in the original isolator wears a groove into the supercharger 
shaft, creating debris that will eventually cause the shaft seal to fail. This new and 
improved design helps prevent the issues that plague the original unit. We highly 
recommend replacing the original isolator with this upgraded unit when an overdrive 
supercharger pulley is installed.
Note: Vehicles included in GM’s supercharger recall (and vehicles with build dates 4Q 2014 
and later) should already be fi tted with a solid isolator. Check with your dealer for details.
GF521015 2012-15 ZL1 ..........................................................   64.99   ea 

2012-15 LSA Supercharger Belt Guide
Replacement 2012-15 Camaro ZL1 supercharger belts for the LSA motor. Gates 
Greenline HD belts feature a distinct green overcord built specifi cally for more 
durability and longer life on heavy-duty drives. Belts available in a variety of 
different lengths to fi t most of the popular pulley combinations. Please refer to the 
belt chart for assistance in choosing the proper belt length.
Notes: *To provide the necessary clearance, 9.10", 9.55", 10.00", and 10.50" crank pulley 
rings require a reduced diameter (50mm) crank idler pulley, part #GF521016.
†9.55", 10.00" and 10.50" crank pulley rings also require the crank idler pulley relocation 
bracket, part #GF521017.
†Exceeds the maximum factory rated blower speed of 23,000 RPMs. Use at your own risk.

Part Crank Supercharger Supercharger Belt
Number Pulley/Ring Pulley Upper Idler Pulley Length

K080660 Stock (7.8") Stock (3") Stock (90mm) 66"  44.99   ea 
K080653HD Stock (7.8") 2.50" Stock or 100mm 65.2"  34.99   ea 
K080645HD Stock (7.8") 2.40" Stock or 100mm 64.5"  29.99   ea 
K080675HD 8.60" Stock (3") Stock or 100mm 67.5"  49.99   ea 
K080670HD 8.60" 2.50" Stock or 100mm 67"  49.99   ea 
K080670HD 8.60"† 2.40 100mm only  67"  49.99   ea 
K080680HD 9.10"* Stock (3") Stock or 100mm 68"  49.99   ea 
K080675HD 9.10"*† 2.50" Stock or 100mm 67.5"  49.99   ea 
K080690HD 9.55"*† Stock (3") Stock or 100mm 69"  54.99   ea 
K080690HD 9.55"*†† 2.50" 100mm only  69"  54.99   ea 
K080700HD 10"*† Stock (3") Stock or 100mm 70"  44.99   ea 
K080716HD 10.50"*† Stock (3") Stock or 100mm 72.5"  49.99   ea 

K080660

K080700HD

2012-15 ZL1 Billet Supercharger Tensioner Pulley
2012-15 ZL1 heavy-duty billet aluminum tensioner pulley is designed to replace 
the original tensioner pulley on the supercharger drive of the LSA engine. Each 
pulley is precision-machined from billet aluminum and fi tted with dual bearings 
for unmatched durability. Features a machined fi nish with black anodized coating 
on the back side of the pulley and on the belt surface. Includes billet front cover for 
the bearings as well as an application-specifi c stainless steel pulley bolt.
Important: Replaces the tensioner pulley on the supercharger drive of the LSA engine, 
not on the accessory drive. Installs as a direct replacement of the original with the same 
diameter (76mm/3.0") so the existing belt can be reused.
GF521020 2012-15 ZL1 ...........................................................  124.99   ea 

shown with front 
pulley cover removed

2010-15 Camaro SS Billet Tensioner Pulley
This heavy-duty billet aluminum tensioner pulley is designed as a direct replacement 
for the unsightly plastic pulley mounted on the tensioner arm of 2010-15 Camaro 
SS models. Each pulley is precision-machined from billet aluminum and features 
a black anodized coating on the back side of the pulley and on the belt surface. The 
87mm 6 rib pulley is slightly smaller than the OEM pulley, but serves to optimize 
belt tension as indicated on the factory tensioner indicator. Includes billet bearing 
cover and stainless steel retaining bolt.
Important: This pulley replaces the pulley on the tensioner arm, located on the passenger 
side of the engine next to the throttle body inlet. No modifi cations necessary to install. 
Original serpentine belt can be reused.
GF521014 2010-15 SS ..............................................................   84.99   ea 

  Compression Tester 
Professional compression tester detects 
worn rings, burnt valves and blown 
head gaskets. Features external pressure 
release valve, full 2-1/2" easy-to-read 
face. U.S. and metric scales. 14" high 
pressure fl exible oil and grease resistant 
hose. 14mm and 18mm ends fi t most 
spark plug openings.
 AC7826   ..........................  21.99   ea 

CAMARO  Horsepower
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  Infrared Thermometer
Aim this IR thermometer at the 
target, press a button, and read the 
temperature display. Verify the 
temperature in your AC system or 
fi nd an overcharge in your electrical 
systems. System-On-Chip technology 
creates a compact, lightweight design 
with a measurement range of -58 
degrees F to +932 degrees F (-50 
degrees C to +500 degrees C). Includes 
two AAA batteries and belt holster.
 AC7876  .........................  61.99   ea 
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2012-15 ZL1 Interchangeable Crank Pulley Kit
Looking for a clean and simple way to add boost and horsepower to your supercharged 
2012-15 Camaro ZL1? This crank pulley kit will do just that with its crank balancer 
and interchangeable crank pulley rings. Based on Innovators West’s replacement 
balancer assembly, the SFI-approved balancer is precision-machined in the USA 
and installs in place of the factory unit. Once the balancer assembly is installed, 
Metco Motorsports’ CNC-machined crank pulley rings then bolt directly to the 
new balancer using the provided fasteners. Adjusting the boost level is as simple 
as removing the six allen-head fasteners and changing the outer crank pulley ring. 
The balancer and crank ring assembly weighs only 12.6 lbs, compared to 16.2 lbs 
for the factory steel unit. Crank pulley rings are precision-machined from billet 
aluminum and are black-anodized for a long-lasting fi nish. Installation of this kit 
removes a signifi cant amount of rotating mass from the front of the engine and 
adds the benefi t of the wet clutch harmonics-dampening technology, which has 
made the Innovators West balancer the premier balancer in motorsports. Each kit 
includes Innovators West crank balancer, METCO crank pulley ring (your choice 
of size), and fasteners.
Important: *To provide the necessary clearance, 9.10", 9.55", 10.00" and 10.50" crank 
pulley rings require a reduced diameter (50mm) crank idler pulley, part #GF521016. 
†9.55", 10.00" and 10.50" crank pulley rings also require the crank idler pulley relocation 
bracket, part #GF521017.
Note: Please refer to the supercharger belt guide regarding pulley combos, corresponding 
belt lengths and belt part numbers. The ring dimensions listed are as measured from belt 
surface to belt surface. These measurements do not include the fl anges of the pulley.
Please Choose Desired Crank Ring Size Below
GF521022A 2012-15 8.60" approx +2lbs of boost........  984.99   kit 
GF521022B* 2012-15 9.10" approx +3lbs of boost........  984.99   kit 
GF521022C*† 2012-15 9.55" approx +4.5lbs of boost.....  999.99   kit 
GF521022D*† 2012-15 10.00" approx +5.5lbs of boost.....  1009.99   kit 
GF521022E*† 2012-15 10.50" approx +6.5lbs of boost.....  1019.99   kit 

GF521016

GF521017

2012-15 ZL1 50mm Idler Pulley And Relocation Bracket
Reduced Diameter Idler Pulley

The 2012-15 ZL1 50mm supercharger idler pulley features a reduced diameter which 
is required to provide the necessary clearance when using 9.10" or larger overdrive 
crank pulley rings. Installs as a direct replacement of the factory supercharger idler 
located at the 10 o’clock position relative to the crank pulley. Precision-machined 
from billet aluminum with a black anodized coating on the belt surface for extreme 
wear resistance. Special high speed bearings are fi tted in a dual-bearing confi guration 
to provide unmatched stability and durability. Includes a precision-machined billet 
sleeve to provide the perfect fi t over the factory pulley mount, and uses the original 
pulley bolt for installation. For use with 8 rib belts.
Note: 9.10", 9.55", 10.00", and 10.50" crank pulley rings require this reduced diameter idler 
pulley for clearance. The larger 9.55", 10.00" and 10.50" crank pulley rings also require the 
crank idler pulley relocation bracket, part #GF521017.
GF521016 2012-15 50mm idler pulley ..................................   94.99   ea 

Idler Pulley Relocation Bracket
The idler pulley relocation bracket repositions the supercharger lower idler pulley 
(located at the 10 o'clock position near the crankshaft) away from the crank in order 
to provide the clearance needed for 2012-15 ZL1 models using the 9.55", 10.00" 
or 10.50" crank pulley rings. Bolt-on bracket is precision machined and includes 
the bracket and fasteners. Pulleys sold separately. 
Important: To provide the clearances needed, 9.55", 10.00" or 10.50" crank pulley rings 
require the use of this bracket and the reduced diameter (50mm) crank idler pulley, part 
#GF521016.
Note: If the supercharger pulley has been changed to an overdrive (smaller) unit, the 
oversize 100mm upper supercharger idler pulley, part #GF521021, should be added to 
provide proper belt tension.
GF521017 2012-15 with 9.55", 10.00" or 10.50" crank rings ...  124.99   ea 

GF521022C

2012-15 ZL1 Billet 100mm Supercharger Upper Idler Pulley
The 100mm billet idler pulley is designed to replace the factory supercharger 
idler pulley located directly beneath and to the left of the supercharger. The larger 
100mm diameter offers a modest increase in belt wrap at the supercharger, which 
is benefi cial in applications using overdrive (smaller) supercharger pulleys. Most 
importantly, this pulley offers a substantial improvement in durability and underhood 
appearance. Larger diameter idler pulleys such as this one contribute to a more 
stable and reliable blower drive. Includes billet front cover for the bearings as well 
as an application-specifi c stainless steel pulley bolt.
Important: This pulley replaces the upper idler pulley on the supercharger drive of the LSA 
engine, not the accessory drive idler pulley.
Note: Approximately 4" in diameter and 1-3/4"" wide at the belt surface. Compatible with 
the original 8 rib belt used on the GM LSA application as well as custom applications using 
a 10-rib belt.
GF521021 2012-15 ZL1 .........................................................  104.99   ea 

  2010-15 SLP Harmonic Balancer/Underdrive Pulley
SLP’s new 25% underdrive balancer for new L99/LS3 and V6 Camaro engines 
incorporates a number of high quality features you won’t fi nd on any other aftermarket 
unit and makes up to 4.9 additional rear wheel horsepower and 6.1 ft-lbs of rear 
wheel torque on V8 models and 6HP/4 ft-lbs on V6 models. Among these features 
are a pair of extra tall belt retention walls that eliminate the belt slippage issues 
common with other balancers. Other unique design strengths include a 100% steel 
construction (other brands use aluminum), integral timing marks and built in puller 
mounting threads. Includes a new balancer bolt and detailed instructions. 
Note: Balancer requires two new belts (not included).
GF70007 2010-15 V8 (L99/LS3) .........................................  230.99   ea 
GF70016 2010-15 V6 ...........................................................  249.99   ea 

CAMARO  Horsepower
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   2010-15 SLP Blackwing Cold Air Intake
These V8 Supercharger Blackwing Cold Air Intake 
packages include a new high fl ow drop-in, reusable 
Blackwing air fi lter and an OEM quality high-fl ow 
black polypropylene intake tube to provide up to a 
10 horsepower gain. Intake tube features a raised SLP 
Blackwing logo. The advanced intake for V8 models 
feature an integrated MAF housing and a new lower 
air-intake tube which connects to a new reusable 
high-fl ow Blackwing conical air fi lter to replace the 
restrictive factory airbox assembly for SLP’s most 
complete setup.
V8 Tube and Filter Intakes
GF70009 2010-11 ............................  169.99   set 

  PowerAid Throttle Body Spacers
The PowerAid throttle body spacer is designed to 
enhance your vehicle’s performance and effi ciency 
from just off-idle to mid range. It maximizes fuel 
effi ciency, increases low end torque and improves 
throttle response. PowerAid’s unique “Helix Bore” 
design creates a spinning action in the incoming air. As 
air passes through your throttle body, this helical effect 
causes the air molecules to organize and maintain high 
velocity. As a result, you will see tremendous torque 
gains between 800 to 2500 RPM and potential increases 
in fuel economy, depending on your driving conditions.
Note: Not 50 state legal.
AR250634 2010-15 6.2L V8 ......  124.99   ea 
AR2006301 2010-15 3.6L V6 ......  144.99   ea 

AR250634
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2010-15 FAST LSXR 102mm Intake
FAST engineers teamed up with the airfl ow specialists 
at RHS to develop polymer intake manifolds for GM 
LS based engines. The LSXR features 102mm air 
inlet with a revolutionary modular design that allows 
fast and easy disassembly. Interchangeable  runners 
allow you to mix and match for desired performance 
level. Made from advanced polymer materials which 
offers lighter weight, increased strength, and cools the 
intake charge for more horsepower over stock. Features 
integrated nitrous bungs and allows the use of factory 
accessories without clearance concerns. 50 state legal.
Note: LS7 application OEM fuel rails will not fi t. LS3/L99 
applications require fuel injector spacer kit (#146025) 
when using OEM fuel rails. Photos for illustration 
purposes only.
Intake Manifolds
146102B 2010-15 black LS3/L99 ......  914.99   ea 
146202B 2014-15 black LS7 ..............  972.99   ea 
Intake Manifolds – Upper Shell Only
146000 2010-15 gray LS3/L99/LS7   363.99   ea 
Intake Manifolds – Lower Shell Only
146001 2010-15 black LS3/L99 ......  384.99   ea 
146201 2014-15 black LS7 ..............  353.99   ea 
Runner Sets – Standard Runner Only
146053 2010-15 LS3/L99 ................  454.99   set 
146253 2014-15 LS7 .......................  377.99   set  
Runner Sets – High HP Runner Only
146070 2010-15 LS3/L99 ................  359.99   set 
Runner Sets – Race Runner Only
146071 2010-15 LS3/L99 ................  359.99   set 

standard high HP race

146102B

2016-17 MSD Atomic Airforce Intake
If you’re looking to bolt-on power and torque, the 
new Atomic AirForce intake manifold from MSD is 
the answer! This two piece molded design allows for 
porting and modifying the runners while the polymer 
construction minimizes the weight and reduces the 
heat absorption. MSD also included provisions for 
further power gains by molding bosses on each runner 
to ease the installation of nitrous fogger nozzles. The 
AirForce intake will increase the performance of stock 
intakes and accepts an OEM throttle body as well as 
aftermarket designs up to 103mm. It can also be used 
with most aftermarket fuel rails, OEM rails and the 
MSD Atomic LS electronic fuel rails. Dyno proven 
gains of over 20 HP and 20 ft-lbs of torque. Includes 
mounting hardware.
Note: Not legal for use in California and other states that 
requires a CARB OE number.
GF6248 2016-17 V8 .....................  1031.99   ea 

2010-15    BBK LS3 Throttle Bodies
These BBK high-performance throttle bodies are 
available for 2010-15 Camaro models with the LS3 6.2L 
V8. The 95mm adds up to 11 HP on lightly modifi ed 
vehicles with a stock tune. The giant 102mm version 
is recommended for supercharged and highly modifi ed 
vehicles and adds up to 20 HP at the rear wheels.
Note: 50 state legal.
 GF17890  2010-15 95mm ..............  379.99   ea 
 GF17900  2010-15 102mm ............  399.99   ea 

GF17900

2010-15 Camaro SS Throttle Body
The Jet Powr-Flo 95mm throttle body is a direct 
replacement for the factory unit. It can be used to 
replace a worn out throttle body or as an upgrade. 
By taking advantage of Jet’s unique inlet design, 
your Camaro will have increased air fl ow, resulting 
in improved throttle response. Includes pre-installed 
calibrated electronics to allow for a true plug and 
play installation. CNC machined from aircraft quality 
aluminum casting.
Note: 50 state legal.
76106 2010-15 95mm .......................   359.99   ea 

2010-15    Yellow Jacket Cold Air System
Halltech’s Yellow Jacket one piece cold air induction 
system is the hottest mod you can add to your 2010-
2015 Camaro SS that does not require re-programming. 
Dyno tested, it increased the stock Camaro 14.2 RWHP 
and 9 lbs-ft. torque. Halltech includes an exclusive 
K&N lifetime fi lter with their system.
GF440 2010-15 LS3 ..................  359.99   ea 

2010-15    Volant Cold Air Intake
Add power and style when you replace your restrictive 
factory air box with this great looking and easy to install 
cool air intake. Designed with smooth transitions and 
large diameter intake tube to increase intake velocity 
to make more power. The air box was designed to give 
you more air volume but still matches the OE engine 
cover to give you a factory like look and additional 
horsepower. 
Note: Not legal for highway use in California and other 
states adopting California emission standards.
V415062 2010-15 V8 (SS) ..........  329.99   ea 
V415636 2010-11 V6 models .....  329.99   ea 
V415136 2012-15 V6 models .....  289.99   ea 

V415062
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   AIRAID Carbon Fiber Cold Air Intakes
This true carbon fi ber cold air intake is designed for 
2010-12 6.2L engines with Magnuson superchargers 
to unlock unbelievable horsepower gains. The 4-1/2" 
smooth bore intake tube connects the supercharger to 
a one piece roto-molded air box that uses the factory 
cold air scoop. A massive 1400 cfm air fi lter attaches 
to a velocity stack style fi lter adapter to funnel the 
incoming air for a smoother and more direct fl ow. 
Includes a billet aluminum MAF housing, all necessary 
hardware, fi ttings, and detailed instructions. Choose 
from oiled or non-oiled washable, reusable fi lters. 
Made in USA.
Note: Not legal for highway use in California and other 
states adopting California emission standards.
 AR250227  2010-12 w/oiled fi lter .......  631.99   ea 
 AR251227  2010-12 w/non-oiled fi lter   639.99   ea 

   2010-17 CAI Cold Air Intake Systems
Maximize your performance and fuel economy! These 
cold air intake systems drastically reduce heat soak 
thanks to an insulated air box and a powder coated 
intake tube that has been insulated with a ceramic 
internal coating. Installation is straightforward with no 
computer programming required. All systems include 
an insulated air box with a clear lid, ceramic insulated 
intake tube, high-fl ow air fi lter, black silicone coupler 
with stainless clamps, and instructions. Planning on 
adding a supercharger? Upgrade your existing CAI 
intake with a simple update kit! Made in USA.
Note: Tuning may be required for peak performance in SLP 
supercharger applications. Not legal for highway use in CA 
and other states adopting CA emission standards. 

Near Chrome Finish
3.6L
501360A 2010-11 V6 ..................  399.99   ea 
501361A 2012-15 V6 ..................  399.99   ea 
6.2L
501990A 2010-15 V8 ..................  399.99   ea 
501001A 2016-17 V8 ..................  415.99   ea 
 501995A  2012-15 ZL1 ................  449.99   ea 
6.2L with SLP Supercharger
 501993A 2010-15  .......................  399.99   ea 
6.2L Magnuson or Whipple Supercharger
 501991A  2010-15  .......................  399.99   ea 

Black Textured Finish
3.6L
 501360B  2010-11 V6 ..................  399.99   ea 
 501361B  2012-15 V6 ..................  399.99   ea 
6.2L
 501990B  2010-15 V8 ..................  399.99   ea 
501001B 2016-17 V8 ..................  395.99   ea 
501995B 2012-15 ZL1 ................  449.99   ea 
6.2L with SLP Supercharger
501993B 2010-15  .......................  399.99   ea 
6.2L Magnuson or Whipple Supercharger
 501991B  2010-15  .......................  399.99   ea 

Supercharger Update Kit
Near Chrome Finish with SLP Supercharger
 501994A  2010-15 6.2L ................  135.99   ea 
Near Chrome Finish with Magnuson or Whipple
Supercharger
 501992A  2010-15 6.2L ................  159.99   ea 
Black Textured Finish with SLP Supercharger
 501994B  2010-15 6.2L ................  135.99   ea 
Black Textured Finish with Magnuson or Whipple
Supercharger
 501992B  2010-15 6.2L ................  159.99   ea 

501990A

Powerplant + HP

LT 3.6 L V6 - Naturally Aspirated +16

SS 6.2 L V8 - Naturally Aspirated +16

SS 6.2 L V8 - Magnusen Supercharger +24

SS 6.2 L V8 - Whipple Supercharger +24

SS 6.2 L V8  -  SLP Supercharger +41

ZL1 6.2 L V8 - Supercharged LSA +19

   2010-15 BBK Cold Air Intake
These intakes can be installed in just minutes and are 
good for approximately 10-15 horsepower. They work 
well with other bolt-on upgrades such as performance 
exhaust and performance throttle bodies. They utilize 
high fl ow washable cotton element fi lters and are 
CAD designed for optimum airfl ow and maximum 
performance. All kits are vehicle specifi c and are 
designed as a direct bolt on using simple hand tools.  
All kits have been dyno tested to deliver a gain of 
10-15 horsepower over stock.
Note: Not 50 state legal.
Chrome
GF40001 2010-15 6.2L V8 .........  299.99   ea 
GF40002 2010-15 V6 .................  289.99   ea 
Black Powder Coated
GF301314 2010-15 6.2L V8 .........  299.99   ea 
GF301315 2010-15 V6 .................  289.99   ea 

GF40001

2016-17  GM Performance Air Intake
Upgrade the look and performance of your Camaro 
with the GM Performance air intake. It is available for 
LT1 applications and reduces air intake restriction by 
17% at peak airfl ow. Includes hardware.
GF6322 2016-17 SS with LT1 V8 ...  461.99   ea 

 2010-15 Z28 Air Intake
A unique open air box intake system is used with the 
Z28 LS7 engine, featuring a replaceable conical air 
fi lter and delivers the highest airfl ow performance of 
any production Camaro fi lter system. This Z28 intake 
system is a direct replacement for 2010-15 Camaro 
SS. Includes hardware that supports 1LE and SS 
PCV systems. 
Note: Not recommended for use on automatic vehicles 
(L99). Not available for sale in California.
GF6342 2010-15 SS models 6-speed   459.99   ea 
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AR250227

AR251227

2010-15 AIRAID Cold Air Intakes
Let your engine breathe! Designed specifi cally for Gen 
5 Camaro V6 and V8 models, these cold air intakes 
deliver up to 16 horsepower and 14 ft-lbs of torque 
over stock by cooling the air charge, increasing oxygen 
density, which then creates more power. This intake 
features an extra large, high fl ow air fi lter, cold air dam 
housing, a massive 4" intake tube and offers an easy 
bolt-on installation. Available with heavy duty air fi lter 
for dusty dry driving conditions or standard air fi lter 
for everyday street driving conditions.
Note: Not legal for highway use in California and other 
states adopting California emission standards.
AR250242 2010-11 V6 heavy duty ..  361.99   ea 
AR250310 2012-15 V6 heavy duty ..  367.99   ea 
AR251242 2010-11 V6 standard .......  369.99   ea 
AR251310 2012-15 V6 standard .......  374.99   ea 
AR250243 2010-13 V8 heavy duty ..  371.99   ea 
AR250305 2014-15 V8 heavy duty ..  371.99   ea 
AR251305 2010-15 V8 standard  ......  374.99   ea 

AR250243

AR250242
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 LS9 Engine Controller Set
This engine controller includes the electronics needed to wire a 6.2L LS9 crate engine. 
Each set comes with an ECM specifi cally programmed for the LS9 along with the 
wiring harness and fuse box. Includes: a MAF sensor with mounting boss, a pair 
of oxygen sensors with weld in sensor bungs, an electronic accelerator assembly, 
and instructions. This engine controller set is a stand alone system designed for 
retrofi t in older vehicles, not an upgrade or replacement system for new vehicles.
Note: Not for use with pollution controlled vehicles. Special order, prepaid only. 
 G19299  LS9 engine controller set ...............................................  1646.99   set 

 2010-15 Diablosport InTune Performance Programmers
An easy performance upgrade for 2010-15 Chevrolet Camaro models. The InTune 
i2 has tons of options for making power right out of the box. If you have aftermarket 
parts installed you can adjust to get maximum performance, plus get custom tunes 
for any combination of mods you can imagine. The i2 will enhance your drivability 
by removing torque management and increasing throttle response. The low-end 
torque and horsepower will make it feel like it is brand new again.
Note: Not available for sale or use on pollution controlled vehicles in the state of California.
GF6451 2010-15 SS/ZL1/Z28...............................................  599.99   ea 

2010-15  Diablosport Trinity Performance Programmer
The Trinity is one of the most advanced devices of its kind – it’s a tuner, a monitor, 
and a diagnostic tool all in one. Programmer comes pre-loaded with tunes to add 
horsepower and torque, improve throttle response, and modify existing vehicle 
functions. This slim, handheld unit features a full color touch-screen interface for 
an intuitive, user-friendly experience. 
Note: Not available for sale or use on pollution controlled vehicles in the state of California.
GF6450 2010-15 SS/ZL1/Z28 ...............................................  599.99   ea   2010-15 Superchips Tuners

From Superchips handheld tuner for generation 5 Camaro. The Flashpaq F5 edition 
performance tuner is an easy way to add horsepower in minutes without turning 
a wrench. It is now easier than ever to select your power level and have instant 
horsepower gains, driveability improvements and prevent unneeded downshifting.
Note: GF6452 not available for sale or use on pollution controlled vehicles in California. 
GF6453 is a California edition that is 50 state legal.
GF6452 2010-15 SS/ZL1 .......................................................  369.99   ea 
GF6453 2010-15 SS/ZL1 50 state legal .................................  369.99   ea 
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Rich/lean fuel adjustment
Cooling fan control
Disable skip shift/idle RPM
Spark timing advance/retard
Top speed limiter/rev limiter
5 volt data logging inputs
Accepts custom tunes from CMR
Custom gauge layouts/programmable LED lights
Full color touch screen/data logging/check clear DTCs
Calibrate speedometer for gear ratio/for tire size

Add up to 20 HP/20 lb-ft torque
Disable DOD/AFM
Raise speed and rev limits
Adjust fan on/off temperatures
Calibrate aftermarket gears
Remove torque management

Redesigned graphic interface for easy use
Power gains up to 21 HP/21 lb-ft torque
Increased memory with faster processor for improved tuning/updating speed
Performance tuning for economy/daily driving/extreme tuning
Eliminate downshifting when climbing hills
Speedometer correction for changes in tire size/gear ratio
Adjust speed/rev limiters
Tuning for shift points/shift fi rmness/torque management
Internet update software via USB
Active fuel management control
Vehicle parameter monitoring capabilities
Read/clear diagnostic trouble codes
Compatible with other performance upgrades
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  2010-11 Camaro SS Module
Add up to 25 horsepower instantly with simple, plug-
in installation! JET Performance Modules provide 
exclusive, full range Dynamic Spectrum Tuning of 
the air/fuel ratio, ignition advance, transmission and 
various other parameters. Each program is track and 
dyno tested to ensure the most possible horsepower 
and drivability from your Camaro SS. Stage 1 is for 
stock or mildly modifi ed vehicles. Fuel and timing 
curves are modifi ed for optimal performance and 
mileage using less expensive, lower octane fuel. These 
modules feature programming that is designed to burn 
fuel at peak effi ciency, which results in improved 
performance (+17RWHP, +19RWTQ) and mileage. 
For optimal performance both the Chevrolet owners 
manual and JET recommend 91 octane or higher fuel. 
Stage 2 is designed for the performance enthusiast 
who already has intake and exhaust. Stage 2 features 
heavily modifi ed, more aggressive fuel and timing 
curves to compensate for a high-fl ow exhaust system 
to make the most possible horsepower and torque. 
Tuned for peak performance and drivability. Stage 2 
tuning requires the use of an 180 degree F thermostat, 
91 octane or higher fuel and high-fl ow exhaust. Stage 
II is great when used with aftermarket intake systems, 
JET POWER-FLO Mass Air Sensors, throttle body 
spacers and other bolt-on performance upgrades. Do 
not use Stage II on a completely stock vehicle. 
Note: Available only for Camaro SS models.
JT11008 2010-11 Stage 1 .........  359.99   ea 
JT11008S 2010-11 Stage 2 .........  249.99   ea 

  2010 Camaro Mass Air Sensor
This Mass Air Sensor delivers improved horsepower, 
torque and throttle response. The sensor is a simple 
replacement for the stock unit and uses the factory 
intake housing with no other vehicle modifi cations 
required. Compatible with other performance 
upgrades such as cold air intakes, exhaust, computer 
upgrades, etc.
JT69126 2010 3.6L ....................   149.99   ea 
JT69143 2010 6.2L ....................   144.99   ea 

  2010-12 JET Performance Programmer
This powerful tool allows the user to modify automatic 
transmission shift points, transmission shift fi rmness 
and enable/disable the top speed limiter. Offers three 
different tuning presets to maximize performance 
whether you’re burning economical regular octane, 
mid-grade or premium high octane. In addition, the 
programmer also features a built-in OBD-II type Scan 
Tool which can read and clear Diagnostic Trouble 
Codes (DTCs, aka the Check Engine Light) and also 
offers live data monitoring functionality. Unlike other 
programmers, this unit is updateable via the internet 
via a simple USB interface.
JT15008 2010-12 Camaro SS 6.2L ...  339.99   ea 

   2010-12 Power Programmer
This CARB-approved power programmer can give 
your 2007-12 gas or diesel vehicle an extra 10 to 40 
horsepower. The Max Energy programmer allows 
countless adjustments from shift points to speedometer 
calibrations for a wide range of gear ratios and tire 
sizes. It allows up to 1000 RPM adjustments of the 
rev limiter, the ability to change the top speed limiter 
and can be used to read and clear DTCs. It updates 
via internet and can easily return the vehicle to stock 
tune, if necessary.
 32501  2010-12 GM models ........  384.99   ea 

 2010-12 Speedometer Calibrator
The Hypertech Speedometer Calibrator allows 
speedometer and odometer correction for on 2007-12 
cars and trucks when changing to different gear ratios. 
It can also clear DTCs and make corrections for tires 
24" to 54" in 1/4" increments. Completely user friendly 
and easy to use! It updates via internet and can easily 
return the vehicle to stock tune!
 732501  2010-12 GM models ....  229.99   ea 

JT11008S

JT69126

  2010-15 GM Remote Start System
This Remote Start Set seamlessly integrates into 
Camaro’s Anti-Theft and Remote Keyless Entry 
systems. It is the same Remote Start system that comes 
from the factory. The Remote Start Set is only available 
for Camaro with the automatic transmission (MX0).
Note: Key fobs are not included and must be ordered by 
the dealer. Not compatible with OnStar® or RemoteLinkTM 
system.
G149112 2010-15 with auto trans ....  229.99   set 
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 OBD II/ABS AutoScanner With CodeConnect
This OBD II scanner not only displays the 
diagnostic trouble codes, but also offers the most 
probable solutions for your specifi c vehicle when  
troubleshooting details are available thanks to the 
CodeConnect database of 3 million verifi ed fi xes. Read 
and erase DTCs (Diagnostic Trouble Codes), display 
and reset MIL (Malfunction Indicator Lamp) status, 
read, record and playback live sensor data, read and 
display I/M (Inspection/Maintenance) monitors. Other 
features include an OBD II emissions check and drive 
cycle mode, ABS code read/erase capability for most 
1996 and newer GM, Ford, and Chrysler vehicles, a 
large, backlit LCD, a USB port for updates, and the 
capability of printing data via PC. Compatible with 
OBD II and CAN vehicles 1996 and newer.
Note: Troubleshooting data in English only. 
 AC9580  ..............................................  209.99   ea 

 OBD II PocketScan Plus
PocketScan Plus is the most advanced compact code 
reader available! Besides automatically reading DTCs 
(Diagnostic Trouble Codes), this scan tool provides 
freeze frame data, VIN info and performs I/M-readiness 
(Inspection Maintenance) testing. Displays over 4000 
OBDII generic code defi nitions and is compatible 
with all 1996 and newer vehicles (OBD II and CAN).
 AC9550  ..............................................  79.99   ea 

JT69143
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   Royal Purple Max-Tuff Assembly Lube
Max-Tuff is an ultra 
tough, synthetic 
lubricant designed for 
use in reassembling 
repaired equipment. Max-Tuff 
utilizes durable synthetic molecules 
that adhere to metal surfaces 
and create an extremely strong 
barrier between surfaces. This 
minimizes the possibility of metal-
to-metal contact while providing 
excellent protection against rust 
and corrosion to both ferrous and 
nonferrous metals. 
RP01335 8 oz. bottle ........................  19.99   ea 
RP12335 case of 12 - 8 oz. bottles ...  215.99   cs 

 Royal Purple Engine Break-In Oil
Engine builders have 
grown increasingly 
concerned that many 
modern motor oils 
do not provide adequate wear 
protection for new engines, 
particularly those using fl at-
tappet cams. Royal Purple 
has addressed this issue by 
developing a new engine break-
in oil. Royal Purple Break-In 
Oil is formulated to allow 
optimal ring seal and protect 
rotating assembly components 
such as the camshaft and valve 
train from initial start up wear. 
Royal Purple combines highly refi ned mineral 
oil, preferred for engine break-in, with advanced 
additives containing high levels of zinc and 
phosphorus to optimize protection in fl at-tappet and 
roller engines. Royal Purple Break-In Oil is fully 
formulated and does not require the use of any other 
chemical additives. Royal Purple recommends using 
their high performance motor oils after the engine is 
broken in for maximum engine performance.
RP11487 quart .................................  9.99   ea 
RP11497 case of 12 .........................  113.99   cs 

  Joe Gibbs LS30 Synthetic Oil
LS30 is a syntehtic 
oil developed by Joe 
Gibbs Driven with an 
ultra high viscosity 
index designed specifi cally 
for GM LS-Series engines. 
Features high zinc content 
to protect aggressive cam 
profi les, and the advanced 
synthetic formula delivers 
high temperature protection. 
Also delivers enhanced fi lm 
thickness as well as increased 
anti-wear additives. And 
when you go to store your 
vehicle for the winter, LS30 protects against rust 
and corrosion damage from ethanol-based fuels.
JG1320 5W30 quart .....................  11.99   ea 
JG1321 5W30 case of 12 quarts ..  129.99   cs 

 FilterMag
Powerful rare earth magnets hold FilterMag to your oil 
fi lter canister to trap and hold metal particles smaller 
than 40-microns that the fi lter cannot stop. Reduce 
maintenance costs by extending oil life. Fits steel oil 
fi lter canisters from 2.9" to 3.8" in diameter.
Standard Applications
FSS300 2.90"-3.20" 1.90" tall ........  49.99   ea 
FSS365 3.50"-3.80" 2.20" tall ........  54.99   ea 

FSS365

  Joe Gibbs Engine Assembly Grease
Used by Joe Gibbs Racing 
during the assembly of every 
NASCAR Sprint Cup and 
Nationwide Series engine. 
This unique formula 
completely dissolves in oil. 
It can be applied to ring 
lands in order to prevent 
micro welding during 
initial break-in. Combine 
with the Joe Gibbs BR 
break-in oil to offer proven 
protection during break-in.
AG728 1 pound can ...........................  22.99   ea 
AG732 1 oz. tube ...............................  3.99   ea 

  Swivoil Filter Wrench
Hard to reach oil fi lters will come off easily with 
this swivel handle oil fi lter wrench. Swivel tension is 
adjusted easily using the nut and bolt on the handle.
X3082 range 3-1/2" to 3-7/8" ...........  9.99   ea 

  Royal Purple Synthetic Oil
Royal Purple Motor 
Oil blends synthetic oil 
with their proprietary 
Synerlec technology 
to deliver superior protection 
and performance in four cycle 
gasoline and diesel engines. 
It saves fuel and reduces heat, 
wear and emissions. It has 
unsurpassed oxidation stability 
to allow extended oil drains and 
fewer oil changes, saving you 
time and money while reducing 
environmental impact. Royal 
Purple’s motor oils are API 
licensed and compatible with 
other mineral and synthetic oils.
Quarts
RP01030 SAE30 quart .....................  11.99   ea 
RP01520 5W20 quart .....................  9.99   ea 
RP01530 5W30 quart .....................  9.99   ea 
RP01130 10W30 quart .....................  9.99   ea 
RP01140 10W40 quart .....................  9.99   ea 
RP01250 20W50 quart .....................  9.99   ea 
5 Quart Bottles
RP51520 5W20 5 quarts ................  47.99   ea 
RP51530 5W30 5 quarts ................  47.99   ea 
RP51130 10W30 5 quarts ................  47.99   ea 
Cases
RP12030 SAE30 case of 12 quarts ..  129.99   cs 
RP12520 5W20 case of 12 quarts ..  107.99   cs 
RP54520 5W20 case of 4-5 quarts .  188.99   cs 
RP12530 5W30 case of 12 quarts ..  107.99   cs 
RP54530 5W30 case of 4-5 quarts .  188.99   cs 
RP12130 10W30 case of 12 quarts ..  107.99   cs 
RP54130 10W30 case of 4-5 quarts .  188.99   cs 
RP12140 10W40 case of 12 quarts ..  107.99   cs 
RP12250 20W50 case of 12 quarts ..  107.99   cs 

Oil System Components

2010-15  Billet Oil Catch Can
Improve your Camaro’s performance and fuel economy 
with this billet oil catch can! This catch can removes 
excess oil from the PCV line before entering intake 
tract and helps eliminate detonation. The catch can has 
a unique three-chamber design to effectively trap oil 
and to ensure the engine is running the cleanest intake 
charge possible. Includes: billet aluminum catch can, 
billet mount, heat resistant nylon fi ttings, oil resistant 
hose, and installation hardware. 
GF371001 2010-15 satin silver ..  89.99   ea 
GF371002 2010-15 black ...........  104.99   ea 
GF371003 2010-15 polished ......  104.99   ea 
GF371004 2010-15 red ..............  104.99   ea 
GF371005 2010-15 blue .............  104.99   ea 
GF371006 2010-15 purple .........  104.99   ea 

 Oil Catch Tanks
An oil catch tank works as a fi lter for the PCV system. 
It connects between an engine’s crankcase vent and 
the induction system, fi ltering oil and moisture before 
they can enter the intake manifold, reducing emissions 
and carbon buildup. These fabricated aluminum tanks 
come complete with mounting tabs, barbed inlet/outlet 
fi ttings, a drain plug, and a sight glass to let you know 
when it’s full.
25031 round 34 oz. sealed tank ............  56.99   ea 
25051 round 17 oz. tank w/breather fi lter   56.99   ea 
25131 rectangular 68 oz. sealed tank ...  111.99   ea 

25051

25131

GF371004

FSS300
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 Joe Gibbs Degreaser
Safely remove tire 
rubber, grease and oil 
from your car. Will 
not harm paint. Just 
spray on and wipe off. Works great for 
cleaning up shop equipment and tools 
as well. Professional strength formula 
foams away dirt, grease, and oil from 
all automotive parts and surfaces.
JG1310 18 oz. can .............................  5.99   ea 
JG1311 12 – 18 oz. cans ...................  64.99   cs 
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   2010-11 Mr. Gasket MLS Head Gasket
Mr. Gasket MLS head gaskets are manufactured 
from Viton rubber coated stainless steel layers. The 
stressed formed embossments seal extreme cylinder 
pressure. They provide excellent stability and reduce 
cylinder bore distortion, making them ideal for high-
performance street, drag race and oval track use.
LW3143G 2010-11 SS 6.2L V8 ......  89.99   ea 

  2010-11 Mr. Gasket Oil Pan Gasket
Mr. Gasket oil pan gaskets are one piece aluminum 
construction and are designed to eliminate potential 
oil leak paths. The edge molded high temperature 
rubber provides a tight leak proof seal. They provide 
excellent sealing and durability. These are ideal for 
high-performance street, drag race and oval track use.
LW6665G 2010-11 SS 6.2L V8 ......  44.99   ea 

 2010-15 V8 Engine Mount Kit
V8 Engine Mount Kit locates the engine more securely 
than the OEM engine mounts without being harsh. 
It also reduces powertrain shake associated with the 
soft, stock mounts. The mounts feature black anodized 
aluminum housings with powder coated steel brackets 
and are adjustable rearward up to 1" in 1/4" increments 
and downward up to 1/2" in 1/4" increments. Made 
in the USA.
GF60430 2010-15 V8 ....................  324.99   kit 

 2010-11 Accel Custom-fi t Plug Wires
Accel custom fi t spark plug wires feature 8mm Ferro-
Spiral core wire, 500 Ohms/ft resistance and ceramic 
boots that withstand up to 2000 degrees to deliver a 
wireset that can stand up to the extremes of a high 
performance engine.
LW9070C 2010-11 SS 6.2L V8 LS3   101.99   set 

  2016 MSD 8.5mm Spark Plug Wires
These high-performance MSD spark plug wires feature 
a 8.5mm spiral core super conductor wire, the lowest 
resistance of any helically wound wire at 40-50 Ohms 
and superior noise suppression. A proprietary blend of 
silicone and synthetic material produce a sleeve that 
is highly resistant to high heat as well as abrasion and 
tears. Wires are precut at 10.5” to provide a perfect fi t 
on your LT1 engine.  Available in red or black.
33823 2016 6.2L V8 black ..............   75.99   set 
33829 2016 6.2L V8 red .................   75.99   set  

33823

 2010-15 AC Delco Iridium Spark Plugs
Step up to AC Delco’s latest spark plug technology. 
Iridium, one of the hardest metals used in spark plugs 
today, allows for a smaller, more effi cient electrode 
design. This improves both acceleration and cold 
starting. Designed to last over 100,000 miles in most 
applications with reduced voltage demands for long 
lasting, dependable performance.
G41109 2010-15 3.6L DOHC V6 ......  6.99   ea 
G41110 2010-15 6.2L V8 ..................  6.99   ea 

G41110

  2010-15 Camaro Motor Mount Kit
Reduce horsepower-robbing engine movement 
and increase throttle response with these bolt-in 
polyurethane motors mounts from BMR Suspension. 
The stiffer polyurethane bushings replace the stock, 
oil fi lled, hydraulic ones to drastically decrease 
engine movement with little to no change in vibration. 
Removing the aluminum spacers will lower the engine 
by 1/4" allowing for increased clearance for strut tower 
brace, supercharger or aftermarket air intake. If you 
want to eliminate all engine movement, and vibration 
isn't a concern, there is a solid mount upgrade which 
replaces the polyurethane bushings with solid billet 
aluminum ones. Manufactured from 1/4" steel plate, 
aircraft-grade 7075 billet aluminum locating lugs and 
95 durometer polyurethane. Available in red gloss 
or hammer-tone fi nish. Includes grade 8 mounting 
hardware. 
Note: Fits V6 and V8 Camaro models. 
Polyurethane Motor Mount Kit
MM004H 2010-15 hammer ...........  259.99   kit 
MM004R 2010-15 red ...................  259.99   kit 
Solid Motor Mount Upgrade 
MM006 2010-15 .........................  49.99   set 

 2010-14 V8 Camaro Motor Mounts
Reduce horsepower robbing engine movement 
and increase throttle response with these bolt-
in polyurethane motors mounts from Prothane 
Suspension. The stiffer polyurethane bushings replace 
the stock oil fi lled, hydraulic ones to drastically 
decrease engine movement with little to no change 
in vibration. Manufactured from billet aluminum and 
your choice of black or red polyurethane. Includes 
mounting hardware. 
Polyurethane Motor Mounts
7518B 2010-14 black ..................  307.99   pr 
7518R 2010-14 red ......................  307.99   pr 

MM004H

7518B

Engine

7518R
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     2010-15 Billet Push To Open Fuel Doors
Add a custom, high-performance touch to your Camaro 
with one of these beautiful billet push-to-open fuel 
doors. Machined from 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum, 
these fuel doors are designed for smooth operation 
and easy, no-drill installation.
GF320101 2010-15 chrome ..................   89.99   ea 
GF320102 2010-15 brushed .................   89.99   ea 
GF320103 2010-15 polished ................   59.99   ea 
GF320104 2010-15 gloss black ............   64.99   ea 
GF320105 2010-15 fl at black ...............   74.99   ea 

      2010-15 Transformers Billet Fuel Doors
Machined from 6061 with your choice of the 
Decepticon or Autobot logo, this non-locking fuel 
door cover offers good looks and durability. Offi cially 
licensed by Hasbro. 
Chrome
GF321110 2010-15 Autobot ..............  189.99   ea 
Two-Tone
GF321011 2010-15 Decepticon .........  189.99   ea 

GF320101 GF320104

GF321110 GF321011

2010-14 Stainless Steel Fuel Door Covers
These custom polished stainless fuel door covers give 
your Camaro unique, racing inspired style and are an 
easy and inexpensive way to stand out.
Brushed Finish
GF102008 RS ....................................  55.99   ea 
GF102009 SS ....................................  55.99   ea 
GF102010 Super Sport ......................  55.99   ea 
GF102011 Tribal Flame ....................  55.99   ea 
Polished Finish
GF102012 RS ....................................  55.99   ea 
GF102013 SS ....................................  55.99   ea 
GF102014 Super Sport ......................  55.99   ea 
GF102015 Tribal Flame ....................  55.99   ea  

      2010-15 ZL1 Locking Fuel Doors
Add a custom touch to your exterior with this sleek 
ZL1 billet fuel door. Machined from 6061 with the 
ZL1 logo and offi cially licensed by General Motors. 
Includes hardware and 2 keys. Available in chrome 
or two-tone.
GF321510 2010-15 chrome .........  242.99   ea 
GF321511 2010-15 two-tone .......  214.99   ea 

GF321511 GF321510

GF102009 GF102011

G13063G14128

  2010-15 Fuel Doors
Original GM replacement fuel doors for Gen 5 Camaro 
models. Finished in black primer as a paint to match 
piece, chrome or in satin nickel fi nish.
Without Logo
G14128 2010-15 primer ..............  36.99   ea 
With Camaro Logo
G13063 2010-15 satin nickel .......  139.99   ea 
G149152 2010-15 chrome .............  159.99   ea 

2010-15  FAST LSXR Fuel Rails
The FAST LSXR fuel rails feature a larger internal 
diameter that dampens the pulses and provides 
increased fuel volume, ensuring that your injectors 
never run dry. High strength, red anodized aluminum 
construction.
Note: Billet fuel rails require custom fuel hoses/lines. 
Photos for illustration purposes only.
2010-2015 LS3/L99/LS7 Fuel Rails
146027KIT billet ................................  197.99   kit 
146027BKIT black billet .......................  197.99   kit 
2010-2015 LS3/L99/LS7 Fuel Line Conversion
54028KIT billet ................................  127.99   kit 
54028GKIT billet, with gauge .............  147.99   kit 
2014-2015 Only – LS7 Fuel Rails
146020KIT OEM style fuel rails ........  254.99   kit 

  2010-15 Billet Locking Fuel Doors
Add a custom touch to your Camaro’s exterior with 
a locking billet fuel door. Machined from 6061 
T6, these fuel door covers offers good looks and 
durability. Installs in 15 minutes with no drilling. 
Includes hardware and two keys. Available in black, 
chrome, or satin (with Camaro logo only). Also black 
powder coat with carbon fi ber insert, that feature 3 
colors and Camaro or SS logo. Offi cially licensed by 
General Motors.
GF30030 2010-15 black ................  199.99   ea 
GF30031 2010-15 chrome .............  244.99   ea 
GF30032 2010-15 satin .................  214.99   ea 
GF31417 2010-15 Camaro silver ..  169.99   ea 
GF31412 2010-15 Camaro red ......  169.99   ea 
GF31413 2010-15 Camaro yellow   169.99   ea 
GF31414 2010-15 SS silver ..........  169.99   ea 
GF31415 2010-15 SS red ..............  169.99   ea 
GF31416 2010-15 SS yellow ........  169.99   ea 

GF31416

2010-15  BBK High-Flow Fuel Rails
These billet aluminum high flow fuel rails are 
engineered by BBK specifi cally for the 2010-15 
Camaro LS3 6.2L V8 engine. CNC-machined to 
precise tolerances to fi t both stock and aftermarket 
intake manifolds with a perfect fi t right out of the box. 
Anodized blue for a long lasting appearance.
 GF50200  LS3 6.2L .........................  219.99   set 

2010-13 V8 Fuel Pressure Gauge Kit 
2010-13 Camaro V8 fuel pressure gauge kit attaches 
directly to the schrader valve outlet on the factory GM 
fuel rail. Features a CNC-machined billet adapter fi tting 
for a precise fi t and leak-free performance, along with a 
1-1/2" carbon fi ber faced, liquid fi lled pressure gauge. 
This kit is easy to install and adds a high-performance 
look to any engine compartment. Highly recommended 
for applications using an adjustable fuel pressure 
regulator. Gauge reads 0-100 psi.
GF521013 2010-13 V8 ....................   49.99   kit 

underside of gauge shown

146027BKIT
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2010-12 Original GM Fuel Tank
If your fuel tank has been damaged, replace it with this original GM part to ensure 
proper fi t and function.
G14129 2010-12 ............................................................................  544.99   ea 

   2010-15 Original GM Fuel Tank Straps
When servicing your fuel tank, the mounting straps should be inspected. Replace 
damaged straps with these original GM fuel tank straps.
G14130 2010-15 ..............................................................................   34.99   ea 

2010-15  ZL1 And SS High Volume Fuel Pump
This pump module delivers 66 gph at 65 psi, a signifi cantly greater volume than 
a standard pump, for the demands of supercharged and other high-performance 
applications. This module is perfect for custom tanks and motors up to 600 HP 
and a direct replacement for the pump/sender assembly on 2010-12 Camaro SS 
and 2012-15 ZL1 models.
Note: Special order, prepaid only
 G25016  2010-12 SS ...................................................................   264.99   ea 
 G25016  2012-15 ZL1 ................................................................   264.99   ea 

Fuel Components

  2010-13 Camaro Factory Fuel Rail Trim
Dress up your engine bay with this polished stainless steel fuel rail cover trim set 
with colored vinyl inlay. This trim set comes with easy-to-follow directions and 
installs in minutes with the easy peel and stick backing. 
Note: *Please indicate two digit color code when ordering. 
GF10308 * 2010-13 Super Sport fuel rail trim ...............................   224.99   pr 
GF103008 2010-13 Super Sport fuel rail trim, polished ...............   224.99   pr 
GF10309 * 2010-13 SS fuel rail trim..............................................   224.99   pr 
GF103014 2010-13 SS fuel rail trim, polished ..............................   224.99   pr 
GF10310 * 2010-13 tribal fl ames fuel rail trim ..............................   224.99   pr 
GF103010 2010-13 tribal fl ames fuel rail trim, polished...............   224.99   pr 
GF10311 * 2010-13 real fl ames fuel rail trim.................................   224.99   pr 

GF1030801 GF1030913

GF1031092 GF1031103

91
black CF

01
black

92
red CF

02
red
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green

 2010-15 FAST Fuel Injectors
The FAST Precision Flow fuel injectors are the highest fl owing injectors available 
for GM Gen IV engines and are uniquely designed for direct installation into LS3, 
L99 and LS7 style engines. The injectors are correctly sized (shorter than common 
LS1/LS6 injectors) and feature the correct EV6/USCAR connector for a hassle-free 
plug-in operation. Injector height measures 1.480" o-ring to o-ring.
Note: Sold in set of 8 injectors. Photos for illustration purposes only.
303978 2010-15 39 lb/hr LS3/L99/LS7 .............................  258.99   set 
305078 2010-15 50 lb/hr LS3/L99/LS7 .............................  372.99   set 
306578 2010-15 65 lb/hr LS3/L99/LS7 .............................  412.99   set 
308578 2010-15 85 lb/hr LS3/L99/LS7 .............................  382.99   set 
146025KIT 2010-15 fuel injector adaptor/spacer LS3/L99 ......  34.99   kit 

303978

146025KIT

 Programmable Fuel Pump Voltage Booster
This programmable fuel pump voltage booster is used on vehicles with boosted 
engines where fuel pressure and delivery are crucial. Monitors boost pressure and 
increases fuel pump output by boosting voltage to the fuel pump up to 22 volts at 
15 psi of boost. Can be hooked into the factory fuel pump relay or a booster pump 
and calibrated by a simple USB connection to a computer. Includes: wiring harness, 
parts bag, USB cable, and program CD.
Note: Cannot be used on vehicle fuel systems without return line pulse-modulated fuel pumps.

 2351  fuel pump voltage booster ...............................................  419.99   ea 

GF103008
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  2010-15 BBK Full Length Headers
Give your Camaro a boost in performance and awesome sound that shorty headers 
just can’t duplicate with BBK long tube headers. Available in your choice of chrome, 
silver ceramic or 304 stainless steel. Also available with a high fl ow steel core 
catalytic converter X-Pipe or with an off-road X-Pipe. Headers with high fl ow cats 
are available for Camaro SS (1-3/4" tubes) or V6 (1-5/8" tubes) models.
Note: Not 50 state legal. Shipped oversize.

GF50026 2010-15 V8 chrome with high fl ow cats ................  799.99   set 
GF50027 2010-15 V8 polished ceramic with high fl ow cats   899.99   set 
GF50028 2010-15 V8 304 stainless with high fl ow cats .......  999.99   set 
GF50032 2010-15 V8 chrome off-road headers ....................  499.99   set 
GF50033 2010-15 V8 polished ceramic off-road headers .....  629.99   set 
GF50034 2010-15 V8 304 stainless off-road headers ...........  799.99   set 
GF50035 2010-11 V6  chrome with high fl ow cats ...............  729.99   set 
GF50036 2010-11 V6 polished ceramic with high fl ow cats   829.99   set 
GF50037 2010-11 V6 304 stainless with high fl ow cats .......  899.99   set 

  2010-12 Hedman 304 Stainless Shorty Hedders
Hedman Hedders feature 1-3/4" diameter runners, 16 gauge 304 stainless steel 
primary tubes and thick 3/8" 304 stainless fl anges. These easily bolt-up to the 
factory exhaust. Since the catalytic converters remain in place, these headers are 
considered street legal (E.O. # Pending). Available in uncoated 304 stainless steel 
or HTC Ceramic coated for a high luster chrome-like appearance and the ceramic 
coating also reduces underhood temperatures.
Important: Emissions legal in all 50 states.
62560 2010-12 uncoated ........................................................  669.99   set 
62566 2010-12 HTC coated ...................................................  939.99   set 

62560

2010-15   BBK Camaro SS Shorty Headers
Get even more performance out of your Camaro with these BBK tuned length shorty 
headers for the Gen 5 Camaro SS with LS3. Using CNC mandrel bent 1-3/4" primary 
tubes for the best combination of horsepower and low end torque, these headers are 
good for an additional 12-18 rear wheel horsepower. Available in chrome, polished 
silver ceramic or 304 Stainless fi nishes. Made in the USA.
Note: Emissions legal in all 50 states.
GF50023 2010-15 chrome ......................................................  349.99   set 
GF50024 2010-15 ceramic .....................................................  449.99   set 
GF50025 2010-15 304 stainless .............................................  469.99   set 

GF50024

  2010-11 Camaro Pypes Long Tube Headers
Looking for the added performance of a set of long tube headers? Pypes has the 
answer. Constructed of T-304 stainless steel, these headers promice not only 
increased performance but long life. Primary tubes available in either 1-3/4" or 
1-7/8", with 2-1/2" collectors. Connects to factory or Pypes Cat-Back exhaust 
without modifi cation. 
Important: 24" O2 sensors are required but not included. Reuse factory MLS header gaskets 
and bolts. Not for use on pollution controlled motor vehicles. For off-road use only. 
Note: Shipped oversize.

GF50041 2010-11 V8 .................................................................  519.99   set 

GF50034

OS1

OS1

  2010-14 Hooker Blackheart Headers 
2010-2014 Chevrolet Camaro SS 6.2L-V8, long tube headers – raw fi nish. Constructed 
of lightweight 1-7/8" diameter, 18 gauge, mandrel bent 304 stainless steel primary 
tubes with large 3" diameter outlet tube maximizing strength and durability. Long 
transition header collectors featuring merge spears for maximum fl ow and increased 
exhaust velocity and 3/8” thick CNC laser cut header fl anges for strength and 
maximum sealing surface. A 100% hand welded construction quality welds for 
strength, longevity and good looks. All hardware included.
A9701301 2010-14 ............................................................................  924.99   set 
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GF50003

   2010-15 SLP Long Tube Headers
SLP's new V8 Camaro 4-into-1 Long Tube Header system features equal length 
1-3/4" main primaries that lead into 3" high fl ow collectors. These headers are made 
with mandrel bent 409 stainless steel and ceramic coated to keep heat in, reduce 
underhood temperatures and improve exhaust velocity. The rest of the exhaust system 
is made from stainless steel. Designed to fi t both L99 or LS3 Camaro V8 engines, 
this header package is fully compatible with all OE emissions control equipment 
and uses OEM fl anges for perfect a fi t and proper bolt retention.
Important: These products cannot be shipped to California.
Note: Shipped double oversize. 
GF50002 2010-15 for use with stock H-pipe.............................  1247.99   set 
GF50003 2010-15 for use with GF50006 X-pipe ......................  1344.99   set 
GF50004 2010-15 comes w/PowerFlo-X Crossover Assembly   1539.99   set 
GF50005 2010-15 comes with PowerFlo-X – use w/GF50021 .  1539.99   set 

OS2

  2010-17 Kooks Long Tube Headers And Mid-Pipes
Long tube headers optimize scavenging, increase power and provide a more aggressive 
sound. With their high-quality, precision-tuned products, Kooks has become the 
industry standard for performance headers and the best bang for your buck for 
your 5th or 6th gen Camaro. Off-road mid-pipes feature a non-catted section for 
unrestricted air fl ow. All products are made with T-304 stainless steel and ready to 
install with the included gaskets and hardware. Performance mid-pipes pipes must 
be used to connect Kooks headers with an aftermarket or stock catback. 
Note: Not for sale or use in CA or other states that have CA equivalent 
emissions laws. Shipped oversize.

Long Tube Headers
SS, ZL1 Models Primary Collector
22502410 2010-15 1-7/8"  3" long tube headers ...............  1083.99   ea 
22502610 2010-15 2" 3" long tube headers. ..............  1135.99   ea 
22602400 2016-17 1-7/8" 3" long tube headers ...............  1083.99   ea 
22602600 2016-17 2" 3" long tube headers ...............  1135.99   ea 
Z-28 Models  Primary Collector
22512410 2015 1-7/8" 3" long tube headers ...............  1255.99   ea 
22512610 2015 2"  3" long tube headers ...............  1308.99   ea 

Mid-pipes
SS, ZL1 Models Diameter
22503101 2010-15 3"  off-road mid-pipes..............  257.99   pr 
22603100 2016-17 3"  off-road mid-pipes..............  257.99   pr 
Z-28 Models Diameter
22513100 2015 3"  off-road mid-pipes..............  247.99   pr 
22513200 2015 2-1/2"  high fl ow cat mid-pipes ......  476.99   pr 
22513300 2015 3"  green cat mid-pipes ............  906.99   pr 

Header and Mid-Pipe Combos
SS, ZL1 Models Primary Collector
2250H410 2010-15 1-7/8" 3" w/off-road mid-pipes..........  1178.99   set 
2250H420 2010-15 1-7/8" 3" w/high fl ow cat mid-pipes. .  1388.99   set 
2250H430 2010-15 1-7/8" 3" w/green cat mid-pipes. .......  1927.99   set 
2260H410 2016-17 1-7/8" 3" w/off-road mid-pipes..........  1178.99   set 
2260H420 2016-17 1-7/8" 3" w/high fl ow cat mid-pipes ..  1388.99   set 
2260H430 2016-17 1-7/8" 3" w/green cat mid-pipes ........  1927.99   set 
2260H610 2016-17 2" 3" w/off-road mid-pipes..........  1224.99   set 
2260H620 2016-17 2" 3" w/high fl ow cat mid-pipes ..  1434.99   set 
2260H630 2016-17 2" 3" w/green cat mid-pipes ........  1976.99   set 
Z-28 Models  Primary Collector 
2251H410 2015 1-7/8" 3" w/off-road mid-pipes..........  1350.99   set 
2251H420 2015 1-7/8" 3" w/high fl ow cat mid-pipes ..  1560.99   set 
2251H430 2015 1-7/8" 3" w/green cat mid-pipes ........  2109.99   set 
2251H610 2015 2" 3" w/off-road mid-pipes..........  1484.99   set 
2251H620 2015 2" 3" w/high fl ow cat mid-pipes ..  1613.99   set 
2251H630 2015 2" 3" w/green cat mid-pipes ........  2165.99   set 

22512410

22503101 22513200 22513300

OS1

  2016-17 Long Tube Headers With X-pipe
Improve the sound and performance of your 6th generation Camaro SS with Stainless 
Works long tube headers. These CNC mandrel bent stainless steel headers feature 
port matched fl anges, slip fi t collectors, and are paired with 3" high fl ow catalytic 
converter leads or 3" off-road lead pipes and X-pipe. System includes adapters 
for both Factory and Performance connections. X-pipe includes functioning AFM 
(active fuel management) valves for vehicles equipped with them, or a valve delete 
plate that allows you to mount the electric motor and alleviate any AFM engine 
codes on the dash. All headers feature merge spike collector technology for reduced 
turbulence and back pressure.
Important: Not legal for use in all 50 states. These products cannot be shipped to California.
Note: Shipped double oversize. 
2" Primary Tubes
GF34031 2016-17 X-pipe without cats and AFM valves .......  2149.99   set 
GF34033 2016-17 X-pipe without cats and without valves ...  1849.99   set 
1.875" Primary Tubes
GF34035 2016-17 X-pipe without cats and AFM valves .......  2149.99   set 
GF34037 2016-17 X-pipe without cats and without valves ...  1849.99   set 

GF34031

OS2
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2016-17 Exhaust Sytems
Stainless Works full 3" mandrel bent 304 stainless steel dual exhaust systems are 
available for your 6th generation Camaro SS. Available with turbo S-tube muffl ers, 
X-pipe, and feature mirror polished stainless steel slash cut exhaust tips. Includes 
clamps, hangers and hardware. For vehicles equipped with AFM/NPP, system 
includes functional AFM valves in the X-pipe and NPP valves in the muffl ers to 
replace and function like the OEM valves. Dyno tested and tuned for large RWHP 
gains with no additional tuning required.
Important: Active fuel management (AFM), dual-mode exhaust (NPP). Axle-back exhaust do 
not include X-pipe. Vehicles with AFM/NPP need to reuse the actuators from factory exhaust. 
Single exhaust tip are 5", dual exhaust tips are 4" in diameter.
Note: Shipped truck freight. 
Performance Connect Full System
Full system from headers to tips, 1-7/8" primary tubes with 3" off-road pipes, X-pipe 
and single or dual slash cut tips.
GF34038 2016-17 with 4" dual tip exhaust/NPP valves ...............  2789.99   set 
GF34039 2016-17 with 5" single tip exhaust ................................  2439.99   set  
Factory Connect
GF34040 2016-17 cat-back w/AFM valves with single tips .........  1594.99   set 
GF34041 2016-17 cat-back w/AFM and NPP valves w/dual tips   1994.99   set 
GF34042 2016-17 cat-back w/o AFM valves with single tips ......  1294.99   set 
GF34043 2016-17 cat-back w/o AFM w/NPP valves w/dual tips   1694.99   set 
GF34044 2016-17 axle-back w/o NPP valves with single tips .....  639.99   set 
GF34045 2016-17 axle-back w/NPP valves with dual tips ...........  639.99   set 
Performance Connect
GF34046 2016-17 axle-back w/o NPP valves with single tips .....  989.99   set 
GF34047 2016-17 axle-back w/NPP valves with dual tips ...........  989.99   set 

GF34044

GF34047

  2010-15 Flowmaster Force II Exhaust System
These milder sounding systems are designed to replace original rear mounted 
muffl ers using factory style connections. These systems are mandrel bent for 
maximum performance, with specially selected muffl ers and all necessary hardware 
for simple installation. This Force II systems deliver a mild exterior and interior 
tone, and are suited for those who are looking for effi ciency improvements without 
excessive noise. Like all Flowmaster systems, the benefi ts include improved throttle 
response, power and mileage.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
Axle-Back
F817506 2010-13 without factory ground effects, mild ...........  629.99   set 
F817697 2014-15 without dual mode exhaust, mild .................  592.99   set 
Cat-Back
F817528 2010-13 w/o factory ground effects, mild/moderate ..  1000.99   set 

OS2

F817697

F817528

  2010-15 Flowmaster American Thunder Exhaust System
Looking for a Cat-Back exhaust system with an aggressive tone? Flowmaster’s 
American Thunder Exhaust system is just the perfect solution. Designed with an easy 
fi t in mind, these systems are mandrel bent for maximum performance and include 
specially selected muffl ers. Engineered to deliver a moderate to aggressive interior 
and exterior tone, these systems are perfect for the enthusiast who wants to be heard. 
Like all Flowmaster exhaust systems, this system also offers the added benefi ts 
of improved throttle response, power and mileage. Includes mounting hardware. 
Note: 50 state emissions legal. *Shipped double oversize.
Axle-Back Exhaust Systems
F817483* 2010-15 V6 without convertible top, aggressive sound .  630.99   set 
F817700* 2014-15 V8 without dual mode exhaust, aggressive ..  589.99   set 
F817744 2016 V8 without performance exhaust (Quad Tip)   549.99   set 
Cat-Back Exhaust Systems
F817572 2010-13 V6 with or w/o factory ground effects .........  1009.99   set 
F817481 2010-13 V8 without factory ground effects ...............  1011.99   set 
F817487 2010-13 V8 with factory ground effects ....................  1004.99   set 
F817609* 2013-15 V6/V8 w/dual mode exhaust, aggressive .....  1004.99   set 
F817656 2014-15 V8 without dual mode exhaust, medium .....  1025.99   set 

F817487

F817483

OS2

  2010-15 Flowmaster Outlaw Exhaust System
Race oriented Outlaw systems are designed to replace original muffl ers. With an 
easy installation in mind, these systems are mandrel bent for maximum performance. 
Outlaw systems deliver an ultra aggressive interior and exterior tone and are suited 
to the enthusiast who wants the most aggressive tone available. Like all Flowmaster 
systems, the benefi ts include improved throttle response, power and mileage. These 
systems include hardware.
Note: *Does not fi t convertible models, Shipped double oversize.
Axle-Back Exhaust Systems
F817504 2010-13 V8 without factory ground effects .................  572.99   set 
F817686 2014-15 V8 without dual mode exhaust ......................  592.99   set 
F817745 2016 V8 without performance exhaust (Quad Tip)   569.99   set 
Cat-Back
F817698* 2014-15 V8 without dual mode exhaust ......................  999.99   set 

OS2
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 2016 Camaro 2.0L Borla Exhaust
Get a deep, bold growl from your 6th Gen 2.0L with high fl ow Borla exhausts. 
Manufactured with stainless steel, mandrel bends and backed up by a 1,000,000-
mile warranty. Includes mounting hardware. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
Axle-Back
11933 S-Type 2016 2.25" ......................................................  737.99   ea 
11934 ATAK 2016 2.25" ......................................................  758.99   ea 
Mid Section (Use with Axle-Back to Create Cat-Back)
60622 2016  3", 2.25" .................................................  450.99   ea 

  2012-15 Camaro ZL1 Borla Exhaust
Get a deep, bold growl from your ZL1 with a high fl ow Borla exhaust system. 
Manufactured with stainless steel, mandrel bends and backed up by a 1,000,000-
mile warranty. Includes mounting hardware. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
Cat-Back
140494 S-Type 2012-15 2.75" with dual mode ................  1799.99   ea 
140495 ATAK 2012-15 2.75" with dual mode ................  1799.99   ea 
Headers (Off-road Use Only)
17258 2012-15 1.625", 2.5" short tube .....................................  1171.99   ea 
17249 2012-15 1.75", 2.5" long tube ......................................  945.99   ea 

 2010-16 Camaro V6 Borla Exhaust
Get a deep, bold growl from your Camaro with a high fl ow Borla exhaust system. 
Manufactured with stainless steel, mandrel bends and backed up by a 1,000,000-
mile warranty. Includes mounting hardware. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
Cat-Back
140282 S-Type 2010-13 2.25" except RS, dual mode ....  1199.99   ea 
140526 S-Type 2014-15 2.25" except RS, dual mode ....  1199.99   ea 
140527 S-Type 2014 2.25" w/factory ground effects   1149.99   ea 
Axle-Back
11776 S-Type 2010-13 2.25" except 2013 quad tip RS .  749.99   ea 
11845 S-Type 2014-15 2.25" except RS, dual mode ....  749.99   ea 
11846 S-Type 2014 2.25" except RS, dual mode ....  719.99   ea 
11926 S-Type 2016 2.25", 2.75" w/o dual mode valves ....  982.99   ea 
11927 S-Type 2016 2.25", 2.75" w/o dual mode valves ....  999.99   ea 
11930 S-Type 2016 2.25", 2.75" with dual mode valves ...  1499.99   ea 
11931 ATAK 2016 2.25", 2.75" with dual mode valves ...  1565.99   ea 
X-Pipe
60539  2010-13 2.25" with mid-pipes ...............  577.99   ea 
60611  2016 2.25" 2nd cat delete (off-road use only)  767.99   ea 

 2010-16 Camaro V8 Borla Exhaust
Get a deep, bold growl from your Camaro with a high fl ow Borla exhaust system. 
Manufactured with stainless steel, mandrel bends and backed up by a 1,000,000-
mile warranty. Includes mounting hardware. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
Cat-Back
140348 S-Type 2010-13 3.00" except convertible models .....  1567.99   ea 
140281 Touring 2010-13 2.5" coupe/convertible ..................  1245.99   ea 
140280 S-Type 2010-13 2.5" coupe/convertible ..................  1090.99   ea 
140356 ATAK 2010-13 2.5" coupe/convertible ..................  1245.99   ea 
140330 S-Type 2010-13 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  1046.99   ea 
140378 ATAK 2010-13 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  1201.99   ea 
140530 S-Type 2014-15 2.5" ...............................................  1090.99   ea 
140532 ATAK 2014-15 2.5" ...............................................  1244.99   ea 
140531 S-Type 2016 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  1045.99   ea 
140533 ATAK 2016 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  1201.99   ea 
Axle-Back
11774 Touring 2010-13 2.5" coupe/convertible ..................  724.99   ea 
11775 S-Type 2010-13 2.5" coupe/convertible ..................  680.99   ea 
11788 ATAK 2010-13 2.5" coupe/convertible ..................  724.99   ea 
11802 S-Type 2010-13 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  635.99   ea 
11794 ATAK 2010-13 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  680.99   ea 
11847 Touring 2014-15 2.5" ...............................................  724.99   ea 
11849 S-Type 2014-15 2.5" ...............................................  680.99   ea 
11851 ATAK 2014-15 2.5" ...............................................  724.99   ea 
11848 Touring 2014-15 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  680.99   ea 
11850 S-Type 2014-15 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  635.99   ea 
11852 ATAK 2014-15 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  680.99   ea 
11924 S-Type 2010-13 2.5" with dual mode valves ..........  1589.99   ea 
11925 ATAK 2010-13 2.5" with dual mode valves ..........  1600.99   ea 
11920 S-Type 2010-13 2.5" without dual mode valves .....  1068.99   ea 
11921 ATAK 2010-13 2.5" without dual mode valves .....  1076.99   ea 
X-Pipe (Smog Legal)
60512  2010-15 2.5" with mid-pipes ......................  676.99   ea 
60607  2016 2.5" smog legal w/o AFM ex convertible   572.99   ea 
60610  2016 2.5" smog legal w/AFM ex convertible   1061.99   ea 
X-Pipe (Off-road Use Only)
60606  2016 2.5" 2nd cat delete, without AFM .  621.99   ea 
60609  2016 2.5" 2nd cat delete, with AFM ......  1129.99   ea 

11933

The Touring system is slightly louder than the stock system at cruise and will 
become more aggressive at wide open throttle. This system is for the driver who 
wants the Borla performance but also wants to keep the noise to near stock levels. 

The S-Type system has a more aggressive and deep growl to it. It is noticeably 
louder at start-up and cruise but when at wide open throttle it produces a deep, 
warm note that lets people know you’re coming. 

The ATAK system is engineered to be the loudest, most aggressive sound you can 
get. At wide open throttle, your ride will roar through the streets with a deep race 
car sound.

140494

11850

OS1

OS1

OS1

OS1
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 2010-16 Corsa Exhaust Systems
Get the performance and aggressive sound you desire without the annoying drone. 
The nonrestrictive, straight-through design maximizes airfl ow and improves 
performance and fuel economy. Both the Sport and Extreme series will give a slightly 
more aggressive tone at cruising speeds but really come alive on acceleration. The 
Extreme series has a more aggressive tone than the Sport series. All components 
are constructed of premium grade, 304 stainless steel to ensure the look and sound 
of your Corsa system won’t change over the life of your vehicle. No welding 
needed includes hardware and detailed full color instructions. 50 state emissions 
legal. Made in the USA. 
Note: Shipped overweight.

3.6L V6 Cat-Back
Sport Series
GF14953S 2010-15 polished tips without factory ground effects ..  1259.99   ea 
GF14953B 2010-15 black tips without factory ground effects ..  1354.99   ea 
GF14956S 2010-13 polished tips with factory ground effects .......  1259.99   ea 

6.2L V8 Cat-Back
Sport Series
GF14951S 2010-15 polished tips manual transmission  ................  1199.99   ea 
GF14951B 2010-15 black tips manual transmission  ................  1299.99   ea 
GF14952S 2010-15 polished tips automatic transmission coupe ..  1259.99   ea 
GF14952B 2010-15 black tips automatic transmission coupe ..  1299.99   ea 
GF14954S 2010-13 polished tips manual trans w/grnd effects ......  1209.99   ea 
GF14955S 2010-13 polished tips auto trans coupe w/ground effcts   1259.99   ea 
Extreme Series
GF14968S 2010-15 polished tips manual transmission  ................  1299.99   ea 
GF14968B 2010-15 black tips manual transmission  ................  1399.99   ea 
GF14976S 2010-15 polished tips manual trans w/ground effects ..  1279.99   ea 

6.2L V8 Axle-Back
Sport Series
GF14786S 2016 polished tips  ..................................................  1329.99   ea 
GF14786B 2016 black tips  ..................................................  1429.99   ea 
Extreme Series
GF14784S 2016 polished tips  ..................................................  1199.99   ea 
GF14784B 2016 black tips  ..................................................  1299.99   ea 

GF14953S

GF14786B

 2010-13 6.2L V8 Megan Cat Back Exhaust
Megan Racing OE-RS series cat backs are based on factory style systems, with larger 
2.5" piping and OEM style polished muffl ers. The system is made from high-quality 
T-304 stainless steel, featuring mandrel bent piping and a high polished fi nish. 
This exhaust system produces a quiet deep sound and will increase horsepower by 
5% and torque by 7%. Mounting hardware is included. Available with or without 
burnt rolled tips.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
153524 2010-13 with burnt rolled tips ....................................  769.99   set 
153525 2010-13 with standard tips .........................................  729.99   set 

OS2

 2010-12 Flowmaster Hushpower Exhaust System
This Axle-Back exhaust system is a great way to increase power without breaking the 
bank. This Axle-Back system is mandrel bent for maximum effi ciency and features 
specially selected Pro Series “Shortie” muffl ers with attractive 4" polished stainless 
steel tips. Designed for a moderate performance sound and improved performance, 
throttle response and mileage without drawing “unwanted attention”, includes parts 
and hardware for installation.
Important: 50 state emissions legal. 
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Without Factory Ground Effects Package
F819106 2010-12 6.2L V8 SS Axle-Back ........................................  649.99   set 

OS2

  2010-12 Magnafl ow Stainless Cat-Back Exhaust Systems
These performance exhaust systems minimize the power robbing effects of the OEM 
exhaust to maximize horsepower and torque. Built with high fl ow mandrel-bent 
stainless steel tubing and a low restriction muffl er, these systems reduce engine heat 
and back pressure yet improve exhaust scavenging from the combustion chamber. 
Street series systems include resonators.
Note: Shipped triple oversize.

Street Series Exhaust Systems
Models Except Convertible
16583 2010-12 V6 2.5" with 4" polished tips .............  1414.99   set 
16481 2010-12 V8 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  1541.99   set 
16579 2010-12 V8 2.5" with dual 4" polished tips .....  1414.99   set 
Convertible Models
1015089 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 4" polished tips .............  1455.99   set 

Competition Series Exhaust Systems
Models Except Convertible
16482 2010-12 V8 2.5" with factory ground effects ...  1304.99   set 
16580 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 5" polished tips .............  1169.99   set 
16483 2010-12 V8 3" with 4" polished tips ................  1544.99   set 
Convertible Models
1015090 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 5" polished tips .............  1189.99   set 

1015089

OS3
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2010-15   BBK X-Pipe
This X-pipe is designed to eliminate the factory resonators to increase performance 
and horsepower and is also smog legal because it is an after cat product. BBK High-
Flow X-Pipes offer great sound and performance. For SS models, BBK engineers 
designed the X-Pipe with 2-3/4" CNC mandrel bent tubing for outstanding power 
and sound. For V6 models, the X-Pipe was designed with 2-1/2" tubing to maximize 
low end torque while still delivering a great sound and improved performance.
Note: Shipped oversize.

GF50029 2010-15 V8 aluminized ...........................................  279.99   set 
GF50031 2010-11 V6 aluminized ...........................................  279.99   set 

OS1

GF50029

  2016-17 Camaro SS Flowmaster X-pipe
Flowmaster X-pipes are designed to eliminate the resonator and increase the sound 
level and performance in 2016-17 Camaro models.  These Scavenger Series X-pipe 
assemblies are intended to be used as an upgrade to Flowmaster’s axle-back systems, 
and replaces the heavily fl attened section of the factory system. Constructed with 
3.00 inch, 409 stainless steel with mandrel bends, this X-pipe is built to last. Since 
this product mounts after the catalytic converter, it is smog legal in all 50 states.
Note: Shipped oversize.

81083 2016-17 X-pipe manual transmission .......................  333.99   ea 
81084 2016-17 X-pipe automatic transmission with valves   777.99   ea 

81083

OS1

2010-15   SLP PowerFlo-X Crossover Pipe
Build power in your new L99 or LS3 Camaro with an SLP PowerFlo-X crossover 
pipe assembly. Designed to replace your factory H-pipe assembly, they bolt directly 
to your stock exhaust manifolds or SLP header package. Each assembly is precision 
bent on CNC equipment, manufactured from 3" stainless steel with smoother bends 
and equipped with a genuine X-pipe crossover.
Important: *Use with exhaust system #GF50021.
Note: These products cannot be shipped to California. Shipped double oversize.

GF50006 2010-15 use with stock manifold .............................  623.99   set 
GF50007 2010-15 use with GF50002 long tube headers .........  649.99   set 
GF50009* 2010-15 use with stock manifold .............................  624.99   set 
GF50010* 2010-15 use with GF50002 long tube headers .........  649.99   set 

GF50009

GF50010

OS2

  Dr. Gas Universal X-Pipe Crossover
Dr. Gas designed and commercialized the X-pipe crossover in the ‘80s. X-pipes 
equalize exhaust system pressure imbalances while producing a scavenging effect 
for more power and effi ciency. Exhaust note is dramatically improved to a smoother, 
higher pitch note. Universal X-pipe crossover sets are available in 2.5", 3", 3.5", 
and two special sizes with built-in reducers after the X junction. Sizes with reducers 
deliver enhanced torque without a horsepower loss. Complete sets include: two 
inlet bends, the X-pipe junction, two outlet bends, and fl anges with gaskets and 
hardware. Precision made with premium materials. Made in USA.
Note: Welding and trimming required. Test fi t before fi nal installation. No returns accepted 
once products are trimmed or altered
X-pipe Crossover Sets
A7700139 2.5" inlet 2.5" outlet ...................................................  249.99   set 
A7700140 3" inlet 3" outlet ......................................................  274.99   set 
A7700141 3" inlet 2.5" outlet ...................................................  289.99   set 
A7700142 3.5" inlet 3.5" outlet ...................................................  299.99   set 
A7700143 3.5" inlet 3" outlet ......................................................  339.99   set 
X-pipe Crossover Only
A7700134 2.5" inlet 2.5" outlet ...................................................  119.99   ea 
A7700135 3" inlet 3" outlet ......................................................  139.99   ea 
A7700136 3" inlet 2.5" outlet ...................................................  169.99   ea 
A7700137 3.5" inlet 3.5" outlet ...................................................  154.99   ea 
A7700138 3.5" inlet 3" outlet ......................................................  179.99   ea 

A7700139

CAMARO  Horsepower
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 2010-13 GM Performance Axle Back Systems
If you want to give your Camaro that little extra edge of aggression, there’s no 
better way than with an exhaust upgrade. The enlarged tips and deeper sound 
will let everyone on the strip know your Camaro has something special going on 
under the hood. These axle back systems also reduce back pressure, allowing your 
Camaro to breathe easier.
Note: Shipped oversize.
G149121 2010-13 V6 – with round tips ..................................  824.99   set 
G149122 2010-13 V6 – without tips ........................................  649.99   set 
G149123 2010-13 V8 LS3 – with round tips ...........................  824.99   set 
G149124 2010-13 V8 LS3 – without tips ................................  649.99   set 
G149125 2010-13 V8 LS3 – w/round tips (off road use only)   889.99   set 

G149125
all systems with tips 

feature the Bow Tie logo

OS1

 2010-15 SLP “Loud Mouth II” Exhaust System
Give your Gen 5 Camaro an aggressive, deep sound with a Loud Mouth II™ rear-axle 
back exhaust system from SLP Performance Parts. This exhaust system includes a 
pair of SLP Loud Mouth II™ muffl ers which feature a straight through design and 
ceramic wrapped perforated core to signifi cantly outfl ow traditional chambered 
and turbo-type muffl ers. This system provides superior fl ow and performance with 
a smoother, mellower tone than SLP’s Loud Mouth system, but with a tone more 
aggressive than the PowerFlo system. Combined with all-new 4" polished exhaust 
tips, you’ll really hear, see and feel the difference.
Note: 50 state emissions legal. Shipped oversize. 
GF50015 2010-15 V6 round 4" dual wall tips .......................  529.99   set 
GF50021 2010-15 V8 round 4" dual wall tips .......................  529.99   set 

OS1

2010-15 SLP “Loud Mouth II” Exhaust System
Your Gen 5 Cam aro packs a powerful engine, so why bottle it up with wimpy-
sounding (and restrictive) stock muffl ers? Unleash the power of the Bow Tie within 
by installing a Loud Mouth axle-back exhaust system from SLP Performance 
Parts. This affordable and easy-to-install system eliminates the factory muffl ers 
entirely, drastically reducing back pressure for enhanced power and a mind-blowing 
performance sound. Combined with all-new 4" polished tips, you’ll really see, hear 
and feel the difference.
Note: 50 state emissions legal. Shipped oversize. 
GF50013 2010-15 V6 round 4" dual-wall tips ........................  384.99   set 
GF50019 2010-15 V8 round 4" dual-wall tips ........................  384.99   set 

 2010-15 SLP PowerFlo Exhaust System
Give your Gen 5 Camaro a deep, powerful sound with a PowerFlo exhaust system 
from SLP Performance Parts. If you want a system that sounds good with minimal 
cabin resonance, this is  the system for you. This system includes a pair of PowerFlo 
muffl ers, which use a straight through design and ceramic wrapped perforated core 
to signifi cantly outfl ow traditional chambered and turbo-type muffl ers. Combined 
with all-new 4" polished tips, you’ll really hear, see and feel the difference. Also 
available with square tips for use with factory installed ground effects package. 
Note: 50 state emissions legal. Shipped oversize.
 
GF50011 2010-15 V6 round 4" dual wall tips ..........................   624.99   set 
GF50017 2010-15 V8 round 4" dual wall tips ..........................   624.99   set 

GF50011

OS1

OS1

GF50013

 2016-17 GM V8 Performance Exhaust 
This axle back exhaust system offers great performance, superb sound, and adds 
custom styling to your Camaro SS. Made from 304 stainless steel, with 2.75" 
piping and 4" high polish 304 stainless tips with Bow Tie emblem stamped at the 
end. Back pressure in the muffl ers is reduced 25% from the stock muffl er (based 
on fl ow testing).
Note: Not available for vehicles with NPP code dual mode exhaust. Active noise 
cancellation is included for vehicles with Bose stereo system. Shipped oversize.
GF6320 2016-17 SS with LT1 V8 .......................................   1019.99   pr 

 2016-17 GM V6 Performance Exhaust
Give your Camaro V6 a distinctive sound with this GM Performance axle back 
exhaust system. Made from 304 stainless steel, with 2.25" piping and 4" high polish 
304 stainless tips with Bow Tie emblem stamped at the end.
Note: Not available for vehicles with NPP code dual mode exhaust. 
Shipped oversize.
GF6321 2016-17 LGX V6 ...................................................   1019.99   pr 

OS1

OS1
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 2010-12 Magnafl ow Stainless Axle-Back Exhaust Systems
Looking for more power from your Camaro? Look no further than these Street and 
Competition series muffl ers from Magnafl ow. These performance exhaust systems 
minimize the power robbing effects of the OEM exhaust to maximize horsepower and 
torque. Built with high fl ow mandrel bent stainless steel tubing and a low restriction 
muffl er, these systems reduce engine heat and back pressure yet improve exhaust 
scavenging from the combustion chamber for even more potent performance. They 
are a lower cost way to create a more aggressive exhaust note. 
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Street Series Exhaust Systems
Models Except Convertible
16584 2010-12 V6 2.5" with 4" polished tips ..............  829.99   set 
16480 2010-12 V8 2.5" with factory ground effects ....  949.99   set 
165811 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 4" polished tips ..............  829.99   set 
Convertible Models
1015092 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 4" polished tips ..............  869.99   set 

Competition Series Exhaust Systems
Models Except Convertible
16582 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 5" polished tips ..............  594.99   set 
Convertible Models
1015093 2010-12 V8 2.5" with 5" polished tips ..............  651.99   set 

16584

OS2

 2016-17 6.2L Screamer Axle Back Dual Mode Exhaust System 
With the success of the electric cutout, the Screamer takes it to the next level with  
a dual mode axle-back exhaust system. The dual mode muffl er has a single inlet 
with a dual outlet. One outlet has a straight pipe with an electric cutout valve at 
the end with a 360 degree fl oating fl ange for total adjustability. When the valve is 
closed the exhaust gasses are routed through the muffl ed section for a mild sound, 
but open the valve for unrestricted performance and aggressive exhaust volume. 
Kit includes: 3" stainless steel  mandrel bent tubing and 4" polished tips, Screamer 
Muffl ers, QTEC electronic valves, wire harnesses, dual position momentary switch, 
installation hardware and gaskets.
400116 2016-17 Screamer axle-back exhaust system ..........  1199.99   kit 

A9701307A9701306

A9701303A9701302

 2010-15 Camaro 6.2L Hooker Blackheart 3"Axle Back Exhaust
All Hooker Blackheart products are constructed of lightweight 18 gauge, 304 
Stainless Steel material, maximizing strength and durability. High fl ow, straight 
through muffl er design produces an aggressive exhaust note under acceleration 
and a mellow tone at idle. Includes 4" dual wall polished 304 Stainless Steel tips 
with laser etched Hooker Blackheart logo adding maximum styling to your ride. 
Axle Back utilizes factory mounting points for ease of installation. Exhaust pipes 
designed for maximum ground clearance and hassle free installation. Exhaust system 
designed to fi t OE exhaust.
A9701302 2010-13 with muffl er .............................................  614.99   set 
A9701303 2010-13 without muffl er ........................................  461.99   set 
A9701306 2014-15 with muffl er .............................................  614.99   set 
A9701307 2014-15 without muffl er ........................................  461.99   set 

 2010-11 Camaro Pype Bomb Exhaust
This axle back exhaust system is specifi cally designed for the 2010-11 Chevrolet 
Camaro V8. The Pype Bomb utilizes unique louvered core resonated dual wall 
304 stainless tips to give you that incredible muscle car sound without the popping 
associated with other kits. There is also no drone! The set contains the axle back 
with monster 4" tips and hardware to install.
GF50038 2010-11 V8 ..............................................................  329.99   set 

  2010-13 RK Sport Rear Exhaust Diffuser
These rear exhaust diffusers from RK Sport will give your Gen 5 Camaro a hardcore 
race car look. Available in carbon fi ber and fi berglass, the carbon fi ber diffuser has 
carbon fi ber center sections and is gel coated black around the edges and splitters 
– paint is optional. The fi berglass diffuser is made with hand-laid fi berglass and 
comes gel coated black, paint is required.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
GF30007 2010-13 fi berglass .................................................  294.99   ea  
GF30012 2010-13 carbon fi ber .............................................  499.99   ea 

OS1

GF30012
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  Dr. Gas Frame Clearance Tubes
Frame clearance tubes allow you to route your exhaust 
through tight areas under crossmembers and frame 
rails. They are designed with round openings and a 
larger diameter low profi le oval center section that 
gives extra clearance without a loss of cross-sectional 
area or fl ow. Available for 2.5", 3", or 3.5" diameter 
pipe. Made in USA.
A7700144 2.5" clearance tube ....  99.99   ea 
A7700145 3" clearance tube ....  109.99   ea 
A7700146 3.5" clearance tube ....  119.99   ea 

A7700144

 Dr. Gas FreqMod Heavy-duty Muffl er
Dr. Gas FreqMod Heavy-duty muffl ers are designed 
for severe applications such as high horsepower 
engines running headers, superchargers or large single 
exhaust systems. The patented two stage design reduces 
popping and rasp for a mellow tone while maintaining 
a very high fl ow rate. Muffl ers are available in high 
temperature black and copper colored fi nishes. Made 
in USA.
2.5" Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700147 black 14" x 10" x 3.5" ..  134.99   ea 
A7700148 copper 14" x 10" x 3.5" ..  139.99   ea 
3" Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700149 black 14" x 10" x 3.5" ..  139.99   ea 
A7700150 copper 14" x 10" x 3.5" ..  144.99   ea 
A7700151 black 14" x 10" x 4.5" ..  149.99   ea 
A7700152 copper 14" x 10" x 4.5" ..  154.99   ea 
3.5" Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700153 black 14" x 10" x 4.5" ..  159.99   ea 
A7700154 copper 14" x 10" x 4.5" ..  164.99   ea 

A7700147

A7700152

 Dr. Gas SpinPro Reverse Flow Muffl er
Dr. Gas SpinPro Reverse Flow muffl ers feature inlets 
and outlets on the same end. Perfect for side exit 
systems with Boom Tube tips or where special routing 
is required. They feature very rugged construction and 
are available in high temperature black and copper 
colored fi nishes. Made in USA.
2.5" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700159 black 11.75" x 8.75" x 3.75"   129.99   ea 
A7700160 copper 11.75" x 8.75" x 3.75"   134.99   ea 
3" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700161 black 11.75" x 8.75" x 3.75"   129.99   ea 
A7700162 copper 11.75" x 8.75" x 3.75"   134.99   ea 

 Dr. Gas SpinPro 5 Trap Low Profi le Muffl er
Only 3" thick! These muffl ers produce an extremely 
smooth deep tone at a moderate volume level. In 
fl ow bench tests, these muffl ers have shown the 
same performance as straight pipe of the same inlet/
outlet diameter. They feature an extremely rugged 
construction and are available in high temperature 
black and copper colored fi nishes. Made in USA.
2.5" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700163 black 18" x 7.5" x 3" ...  119.99   ea 
A7700164 copper 18" x 7.5" x 3" ...  124.99   ea 
3" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700165 black 18" x 7.5" x 3" ...  129.99   ea 
A7700166 copper 18" x 7.5" x 3" ...  134.99   ea 

A7700163

A7700166

 Dr. Gas SpinPro 3 Trap Muffl er
These amazingly compact muffl ers are very effective 
against rasp and popping while delivering a very 
smooth, deep tone. Flow rates are comparable to 
straight-through muffl ers. Their extremely rugged 
construction utilizes fully welded 14 and 16 gauge 
aluminized steel with high heat coatings. Available 
in black or a copper that looks great on rear-mount 
applications where muffl ers are visible. Made in USA.
2" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700167 black 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"   99.99   ea 
A7700168 copper 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"   103.99   ea 
2.5" Offset Inlet 2" Offset Outlet
A7700169 black 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"   99.99   ea 
A7700170 copper 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"   103.99   ea 
2.5" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700171 black 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"   99.99   ea 
A7700172 copper 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"   103.99   ea 
A7700173 black 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   109.99   ea 
A7700174 copper 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   113.99   ea 
3" Offset Inlet 2.5"Offset Outlet
A7700175 black 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   109.99   ea 
A7700176 copper 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   113.99   ea 
3" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700177 black 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   109.99   ea 
A7700178 copper 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   113.99   ea 
3.5" Offset Inlet 3"Offset Outlet
A7700179 black 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   109.99   ea 
A7700180 copper 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   113.99   ea 
3.5" Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
A7700181 black 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   109.99   ea 
A7700182 copper 12" x 6.5" x 4.25"   113.99   ea 

A7700178

 Dr. Gas SpinPro 4 Trap Muffl er
The compact four trap muffl er offers the smooth fl ow 
and throaty exhaust sound of the Dr. Gas SpinPro 
muffl ers in a square design that fi ts into tight spaces. 
They feature an extremely rugged construction and are 
available in two case thicknesses with high temperature 
black and copper colored fi nishes. Made in USA.
2.5" Center Inlet/Center Outlet
A7700183 black 14.5" x 6.5" x 3.25"   129.99   ea 
A7700184 copper 14.5" x 6.5" x 3.25"   133.99   ea 
3" Center Inlet/Center Outlet
A7700185 black 14.5" x 6.5" x 4.25"   139.99   ea 
A7700186 copper 14.5" x 6.5" x 4.25"   143.99   ea 

A7700183

A7700184

A7700171

A7700162

A7700159

CAMARO  Horsepower

 Dr. Gas FreqMod Muffl er
Make your V8 sound like an exotic sports car! Dr. 
Gas FreqMod muffl ers modify the frequency to 
increase the pitch of your exhaust note. These compact 
muffl ers fi t most applications while offering exhaust 
fl ow comparable to the best performance muffl ers. 
They should be used with an X-pipe for best results. 
Intended for extreme or race applications. Muffl ers 
are available in high temperature black and copper 
colored fi nishes. For quieter application use Heavy-
duty FreqMod muffl ers. Made in USA.
2.5" Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
A7700155 black 8.5" x 8.5" x 3.25"   129.99   ea 
A7700156 copper 8.5" x 8.5" x 3.25"   133.99   ea 
3" Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
A7700157 black 9.5" x 9.5" x 4.25"   139.99   ea 
A7700158 copper 9.5" x 9.5" x 4.25"   143.99   ea 

A7700155

A7700158

Muffl ers
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  Dr. Gas Boom Tubes
Dr. Gas Boom Tubes were designed for stock car 
racing, and now these low-profi le side exit exhausts 
are available for your muscle car. Boom Tubes have 
no restriction and are a perfect add-on for exhaust 
cutouts. Boom Tubes are fully MIG welded and 
can be trimmed to match your vehicle’s side profi le. 
Untrimmed Boom Tubes measure approximately 27.5" 
long and are available with 2.5", 3", and 3.5" round 
inlets. From the inlet transition, they drop to a thin 
1.75" thick and 8" wide with two lengthwise support 
ribs. Exposed exit is approximately 12" to 14" wide 
depending on the trim angle. Combine with Dr. Gas 
muffl ers and X-pipe system for a one-of-a-kind exhaust 
sound! Made in USA.
Note: Test fi t before trimming. No returns accepted once 
Boom Tubes are trimmed or altered.
Single Boom Tubes
A7700110 2.5" inlet ........................  209.99   ea 
A7700111 3" inlet ...........................  209.99   ea 
A7700112 3.5" inlet ........................  209.99   ea 
Boom Tube Pairs
A7700113 2.5" inlet ........................  399.99   pr 
A7700114 3" inlet ...........................  399.99   pr 
A7700115 3.5" inlet ........................  399.99   pr 

A7700110

A7700110 profi le

 Dr. Gas Boom Tube Muffl ers
Dr. Gas Boom Tube Muffl ers offer the same fi t as a 
Boom Tube, but have built-in muffl ers! Perfect for low 
ground clearance applications while giving that great 
side exit look. Boom Tube muffl ers are fully MIG 
welded and can be trimmed to match your vehicle’s 
side profi le. Untrimmed Boom Tube Muffl ers are 
approximately 30" long and are available with 2.5", 
3", or 3.5" round inlet tubes for both right and left side 
exit. Made in USA.
Note: Test fi t before trimming. No returns accepted once 
Boom Tubes are trimmed or altered.
Single Boom Tube Muffl ers
A7700117 2.5" inlet LH exit .......  289.99   ea 
A7700116 2.5" inlet RH exit ......  289.99   ea 
A7700119 3" inlet LH exit .......  289.99   ea 
A7700118 3" inlet RH exit ......  289.99   ea 
A7700121 3.5" inlet LH exit .......  289.99   ea 
A7700120 3.5" inlet RH exit ......  289.99   ea 
Boom Tube Muffl er Pairs
A7700122 2.5" inlet LH and RH   529.99   pr 
A7700123 3" inlet LH and RH   529.99   pr 
A7700124 3.5" inlet LH and RH   529.99   pr 

A7700116

A7700116 profi le

 Dr. Gas Boom Tube Tips 
These Boom Tube Tips are similar to full size Boom 
Tube, but are shorter in length for easy installation.  
They still have the same 8" by 1.75" compact size 
after the inlet transition. Tips are precut at 45 degree 
to expose an 11-1/4" opening at the side of the car and 
can be trimmed to match the profi le of your car. Tips 
are fully MIG welded and are available individually 
or in pairs. Boom Tube tips are approximately 23" 
long on the long side and 14" long on the short side 
and are available with 2.5", 3", or 3.5" round inlet 
pipes. Made in USA.
Note: Trimmed or modifi ed tips cannot be returned.
Single Boom Tube Tips
A7700126 2.5" inlet LH exit .........  139.99   ea 
A7700125 2.5" inlet RH exit ........  139.99   ea 
A7700128 3" inlet LH exit .........  139.99   ea 
A7700127 3" inlet RH exit ........  139.99   ea 
A7700130 3.5" inlet LH exit .........  139.99   ea 
A7700129 3.5" inlet RH exit ........  139.99   ea 
Boom Tube Tip Pairs
A7700131 2.5" inlet LH and RH ..  224.99   pr 
A7700132 3" inlet LH and RH ..  224.99   pr 
A7700133 3.5" inlet LH and RH ..  224.99   pr 

A7700125

  2010-12 SLP Muffl er Delete Kit
Looking for race-ready performance and an ultra 
aggressive sound for your Camaro SS? Then look 
no further and clamp-in SLP’s muffl er delete kit 
to your existing SLP 3" integrated PowerFlo-X™ 
Crossover assembly.
Important: Not 50 state legal. For use with GF50004, 
GF50005, GF50006, GF50007, GF50009 or GF50010.
GF50008 2010-12 .................................   95.99   pr 

 2016-17 SLP Muffl er Eliminator
SLP’s muffl er eliminator kit is a quick and easy way to 
improve the sound and performance of your 2016-17 
Camaro SS. This exhaust offers an aggressive race-
inspired tone without interior drone. The 3" mandrel 
bent stainless steel pipes and laser etched 4" single tips 
are made from double wall 304 polished stainless steel 
and feature the SLP logo. Ensuring maximum fl ow 
with less back pressure and long-lasting durability. 
They fi t perfectly in the stock hanger locations for an 
easy installation and provide an aggressive look to the 
rear of your vehicle. Hardware included.
GF6233 2016-17 SS 6.2L ............  364.99   kit 

 Super 10 Series Stainless Steel Muffl ers
Looking for the most aggressive sound available? 
Flowmaster’s new Super 10 series muffl ers are so 
aggressive, they aren’t recommended for street driven 
vehicles. Best suited to racing applications, these 
feature the same Delta Flow performance technology 
used in the highly popular Super 40 and Super 44 
series Flowmaster mufflers. Manufactured from 
durable 409S stainless steel for long life and offered 
in a variety of confi gurations. Backed by a limited 
lifetime manufacturer’s warranty, these short, single 
chamber muffl ers deliver the closest thing to open 
pipe sound possible. If you want high impact sound, 
the Super 10 series muffl ers are the answer. Measures: 
6.5" x 9.5" x 4".
Note: These muffl ers are recommended for off-highway use, 
not for street driven vehicles
 F842515  2.5" center inlet/center outlet   75.99   ea 
 F8425152  2.5"/2.25" center inlet/dual outlet   75.99   ea 
 F842518  2.5" offset inlet/offset outlet ..   75.99   ea 
 F843015  3" center inlet/center outlet....   75.99   ea 
 F8430152  3"/2.5" center inlet/dual outlet   75.99   ea 

F842515

 2010-16 Flowmaster Universal Muffl ers
These muffl ers will not only deliver a deep, aggressive 
sound outside and inside your vehicle, they will also 
generate increased scavenging more horsepower. 
Constructed of 16 gauge 409S stainless steel and 
fully MIG-welded for maximum durability. Muffl ers 
measure: 13" x 9.75" x 4", 19" overall. Made in the USA.
Note: Muffl ers are universal, welding and hangers required.

Universal V6 3.6L
2.25" inlet offset/offset outlet
F8042443 2010-2016 40 series .......  89.99   ea 
F842448 2010-2016 44 series .......  97.99   ea 

2016 V6 3.6L and V8 6.2L
2.50" inlet offset/center outlet
F8425461 2016 44 series .......  113.99   ea 

F8042443 F842448

F8425461

CAMARO  Horsepower
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Doug’s Stainless Steel Electric Cutouts
These cutouts feature a rugged 12 volt DC motor and rotating gate for a leakproof seal every time the cutout 
is opened and closed. When fully opened, these cutouts do not create exhaust fl ow obstructions that can create 
a leaky gasket sound, unlike butterfl y style cutouts. A pre-wired harness with an illuminated rocker switch is 
supplied for easy installation. Uncork your exhaust with the fl ip of a switch from your dash. The cutouts are 
ideal for race tracks that don’t require muffl ers. These Doug’s cutouts are available individually, in pairs, or in 
sets with Y-Pipes for easy installation. Made in USA.
Important: Not recommended for vehicles equipped with catalytic converters.
Note: May not be legal for highway use or use on emission controlled vehicles. 
 25052  2-1/2" single electric cutout ....................................................................................   209.99   ea 
 25053  2-1/2" pair electric cutouts ......................................................................................   389.99   pr 
 25054  2-1/2" electric cutout set .........................................................................................   455.99   set 
 25055  3" single electric cutout ....................................................................................   209.99   ea 
 25056  3" pair electric cutouts ......................................................................................   389.99   pr 
 25057   3" electric cutout set .........................................................................................   439.99   set 

25057

Doug's Stainless Steel Cutout Turn Downs
Easily route your cutout exhaust fl ow away from 
the fl oor boards or in any direction with these easily 
installed 304 stainless steel turn downs. These 
turndowns are made specifi cally for Doug’s electric 
cutouts and include stainless band clamps for weld 
free attachment. Made in the USA. 
 25058  2-1/2" turndown pipe ............   34.99   ea 
 25059  3" turndown pipe ............   34.99   ea 

CAMARO  Horsepower

MN2446 MN2450

MN2460

  Stainless Steel Cutout Pipes
Stainless steel exhaust cutout pipes for all models. 
Manufactured from 304 stainless steel with a polished 
fi nish. They feature a TIG-welded construction with 
a 3/8" fl ange for a proper seal. Includes the end cap, 
gasket and hardware for an easy installation.
MN2460 2-1/4" cutout .......................  51.99   ea 
MN2461 2-1/2" cutout .......................  51.99   ea 
MN2462 3" cutout ..............................  51.99   ea 
MN2463 3-1/2" cutout .......................  51.99   ea 
MN2464 4" cutout ..............................  81.99   ea 

  Electric Exhaust Cutouts
Don’t crawl under your car to uncork your exhaust ever again by switching to electric cutouts. Keep them closed 
and quiet for the street, wide open for the strip, or anywhere in between with the fl ip of a switch. You control the 
volume and the power! Available in sizes 2-1/4" to 4" and a low profi le oval design for applications with limited 
ground clearance. Fits 2-1/4" to 3" round exhaust pipe. Built with high-quality materials, CNC 6061 aluminum 
body and motor plate, stainless steel shaft and butterfl y plate, high torque DC gear driven motor, weather-tight 
wiring connectors, and custom illuminated toggle switch.
Note: Match valve size with cutout size for optimal fi t and performance.

Electric Cutout Valves – Individual
Part# Cutout Size Additional Notes
MN2443 2-1/4" valve .....................................................................................................  181.99   ea 
MN2444 2-1/2" valve .....................................................................................................  179.99   ea 
MN2445 3" valve .....................................................................................................  189.99   ea 
MN2446 oval valve includes connector, fi ts 2-1/2" to 3" round pipe ..........................  199.99   ea 
MN2447 3-1/2" valve .....................................................................................................  179.99   ea 
MN2448 4" valve .....................................................................................................  199.99   ea 
MN2449 4" valve includes 4" three bolt fl ange ........................................................  219.99   ea 

Electric Cutout Valve Sets
MN2450 two 2-1/4" valves .....................................................................................................  354.99   pr 
MN2451 two 2-1/2" valves .....................................................................................................  364.99   pr 
MN2452 two 3" valves .....................................................................................................  369.99   pr 
MN2453 two oval valves includes connector, fi ts 2-1/2" to 3" round pipe ..........................  419.99   pr 
MN2454 two 3-1/2" valves .....................................................................................................  354.99   pr 
MN2455 two 4" valves .....................................................................................................  399.99   pr 
MN2456 two 4" valves includes 4" three bolt fl ange ........................................................  439.99   pr 

  2010-11 Pypes Dual Electric Cutout Set
This set comes with 2 electric exhaust cutouts, wiring 
harness to control both cutouts with one switch, 
stainless steel mounting hardware, extra thick gaskets, 
and Pypes lifetime limited warranty. Manufactured 
using only the highest quality materials. Housing is 
manufactured with 6061-T6 billet aluminum. Double 
sealed 125" aluminum butterfl y to ensure no leaks. 
High temp o-ring to ensure a complete seal. Includes 
built-in thermal protection device to protect motor from 
overload. Dual Electric Cutout and Y-pipe set (for 2.5" 
exhaust). Wiring and switch is included. Allows you 
to partially or fully open your exhaust from a switch 
you can mount anywhere in the car. Perfect for when 
a quick 10-20 horsepower is needed. Made in USA.
GF50042 2010-11 ............................  474.99   set 

304 stainless steel construction
High torque 12 volt DC gear reduction motors
Self adjusting, self cleaning gate for leak proof seal
Zero obstructions when fully open

Harness pre-wired for easy installation
Reduced size permits greater installation options
Includes wiring harness, gaskets and hardware
Cutout sets included Y-pipe and band clamps for simple installation

Exhaust Cutouts

25059
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  Metric Exhaust Manifold Bolts
Mr. Gasket exhaust manifold bolts are designed for 
quick and easy installation and removal. These bolts 
feature a compact head design that is ideal for use 
where space is minimal. Socket head bolt 8mm-1.25 
x 30 mm L (16 piece).
LW979G 2010-13 SS 6.2L V8 ......  19.99   set 

  2010-11 Ultra-Seal Exhaust Gaskets
Mr. Gasket Ultra-Seal exhaust gaskets are manufactured 
from high-temperature graphite facing/steel core 
exhaust material. The graphite facing provides 
excellent heat resistance and thermal conductivity to 
transfer heat away from cylinder head. These gaskets 
conform to and seals minor surface irregularities to 
prevent annoying exhaust leaks.
LW5966 2010-11 SS 6.2L V8 ......  29.99   ea 

CAMARO  Horsepower

MN2457 MN2459

  Universal Exhaust Turn-Downs
Universal exhaust turn-downs for electric cutouts. They 
feature a 360 degree fl oating fl ange which allows turning 
in any direction. Manufactured from stainless steel with 
a polished fi nish.
MN2457 2-1/2" turn-down ................  26.99   ea 
MN2458 3" turn-down ......................  26.99   ea 
MN2459 oval turn-down ...................  21.99   ea 

Exhaust Cutouts

  2010-17 6.2L Aggressor Cutout Pipe Kit 
Take the guess workout of your exhaust cutout installation with an Aggressor cutout kit. Each kit is specially 
designed for the best clearance, sound and power. Go from factory quiet to Aggressor riot with a fl ip of a switch. 
No welding is required for the 2010-15 kit, simply cut the existing pipe section and bolt in the new cutout pipe kit. 
Welding is required for 2016-17 models. Kit includes stainless steel Aggressor cutout pipe kit, QTEC electronic 
valves, wire harnesses, dual position momentary switch, installation hardware and gaskets. 
500110 2010-15 ...........................................................................................................................  725.99   kit 
500116 2016-17 ...........................................................................................................................  449.99   kit 

500110

 2010-15 Z28 Exhaust Hook-up Kit
This is the only kit necessary to clamp the LS7 Z28 
cat back exhaust going from 2.75" right up to your 
2.5" LS3 equipped Camaro SS.
GF6337 2010-15 SS models ..........  144.99   kit 

  Electric Cutout Remote Control System
Remote control for your electric cutout system. When 
space is a premium this control box gives you the 
fl exibility you need. Includes 2 wireless key fobs for 
100% control over your cutouts at the push of a button.
MN2466  ...........................................  84.99   set 

    This Heat Shield Simply Clips Into Place!
The Header Manifold Blanket™ simply clips into place 
on the upper portion of the header, eliminating the 
hassle of traditional header wrap. Provides excellent 
heat retention for exhaust headers and manifolds.
TT1017 two 20" x 24" shields .........  85.99   pr 

 Shield Plastic, Rubber Hoses And Wiring  
Wrap your fuel lines and say good-bye to vapor lock!
Thermo-Shield™ protects hoses and wires from radiant 
heat to prevent them from drying out, meltling or 
cracking over time. Ideal for applications where it 
is impractical to disconnect one end of the hose or 
wire. The adhesive backed tape can easily be wrapped 
around the hose or wire to make a clean, professional 
appearance. Provides a refl ective barrier against radiant 
heat up to 2000 degrees F. 
TT1019 1-1/2" x 15' feet ....................  15.99   ea 
TT1051 2" x 50' feet ..........................  49.99   ea 

 Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive
Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive is a quick-drying, 
long-lasting spray adhesive for  high-temperature 
applications. Extra-strong contact adhesive sets quickly, 
and lasts even in high temperature situations. Use with 
Thermo-Guard FR, Cool It Insulating Mat, Aluminized 
Heat Barrier and more.
Note: Shipped within the continental U.S. only. Shipped 
ground only.
TT12005 16 oz. ...................................  16.99   ea 

   Refl ect Heat Away From Your Interior!
The Muffl er/Catalytic Converter Heat Shield™ is 
made from woven silica with a fl exible mylar fi nish to 
form a highly refl ective heat shield between catalytic 
converters or muffl ers and the undercarriage of the car. 
Includes one 24" x 40" mylar heat shield and fasteners.
TT1007 muffl er heat shield .................  61.99   ea 
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 2010-11 Original GM Radiators
If your original radiator needs replacement, use these original GM radiators. GM 
radiators are original equipment for your 2010-11 Camaro.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
V6 Models
G14108 2010-11 manual trans ...............................................  229.99   ea 
G14109 2010-11 automatic trans ...........................................  229.99   ea 
V8 Models
G14110 2010-11 all ................................................................  259.99   ea 

 2010-11 Be Cool Aluminum Cooling System
Be Cool radiators are designed to 
provide the added cooling capacity 
required by high horsepower 
engines. These all-aluminum 
radiators are up to 40% lighter than 
traditional copper/brass radiators and 
offer superior cooling capacity with a 
performance grade dual one inch core, 
epoxy-free construction and a billet fi ller 
neck with high capacity overfl ow tube. 
Bolt-in installation with factory pin style 
mounting and is compatible with OEM 
cooling fans. 100% pressure tested. 
For manual or automatic transmission. 
Available in polished or natural 
unpolished fi nishes.
 Note: Shipped oversize. 
GF95002N 2010-11 natural fi nish ............................................  859.99   ea 
GF95002P 2010-11 polished fi nish .........................................  959.99   ea 

GF95002P

   2010-11 Flex-a-lite Radiator And Fan Assembly
Flex-a-lite’s radiators for 2010-11 V8 models feature hand welded, all aluminum 
construction. With twice the core thickness and three times the cooling capacity of 
a stock radiator, these direct bolt-in systems offer superior cooling over the original 
design. The radiators are available individually or as a set including with dual 
Flex-a-lite X-treme S-blade 3000 cfm electric fans. No modifi cation to the factory 
mounting points is required, and original fan wiring is retained. Includes instructions, 
all necessary brackets, hardware, and a 20 psi radiator cap. Made in USA.
Note: Vehicles with an automatic transmission will require the use of an external 
transmission oil cooler. Use recommended transmission cooler set FL4116C.
 FL56418  2010-11 V8 aluminum radiator ............................  779.99   ea 
 FL56488  2010-11 V8 aluminum radiator and fan set ..........  1149.99   set 

 2010-11 Replacement Radiators
If your original radiator can no longer handle the heat of your 2010-11 Camaro, these 
replacement radiators are an economical way to bring your coolant temperatures 
back under control.
Note: Shipped oversize.
V6 Models
GF951106 2010-11 manual trans ...............................................  119.99   ea 
GF951103 2010-11 automatic trans ...........................................  139.99   ea 
V8 Models
GF951104 2010-11 all ................................................................  144.99   ea 

G14110

GF951103

FL56488

OS1

OS1

OS1

  2010-15 Camaro AFCO Aluminum Radiator
These AFCO fi t, high-performance radiators are engineered to maximize cooling, 
streamline installation and ensure years of optimal cooling. Installation time is less 
than an hour, it mounts in factory location and accepts factory shroud. Features 
two row, 1" tube core. Fits both manual and automatic transmission. Detailed 
instructions are included. 
Note: Shipped oversize.
80259N 2010-15 satin ............................................................  699.99   ea 
80259Z 2010-15 polished ......................................................  969.99   ea 
80259B 2010-15 black ...........................................................  899.99   ea 

80259B

80259Z

80259N

 2010-11 Mishimoto Performance Aluminum Radiators
Mishimoto performance radiators for 2010-11 Camaro SS models offer, 100% 
aluminum construction which provides greater heat and pressure tolerance, better 
heat dissipation, increased durability, improved cooling effi ciency, and improved 
structural rigidity. All radiators feature a 2 row brazed aluminum core with an 
internal transmission cooler to provide optimal fl uid temperatures for automatic 
transmissions. Each radiator includes a Mishimoto radiator cap, magnetic drain 
plug, and is backed by a manufacturer’s lifetime warranty.
Important: Radiators will work with automatic or manual transmission vehicles.
Note: Shipped oversize.
GF103048 2010-11 SS .............................................................  399.99   ea 

OS1

cap detail

warranty tag

OS1

Cooling System
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 2010-11 Radiator Fan Assembly
If your original fan assembly is out of commission, 
these replacement units are the economical answer. 
Fits V6 or V8 models.
GF951102 2010-11 fan assembly   134.99   ea 

    2010-11 AC Condenser With Receiver/Dryer
If road debris has damaged your AC condenser, this 
economical replacement will get your air blowing cold 
once more. Includes receiver/dryer.
GF951101 2010-11 ..............................   99.99   ea 

    2012-14 Camaro ZL1 Heat Exchanger
These AFCO heat exchangers are designed to be a 
direct replacement to your factory heat exchanger 
while providing more efficient intake cooling. 
Features double pass design and enhanced fin 
technology for greater airfl ow. Pro models come with 
10" dual fans for even more cooling power. Mounting 
hardware included.
Note: Shipped oversize.
80283NDP 2012-14 satin ..........  489.99   ea 
80283NDPB 2012-14 black .........  684.99   ea 
80283PRO 2012-14 satin ..........  799.99   ea 
80283PROB 2012-14 black .........  999.99   ea 

80283NDPB

80283NDP

80283PRO

OS1

 2010-11 Mishimoto Silicone Radiator Hoses
Replacement silicone radiator hoses for 2010-
11 Camaro SS models. Unlike the degradation 
prone rubber hoses your truck currently has, every 
Mishimoto silicone hose is constructed from fi ve 
layers of silicone with heat-resistant embedded fi bers 
to provide unmatched durability, heat tolerance and 
pressure tolerance.
GF103049B 2010-11 black ............  184.99   set 
GF103049L 2010-11 blue ..............  184.99   set 
GF103049R 2010-11 red ...............  184.99   set 

GF103049B

 Heat Shrink Hose Clamps
These new technology, heat shrink hose clamps 
are constructed from an advanced heat sensitive 
thermoplastic.  These clamps seal better in all 
conditions and temperature extremes.
Part# Min I.D. Max I.D. O.D.
A9600216 1/4" 1/2" 11/16" ....  3.99   ea 
A9600217 3/8" 11/16" 13/16" ....  3.99   ea 
A9600218 1/2" 13/16" 15/16" ....  3.99   ea 
A9600219 5/8" 15/16" 1-1/16" ..  3.99   ea 
A9600220 3/4" 1-1/16" 1-3/16" ..  3.99   ea 
A9600221 7/8" 1-3/16" 1-1/2" ....  3.99   ea 
A9600222 1" 1-3/16" 1-1/2" ....  5.99   ea 
A9600223 1-1/4" 1-1/2" 1-3/4" ....  5.99   ea 
A9600224 1-1/2" 1-3/4" 2" ...........  5.99   ea 
A9600225 1-3/4" 2" 2-1/4" ....  5.99   ea 
A9600226 2" 2-1/4" 2-1/2" ....  5.99   ea 

K1231

 Radiator Hose Reducer Bushings
These rubber hose reducers are designed for custom 
applications to allow the use of a larger i.d. radiator 
hose with smaller inlets and outlets on radiators, water 
pumps and thermostat housings. Simply insert them 
into the hose before installation.
 K1231  2" i.d. to 1-3/4" i.d. .................   8.99   ea 
 K1232  1-3/4" i.d. to 1-5/8" i.d. ...........   11.99   ea 
 K1233  1-3/4" i.d. to 1-1/2" i.d. ...........   8.99   ea 

A9600216

 Purple Ice Super Coolant
Purple Ice is a high-performance, synthetic, radiator 
coolant additive. It reduces engine heat by reducing 
the surface tension of the radiator fl uids for improved 
heat transfer. Fosters optimum coolant fl ow by helping 
to prevent formation of scale deposits in the radiator. 
It also lubricates the water pump seals. Purple Ice 
should always be used in conjunction with antifreeze 
in regions where freezing temperatures occur.
RP01600 16 oz. bottle .....................  9.99   ea 
RP12600 12 - 16 oz. bottles ............  107.99   cs 

 Coolant System Protector
Impurities in water can promote corrosion inside 
the radiator, water pump, and cylinder heads. Over 
time, this can lead to a loss of cooling effi ciency. Joe 
Gibbs Driven Coolant System Protector stops the 
adverse effect of hard water to help prevent cooling 
system damage.
JG1330 12 oz bottle .........................  9.99   ea 
JG1331 12 – 12 oz bottles ...............  107.99   ea 

Cooling System

red detailblue detail
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 2010-13 Billet Logo Shift Handle
Give your interior a custom touch with this billet 
automatic shifter handle. CNC-machined from 6061 
billet with various logos etched into the side. Offi cially 
licensed by GM. Available in black or chrome.
Camaro Logo Shift Handles
GF80001 2010-13 black ............  224.99   ea 
GF80002 2010-13 chrome .........  242.99   ea 
ZL1 Logo Shift Handle
GF800410 2010-13 chrome .........  242.99   ea 

GF80002 GF800410GF80001

CAMARO  Performance

1530040 – polished

 Hurst T-Handle Shifter
Get a fi rm grip on your shifts with a Hurst T-handle 
shifter! Add style and function to your interior with a 
die-cast aluminum T-handle, embossed with the Hurst 
logo for a true musclecar look. Available as a direct 
fi t or a universal fi t replacement and in your choice 
of chrome, polished or brushed fi nishes. Includes jam 
nut. Universal fi t models include SAE adapters for 
1/4"-28, 5/16"-18, 3/8"-16, 1/2"-20. 
Polished Aluminum and Chrome T-handle
1530032 chrome fi nish, SAE ............  39.99   ea 
1530040 polished fi nish ....................  39.99   ea 
Brushed Aluminum T-handle
1530020 brushed fi nish .....................  34.99   ea 
Black Molded Plastic 
1530041 black fi nish, SAE ...............  44.99   ea 

Retro Hurst Emblem
Based on original Hurst blueprints, this Hurst Equipped 
emblem is an authentic reproduction of the one used 
on the late 60’s muscle cars. Equipped with a factory 
Hurst shifter. Made of durable ABS plastic with 3M 
adhesive tape backing for permanent mounting. 
Measures: 1-1/4" x 5-1/4".
1361000 Hurst Equipped emblem .....  19.99   ea 

Transmission Shift Knobs

  2010-17 Camaro 6-Speed Shifter Knobs
Premium quality 2-1/8" diameter shift knobs with your 
choice of logo. Comprised of specially formulated 
high-impact polymer resin specifi cally designed 
to meet performance level torque and temperature 
requirements. Graphics are subsurface and can not 
wear off. 2010-12 models come with an un-threaded 
adapter and set screws. Boot retainer sold separately. 
Purchased from an authorized GMSPO licensee.
Important: For 2016-17 Hurst shifters you will need to 
purchase the 3/8" adapter separately.
Note: *Please indicate two digit color code when ordering.
Camaro Logo 
GF9800 * 2010-12 stock shifter .......   66.99   ea 
GF9801   * 2013-15 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9802 * 2016-17 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9803 * 2010-15 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
GF9804 * 2016-17 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
1LE Logo 
GF9805 * 2010-12 stock shifter .......   66.99   ea 
GF9806 * 2013-15 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9807 * 2016-17 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9808 * 2010-15 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
GF9809 * 2016-17 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
ZL1 Logo 
GF9810 * 2010-12 stock shifter .......   66.99   ea 
GF9811 * 2013-15 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9812 * 2016-17 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9813 * 2010-15 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
GF9814 * 2016-17 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
Camaro SS Logo 
GF9815 * 2010-12 stock shifter .......   66.99   ea 
GF9816 * 2013-15 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9817 * 2016-17 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9818 * 2010-15 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
GF9819 * 2016-17 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
Camaro RS Logo 
GF9820 * 2010-12 stock shifter .......   66.99   ea 
GF9821 * 2013-15 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9822 * 2016-17 stock shifter .......   84.99   ea 
GF9823 * 2010-15 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
GF9824 * 2016-17 Hurst shifter ......   59.99   ea 
County/Prison Script 
GF9825 2013-15 stock shifter .......   64.99   ea 
GF9826 2016-17 stock shifter .......   64.99   ea 
Boot retainer
GF9827 2010-12 black fi nish ........   21.99   ea 
GF9828 2010-12 aluminum fi nish   21.99   ea 
3/8" Adapter
D69002 2010-15 3/8" adapter .......   1.99   ea 

01
black/
white

02
red/

black

10
white/

red

11
orange/
black

13
black/

red

 Hurst Classic White Shift Knob
These solid white shift knobs are perfect for classic 
vehicles that have been upgraded with a modern fi ve or 
six speed transmission. Each 1-3/4" shift knob features 
an engraved and inlaid black gate shift pattern. 3/8"-16 
thread size. Includes jamb nut.
 1630040  6-speed shift knob ..............   39.99   ea 

 Universal Pistol-Grip Shifter Handle
Need a serious grip for power shifts? Wrap your hand 
around the Hurst pistol grip shifter handle! It’s designed  
to provide a fi rm, natural grip to help prevent missed 
shifts. Manufactured from aluminum featuring the Hurst 
name embossed on both sides. Available with a 12 volt 
10 amp normally open switch to operate roll control, 
nitrous, or other accessories. Choose from natural and 
black anodized fi nishes. The handle has a 16mm-1.50 
internal thread and includes jam nuts as well as the 
following SAE and Metric adapters: 3/8"-16, 1/2"-20, 
10mm-1.25, 10mm-1.50, 12mm-1.25, and 12mm-1.75.
 1531000  natural fi nish .......................   54.99   ea 
 1536200  natural fi nish with switch ...   69.99   ea 
 1536210  black fi nish with switch ......   69.99   ea 

1531000 1536210

2010-15 ZL1 Manual Trans Shift Handle
Give your interior a custom touch with this chrome 
shifter handle. CNC-machined from 6061 T6 billet 
aluminum with ZL1 logo. Offi cially licensed by GM.
GF800510 2010-15 chrome ...........  239.99   ea 

GF981511 GF9825

GF981001GF980510
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 2010-13 Automatic Shifter Handle
This simple, beautifully machined billet aluminum 
shifter handle was inspired by the Camaro concept 
car. Features a clear anodized fi nish.
GF32003 2010-13 automatic .........  94.99   ea 

Transmission Shifters

 2010-13 Short Throw Shifter
The SLP Short Throw Shifter for the 2010-13 Camaro 
provides a 20% reduction in throw and a more positive 
feel while shifting in and out of gear. The SLP shifter is 
machined from billet 303 Stainless Steel and allows the 
use of the stock shifter knob or SLP’s leather covered 
shifter knob. New K-Prene bushings and detailed 
installation instructions are included.
GF80005 2010-13 6-speed ..............  95.99   ea 

2010-12 JET Skip Shift Eliminator
The JET Skip Shift Eliminator bypasses the Computer 
Aided Gear Selector system (CAGS) which forces 
you to make an annoying 1st-to-4th shift. This simple 
plug-in device eliminates the irritating CAGS system 
and is fully OBD-II compatible.
Note: Does not fi t Aisin 6-speed models.
JT61615 2010-12 6-speed .............  29.99   ea 

2010-15 SLP Skip-Shift Eliminator
Get rid of that annoying fi rst-to-fourth “Skip-Shift” 
CAGS system GM incorporates into the 6-speed 
Camaro with SLP’s Skip-Shift Eliminator. This part 
installs simply by plugging it in and requires no 
additional modifi cations to your vehicle. With it in 
place, you take complete control over gear selection. 
Important: Not legal for use on emissions controlled 
vehicles. This product cannot be shipped to California.
GF80003 2010-15 ..............................  23.99   ea 

  2010-15 "Roll Control" Line Lock Kit
The Hurst line lock kit is primarily used in drag 
racing to lock your front wheels for more consistent 
burn-outs, warming up the tires or making sure you 
don’t jump the light. Includes mounting hardware and 
installation instructions 
5671518 2010-15 line lock kit .....  209.99   kit 

 2010-15 SLP 6-Speed Leather Shift Knob
SLP’s Leather Wrapped Shift Knob designed for the 
2010-13 Camaro provides a more positive feel while 
shifting in and out of gear. The SLP knob works with 
the stock shifter or SLP’s short throw shifter assembly.
GF80006 2010-15 manual shift knob   86.99   ea 

   2010-15 Short Throw 6-Speed Shifter
Shifter assembly provides a classic look with 10% 
reduction in throw and a more positive feel while 
shifting. The shift lever is CNC-machined from one 
solid piece of billet 303 stainless steel and polished 
to a brilliant fi nish. Includes a white shift knob ball, 
new K-Prene bushings, hardware, and instructions.
Note: Shifter boot not included, reuses factory boot.
GF6232 2010-15 V8 models ..........  179.99   kit 

   2010-17 Hurst Billet Plus Shifters 
Hurst Billet Plus shifters for 2010-17 Camaro models. 
Uncompromising shift performance with advanced 
engineering and design, the Plus line of shifters is the 
best shifter for your Camaro. Features a Tefl on lined 
spherical pivot bearing and reduces throw by 44% from 
stock. Includes installation hardware and instructions. 
3916030 2010-15 with white knob .......   239.99   ea 
3916131 2016-17 with pistol grip ........   341.99   ea 
3916031 2016-17 with white knob .......   331.99   ea 

  2010-15 GM Short Throw Shifter
This Shifter Kit provides quicker, more precise 
shifts in the Camaro SS manual transmission. It’s 
the same shifter used in the production ZL1, which 
delivers shorter shifts. The kit includes: the shifter, 
installation hardware and a leather shift knob with 
contrast stitching.
G149185 2010-15 LS3 engine .......  339.99   ea 

3916030
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  Transmission Pan FilterMag
FilterMag’s powerful rare earth magnets trap and hold wear inducing metal particles 
smaller than 40-microns down to 1-micron that the fi lter cannot stop. The super-
strong magnetic force holds FilterMag to steel trans pans, is reusable, and reduces 
maintenance costs by extending oil life.
FTM180 2.93" x 1.93" ..................................................................   34.99   ea 
FTM360 3.18" x 2.93" ..................................................................   59.99   ea 

  2010-11 Flex-a-lite Transmission Oil Cooler
This Flex-a-lite transmission oil cooler is designed for a straightforward, drill-free 
installation and uses a unique cooling tube internal design to improve heat transfer, 
increasing fl uid and transmission life. The direct-fi t cooler was designed for use with 
Flex-a-lite’s aluminum radiator assembly but can be used to replace the original 
cooler in the stock radiator for improved transmission cooling. Includes: instructions, 
cooler, brackets, fi ttings, hose, and installation hardware.
 FL4116C  2010-11 V8 .............................................................  124.99   set 

    Transmission Oil Cooler/Filter
This automatic transmission oil cooler and fi lter combination assembly uses a fi nned 
aluminum heat sink design to dissipate heat in racing applications. It can also be 
used as an inline auxiliary cooler in conjunction with the stock cooler. It’s compact 
one pound 3" x 12" aluminum body gives it excellent heat transfer capabilities. An 
internal fi lter with magnet traps particles over 5 microns to reduce transmission 
wear. Includes fi lter cartridge and two 1/4" NPT to 3/8" line fi ttings.
 241200  transmission fi lter cooler assembly....................................   99.99   ea 

2010-13 Cast Aluminum Automatic Trans Oil Pan
Fortify your automatic with this heavy-duty transmission oil pan. Designed for 5th 
generation Camaro SS models with 6L80 and 6L80E transmissions, this pan’s thick 
walls strengthen the transmission housing while the cast aluminum construction 
and cooling fi ns improve heat dissipation. Features a fl uid drain plug to simplify 
maintenance and a 1/2 NPT hole and plug for pan fi ll applications.
 11087AC  2010-13 cast gray fi nish pan ....................................  249.99   ea 
 11087BK  2010-13 black powder coat pan ...............................  309.99   ea 
 11087PL  2010-13 polished pan ...............................................  409.99   ea 

11087BK

 2010-15 Camaro SS Transmission Pan
This Moroso billet aluminum transmission pan increases fl uid capacity from 8 
quarts to 9.2 resulting in  reduced temperatures and improved fl uid control during 
acceleration and braking. Precise CNC-machining from lightweight aluminum, TIG 
welding and a one piece billet rail ensure leak-free sealing. Includes dual fi ttings 
with magnetic drain plugs and stainless steel mounting hardware. No modifi cation 
to stock dipstick is necessary. For use with GM 6L80 transmissions.
Note: Gasket not included.
GF42030 2010-15 transmission pan ..........................................  259.99   ea  

CAMARO  Performance

Transmission

11087AC
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LW6023

 2010-15 Driveshaft Loop Kit
DSE driveshaft loop is manufactured from a 2" wide 1/4" thick piece of steel, powder 
coated black and meets NHRA requirements. The kit does not require removing 
the driveshaft to install. Loop will clear factory exhaust and does not affect vehicle 
ground clearance. Includes powder coated black loop and hardware. This kit can 
help prevent vehicle damage in the event of a driveshaft failure. Made in the USA.
GF11204 2010-15 V8 6-speed .................................................  224.99   kit 

2010-15 Driveshaft Safety Loop
Metco motorsports bolt-on driveshaft safety loop is designed exclusively for the 
2010-15 Camaro SS equipped with either the six-speed or automatic transmission. 
Brackets are manufactured from laser cut high grade steel, then precision-formed 
on a CNC press. The components are powder coated in black for appearance and 
long-lasting surface protection. Kit includes: mounting brackets, support bracket, 
hoop, instructions, and hardware.
Note: Does not fi t ZL1 models. 
GF521010 2010-15 SS models with 6-speed MT or AT ...........  139.99   kit 

Extension Bracket – Optional
If you have installed an aftermarket driveshaft in your 2010-2015 Camaro SS, the 
front universal joint is moved rearward, away from the transmission tailshaft. The 
Metco Motorsports driveshaft safety loop kit (part #GF521010) is designed to fi t 
the 5th Gen Camaro application equipped with an OEM style driveshaft. Using our 
loop kit with an aftermarket shaft results in a hoop position that is nearly in-line 
with the front U-joint, which is not optimal. Adding this simple bracket extension 
to our loop kit moves the hoop rearward, positioning the hoop in the proper location 
behind the front U-joint.
Note: Extension is compatible with driveshaft safety loop GF521010 only.
GF521011 2010-15 with aftermarket driveshaft.......................  64.99   ea 

GF521011GF521010

QuickTime Bellhousings
Designed for circle track, strip, and street applications. QuickTime bellhousings are 
built from high grade steel, with a spun cone, not rolled or stamped. This allows  
QuickTime bellhousings to be the most dimensionally stable and accurate for today’s 
high-performance vehicles. Made in the USA.
LW6023 gen1 SBC/BBC/LT1 to T56 ...........................................  659.99   ea 
LW8020 LS1 to T56 .....................................................................  644.99   ea 
LW8072 buick/olds/pontiac to LS1/T56 .......................................  662.99   ea 

CAMARO  Performance

Transmission . Lubrication

  Synthetic Gear Oil
Used by Joe Gibbs Racing in every rear 
end differential and transmission gear 
box. This fully synthetic, unique SAE 
75W-110 gear oil reduces operating 
temperatures by up to 15 degrees 
compared to other brand gear oils.
JG630 quart ..................  19.99   ea 
JG631 case of 12 qts. ...  215.99   cs 
JG617 5 gallon pail ......  359.99   ea 

 Royal Purple Max ATF
Max ATF is a synthetic, high-
performance, automatic transmission 
fl uid. Its low co-effi cient of friction and 
high fi lm strength help to dramatically 
reduce heat and wear. Reduces heat to 
extend the life of your transmission. 
Max ATF is fully compatible and 
can be mixed with other automatic 
transmission fl uids, however, for the 
best results drain or fl ush the current 
oil and then fi ll with Max ATF.
RP01320 quart ..............  15.99   ea 
RP12320 case of 12 qts   172.99   cs 

  Manual Transmission Fluid
This 80W lightweight fully synthetic 
manual transmission oil reduces 
parasitic drag and provides race proven 
protection.
JG1206 80W quart .........  19.99   ea 
JG1207 80W case 12 qts   215.99   cs 

  Royal Purple Synchromax
Synchromax is recommended for 
manual transmissions that specify 
an automatic transmission fl uid to 
improve shifting, reduce gear noise, 
and increase power transfer to the 
wheels. It also lowers operating 
temperatures and provides outstanding 
wear protection for longer transmission 
life. Fully compatible with all types of 
friction materials, providing excellent 
corrosion and oxidation protection 
without affecting the soft metals found 
in manual transmission synchronizers.
 RP01512  quart .............  18.99   ea 
RP12512 case of 12 qts   205.99   cs 
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 2010-12 Ram Force 10.5 Dual Disc Clutch
If you are installing a supercharger or turbo system in your Camaro, the RAM Force 
10.5 dual disc is the natural choice. Based on the original Street Dual, Force 10.5 is 
a street-friendly package for high-torque applications (up to 1000 lb-ft). A three strap 
system locates the fl oater plate, preventing rattles. A high clamp load pressure plate 
ensures holding power without excessive pedal pressure. Steel backed 300 series 
facing means smooth engagement and long service life. These features, combined 
with the system’s higher inertia, translate into excellent low speed drivability in 
heavier vehicles. Compatible with all factory master cylinder systems. Works with 
OEM or RAM hydraulic release bearing 78180.
802100 2010-12 LS3 ............................................................  1359.99   set 

2010-12  Ram Force 9.5 Dual Disc Clutch
For street driving, the RAM Force 9.5 is the ideal entry level dual disc clutch. With 
roughly 750 ft-lbs torque capacity and moderate clamp pressure, it handles small 
blower or turbocharger installations with pedal effort similar to stock. Three sets of 
straps drive the fl oater plate to eliminate rattles at idle. The top clutch disc features a 
sprung hub assembly to absorb clutch engagement, reducing takeoff chatter. Works 
with most factory hydraulic release mechanisms and compatible with factory master 
cylinder systems. Works with OEM or RAM hydraulic release bearing 78180.
752100 2010-12 LS3 ...............................................................  979.99   set 

 2010-12 HDX Performance Clutch Set
HDX is the perfect entry level performance clutch set. Includes: a premium grade 
organic disc, increased clamp load pressure plate, release bearing and alignment 
tool to provide up to a 40% increase in holding power. HDX is the natural choice 
for smooth engagement and spirited driving. HDX clutch sets fi t 1-1/8" 26 tooth 
input shafts.
88931H 2010-12 LS3 11" diameter .........................  389.99   set 
88935H 2010-12 LS3 12" diameter OE modular .....  314.99   set 

 2010-12 Powergrip Performance Clutch Sets
As engine power increases, you need a clutch set to stand up strong. Powergrip 
uses unique friction materials and increased clamp loads to provide up to an 80% 
increase in holding power for aggressive street driving and occasional drag strip use. 
Powergrip HD sets use RAM’s proprietary 900 series friction material in conjunction 
with increased clamp load pressure plates, for maximum holding power for track 
or street with minimal clutch chatter on takeoff. Designed for use with RAM billet 
steel or factory nodular iron (explosion-resistant) fl ywheels. Powergrip clutch sets 
fi t 1-1/8" 26-tooth input shafts.
98931 2010-12 LS3 11" diameter ...........................  469.99   set 
98931H 2010-12 LS3 11" diameter heavy-duty .........  539.99   set 
 98935  2010-12 LS3 12" diameter OE modular .......  419.99   set 

Clutch Sets

  2010-15 McLeod Racing Clutch Kits
McLeod Racing has a rich tradition of producing the highest quality and most 
innovative clutches on the market. They have designed several kits for your LS 
powered Camaro and are the perfect upgrade/replacement for your vehicle’s OE 
unit. Clutch kits range from entry level performance to race ready units. So whether 
you have a daily driver or a full race machine, McLeod clutches has you covered.
Important: All horsepower ratings are at the crankshaft. Photo for illustration purposes 
only, set contents may vary.
Note: Kits include: pilot tool, throw out bearing, diaphragm pressure plate, fl oater plate, 
adapter ring and bolts. Kits contents may vary. 

Street Pro
This is an entry level performance clutch for street applications. Recommended for 
vehicles up to 475 HP with mild engine mods and street tires. Included is a high 
clamp load pressure plate, an organic disc for smooth and even engagement with 
increased holding power over stock.
75152 2010-15 11-3/8" metric diaphragm ........................  469.99   kit 

RST
Intended for the high horsepower street/strip, the McLeod RST Street twin clutch kit 
is able to handle 800 HP and still remain streetable. Organic lined clutch discs will 
provide smooth engagement with a soft pedal effort but still keep the performance.
Note: Must use LS1/LS6 fl at style fl ywheel. Will not work with recessed fl ywheel.
691207 2010-15 requires fl at style fl ywheel rated 800 HP .  752.99   kit 
6405507 2010-15 steel fl ywheel included rated 800 HP ......  1081.99   kit 

RXT
The McLeod RXT street twin clutch kit can handle almost any horsepower level. 
Rated at 1000/1200 HP (depending on part number), ceramic lined clutch discs 
and higher clamp load will provide the performance you need while keeping the 
stock pedal feel. 
Important: 693207HD crank relief of 6.250" or less for proper fi t.
Note: Must use LS1/LS6 fl at style fl ywheel. Will not work with recessed fl ywheel.
693207 2010-15 no fl ywheel included rated 1000 HP........  936.99   kit 
693207HD 2010-15 no fl ywheel included rated 1200 HP........  1136.99   kit 
6405507M 2010-15 steel fl ywheel included rated1000 HP .....  1269.99   kit 

691207 693207

98931

88931H
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  2010-12 Hydraulic Pedal Adjustment System
Newer clutch systems require less travel than stock clutches to disengage, resulting 
in a high engagement point on the clutch pedal. With this RAM HSA system, you 
can lower the pedal position to prevent damage to the release bearing and avoiding 
shift problems at high RPM from diaphragm spring over-centering. The RAM HSA 
valve plumbs between the master cylinder and release bearing. After rebleeding the 
system, adjust the screw position for ideal pedal position and travel. Includes HSA 
valve, tee fi tting for installation and a 12 inch tefl on braided line. Adapter fi tting 
for factory bearings available separately.
78300 2010-12  .......................................................................  139.99   ea 
78310 2010-12 factory adapter ...............................................  21.99   ea 

2010-12  RAM Hydraulic Release Bearing
The RAM hydraulic release bearing kit contains fi ttings and adapters required to 
connect the bearing to the factory master cylinder, including a quick-connect fi tting 
to the master. A spacer allows for easy setup height with most clutch systems. With 
proper setup This hydraulic bearing is compatible with all RAM Clutch systems 
and most other units.
78180 2010-12 ..............................................................................  429.99   set 

 2010-12 True Balance Billet Aluminum Flywheels
CNC-machined from certifi ed materials to exceed SFI specifi cations. A 1/4" steel 
friction insert provides enough mass to absorb heat generated by slippage without 
distortion, ensuring consistent performance and maximum clutch life. Precision 
ground after the steel insert is installed to make friction surface parallel with the 
crankshaft fl ange to provide the optimum mating surface for the clutch disc with 
minimum runout. Fits 11" clutches.
Important: For use with Ram Clutch Sets only.
22550 2010-12 LS3, 168-tooth ...............................................  379.99   ea 

 2010-12 True Balance Billet Steel Flywheels
Ram True Balance billet steel fl ywheels are recommended for best drivability in street 
driven high performance vehicles. The factory cast iron fl ywheels are not explosion 
proof and can be dangerous at high RPMs. CNC-machined from certifi ed materials 
and exceed SFI specifi cations. After machining, the fl ywheels are blanchard ground 
parallel to the crankshaft mounting surface ensuring optimum clutch mating surface 
and minimizing runout. Fits 11" clutches.
Important: For use with Ram Clutch Sets only.
11550 2010-12 LS3, 168 tooth ..............................................  289.99   ea 

Flywheels 

 2012-15 GM LSA Camaro ZL1 Flexplate
If you have added signifi cant horsepower or are racing with an automatic transmission, 
the TCI fl explate is a must. Engineered to prevent ring gear bounce and other 
damaging problems, these fl explates offer ultimate strength and protection. SFI 29.1 
approved, thicker than factory, made out of A36 steel, balanced for performance 
and electro coated for protection against the elements.
GF399756 2012-15 ZL1 8 bolt crank ....................................  304.99   ea 

 2010-15 McLeod Racing LS Engine Flywheels
McLeod now offers high performance steel and aluminum fl ywheels for the Chevy 
LS engine with 6 bolt crank. For street, strip or high horsepower engines, these 
fl ywheels will ensure consistent performance and maximum clutch life. These 
McLeod fl ywheels come balanced and SFI approved.
Note: Flywheels are designed for internal balanced engines. LS1, LS2, LS3, LS6, LS7.

Steel Flywheel
Steel fl ywheels are excellent for street applications where easy stop and light 
acceleration is desired. They are CNC-machined from billet alloy steel with 1045 
steel hardened 168 tooth ring gear for durability.
Note: Clutch pattern 11" and 12" B&B diaphragm shouldered bolt.
460530 2010-15 internal balanced 6 bolt crank.......................  289.99   ea 

Aluminum Flywheel
Aluminum fl ywheels are ideal for supercharged or turbocharged engines, where 
higher horsepower and RPM levels are achieved. These fl ywheels are CNC-machined 
from 6061 T6 aluminum, features a replaceable steel friction plate and 1045 steel 
hardened 168 tooth ring gear for durability.
Note: Clutch pattern 12" LS1 diaphragm metric bolts with dowel pin.
560530 2010-15 internal balanced 6 bolt crank.......................  471.99   ea 

 2010-15 B&M Flexplate 
Flexplate for 2010-15 Camaro models. This SFI spec 29:1 approved fl explate is 
ideal for street applications to extreme duty racing. Features precision stamped 
centers, 168 tooth ring gear and a rust-resistant, old iridited fi nish.
20340 2010-15 fl explate ..........................................................  120.99   ea 

560530

78300
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Supercar Handling For 

 2010-12 Hotchkis Camaro SS TVS Stage II Track Pack
This Track Pack offers your Camaro a sleek lowered stance and dramatically 
improved handling and control. Comfortable enough for the street but well balanced 
enough for the occasional track day or twisty backroad. Includes: sport springs, 
front and rear lightweight adjustable sway bars and a unique aluminum chassis 
brace for superior strength and ground clearance. Adjustable tuning for optimum 
performance. Bolt-in installation and includes bushings and mounting hardware.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

GF60010 2010-12 coupe .......................................................  1009.99   set 
OS2

 2010-12 Hotchkis Camaro SS TVS Stage III Race Pack
Designed for maximum handling performance for the 5th Gen Camaro headed to 
an autocross or track day. The Hotchkis Sport Suspension Race Pack is a tuned, 
balanced suspension solution for the Gen 5 Camaro. The Race Pack improves 
steering response and stability, eliminates understeer and subframe movement and 
allows for precise driver control. The system includes a lightweight Strut Tower 
Brace designed to clear Magnuson super chargers, 1" lowering coil sport springs 
with performance rates,  Competition Sway Bars with a high-strength tubular 1.25" 
front bar and three way adjustable 1.375" rear bar,  high quality 3 piece end links 
are included for both front and rear. The Hotchkis Chassis Max undercar brace ties 
the rear sub frame to the unibody, reducing wheel hop and subframe movement. 
Designed  for maximum weight savings and excellent ground clearance. Includes 
hardware and installation instructions. 
Note: Shipped double oversize. 
H80117 2010-12 coupe .......................................................  1579.99   set 

OS2

Three Levels of
Competition-Proven
Hotchkis Performance!

 2010-12 Hotchkis Camaro SS TVS Stage 1 Set
The Stage I TVS system offers a sleek, lowered stance with a 1" drop in ride height, 
dramatically improved handling and superior driver control. Hotchkis engineers 
poured over track testing data to develop a balanced handling system, comfortable 
enough for the street, but well balanced enough for the occasional track day or 
twisty backroad. Direct bolt-in installation.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

GF60009 2010-12 coupe .........................................................  539.99   set 

Total Vehicle System Stage IIITotal Vehicle System Stage IITotal Vehicle System Stage I
The “Race Pack” Stage 
III TVS is specifi cally 
tuned and balanced for 
Gen 5 Camaro models 
competing in autocross 
or track days. Lowers the 
vehicle 1" and provides 
stiffer anti-roll bars to 
keep body roll and understeer 
to a minimum. If you’re ready to 
step up to a competition-proven 
design, look no further than the 
“Race Pack”. 

The “Track Pack” Stage 
II TVS is specifi cally 
tuned and balanced for a 
sleek lowered stance and 
superior driver control. 
Lowers the vehicle 1" 
and provides adjustable 
anti-roll bars to be tuned 
to your specifi cations. If your 
Camaro lives a dual life as a 
daily driver and weekend warrior, 
get the “Track Pack” for no 
compromise performance.

The Stage I TVS kit is 
specifi cally tuned and 
balanced for Gen 5 
Camaro models for a 
sleek lowered stance and 
superior driver control. 
Lowers the vehicle 1" 
and provides adjustable 
anti-roll bars to be tuned to 
your specifi cations. The TVS 
Stage I gives big performance for 
smaller budgets.

OS2

Performance Suspension
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Your 2010-15 Camaro!

  2010-15 Hotchkis Camaro SS Sport Coil Springs
Looking to give your Camaro a more aggressive stance? Look no further! Classic 
Industries® is pleased to offer Hotchkis Sport Springs, which lower your Camaro 
by 1" to provide that sleek stance you’ve been searching for. In addition to the 
look, these springs offer dramatically improved handling and control, along with a 
sporty yet comfortable ride. Bolt-in installation requires no vehicle modifi cation. 
Designed to work with factory struts.
Note: Shipped overweight. 
GF60006 2010-15 coupe ........................................................  239.99   set 

OS1

 2010-15 Hotchkis Strut Brace
Like most modern muscle cars, the Camaro suffers from chassis fl ex. Under hard 
cornering the strut towers fl ex, reducing traction and stability. Installing a Hotchkis 
Sport Suspension Chassis Max Strut Brace reduces chassis fl ex and improves traction 
during high-speed cornering by connecting the strut towers. Manufactured from 
strong, lightweight 1-1/4" tubing and mated to laser cut, CNC-machined brackets, 
the system bolts on in minutes. The brace has been designed to clear most popular 
aftermarket supercharger systems and includes brackets to move the reservoir.  
Finished in a durable anthracite powder coat, the Chassis Max is a must have for 
any Gen V Camaro. Fits V6 and V8 models.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
H20109 2010-15 V6 or V8 .....................................................  279.99   ea 

 2010-15 Hotchkis Camaro Chassis Max Brace
Like most muscle cars, the Gen 5 Camaro suffers from chassis fl ex and wheel hop. 
Under hard acceleration, the rear subframe moves quite a bit, reducing traction and 
stability. The Chassis Max Brace reduces subframe fl ex and wheel hop, increases 
chassis rigidity, improves handling response by triangulating the rear subframe to 
the chassis frame rails. Direct bolt-in installation. Excellent ground clearance. Will 
clear most aftermarket exhaust systems.
Note: Shipped double oversize. 
GF60007 2010-15 ...........................................................................  469.99   set 

OS2

 2010-12 Hotchkis Adjustable Competition Sway Bars
These bars virtually eliminate body roll, dramatically improving steering response 
and control, making them one of the easiest and most dramatic modifi cations you 
can make! A high strength tubular 1.25" front bar and three way adjustable 1.375" 
rear bar for optimum performance. Includes: hardware, heavy-duty heim joint end 
links and installation instructions. Made in the USA. 
Note: Shipped oversize. 
H22110 2010-12 front and rear ............................................  599.99   set 
H22110F 2010-12 front ..........................................................  329.99   set 
H22110R 2010-12 rear ...........................................................  299.99   set 

Choose Individual Components to Maximize Performance on a Budget!

Performance Suspension

H22110

GF60008

OS1

 2010-15 1LE Suspension Conversion Package
Give your 2010-15 SS or V6 equipped Camaro coupe greater capability on the curves 
with the same suspension components used in the production 1LE Performance 
package. This kit features a stiffer 27mm solid front stabilizer bar and a 28mm solid 
rear stabilizer bar for improved cornering control. The front struts were redesigned 
with improved damping curves for more body control and quicker response times. 
Also includes new faster reacting rear monotube shocks that replace the V6 and SS 
twin tube design and combines them with a stiffer rear upper shock mount to increase 
vehicle agility, both are shared with the ZL1. The bushings in the rear toe link are 
replaced with spherical bushings to eliminate compliance in cornering, which is 
also common with the ZL1. The V6 kit also includes the stiffer front springs used 
on the 1LE and SS variants.
Important: *2010-11 models must also purchase G149198. This kit includes the rear lower 
control arms and hardware necessary to properly install the stability bars included in the 
1LE and Z/28 suspensions. This kit is needed for 2010 and 2011 Camaro models only, as 
the size of the stabilizer bar clamp stud changed starting in 2012 for both the front and the 
rear bar clamps. **V6 1LE suspension kit requires use of V6 to SS Brake conversion kit part 
#G149120 for proper rear stabilizer bar clearance.
Note: Shipped overweight.
G149187 2010-15 V8 Coupe only ......................................  1284.99   kit 
G149188** 2010-15 V6 Coupe only ......................................  1284.99   kit 
G149198* 2010-11 1LE/Z28 Suspension service kit ...........  79.99   kit 

G149187

 2010-14 Hotchkis Adjustable Sport Sway Bars
Like most modern muscle cars, the late model Camaro suffers from signifi cant 
understeer and body roll. These sway bars are one of the fastest, easiest and most 
dramatic upgrades you can make to your Camaro. These adjustable sway bars reduce 
body roll, improving handling performance and drivability. Steering response is also 
improved, as is overall cornering ability and turn-in. Allows suspension tuning for 
optimum track or street performance. Direct bolt-in installation requires no vehicle 
modifi cation. Includes hardware.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
 GF60008  2010-11 .......................................................................  329.99   set 
 GF52212  2012-14 .......................................................................  619.99   set 

OS1

G149198
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This kit includes all that you need to fi ne tune your 
suspension for the track, autocross, or extreme street 
driving. These are the same parts that the Detroit Speed 
2012 White Monster Camaro ran during the One Lap 
of America where the team were named Rookies of 
the Year. For the ultimate track kit for your Camaro, 
chose the Speed Kit 3.
Important:  A spanner wrench is included with each kit. 
You will need the shock adjustment tool (D31061) and a 
shock infl ation tool (D31063) for air pressure adjustments.
Note: Shipped double oversize. 

GF33026 2010-11 V8 ....................  9124.99   kit  
GF33027 2012-15 V8 ....................  9124.99   kit 

GF33021 GF33024

OS2 OS2

OS1 OS2

CAMARO  Performance

Performance Suspension

Each Performance Handling Kit is 
engineered and tested to improve the 
handling of your Camaro. Kits go 
from a set of lowering springs and a 
front and rear sway bar to a full race 
set-up used on the race-winning 2012 
DSE Camaro. Made in the USA.

Speed Kit 1Speed Kit 1 Speed Kit 2Speed Kit 2

Kit includes a set of lowering springs and a front and 
rear sway bar. The front and rear sway bars are larger 
diameter with an increased rate for improved handling 
performance. The sway bars are powder coated gloss 
black. Drop springs lower the ride height to give 
the car a more aggressive stance and the increased 
progressive spring rates provide improved performance 
handling while retaining excellent ride quality. A direct 
replacement for all OE springs, DSE drop springs retain 
the factory isolators. Made in the USA.
Note: *Shipped oversize. 
**Shipped double oversize.
GF33021** 2010-15 V8 ................  974.99   kit 
GF33022* 2010-15 V6 ................  974.99   kit 

Front and Rear Drop Springs
Front Sway Bar
Adjustable Rear Sway Bars

Includes:
Includes:

Includes:

Includes:

This kit includes single adjustable coil-over shocks to 
adjust your suspension for the street.
Important:  A spanner wrench is included with each kit. 
You will need the shock adjustment tool (D31061) and 
a shock infl ation tool (D31063) for air pressure 
adjustments.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
GF33024 2010-11 V8 ....................  5674.99   kit 
GF33025 2012-15 V8 ....................  5874.99   kit 

Front Sway Bar
Front Coil-over Conversion Kit (Single Adjustable)
Front Sway Bar End Link Kit
Caster Kit
Adjustable Toe Link Kit
Rear Sway Bar
Rear Coil-over Conversion Kit
Rear Sway Bar End Link Kit

2010-11

2012-15

2010-15

2010-15

Front Sway Bar
Front Coil-over Conversion Kit (Single Adjustable)
Front Sway Bar End Link Kit
Caster Kit
Adjustable Toe Link Kit
Rear Sway Bar
Rear Coil-over Conversion Kit

Front Sway Bar
Front Coil-over Conversion Kit (Double Adjustable)

Front Sway Bar End Link Kit
Caster Kit
Adjustable Toe Link Kit
Rear Sway Bar
Rear Coil-over Conversion Kit (Double Adjustable)

Rear Sway Bar End Link Kit
Adjustable Lower Control Arms
Adjustable Rear Trailing Arm Kit
Solid Rear Cradle Mounts

Speed Kit 3Speed Kit 3
GF33026

Detroit Speed Performance
      Handling Kits
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dampening 
adjustment

compression 
adjustment

height 
adjustment

preload 
adjustment

 2010-13 SPEC-RS Series Coil-overs
Megan Racing introduces the new SPEC-RS Coil-over system features 32 levels of 
damper force adjustment, where compression and rebound adjustments are separate 
for increased tuning capability. Compression and rebound settings are easily adjusted 
through individual adjustment knobs located at the top of the damper for rebound 
adjustment and on the external reservoir for compression adjustments. All dampers 
are capable of handling a +2kg/mm or -2kg/mm change in spring rates to further 
tune your suspension to your desired handling characteristics.
Important: Not for ZL1 or Z28 models. Must reuse original top hats.
153528 2010-13 with 32 levels of dampening/compression ..  1459.99   set 

 2010-15 EZ Street Series Coil-overs
Megan Racing’s most recent addition to their coil-over line up. The EZ Street coil-
over line up is aimed towards the more budget oriented enthusiast to offer the most 
basic essentials from an aftermarket coil-over setup, yet makes no compromises for 
quality and performance. Feature 15 levels of adjustable dampening force, adjustable 
ride height and conservative spring rates.
Important: Not for ZL1 or Z28 models. Must reuse original top hats.
153523 2010-13 with 15 levels of dampening .......................  799.99   set  
153526 2014-15 with 15 levels of dampening .......................  799.99   set 

153523

    2010-11 Camaro AFCO Coil-over Kit
This kit drops your ride by 1" to enhance the look of your Camaro and improve 
your handling with a lower center of gravity. Features caster/camber plates, noise 
isolation and four jounce bumpers. Front springs are 275 lb/in. and the rear are 270 
lb/in. Comes with or without sway bars, which offer quicker steering response and 
less body roll. Includes mounting hardware. 
40027 2010-11 coil-over kit with sway bars.........................  2999.99   kit 
40031 2010-11 coil-over kit without sway bars ...................  1899.99   kit 
40032 2010-11 sway bar kit only..........................................  459.99   kit 
40029 2010-11 caster/camber plates only.............................  279.99   kit 

40027

CAMARO  Performance
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  2010-15 Coil-Over Conversion Kits
Detroit Speed coil-over kits replace the front or rear strut assemblies. Kits use DSE/JRi 
high-performance aluminum struts with ‘Detroit Tuned’ valving. Made in the USA.
Recommendation: Torrington bearing upgrade will make adjusting the ride height much 
quicker and easier, if you plan on racing or making multiple ride height adjustments.
Important: A spanner wrench is included with each kit. You will need the shock adjustment 
tool (D31061) and a shock infl ation tool (D31063) for air pressure adjustments.
Note: Shipped oversize. 

Front Coil-over Conversion Kit
Street Kit – Single Adjustable

 The adjustable aluminum spindle bracket allows ride height to be adjusted 
 without affecting strut travel.
 Lowers the car approximately 1.5" from stock at the nominal design position.
 The unique design offers increased negative camber range over the stock 
 struts.
 The top spindle mounting hole uses removable hole inserts allowing the 
 camber to be adjusted in increments of 1/16" without any worry of movement 
 or slippage like a traditional slot.

Race Kit – Double Adjustable
 Includes all benefi ts of the street kit with the addition of a solid upper strut 
 mount to eliminate the friction and compliance of the OEM mount.
 Includes an additional camber adjustment at the top of the strut tower.
 Requires drilling two holes in each strut tower and some minor clearance 
 grinding.
 The top camber plate offers Speed-LIGN™ technology to easily adjust camber.

GF30320 2010-15 single adjustable .......................................  2499.99   kit 
GF30321 2010-15 double adjustable .....................................  3599.99   kit 

Rear Coil-over Conversion Kit
Rear coil-over conversion kit replaces the OEM rear strut assembly. Includes two 
DSE/JRi high-performance aluminum shocks with ‘Detroit Tuned’ valving and 
rear canister mounts for easy mounting. Kit allows ride height adjustment and 
easier rear spring changes, plus lowers the car approximately 1.5" from stock at 
the nominal design position.
GF42430 2010-15 single adjustable .......................................  1999.99   kit 
GF42430D 2010-15 double adjustable .....................................  2599.99   kit 

 Torrington Bearing Upgrade Kit
Torrington bearing upgrade will make adjusting the ride height much quicker and 
easier, if you plan on racing or making multiple ride height adjustments.
D31062 Torrington bearing upgrade ...........................................  49.99   pr 

OS1

GF30320

   2010-15 Bilstein Coil-over Suspensions
Bilstein has created a race inspired suspension system for your fi fth generation 
Camaro. With its adjustability the Bilstein B16 (PSS10) suspension set is able to 
provide ideal handling performance for every situation. The manually adjustable 
damping mono-tube gas shock absorbers feature 10 stage compression and rebound 
settings, from comfort to competition. The round threads on the dampers allows 
simple spring and ride height adjustment. Spring plates and lock nuts made from 
aluminum alloy. The surface is coated with Triple-C Technology® coating to ensure 
corrosion resistance.
Note: Front lowered height 0-30mm, rear lowered height 0-30mm. Photo for illustration 
purposes only, set contents may vary. Shipped oversize.
Bilstein B16 (PSS10)
BN191845 2010-11 set of 4 with coils springs .......................  1859.99   set 
BN245715 2012-15 set of 4 with coils springs .......................  1799.99   set 

BN191845

10 dial settings – from maximum comfort to maximum performance
Threaded body adjustable range of 20mm at both axles
Lowers approx 30-50mm at front and rear
Road tested and fi ne-tuned by Bilstein engineers under extreme conditions
Spring plates and lock nuts made from a special aluminum alloy
Shocks coated with Triple-C Technology® for corrosion resistance
Special round threads for smooth and accurate adjustments

OS1

 2010-13 H&R Street Performance Coil Overs
H&R Street Performance Coil Overs are the suspension solution for discerning 
drivers – from daily drivers to serious tuners – can appreciate the awesome handling 
and superb ride comfort. H&R is the originator of the true coil over system for the 
street. Each custom valved shock is tuned with a precision engineered progressive 
rate spring to create a fi nely tuned suspension system. The fully threaded shock body 
allows for adjustable vehicle lowering to where you want. This feature helps balance 
vehicle weight, resulting in a lower center of gravity and improved performance 
and control.  Lowers the front of the vehicle from approximately 1.2" to 2.2", rear 
from approximately 1.0" to 2.0". 
Important: Lowering varies by engine size and model.
 HR507791  2010-11 V6 or V8, coupe or convertible ............  1244.99   set 
 HR507792  2012-13 V6 or V8, coupe or convertible ............  1244.99   set 

HR507791

  2016-17 GM Performance Camaro Lowering Kit
GM engineers have designed the Camaro lowering kits to lower the vehicle ride 
height and improve handling feel. The kit uses higher rate front and rear coil springs, 
with tuned struts and shocks to provide the maximum ride quality and vehicle 
performance. Each kit is tuned for the unique chassis attributes of the LT and SS 
models, including specifi c kits for coupes and convertibles.
Notes: Lowers vehicle up to 20mm front and rear. Rear shocks will not include shock mount, 
dust cover or jounce bumper as shown in kit.
GF6323 2016-17 SS coupe w/o magnetic ride control .........  1279.99   kit 
GF6324 2016-17 SS convertible w/o magnetic ride control   1324.99   kit 
GF6325 2016-17 LT cpe w/20" wls 1LT/2LT/LGX/LTG .....  1319.99   kit 
GF6326 2016-17 LT conv. w/20" wls 1LT/2LT/LGX/LTG ..  1324.99   kit 

GF6323

GF42430

Performance Suspension
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 2010-15 Ground Force Camaro SS Lowering Springs 
These advanced alloy coil springs are tuned to give your new Camaro the perfect 
balance of ride quality and performance handling. In addition to their handling 
benefi ts, these springs also lower ride height to create a more aggressive stance. 
GF60011 2010-15 SS.................................................................  189.99   set 

    2010-15 Detroit Speed 1.5" Drop Springs
Give your Camaro a more aggressive stance and improved handling with lowering 
springs from DSE. These drop springs retain the factory isolators, feature progressive 
spring rates, and lower the ride height for an aggressive look and improved 
performance handling without sacrifi cing excellent ride quality. A direct replacement 
for OE 2010-15 springs.
GF31131 2010-15 front, V8 ....................................................  254.99   pr 
GF41812 2010-15 rear, V8 ......................................................  254.99   pr 

GF31131 GF41812

 2010-15 QA1 Coil Springs
QA1 coil springs are manufactured using Hi-Ten spring steel. The progressive rate 
design produces excellent ride quality and aggressive handling characteristics. Lowers 
vehicle approximately 1" front and rear providing a more aggressive appearance. 
Lower center of gravity improves handling performance, cornering and braking. 
These springs combined with QA1 shocks and suspension will improve your vehicles 
handling performance, cornering ability and braking stability. Made in the USA.
Note: Shipped overweight. 

E5237 2010-15 SS ....................................................................  449.99   set 

    2010-15 BMR Lowering Springs
BMR lowering springs are specifi cally designed to provide optimal handling without 
sacrifi cing ride quality. Our extensive development time produced what we feel to 
be the optimal rates for this application. By using a 220 lb/in front spring and a 
460 lb/in rear spring the car responds with a fi rm yet comfortable ride with much 
improved handling characteristics. All BMR springs are cold wound from high-tensile 
chrome silicon wire, stress relieved, compressed for permanent set then shot peened 
and computer tested. Some of these procedures are overkill but it ensures a long, 
trouble-free life with consistent rates and ride heights. Because of these features, 
BMR is able to offer a lifetime warranty against spring sag. Available with either 
1" or 1.4" drop. Made in the USA.
Note: Rear springs not recommended for convertibles. 
V8 Models
BX10040 2010-15 1" drop, front and rear ................................  239.99   set 
BX10114 2010-15 1.4" drop front and 1" drop rear .................  239.99   set 
BX10045 2010-15 1.4" drop front and rear ..............................  299.99   set 
V6 Models
BX10115 2010-15 1.2" drop front and rear ..............................  249.99   set 

BX10040

HR507781 HR507782

     2010-13 H&R Lowering Springs
Enhance the look of your vehicle with a reduced fender gap and improve everyday 
and performance driving with a lower center of gravity and higher roll resistance. 
Sport springs lower the vehicle 1.4" front, 1.3" rear. Super Sport springs lower the 
vehicle 1.8" front, 1.7" rear.
Note: Super Sport springs may require fender lip rolling.

Sport Springs
Models with V6
 HR507761  2010-11 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507763  2010-11 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 
 HR507861  2012-13 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507863  2012-13 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 
Models with V8
 HR507781  2010-11 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507763  2010-11 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 
 HR507881  2012-13 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
HR507863 2012-13 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 

Super Sport Springs
Models with V6
 HR507762  2010-11 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507762  2010-11 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 
 HR507862  2012-13 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507862  2012-13 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 
Models with V8
HR507782 2010-11 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507762  2010-11 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 
 HR507882  2012-13 coupe ....................................................  279.99   set 
 HR507862  2012-13 convertible ............................................  279.99   set 

  2010-17 Pro-Kit Lowering Springs
Each Pro-Kit is designed and tested by Eibach’s suspension engineers and performance 
driving professionals to deliver high-performance handling and aggressive good 
looks, without compromising safety or ride quality. Eibach’s Pro-Kit spring system 
lowers the car’s center of gravity, reducing squat during acceleration, body roll in 
corners and excessive nose-dive under braking. The set also reduces excessive 
fender-well clearance, making your car look just as hot as it performs! 
EB3620 2010-15 V6 models 1" front/1.3" rear .....................  244.99   set 
EB3621 2010-15 SS/ZL1 models 1" front/1" rear .................  244.99   set 
EB3622 2016-17 SS models 1.1" front/1.1" rear ...................  259.99   set 

EB3621
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 2010-13 Lakewood Drag Shocks
Lakewood drag shocks feature state-of-the-art 10 stage valve design which 
provides excellent starting line reaction and stable high speed operation. Includes 
polyurethane bushings that will not defl ect under stress, allowing the valving to 
work immediately and effi ciently. 

90/10 Series Front – Race Only
Allows the front end rise quickly to provide as much weight transfer as possible.
Note: These shocks are not designed for street use.

70/30 Series Front – Street and Strip
Used for improved handling on the strip or when quick front end lift is not needed. 
This is the perfect shock for cars driven both on the street and on the strip.

50/50 Series Rear – Street and Strip
Used to properly load the rear wheels and prevent over-reaction and wheel hop. 
This shock is the best choice for vehicles that are driven both on the street and strip. 
Front 90/10 Drag Shocks
LW40521 2010-13 LH ....................................................................   174.99   ea 
LW40520 2010-13 RH ....................................................................   174.99   ea 
Front 70/30 Drag Shocks
LW40523 2010-13 LH ....................................................................   174.99   ea 
LW40522 2010-13 RH ....................................................................   174.99   ea 
Rear 50/50 Drag Shocks
LW40524 2010-13 LH or RH .........................................................   174.99   ea 

LW40520

  2010-15 Bilstein Struts
Bilstein B6 performance gas pressure struts are the ideal choice for replacing worn 
out struts on your Camaro. These struts provide improved handling and stability 
without sacrifi cing ride comfort. Bilstein B6 performance struts offer superior 
damping, while maintaining an exceptional street ride.
Bilstein B6 Performance
BN222958 2010-11 left front strut only ...................................  299.99   ea 
BN222965 2010-11 right front strut only .................................  299.99   ea 
BN245728 2012-15 left front strut only ...................................  279.99   ea 
BN245735 2012-15 right front strut only .................................  279.99   ea 
BN222976 2010-15 rear requires two ......................................  131.99   ea 

BN222958

BN222976

 2010-11 BMR 4 Point Strut Tower Brace
Maintain front end stability and cancel tower defl ection in your Camaro with a 
strut tower brace from BMR Suspension. Constructed from a 1.25" and 1" heavy 
wall DOM tubing, this easily-installed brace mounts directly to the strut towers at 
the highest leverage points for maximum stability.  This high clearance design fi ts 
both V6 and V8 models and permits engine cover removal.  Billet aluminum strut 
retainers replace the OE stamped steel parts for a custom appearance.
Note: Does not fi t V6’s. Does not clear Suncoast Creations Ram Air hoods.
BX10050A 2010-11 2 point, red ...............................................  269.99   ea 
BX10050B 2010-11 2 point, hammertone ................................  269.99   ea 
BX10110A 2010-11 4 point, red, with logo in center ...............  369.99   ea 
BX10110B 2010-11 4 point, hammertone, with logo in center   369.99   ea 

BX10110A

  2011-15 GM Strut Tower Brace
Standard on the Camaro 1LE models, this lightweight, aluminum underhood tower 
brace enhances chassis stiffness, contributing to a fi rmer feel behind the wheel and 
more direct steering response. Fits 2011-15 Camaro coupe models only. The set 
includes the brace and installation hardware.
Note: Shipped oversize.
G149186 2011-15 SS and V6 coupe ....................................  134.99   ea 

OS1

  2011-15 Strut Tower Brace
Strengthen your front subframe assembly and eliminate strut tower defl ection on 
your 2011-15 Camaro by connecting the strut towers together. Spohn’s strut tower 
brace is built from extruded aluminum oval tubing with a honeycomb reinforced 
interior for the ultimate in lightweight strength and rigidity. It features cast aluminum 
mounting pads that are 100% TIG welded to the tubing for precision fi tment to the 
factory mounting holes, no drilling or welding is required!
Important: Will only fi t 2011 models with the pre-threaded holes. Will not clear 
supercharged models.
153138 2011-15 bright red ...................................................  289.99   ea 
153139 2011-15 gloss black .................................................  289.99   ea 

153138

BX10120A

  2011-14 Strut Tower Brace 
Eliminate strut tower fl ex with a strut tower brace from BMR Suspension. Factory strut 
towers have no support between them, allowing them to fl ex under hard cornering. 
Additionally, driving over off-camber transitions and other road irregularities can 
cause the strut towers to distort, reducing front end stability. The BMR Strut Tower 
Brace ties the two strut towers together, reducing this fl ex and maximizing front 
end stability control. Manufactured from a combination of 1.25" and 1" seamless 
tubing and 1/4" mounting plates. Finished in black hammertone or red powder 
coat. Made in the USA.
Note: This strut tower brace WILL work with the Edelbrock E-Force supercharger only, will 
not work with other superchargers. If you have a 2011 model year vehicle you need to fi nd 
out whether you have the early or later style shock towers. The early style shock towers will 
have no threaded holes in them and the later style shock towers will have three threaded 
holes on each shock tower. If you have the early style shock towers you will need 
to use either BX10050A (red) or BX10050B (hammertone). Shipped oversize.
BX10120A 2011-14 red ..........................................................  159.99   ea 
BX10120B 2011-14 hammertone ...........................................  159.99   ea 

OS1
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2010-11   QA1 Sway Bars
Improve the handling of your Gen Five Camaro and reduce understeer by replacing 
your factory sway bar with this stiffer, high-performance sway bar set from QA1. 
Designed and tested on the road to give your car’s chassis the stability it needs to 
keep the tires planted to the asphalt. Manufactured using 4130 hollow core chromoly 
up front and 1045 solid core steel at the rear helps achieve optimal roll stiffness and 
improved handling. Available as a set or individually.
Important: Front: hollow core 0.160" wall x 11" diameter. Rear: solid core 7/8" diameter. 
Note: Shipped oversize. 

E52813 2010-11 front .............................................................  189.99   ea 
E52814 2010-11 rear ..............................................................  149.99   ea 
E52815 2010-11 front and rear ...............................................  339.99   set 

  2010-12 BMR Tubular Sway Bars
BMR developed a solution that not only increases roll resistance but does so with 
very minimal decrease in ride quality. BMR manufactures its sway bars from tubular 
steel, a process started in Europe and adopted by most current auto manufacturers 
today. All BMR sway bars are cold formed. A key feature is the adjustable rates, 
allowing multiple settings for varying driving styles. Adding the front bar and 
choosing a stiffer rear setting increases overall roll resistance. Front bars are 29mm, 
rears are 25mm. Made in the USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for black hammertone.
Note: Shipped oversize.
BX10060 2010-12 front adjustable ........................................  259.99   ea 
BX10061 2010-12 rear adjustable ..........................................  149.99   ea 
BX10062 2010-12 front and rear adjustable ..........................  409.99   set 

  2010-12 Hellwig Motorsports Sway Bars
Hellwig sway bars improve cornering traction for safer driving and superior cornering 
ability by helping to distribute weight evenly. Manufactured using high-quality 4140 
chromolly steel, each sway bar was developed for its specifi c application. Easy bolt-
on installation with basic hand tools (some sets may require drilling). Each sway 
bar set comes with proper urethane bushings and mounting hardware for a complete 
installation. Includes all new hardware.
Note: Shipped oversize.
HW55730 2010-12 front, tubular 1-1/4" diameter ...................  209.99   set 
HW55830 2010-12 rear, tubular 1" diameter............................  109.99   set 

E52813

E52814

BX10060A

HW55730

OS1

OS1

OS1

2010-15 Sway Bar Kit
Front and rear anti-roll bars are a larger diameter than stock with increased 
performance. They include split lock collars that positively locate the bar and bushings.
Note: The rear anti-roll bar update kit comes with end links and allows you to use the 2012+ 
Camaro bar on your 2010-2011 V8/2010+ V6 Camaro if you are using the Detroit Speed 
rear adjustable lower control arms or 2012+ GM rear lower control arms. 
Shipped oversize. 
GF31407 2010-15 front, V8 .........................................................  344.99   kit 
GF42204 2010-11 rear, V8 ..........................................................  274.99   kit 
GF42216 2010-11 rear, V8 update kit for use on 2012 sway bar   459.99   kit 
GF42215 2012-15 rear, V8 ..........................................................  274.99   kit 

OS1

GF42215

GF42204

  2010-15 Spohn Sway Bars
Spohn's sway bars include fl uted polyurethane bushings with silver zinc plated 
bushing shells. The sway bars also include two chrome plated shaft collars that 
lock in the bar's lateral position to prevent any side to side movement. End links 
are not included unless otherwise noted.
Note: *End links are included. Please add the correct suffi x to the end of the part number for 
your color option: Red (R), Black (B). Shipped oversize. 
Front Sway Bar
GF149364  2010-12 32mm Tubular – steel ........................................   224.99   ea 
Rear Sway Bar
GF149365  2010-12 Pro-Touring – 25mm Tubular - steel ...........  169.99   ea 
GF149366  2010-12 Competition – 32mm solid Chromoly ........  239.99   ea 
GF149367 * 2010-15 Pro-Series Drag – 32mm solid Chromoly ...  329.99   ea 

GF149366R

rear 3 mounting points for 
pre-load adjustment

mounting brackets with 
polyurethane bushings

OS1

 2010-15 Sway Bar Kits
Improve your Camaro’s handling and cornering grip in any performance driving 
situation with an Eibach anti-roll kit. Manufactured from cold formed, high strength 
aircraft grade steel and fi nished in red powdercoat. Kits include: greased urethane 
bushings, mounting hardware and instructions for a simple installation. 
Note: Shipped oversize.

EB3623 2010-11 front 29mm 2 way adjustable ......................  243.99   ea 
EB3624 2010-11 rear 29mm 3 way adjustable .......................  214.99   ea 
EB3625 2010-11 front and rear 29mm 2/3 way adjustable .....  394.99   pr 
EB3626 2012-15 front 29mm 2 way adjustable ......................  223.99   ea 
EB3627 2012-15 rear 32mm 2 way adjustable .......................  249.99   ea 
EB3628 2012-15 front 29mm/rear 32mm 2 way adjustable ...  424.99   pr 

OS1

EB3625
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  2010-15 Camaro BMR Xtreme Rear Sway Bar
Reduce torque steer and body roll while improving launch traction with the Xtreme 
Rear Sway Bar from BMR Suspension.  This large diameter tubular sway bar 
features 3 adjustment locations to increase stiffness over the OE bar by 432% to 
780%. Includes: billet aluminum bushing saddles, high-durometer polyurethane 
mounting bushings, and adjustable spherical bearing end links. Available in red and 
black hammertone powder coat fi nishes. Simple, bolt-on installation.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
BX10010A 2010-15 red ...........................................................  389.99   ea 
BX10010B 2010-15 hammertone .............................................  389.99   ea 

BX10010A

OS1

OS1

BX10060B

  2010-15 BMR Tubular Sway Bars
BMR developed a solution that not only increases roll resistance but does so with 
very minimal decrease in ride quality. BMR manufactures its sway bars from tubular 
steel, a process started in Europe and adopted by most current auto manufacturers 
today. All BMR sway bars are cold formed. A key feature is the adjustable rates, 
allowing multiple settings for varying driving styles. Adding the front bar and 
choosing a stiffer rear setting increases overall roll resistance. Front bars are 29mm, 
rears are 25mm or 32mm. Made in the USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x A for red, B for black hammertone.
Note: Shipped oversize. 
Front Adjustable Sway Bar
Note: *Not for 2012 ZL1. Use part number BX10113 for 2012-15 ZL1 models.
BX10060  * 2010-12 front adjustable – 29mm .........................  259.99   ea 
BX10113 2012-15 front adjustable – 29mm .........................  269.99   ea 
Rear Adjustable Sway Bar 
Note: *End links sold separately. May be used on 2010-2011 models if rear control arms 
and end links are upgraded to 2012 specs. 
BX10061  2010-11 rear adjustable – 25mm ..........................  149.99   ea 
BX10111 * 2012-15 rear adjustable – 32mm ..........................  409.99   ea 
Front and Rear Sway Bars
Note: *Not for 2012 ZL1. Use part number BX10121 for 2012-15 ZL1 models.
BX10062  2010-11 front and rear adjustable 25 – 29MM .....  409.99   set 
BX10112 * 2012 front and rear adjustable 25 – 32MM .....  669.99   set 
BX10121  2012-15 front and rear adjustable 29 – 32MM .....  679.99   set 

 2016 Hellwig Sway Bars
These bolt-on adjustable sway bars are available for the 2016 V8 Camaro SS 
and improve handling and driver control without affecting ride quality. The front 
1-1/4" tubular sway bar and the rear 1-1/8" tubular sway bar replace the smaller 
factory bars and come with new polyurethane bushings and mounting brackets. 
The larger Hellwig sway bars help better control body roll and are 3 way adjustable 
front and rear to let the user dial in the exact amount of understeer or oversteer 
needed to match their suspension, tires and the track. These tubular sway bars are 
manufactured using high strength tubular steel to maximize performance while 
decreasing weight. These are fi nished in a durable “Hammertone” powder coat 
for corrosion protection and longevity. Includes hardware and have a limited 
lifetime warranty. Made in the USA.
Note: Shipped oversize.
HW55719 2016 SS front .........................................................  229.99   kit 
HW55819 2016 SS rear ..........................................................  219.99   kit 

HW55719

HW55819

OS1

  2010-15 Front Sway Bar End Link Kit
These direct replacement heavy-duty front sway bar end links offer adjustability 
and are stronger than the OEM links. Center tube is black hard coated aluminum. 
Made in the USA.
GF31411 2010-15 ..........................................................................  149.99   kit 

  2010-15 Rear Sway Bar End Link Kit
These direct replacement heavy-duty rear sway bar end links are stronger than stock 
and eliminate the rubber compliance of the OEM links. They have an alloy steel 
center post with precision ball-link pivot joints. Works with DSE or 2012+ OEM 
rear lower control arms. Made in the USA.
Note: Not for use on 2010-11 with OEM rear lower control arms. 
GF42305 2010-15 with DSE rear lower control arms ..............  184.99   kit 
GF42305 2012-15 with OEM rear lower control arms .............  184.99   kit 

BX10061A
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 2010-15 QA1 Camaro Rear Toe Link
Constructed with aluminum adjustment sleeves, 5/8" heavy-duty Heim joint rod 
ends and urethane bushings for strength and stability. They replace OEM arms 
which are susceptible to slippage. The Heim joint on the QA1 Toe Links allow the 
suspension to articulate smoothly. The kit includes lockouts for the eccentrics to 
prevent rear toe adjustment movement and relocates the adjustment point onto the 
toe link for fi ner and easier adjustment. Made in the USA.
E52801 2010-15 ............................................................................  239.99   pr 

 2010-15 BMR Toe Rods
Non-adjustable version is made from heavy-duty 1" x 2" DOM and uses BMR’s spiral 
fl uted, low defl ection polyurethane bushings. If you are looking for  adjustability, 
BMR offers two versions of adjustable toe rods. Both variations are manufactured 
from 1.25" heavy-duty DOM tubing and both are double adjustable. Both versions 
install easily and provide no decrease in ride quality. Made in the USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for black hammertone.
Non-adjustable Toe Links
BX10070 2010-15 .....................................................................  89.99   pr 
Adjustable Toe Links
BX10071 2010-15 with poly bushings ......................................  249.99   pr 
BX10072 2010-15 with rod ends ...............................................  259.99   pr 

 2010-15 Lakewood Toe Links
Fixed length versions are for vehicles with stock ride height while the adjustable 
version allows toe setting adjustability for lowered vehicles or extreme track use. 
Constructed from high grade mild steel tubing using full perimeter MIG welds. 
They come with greaseable polyurethane bushings and are powder coated black. 
Designed and built in the USA.
LW20141 2010-15 adjustable ..................................................  239.99   pr 
LW20142 2010-15 fi xed ...........................................................  141.99   pr 

LW20141

BX10070A

 2010-15 BMR End Link Sets
Reduce end link defl ection and increase sway bar effectiveness with heavy duty 
sway bar end links from BMR Suspension. Front end links are made out of CNC-
machined billet aluminum and utilize high quality OE style tie rods on each end. 
The tie rods feature a full 60 degrees of articulation, forged steel body, a completely 
sealed joint, and wrench fl ats on the stud for easy installation. Rear links are made 
out of heavy-duty steel with same design tie rods. BMR end link kits will outperform 
the OE end links in your Camaro, providing you the stability and control necessary 
for high performance driving.
BX10013 2010-11 rear ............................................................  109.99   set 
BX10015 2012-15 front ...........................................................  199.99   set 

BX10013

 2010-12 Adjustable Front End Links
These Extreme Duty front sway bar end links directly replace the factory’s tooth 
pick stiff front sway bar end links. Our Extreme Duty front sway bar end links also 
provide you with the ability to adjust front sway bar preload allowing you to tune 
the front suspension.
GF149368 2010-12 front ............................................................  114.99   set 

 2010-12 Extreme Duty Rear End Links
These Extreme Duty rear sway bar end links directly replace the factory’s tooth 
pick stiff rear sway bar end links. Our adjustable rear sway bar end links provide 
you with the ability to adjust rear sway bar preload and tune the rear suspension. 
Our rear end links will work with factory or Spohn sway bars.
GF149369 2010-12 rear ...............................................................   94.99   set 

   2010-11 Qwicklinks
These Qwicklinks quick disconnect adjustable front sway bar end links for 2010-
11 Camaro models feature an innovative slide-and-pin system for simple sway 
bar disconnection. Adjustable length accommodates varied ride heights. Spherical 
rod ends provide positive road feel, improved handling, and will improve weight 
transfer to reduce ET by up to 2/10 of a second.
LW21200 2010-11 ..........................................................................  199.99   pr 

LW20142

BX10071A
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   2010-11 BMR Rear Lower Control Arm Mounting Brace
The original sway bar tabs design and material cannot withstand the additional 
loading created by higher rate sway bars. Made from 3/16" laser-cut plate, these 
braces bolt to existing mounting holes in the control arm upper bracing, slipping 
under the OE mount to spread the load out over a greater area and reinforce the 
mounting hole with an additional 3/16" of plate thickness.
Important: On 2012 models, these braces are only necessary if you are using a pre-2012 
style sway bar. 
 BX10014A  2010-11 red ...........................................................  29.99   ea 
 BX10014B  2010-11 hammertone ............................................  29.99   ea 

BX10014A

 2010-15 Adjustable Lower Control Arms 
These control arms are constructed from heavy-duty 2" square tubing and internally 
gusseted laser-cut mounting plates, far superior to the factory stamped steel versions. 
Low-defl ection polyurethane bushings, reinforced sway bar mounts, and massive 
1-1/8" CNC-machined double adjusters provide maximum camber adjustment for 
lowered vehicles. Available in black hammertone or red powder coat.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for black hammertone. For 2012 
models, it is necessary to use a 2010/2011 style rear sway bar and end links.
BX10118 2010-15 ............................................................................   779.99   pr 

  2010-15 Lower Control Arms
These arms are constructed from heavy duty 2" square tubing and internally-gusseted 
laser-cut mounting plates, superior to the factory stamped steel unit. Features low-
defl ection polyurethane bushings, reinforced sway bar mounts, and a shortened 
overall  length to correct camber on lowered vehicles. Available in black hammertone 
or red powder coat. Sold in pairs.
BX10119A 2010-15 red ...........................................................  379.99   pr 
BX10119B 2010-15 black .......................................................  379.99   pr 

BX10119A

  2010-15 Adjustable Lower Control Arms
Adjustable Lower Control Arms are boxed and constructed from HSLA steel 
making them signifi cantly stronger than the stock stamped steel arms. They are 
equipped with high durometer polyurethane bushings instead of the stock, soft 
rubber bushings to reduce suspension defl ection resulting in improved handling, 
traction, and performance from the rear suspension system. Adjustability allows 
the factory eccentric adjuster (which is prone to slipping causing unwanted changes 
to alignment settings) to be eliminated using the provided eccentric eliminator 
washers. Made in the USA.
GF42304 2010-15 .........................................................................  574.99   pr 

  2010-15 Caster Kit
Caster kit allows tuning of the front caster by adjusting the mounting point of the 
front lower control arm. Slotting the holes using the included template allows the 
use of removable hole inserts to move the mounting point back and forth up to 1/4" 
in each direction. Made in the USA.
GF31730 2010-15 ............................................................................   49.99   kit 

 2010-12 Pro-Touring Lower Control Arms
Pro-Touring control arms minimize wheel hop and increase traction and handling. 
These rear lower control arms are fabricated from 3/16" CNC laser cut and formed 
steel and are fully boxed and internally gusseted to eliminate fl ex and provide for 
maximum strength and durability. The heavy-duty sway bar end link mounts won’t 
distort and break like the stock control arm mounts are known to do. 
Note: Must be used with 18" or larger wheels. Please add the correct suffi x to the end of the 
part number for your color option: Red (R), Black (B).
GF149357  2010-12 polyurethane bushings ............................  549.99   pr 
GF149358  2010-12 delrin bushings .......................................  579.99   pr 

Delrin bushings

will clear 17" wheels

Feature two 
mounting points: 
factory mounting 
height and 1-1/4" 

lower.
G149358R

 2010-12 Pro-Drag Lower Control Arms
Pro-Drag lower control arms minimize wheel hop and increase traction and handling. 
These rear lower control arms are fabricated from 3/16" CNC laser cut and formed 
steel, and are fully boxed and internally gusseted to eliminate fl ex and provide for 
maximum strength and durability. The heavy-duty sway bar end links mounts won’t 
distort and break like the stock control arm mounts are known to do. Spohn designed 
these for customers that want to run a drag wheel and tire combination and need the 
low profi le rear lower control arm to clear the smaller than OEM wheel diameter.
Note: Please add the correct suffi x to the end of the part number for your color option: Red 
(R), Black (B).
GF149359  2010-12 polyurethane bushings ............................  549.99   pr 
GF149360  2010-12 delrin bushings .......................................  579.99   pr 

will clear 17" wheels

heavy-duty 
sway bar 
mounts

heavy-duty sway 
bar mounts

Polyurethane bushings

G149359R
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2010-15  Aluminum Belly Pan
If there’s one area where the Generation Five Camaro needs improvement, it’s 
aerodynamics. Now Classic Industries has the solution, this aluminum belly pan. 
This closeout panel installs in minutes onto the bottom of the forward frame and 
encloses the car between the front valance and K-member. Manufactured from 
high grade aluminum and engineered to help keep the engine cooler, it also reduces 
aerodynamic drag by cleaning up underbody airfl ow. Another great benefi t of this 
closeout panel is that in addition to improving aerodynamics, your engine will also 
stay clean longer because this closeout panel also reduces road dust in the engine 
compartment. Measuring 26-1/2" x 22", this belly pan does not block oil plug access 
and is available exclusively in its natural satin silver aluminum fi nish and comes 
complete with mounting hardware. 
UC50002 2010-15 natural fi nish ...............................................  119.99   ea  2010-15 BMR Subframe Connectors

Constructed of 1" x 1" x .120 wall rectangular tubing and 3/16" CNC laser-cut and 
formed steel plates, these Subframe Connectors use pre-existing bolt holes on the 
Camaro for a truly bolt-in piece. The triangulating design stiffens and reinforces the 
chassis by joining three key areas of the vehicle’s chassis: the front sub frames, carrier 
bearing location, and the rear subframe where the rear suspension cradle mounts. 
By fastening these three locations, the Subframe Connectors enrich the handling 
and response of your Camaro. Includes hardware. Installation time approximately 
one hour. Made in the USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for black hammertone.
BX10052 2010-15 .........................................................................  349.99   set 

 2010-11 Lakewood Subframe Connectors
Stiffen your chassis with Lakewood subframe connectors. Made in the USA.
LW30101 2010-11 ..........................................................................  336.99   pr 

   2010-15 Camaro Subframe Brace
Like all high-performance unibody cars, 2010-15 Camaro models suffer from a 
fl exible chassis which affects acceleration, handling, chassis noise and traction. 
These subframe connectors tie the independent rear suspension into the body of the 
car. Once installed, you will immediately notice diminished chassis shake, improved 
handling and reduced wheel hop. Add the fl oor pan brace to tie the front and rear 
subframes together and triangulate the chassis side-to-side. This brace stiffens the 
fl oor pan and drive shaft tunnel area. Made from black powder coated steel tubing. 
Bolt-on installation utilizing factory mounting points. Sold individually. 
78010 2010-15 subframe connectors ......................................  399.99   pr 
78000 2010-15 fl oor pan brace ...............................................  109.99   ea 

78000

78010

original brace shown shown after installation

adjustable version shown on vehicle

153144

 2010-15 Extreme Duty Tunnel Brace
Greatly strengthen your fl oor pan and driveshaft tunnel with our Extreme Duty 
tunnel brace. One piece CNC laser cut and formed from 3/16" steel, our Extreme 
Duty tunnel brace replaces the fl imsy factory sheet metal brace.
153140 2010-15 bright red ......................................................  89.99   ea 
153141 2010-15 gloss black ....................................................  89.99   ea 

  2010-15 Tubular Front Subframe Brace
This front subframe chassis brace for the 2010-15 Camaro models is designed to 
stiffen the front subframe and reinforce the chassis. It ties the two legs of the front 
K-member together. This increases stability and reduces mount defl ection for much 
better handling. Available in standard version or adjustable version.
153142 2010-15 standard – bright red ...................................  74.99   ea 
153143 2010-15 standard – gloss black .................................  74.99   ea 
153144 2010-15 adjustable – bright red ................................  124.99   ea 
153145 2010-15 adjustable – gloss black ..............................  124.99   ea 

shown after installation   2010-15 BMR Driveshaft Tunnel Brace
Strengthen the fl oor pan and driveshaft tunnel in your new Camaro with a Driveshaft 
Tunnel Brace from BMR Fabrication. Constructed from 1" x 2" x .083 wall rectangular 
steel and 3/16" CNC laser-cut steel plates, these braces replace the factory stamped 
steel design. The BMR Driveshaft Tunnel Brace uses factory mounting holes while 
increasing the rigidity of the tunnel in the critical area where the driveshaft carrier 
bearing is located. Made in the USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for black hammertone.
BX10030 2010-15 .............................................................................   49.99   ea 

153140
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Features:

  2010-2014 Rear Adjustable Toe Links 
These adjustable toe rods for the 5th Generation Chevrolet Camaro replace the weak 
stamped steel arms and soft rubber bushings with fl ex-free chromoly tubular arms. 
Available with Roto-Joint or race quality rod ends. On car adjustability allows the 
factory eccentric washers to be eliminated. Included with the arms are new laser cut 
anti-eccentric washers to prevent unwanted toe changes (factory eccentric washers 
are prone to slipping). Available in red or black powder coat. Made in USA.

Roto-Joint Ends
These Smooth Delrin lined Roto-Joints allow smooth noise free suspension 
articulation and enhanced performance. Roto-Joints work excellent for street, auto-x, 
road race and light drag applications.
Recommend: Roto-joint spanner wrench for faster adjustments.
Note: Add suffi x A for red, B for black powdercoat.
UM22524  2010-2014 ...................................................................  299.99   pr 
UM0019 Roto-Joint spanner wrench .........................................  19.99   ea 

Rod Ends
These arms are on car adjustable to help fi ne-tune the toe on the independent rear. 
Rod ends are great for trailered race cars whether road race, auto-x or drag strip. 
These are suitable for competition use and may increase road noise. 
Note: Add suffi x A for red, B for black powder coat.
UM22522  2010-2014 ...................................................................  249.99   pr 

UM0019

spherical rod ends
Del-Sphere end

ABS mounting provisions

 2010-15 Tubular Toe Links
Lock in your toe settings, minimize wheel hop and increase traction with a set of 
our tubular rear toe links. Our tubular rear toe links are much stronger than the 
factory’s stamped steel toe links, constructed from 1.25" x .095" wall DOM tubing 
to eliminate fl ex and are 100% TIG welded to provide for maximum strength and 
durability. Also available in an all chromoly construction in a variety of end styles, 
depending on your application.
Note: Please add the correct suffi x to the end of the part number for your color option: Red 
(R), Black (B).
Mild Steel Construction
GF149361M  2010-15 polyurethane bushings .......................  144.99   pr 
GF149362M  2010-15 spherical rod ends ..............................  279.99   pr 
GF149363M  2010-15 del-sphere pivot end ..........................  304.99   pr 
Chromoly Construction
GF149361C  2010-15 polyurethane bushings .......................  184.99   pr 
GF149362C  2010-15 spherical rod ends ..............................  304.99   pr 
GF149363C  2010-15 del-sphere pivot end ..........................  339.99   pr 

polyurethane bushings

G149362MR

  2010-15 Heavy-Duty Adjustable Toe Links
DSE Rear Toe Links are signifi cantly stronger than the stock stamped steel links, 
which are easily bent during performance driving maneuvers. They are equipped 
with cross-axis pivot bushings (like the FE4 suspension vehicles) instead of the 
stock, soft rubber bushings to reduce suspension defl ection resulting in improved 
handling, traction, and performance from the rear suspension system. Adjustability 
allows the factory eccentric adjuster (which is prone to slipping causing unwanted 
changes to alignment settings) to be eliminated using the provided eccentric eliminator 
washers. Made in the USA.
GF42302 2010-15 ..........................................................................  349.99   pr 

polyurethane bushing end

This is the side that changes depending on end style.

delrin bushing end

spherical rod end

Del-Sphere pivot end

 2010-15 Rear Trailing Arms
Our tubular rear trailing arms are much stronger than the factory’s stamped steel 
arms, these rear trailing arms are constructed from 1.25" x .095" wall DOM tubing, 
1/4" CNC laser cut and formed steel mounting brackets that are fully gusseted to 
eliminate fl ex and provide for maximum strength and durability. Also available in 
all chromoly construction. Choose from trailing arms designed with a variety of 
ends for daily street use to all out track purposes. 
Important: All versions will increase road noise, with the polyurethane version being the 
quietest.
Note: Please add the correct suffi x to the end of the part number for your color option: Red 
(R), Black (B).
Mild Steel Construction
GF149353M 2010-15 polyurethane bushings .........................  154.99   pr 
GF149354M 2010-15 delrin bushings ....................................  194.99   pr 
GF149355M 2010-15 spherical rod ........................................  219.99   pr 
GF149356M 2010-15 Del-Sphere pivot ..................................  269.99   pr 
Chromoly Construction
GF149353C 2010-15 polyurethane bushings .........................  199.99   pr 
GF149354C 2010-15 delrin bushings ....................................  234.99   pr 
GF149355C 2010-15 spherical rod ........................................  269.99   pr 
GF149356C 2010-15 Del-Sphere pivot ..................................  309.99   pr 

4130 chromoly tubing, light weight and strong.
TIG welded 4130 chromoly threaded tube adapters.
Choice of race quality rod ends or smooth 
Delrin lined Roto-Joints.
Race proven and track tested.

On car adjustability allows easy changes.
Laser cut anti eccentric washers included.
Minimal defl ection with maximum 
articulation.
100% Made in USA

UM22522A UM22524B
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 2010-15 QA1 Gen 5 Camaro Trailing Arms
Heavy-duty Adjustable Trailing Arms allow for adjustments for optimum handling 
and traction without removing the arms from the vehicle. Spherical ball assembly 
with Delrin bushings allows rear suspension to move more freely. Includes graphite/
polyurethane differential bushings to replace soft OE bushings. Sold as a pair. 1-1/4" 
diameter .120" thick steel tubing construction which offers increased strength yet 
they are light weight. Made in the USA. 
E5200 2010-15 ............................................................................  239.99   pr 

 2010-15 Lakewood Trailing Arms
These trailing arms strengthen the rear suspension and improve traction by reducing 
wheel hop. Constructed from high grade mild steel tubing using full perimeter MIG 
welds. They come with greaseable polyurethane bushings and are powdercoated 
black. Designed and built in the USA.
LW20143 2010-15 ..........................................................................  159.99   pr 

 2010-15 BMR Trailing Arms
Factory stamped steel trailing arms can allow wheel hop, inconsistent handling, and 
decreased braking ability. These BMR trailing arms fi rm up the suspension, reducing 
the defl ection that causes these issues. Choose from robust 1" x 2" CNC-formed 
steel, available with polyurethane bushings or Tefl on-lined spherical bearings, or 
fi ne tune your suspension with adjustable 1-1/4" DOM steel trailing arms. Both 
designs are available in black hammertone or red powder coat. Made in USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for black hammertone.
Non-adjustable Trailing Arms
BX10073 2010-15 poly bushings ............................................  119.99   pr 
BX10074 2010-15 spherical bearings ......................................  289.99   pr 
Adjustable Trailing Arms
BX10116 2010-15 adjustable ..................................................  169.99   pr 

BX10073B

  2010-2014 Rear Adjustable Trailing Arms
These adjustable trailing arms with Roto-Joints or rod ends are on car adjustable 
and a great addition to your 5th Generation Camaro handling package. Strong 1-1/2" 
heavy wall tubing and a laser cut bracket holds the house made chromoly adjuster 
and features easy and secure adjustment. These tubular, on car adjustable trailing 
arms replace the weak stamped steel arms and soft rubber bushings with strong 
tubular arms and brackets, and your choice of ends, Roto-Joint or rod end. These 
arms are designed to be compatible with the factory GM hardware. Available in 
red or black powder coat. Made in USA.

Roto-Joint Ends
These adjustable trailing arms with Roto-Joints allow articulation like a rod end 
combined with the street comfort of a cushioned bushing. Roto-Joints work excellent 
for street, auto-x, road race and light drag applications.
Recommend: Roto-Joint spanner wrench for faster adjustments.
Note: Add suffi x A for red, B for black powder coat.
UM22526  2010-2014 ...................................................................  269.99   pr 
UM0019 Roto-Joint spanner wrench .........................................  19.99   ea 

Rod Ends
These trailing arms with rod ends are on car adjustable. The rod end provides the 
least defl ection and the greatest amount of articulation available. Rod ends are 
full drag race worthy and can also be used for auto-x and road race. These are 
suitable for competition use and are not recommended for street as the rods ends 
may increase road noise. 
Note: Add suffi x A for red, B for black powder coat.
UM22527  2010-2014 ...................................................................  249.99   pr 

Heavy-duty 1/4" CNC laser cut mounting brackets.

UMI built chromoly on car adjuster.

Choice of race quality rod ends or Roto-Joints.

 2010-15 Adjustable Rear Trailing Arms
DSE Trailing Arms are stronger, but lighter than the stock stamped steel arms and are 
equipped with high durometer polyurethane bushings to replace the soft, stock rubber 
bushings. The less weight and reduced suspension defl ection results in improved 
handling, traction, and performance. They also provide increased adjustability in 
the rear suspension system over non-adjustable rear trailing arms. Made in the USA.
GF42303 2010-15 ...........................................................................  284.99   pr 

UM0019
Features:

UM22526A

UM22527B

Race proven and track tested.

100% Made in USA
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2010-14 Energy Suspension Bushings
Replace your OEM bushings with these polyurethane style bushings from Energy 
Suspension. Durability is superior to most rubber components that are used for cars. 
Road salt, oil and a host of other common under car contaminants will eventually 
destroy the rubber bushings on your vehicle, not to mention the weight and 
torque forces that typically compress most rubber permanently! HYPER-FLEX™ 
replacement polyurethane components stand up well to contaminants that often 
destroy rubber and have been engineered to give longer-lasting performance and 
not compress permanently. Choose from two different colors for an added high 
performance appearance.
Note: Please specify color suffi x when ordering: G=black, R=red.
31153 2010-14 diff carrier bushing set ..................................  35.99   set 
33195 2010-14 front control arm bushing set ........................  99.99   set 
33196 2010-14 rear control arm bushing set ..........................  139.99   set 
34168 2010-14 subframe bushing inserts ...............................  119.99   set 
34169 2010-14 subframe bushing replacement .....................  244.99   set 
35218 2010-14 front sway bar bushing set, 22.5mm .............  14.99   set 
35219 2010-14 rear sway bar bushing set, 23mm ..................  44.99   set 

33195R

BX10091

BX10093

34168G

BX10105

2010-15  BMR Total Suspension Bushing Sets
Minimize suspension bushing defl ection and improve overall handling in your 2010 
Camaro with a Total Suspension Bushing Set from BMR Fabrication. Manufactured 
from low-defl ection polyurethane, these kits are available in two versions to suit your 
driving style. The STREET version includes rear cradle bushing set, rear suspension 
bushing set and front suspension bushing set. The PRO version also includes rear 
cradle bushing set, rear suspension bushing set and front suspension bushing set. 
Like the street version, this set minimizes bushing defl ection in all front and rear 
suspension links, but goes a step further than the street set by further reducing 
rear cradle movement with full cradle bushings and higher durometer differential 
bushings. Made in the USA.
Total Suspension Bushing Sets
BX10105 2010-11 street version  ..........................................  519.99   set 
BX10106 2010-15 pro version ..............................................  539.99   set 
   Steering Rack Mount Bushing Only
BX10098 2010-12  ................................................................  19.99   ea 
Front Suspension Bushing Set Only
BX10101 2010-15 complete front suspension set .................  179.99   set  
 BX10099 2010-15 front lower control arm bushings only ...  39.99   set 
BX10100 2010-15 front radius rod bushings only ................  119.99   set 
 Rear Suspension Bushing Set Only
BX10104 2010-15 complete rear suspension set ..................  109.99   set 
  BX10102 2010-15 rear trailing arm bushings only ...............  19.99   set 
  BX10103 2010-15 rear upper control arm bushings only .....  89.99   set 
Rear Cradle and Differential Bushing Set Only
    BX10117  2010-15 delrin race ...............................................  819.99   set 
Rear Cradle Bushing Set Only
BX10094 2010-11 street (inserts only) .................................  179.99   set 
BX10095 2010-11 street (BX10091 and BX10094) .............  229.99   set 
BX10096 2010-15 pro (inserts only) ....................................  199.99   set 
BX10097 2010-15 pro (BX10096 and BX10092) ................  249.99   set 

2010-15 BMR Differential Mount Bushings
BMR Differential Bushings minimize power robbing differential movement by 
replacing the OE soft rubber bushings with high durometer 4 piece polyurethane 
bushings. The 68 durometer (street) and 95 durometer (pro) polyurethane bushings 
effectively minimize wheelhop without contributing to road noise or driveline 
vibrations. The delrin race bushings are CNC-machined from Delrin plastic which 
is known for its high stiffness, low friction and excellent dimensional stability. The 
two piece design allows full contact on all 6 thrust surfaces of the subframe mount.
BMR differential bushings should be considered an absolute must for any type of 
high-performance driving. Made in the USA.
BX10091 2010-15 street (black) .............................................  49.99   set 
BX10092 2010-15 pro (red) ....................................................  49.99   set 
BX10093 2010-15 delrin race (white).....................................  119.99   set 

  2010-15 BMR Rear Cradle Bushing Set
Eliminate rear cradle movement in your 2010-2015 Camaro with a Delrin Rear Cradle 
Bushing Set from BMR Suspension. These bushings are CNC-machined from 
Delrin which is known for its high stiffness, low friction and excellent dimensional 
stability. This product removes all movement between the rear cradle and chassis, 
eliminating the bushing defl ection that occurs during acceleration, cornering, and 
braking. This set greatly increases the rigidity and stability of the chassis to provide 
maximum control and consistency necessary for any form of competition or high-
performance street driving. 
BX10107 2010-2015 .....................................................................  699.99   set 

  2010-15 Solid Rear Cradle Mount Kit
Solid Rear Cradle mounts eliminate undesirable wheel hop and drivetrain oscillations 
caused by rear cradle movement. They improve the strength and rigidity of the 
rear vehicle structure which makes vehicle handling more precise and predictable. 
Features black anodized aluminum mounts that lightly press into the stock rear 
cradle and are secured with a threaded lock ring. Made in the USA.
Note: A lock ring adjustment tool is included to adjust your lock rings.
GF41510 2010-15 ..........................................................................  724.99   kit 
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  2012-15 Total Suspension Bushing Kit (Street Version)
Minimize suspension defl ection and improve overall handling in your 2012-2014 
Camaro with a Total Suspension Bushing Kit from BMR Suspension. Manufactured 
from low-defl ection polyurethane, this kit includes the Street version Rear Cradle 
Bushing Kit (BX10108), Rear Suspension Bushing Kit (BX10104), and Front 
Suspension Bushing Kit (BX10101). This kit minimizes bushing defl ection in all 
front and rear suspension links. Reduced suspension defl ection ensures maximum 
tire contact resulting in better traction and more consistent and predictable handling 
abilities.  Kit contains red and black bushings.
BX10109 2012-15 red and black ............................................  519.99   kit 

  2012-15 Rear Cradle Bushing Kit, Street Version
The BMR Rear Cradle/Differential Bushing Kit minimizes rear cradle movement 
and provides additional rigidity for the differential which ensures maximum power 
transmission to the wheels. The rear cradle insert bushings install inside the air gaps 
of the stock rubber bushings without removing the rear cradle from the vehicle for an 
easy installation. The differential bushings are made from 68 durometer polyurethane 
to allow more consistent launches and better handling without signifi cantly increasing 
noise, vibration, or harmonics. Kit contains red and black bushings.
BX10108 2012-15 red and black ...............................................  229.99   kit 

  2010-15 Differential To Rear Cradle Mounts
Manufactured to help eliminate wheel hop and rear differential fl ex. Set includes 
95A durometer polyurethane bushings and lightweight 6061 aluminum bolt sleeves 
with a beautiful clear anodized fi nish.
153146 2010-15 ..............................................................................   79.99   set 

 Hotchkis Super Grease
This silicone based grease will reduce squeaking and keep your polyurethane 
bushings quiet. This waterproof, high temperature, high pressure formula is ideal 
for use in grease guns.
 H3101  14 oz. tube  .........................................................................   27.99   ea 

  Energy Suspension Formula Five Prelube
Energy Suspension Formula Five Prelube is a versatile, waterproof, non-melting 
grease containing PTFE. These forms a tough, durable, chemical resistant fi lm of 
lubricant. This lube also prevents metal-to-metal contact even under severe shock 
loads. Only small amounts are required to properly lubricate bushings and metal 
components and to prevent corrosion. Use this when assembling your polyurethane 
bushings to your suspension.
Important: Only small amounts of this prelube are needed when assembling components.
911104 8 oz. tub .............................................................................   11.99   ea 

 2010-15 Camaro Roll Bars
Take your Camaro’s safety to a new level with these stylish, fully welded, bolt-
in roll bars. Six point bars feature removable swing-out bars and are track legal. 
Includes illustrated instructions and hardware. Please specify gloss or fl at black 
powder coating fi nish when ordering, or upgrade to optional OEM matched paint, 
or hydro-dipped carbon fi ber style fi nish. Made in USA.
Note: Special order item. Shipped truck freight.
Mild Steel Roll Bars (Approx. 60-90 lbs)
 RPM01  2010-15 4 point coupe/conv ...................................  849.99   ea 
 RPM02  2010-15 6 point coupe/conv ...................................  1549.99   ea 
Chromoly Roll Bars (Approx. 35-55 lbs)
 RPM03  2010-15 4 point coupe/conv ...................................  1449.99   ea 
 RPM04  2010-15 6 point coupe/conv ...................................  2349.99   ea 
Additional Roll Bar Options
 RPM05  SCCA/NASA diagonal brace.........................................  179.99   ea 
 RPM06  hydro-dipped graphic fi nish ...........................................  729.99   ea 
 RPM07  OEM VIN-matched paint  .............................................  294.99   ea 
 RPM08  5 point harness anchor set ..............................................  44.99   set 

Bolt-in installation
100% Welded
Mandrel Bent Tubing
Track Legal 6 pt Bars

Bars Starting at 35 lbs
Standard Powder Coating
Optional Finishes Available
Seat Belt Anchors Installed
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 Joe Gibbs Power Steering Fluid
Get the race-winning experience of Joe Gibbs under 
your hood with Joe Gibbs power steering fl uid. This 
specially formulated power steering fl uid resists 
foaming at high temperatures for superior cooling 
properties.
JG1306 PS fl uid quart ...................  19.99   ea 
JG1307 PS fl uid case of 12 quarts   215.99   cs 

 Form-a-gasket Sealant
Slow-drying, non-hardening sealant designed for 
sealing cut gaskets and stamped parts. Allows for 
easy disassembly if required. Temperature range of  
-65 degrees F to 400 degrees F. Use where sealing 
is more important than adhesion. Resists shop fl uids 
and fuels. Great for valve cover gaskets and oil pan 
gaskets. Comes in 3 oz. tube.
S80016 3 oz. ........................................  3.99   ea 

   Super Silicone Sealant
Excellent for use with all types of gaskets. A rapid 
curing adhesive/sealant can also be used as a sealant 
between fl anges, hose connectors, and similar close-
fi tting parts.
08661 clear, 3 oz. tube .........................  9.99   ea 
08662 black, 3 oz. tube ........................  9.99   ea 

  Royal Purple® Max EZ  PS Fluid
Max EZ is an advanced power steering fl uid designed to 
maximize the life and performance of all power steering 
units. Max EZ is formulated with a blend of select 
synthetic base oils plus Royal Purple’s proprietary 
Synerlec additive technology, which is proven to make 
equipment run cooler, smoother, longer, quieter and 
more effi ciently. Max EZ is compatible and can be 
mixed with conventional power steering fl uids and 
has excellent seal compatibility.
RP01326 12 oz. bottle ........................  5.99   ea 
RP12326 case of 12 – 12 oz. bottles ..  64.99   cs 

 Brake And Parts Cleaner
This powerful Brake And Parts Cleaner cuts through 
grease and grime without leaving an oily fi lm. The 
fast-drying non-chlorinated formula gets the job done 
using less spray compared to watered down cleaners. 
JG1210 14 oz. can ............................  4.99   ea 
JG1211 case of 12 – 14 oz. cans ......  54.99   cs 

 Permatex® Gasket Maker
Make dependable formed-in-place gaskets or coat 
pre-cut gaskets to increase reliability. Great for use on 
valve covers, intake manifold end seals, timing covers, 
water pumps, and thermostat housings. 3 oz. tube.
S80022 blue #6B .................................  3.99   ea 
S81160 red #26 ...................................  4.99   ea 
S81878 copper #101B .........................  5.99   ea 

 2010-14 Ring And Pinion Sets
Looking for a boost in out-of-the-hole performance? 
Replace the OEM gears on your Gen 5 Camaro with 
these lower ratio gears (numerically higher). Available 
in either 3.73 or 4.10 ratios for V8 Camaro models 
and 3.55 for V6 Camaro models.
Note: Classic Industries® recommends professional 
installation. All ring and pinion sets are nonreturnable with 
no warranty implied. 
RG4901871 2010-14 V8 – 3.73 .........  609.99   set 
RG6904931 2010-14 V8 – 4.33 .........  609.99   set 
RG8310771 2010-14 V8 – install set   264.99   set 
RG4901921 2010-14 V6 – 3.55 .........  439.99   set 
RG8310791 2010-14 V6 – install set   244.99   set 

RG4901871

Rear Axle . Lubricants

 2010-15 Differential Module Cooler Kit
The Camaro Z28 is equipped with an RDM cooling 
system that circulates cooled transmission fl uid through 
a heat exchanger integrated into the rear end cover. 
This innovative system reduces oil temperature by 
over 100 degrees F helping the differential run cool 
and prevent differential component damage from 
high temperature oil degradation. This Z28 based 
RDM cooling kit can be applied to any 2010-2015 
Camaro SS with a manual transmission. Kit includes: 
RDM cover with gasket, upper/lower fl uid lines and 
mounting hardware.
GF6340 2010-15 SS models 6-speed   641.99   ea 

   2010-15 BMR Driveshaft Safety Loop
BMR builds their bolt-in loops from NHRA legal 1/4" 
steel and the unique design bolts into place using 2 
existing mounting bolts and 2 new ones provided with 
the kit. Installation is simple and can be performed 
without removing the exhaust. Made in the USA.
Important: Specify color with the suffi x: A for red, B for 
black hammertone.
BX10020 2010-15 manual trans ....  149.99   ea 
BX10021 2010-15 automatic trans   129.99   ea 

BX10020B
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 2010-14 Wilwood 14.25" – 6 Piston Front Sets
W6AR Big Brake front brake sets were designed for the specifi c purpose of providing 
big capacity braking with large diameter rotors for heavyweight and extreme duty 
vehicles. For cars, it’s the biggest of the big providing big brake performance for 
show and dual purpose street and track vehicles. Direction staggered vane 14.25" 
rotors provide maximum cooling for sustained high heat durability. Sets fully 
compatible with OE master cylinder output and ABS function.
Note: Special rate shipping applies. 
14011269 2010-14 slotted, black ....................................  1819.99   set 
14011269D 2010-14 drilled/slotted, black .........................  1919.99   set 
14011269R 2010-14 slotted, red ........................................  1819.99   set 
14011269DR 2010-14 drilled/slotted, red ............................  1919.99   set 

14011269DR

 2010-14 Wilwood 14" – 4 Piston Rear Brake Sets
W6AR Big Brake front brake sets were designed for the specifi c purpose of providing 
big capacity braking with large diameter rotors for heavy weight and extreme duty 
vehicles. For cars, it’s the biggest of the big providing big brake performance for 
show and dual purpose street and track vehicles. Direction staggered vane 14.25" 
rotors provide maximum cooling for sustained high heat durability. Sets fully 
compatible with OE master cylinder output and ABS function.
Note: Special rate shipping applies. 
14011270 2010-14 slotted, black ....................................  1744.99   set 
14011270D 2010-14 drilled/slotted, black .........................  1844.99   set 
14011270R 2010-14 slotted, red ........................................  1744.99   set 
14011270DR 2010-14 drilled/slotted, red ............................  1844.99   set 

14011270 14011270DR

14011269

SPECIALSPECIAL
SHIPPING!SHIPPING!

SPECIALSPECIAL
SHIPPING!SHIPPING!

Big Brake Kits

G149118R

 2010-15 V8 SS To ZL1 Brake Conversions
Upgrade the brakes on your 2010-15 Camaro V8 SS model with the larger brakes 
from the supercharged Camaro ZL1. The smaller factory front 14" rotors/four piston 
calipers on SS models are replaced with the race proven, two piece, 14.6" rotors 
and 6 piston Brembo aluminum calipers with the ZL1 logo. The ZL1 two piece 
rotors offer greater resistance to warping and fading, along with potentially longer 
rotor life, as well as reduced weight. The front set includes: two Brembo rotors and 
Brembo 6 piston ZL1 calipers, pads and mounting hardware.
For the rear, add the optional rear caliper set to match the front. Camaro V8 SS 
models all ready feature the same rear 14.4" rotors as the ZL1 and similar four piston 
aluminum calipers, but without the ZL1 logo. Every rear caliper set includes: Brembo 
4 piston aluminum calipers with ZL1 logo, brake pads and mounting hardware.
Important: *FE7 suspension required. No rotors included in rear set.
Note: Shipped overweight.
G149118F 2010-15 front ......................................................  3519.99   set 
G149118R* 2010-15 rear ........................................................  2119.99   set 

G149118F

 2010-15 V-6 To SS And V6 To ZL1 Brake Conversions
Upgrade the front and rear brakes on your 2010-15 Camaro V6 model with the larger 
brakes from the Camaro SS or supercharged ZL1. Either one makes for a signifi cant 
step up in performance over the factory single piston calipers with 12.6" front and 
12.4" rear rotors. The SS kit features 14" front, and 14.4" rear rotors both with 4 
piston Brembo calipers. The ZL1 set features the racing style two piece, 14.6 front 
rotors with 6 piston Brembo front calipers, and 14.4 inch rear rotors with 4 piston 
Brembo rear calipers. The ZL1 two piece rotors offer greater resistance to warping 
and fading, along with potentially longer rotor life, as well as reduced weight. Both 
sets come with brake pads, master cylinder and installation hardware. 20" wheels 
are required for this upgrade.
Note: Shipped overweight.
G149120 2010-15 V6 to SS .................................................  4919.99   set 
G149119 2010-15 V6 to ZL1 ..............................................  6104.99   set 

G149120

  2010-14 EXTREME+ Baer Brake Disc Sets
Baer Brakes are known for exceptional braking performance and outstanding quality. 
Offering many upgrade and conversion brake sets that far exceed OE equipment 
performance. These Baer Brake upgrade sets are specifi c for your Camaro models. 
Set features the 6S 6 piston forged monoblocked calipers, 15" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc 
plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses, mounting brackets and hardware included. 
Important: 19” minimum wheel size. Uses common race pad (#D1247).
Note: R=Red, B=Black, S=Silver. Photo for illustration purposes only, set contents may 
vary. Additional parts may be needed for installation.
4301392  2010-14 front bolts directly to spindle/hub ................  3895.99   set 
4302246  2010-14 rear bolts directly to park brake assembly ..  3995.99   set 

4301392S
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 2010-12 Performance Brake Systems With 355mm Rotors
StopTech Balanced Brake Upgrades deliver superior control and stopping power. 
They are the ultimate brake system upgrade to support extended track sessions and 
aggressive street driving in powerful cars. These fully engineered, bolt-on systems 
require little or no modifi cation to the chassis or suspension. Available applications 
include forged, billet, or squeeze forged calipers, street performance pads, caliper 
mounting brackets, directional patented AeroRotors, DOT compliant stainless steel 
brake lines and all hardware required for a complete installation. Available with red 
or black calipers and zinc coated rotors with your choice of slotted or drilled pattern.
Note: Front brake systems for V8 models will not fi t ZL1 models.

Brake Systems for Models with V6
Front Brake Systems
 CB92675SB  2010-12 black calipers slotted rotors .........  2929.99   set 
 CB92675DB  2010-12 black calipers drilled rotors .........  3029.99   set 
 CB92675SR  2010-12 red calipers slotted rotors .........  2929.99   set 
 CB92675DR  2010-12 red calipers drilled rotors .........  3029.99   set 
Rear Brake Systems
CB92005SB 2010-12 black calipers slotted rotors .........  2389.99   set 
CB92005DB 2010-12 black calipers drilled rotors .........  2489.99   set 
CB92005SR 2010-12 red calipers slotted rotors .........  2389.99   set 
 CB92005DR  2010-12 red calipers drilled rotors .........  2489.99   set 

Brake Systems for SS V8 Models
Front Brake Systems
 CB93675SB  2010-12 black calipers slotted rotors .........  2929.99   set 
 CB93675DB  2010-12 black calipers drilled rotors .........  3029.99   set 
 CB93675SR  2010-12 red calipers slotted rotors .........  2929.99   set 
 CB93675DR  2010-12 red calipers drilled rotors .........  3029.99   set 
Rear Brake Systems
 CB93005SB  2010-12 black calipers slotted rotors .........  2309.99   set 
 CB93005DB  2010-12 black calipers drilled rotors .........  2339.99   set 
 CB93005SR  2010-12 red calipers slotted rotors .........  2499.99   set 
 CB93005DR  2010-12 red calipers drilled rotors .........  2339.99   set 

2010-12 Performance Front Brake Systems With 380mm Rotors
380mm Big Brake Sets for SS models with V8 engines. Available with red or 
black calipers and zinc coated rotors with your choice of slotted or drilled pattern.
Note: Front brake systems for V8 models will not fi t ZL1 models.
 CB9368SB  2010-12 black calipers slotted rotors .........  3029.99   set 
 CB9368DB  2010-12 black calipers drilled rotors .........  3119.99   set 
 CB9368SR  2010-12 red calipers slotted rotors .........  3029.99   set 
 CB9368DR  2010-12 red calipers drilled rotors .........  3119.99   set 

 2010-12 Stillen Sport Disc Brake Rotors
Offered by Classic Industries®, these Stillen OE size upgrades are a simple bolt-on. 
All rotors meet or exceed OEM specifi cations while providing benefi ts not found 
in the original components. Once through the initial quality inspection, they are 
machined to application specifi c cross-drilled or slotted patterns. Aided by the 
latest CAD software, these patterns result in a full sweep of the pad face, which 
is critical for pad and rotor life as well as a reduction in noise and vibration. All 
cross-drilled holes are radius chamfered and slots are ramped to eliminate stress 
risers and minimize pad noise. These rotors offer higher initial pad bite, better 
cooling, quicker response when wet and an escape path for pad gasses. J-Hook 
rotors – Developed in professional motorsports, the J-Hooks provide the initial pad 
bite of cross-drilled rotor, while dramatically reducing concerns over premature 
cracking at elevated temperatures. J-Hook rotor users may experience increased 
brake groan and potentially faster pad wear, so only aggressive drivers need apply. 
All rotors are silver zinc plated for maximum corrosion resistance in all climates.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
Camaro SS
GF900151 2010-12 front cross-drilled ...............................  324.99   pr 
GF900152 2010-12 front slotted ........................................  344.99   pr 
GF900153 2010-12 front cross-drilled/slotted ...................  359.99   pr 
GF900154 2010-12 front J-hook ........................................  359.99   pr 
GF900161 2010-12 rear cross-drilled ...............................  309.99   pr 
GF900162 2010-12 rear slotted ........................................  384.99   pr 
GF900163 2010-12 rear cross-drilled/slotted ...................  344.99   pr 
GF900164 2010-12 rear J-hook ........................................  384.99   pr 
Camaro V6 LS, LT
GF900251 2010-12 front cross-drilled ...............................  324.99   pr 
GF900252 2010-12 front slotted ........................................  344.99   pr 
GF900253 2010-12 front cross-drilled/slotted ...................  359.99   pr 
GF900261 2010-12 rear cross-drilled ...............................  229.99   pr 
GF900262 2010-12 rear slotted ........................................  239.99   pr 
GF900263 2010-12 rear cross-drilled/slotted ...................  259.99   pr 

Brake Rotors

Provides Superior Control And Stopping Power!
Calipers available 
in red or black 
powder coat
6 Piston Front 
and 4 Piston Rear 
Calipers stop 
you quickly with 
minimum effort

Your choice of slotted 
rotors for improved 
cooling or cross-drilled 
rotors for maximum 
cooling power!
Zinc-plated rotors
resist rust
Two piece rotors make 
rotor replacement easy!

CB92675DB

CB92675SR

GF900154

OS2

 2010-15 Front Brake Upgrade Kit
Upgrade the brakes on your 2010-15 Camaro with red powder coated calipers, 
braided stainless steel brake lines, and cross-drilled/slotted rotors. Kits include 
remanufactured calipers, new drilled/slotted rotors, stainless brake hoses, and 
performance semi-metallic brake pads.
Note: Shipped overweight.
GF51100 2010-15 single piston .................................................  288.99   kit 
GF51101 2010-15 four piston ....................................................  439.99   kit 
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 2010-12 Centric Premium High Carbon Rotors
Centric 125 Series high carbon brake rotors use an advanced molybdenum and 
chromium alloy to reduce pad squeal and resist rotor cracking under heavy usage. 
This alloy also increases friction, improving brake performance and stopping power. 
Increased chromium and carbon content is also more resistant to oxidation. An 
advanced electrostatically applied E-Coat fi nish on all non-friction surfaces that has 
been engineered to withstand 400 hours of salt spray testing without corroding. For 
consistent, reliable stopping power, trust Centric 125 series brake rotors.
 CB62124  2010-12 front, SS, V8, except ZL1 ..........................  104.99   ea 
 CB62119  2010-12 rear, SS, V8, ZL1 .......................................  74.99   ea 

   2010-12 SSBC Disc Brake Rotors
SSBC disc brake rotors for Gen 5 Camaro models. Offered in three distinct styles 
for differing levels of performance. The standard rotor is a good quality replacement 
rotor that meets or exceeds manufacturer’s specifi cations. For higher performance 
applications, the turbo slotted rotor features slots CNC milled at strategic points for 
better cooling, brake dust removal and water elimination when driving in the rain. 
For maximum performance, Big Bite Cross Drilled Rotors feature CNC precision-
machined cross-drilling and milled cooling slots. The precision drilled holes vent 
super heated gases, eliminating brake fade and the precision turbo slotting maintains 
a clean pad surface for maximum grip and quiet stopping power. All the rotors are 
vented, meaning internal vanes inside the rotor help cool it by forcing the air through 
the rotor, which helps prevent warping.

Standard Rotor
V6
 238971  2010-12 front ............................................................  177.99   pr 
 238981  2010-12 rear ..............................................................  104.99   pr 
V8
 238991  2010-12 front ............................................................  201.99   pr 
 239001  2010-12 rear ..............................................................  144.99   pr 

Turbo Slotted Rotor
V6
 238972  2010-12 front ............................................................  265.99   pr 
 238982  2010-12 rear ..............................................................  231.99   pr 
V8
 238992  2010-12 front ............................................................  284.99   pr 
 239002  2010-12 rear ..............................................................  249.99   pr 

Big Bite Cross Drilled Rotor
V6
 238973  2010-12 front ............................................................  299.99   pr 
 238983  2010-12 rear ..............................................................  259.99   pr 
V8
 238993  2010-12 front ............................................................  291.99   pr 
 239003  2010-12 rear ..............................................................  264.99   pr 

Three Different Rotor Finishes
Standard Finish
Basic fi nish from the factory.

Turbo Slotted and 
Xtra Life Plated
The slots provide a space for heat and gas to escape, thus 
improving braking performance. The slots also clean the 
pads, removing any debris that might have accumulated. 
Xtra Life plating adds protective fi nish layers to the entire 
surface of the rotor, helping prevent the areas where the 
pads do not come into contact with the rotor from rusting 
and corroding.

Big Bite Cross Drilled, Turbo Slotted and 
Xtra Life Plated
Cross-drilling adds cooling capacity to the rotors.

Big Bite Finish
Big Bite rotors provide 
maximum stopping power, a 
cooler operating temperature 
and eliminate brake fade!

Brake Rotors

CB44040

CB44050

CB62124

   2010-15 Centric Posi-Quiet Brake Pads
Manufactured using an OE process, Posi-Quiet brake pads offer upgraded performance 
with an original-style fi t and look. Extreme pressure compresses the friction material, 
bonding it to the backing plate for consistent density. Available in semi-metallic 
for a quiet stop or ceramic for decreased dust and increased performance. Includes 
installation hardware and shims.
Note: *Not for ZL1 models.

V6 Models
Front Brake Pads
CB44040 2010-15 semi-metallic ..............................................  34.99   set 
CB54040 2010-15 ceramic .......................................................  35.99   set 
Rear Brake Pads
CB53370 2010-15 ceramic .......................................................  29.99   set 

V8 Models
Front Brake Pads
CB44740* 2010-15 semi-metallic ..............................................  39.99   set 
CB44050 2012 semi-metallic, ZL1 .....................................  49.99   set 
CB43950 2015 semi-metallic, Z28 ......................................  74.99   set 
Rear Brake Pads
CB40530 2010-15 semi-metallic ..............................................  29.99   set 
CB50530 2010-15 ceramic .......................................................  39.99   set 
CB41650 2015 semi-metallic, Z28 ......................................  29.99   set 
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   2010-12 MGP Caliper Covers 
Give your Camaro the look of a big brake system 
without the expense. Easy install – about 10 minutes per 
wheel. Enhances wheel appearance, reduces brake dust, 
made of 6061-T6 aerospace aluminum with powder 
coated fi nish. Helps reduce caliper heat. Available in 
red, black or silver. Set of 4 covers (front and rear)
GF90012R 2010-12 V6 – red ......  179.99   set 
GF90012B 2010-12 V6 – black ..  179.99   set 
GF90012S 2010-12 V6 – silver ..  179.99   set 
GF90013R 2010-12 SS – red ......  179.99   set 
GF90013B 2010-12 SS – black ...  179.99   set 
GF90013S 2010-12 SS – silver ...  179.99   set 

GF90012R

GF90013B

   Stainless Steel Brake Caliper Covers
Give your brakes a highly fi nished look that goes 
beyond painting the calipers with these polished 
stainless steel brake caliper covers for SS models. 
GF102035 2010-13 polished .........  89.99   pr 

CAMARO  Stopping Power

 2010-12 Braided Stainless Brake Lines
Goodridge stainless steel braided brake lines have 
become the standard in professional motorsport 
where the ultimate in braking is required. There is no 
room for volumetric expansion, or “mushy brakes” 
caused by rubber lines. A highly effi cient braking 
system allows you to get deeper into the corner and 
onto the accelerator faster. Additionally, when G-Stop 
brake hoses are used with an ABS braking system 
they virtually eliminate brake pedal “chatter” and 
signifi cantly reduce stopping distance.
C12219 2010-12 SS ..................  189.99   set 
C12220 2010-12 V6 .................  189.99   set 

 2010-12 Hawk Brake Pads
Time for a brake pad upgrade? Classic Industries® offers 
Hawk pads – either the Performance Ceramic or HPS 
(High Performance Street). The Performance Ceramic 
is engineered to reduce brake NVH (Noise, Vibration 
and Harshness), creating a quieter performing brake 
pad. The High Performance Street (HPS) compound 
offers a higher coeffi cient of friction over stock brake 
pads and can provide you 20-40% more stopping power 
and higher resistance to brake fade than most standard 
replacement pads.
GF900171 2010-12 ceramic front ...  154.99   set 
GF900172 2010-12 HPS front ........  134.99   set 
GF900181 2010-12 ceramic rear .....  134.99   set 
GF900182 2010-12 HPS rear ..........  114.99   set 

 2010-12 Street Performance Brake Pads
StopTech upgrades are engineered to dramatically 
improve overall braking performance for vehicles 
that see daily use and frequent track time. Para-
aramid composites provide linear response for all 
temperatures, while the rotor-friendly asbestos free 
formulation produces minimal dust, keeping your 
wheels clean.
Front
 CB90010  2010 SS models.......  59.99   set 
Rear
 CB90530  2010-12 SS models.......  51.99   set 
 CB90530  2010-12 ZL1 models ....  51.99   set 

Brake Components

GF900171

CB90010

C12219

 2014-15 Z28 Brake Ducts
Brake ducts decrease brake fade, increase brake 
component life, reduce heat build up, create secondary 
cooling of brake fl uid and sustain brake pedal feel for 
longer periods of time. An excellent upgrade for your 
Camaro SS or 1LE models.
GF6338 2014-15 SS and 1LE .........  239.99   set 
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   Brake Caliper Paint System
This ultra-protective 2 component paint system is 
the most complete brake caliper paint set available. 
Easy brush-on application produces a high-gloss, 
heat resistant fi nish. Seals and protects from oils and 
corrosion and withstands temperatures of up to 950 
degrees F! Set includes two component paint system 
with enough paint for 4 large calipers, brake caliper 
cleaner, brush and mixing stick. Choose from red, 
yellow, blue, silver, black, purple, green, white, gold, 
orange or pink. 
G22160 specify color ........................  39.99   set 

Y10950

Y10900

 Brake Bleeder Wrenches
These will ensure that you don’t strip the bleeder 
screws on your calipers or cylinders. Check size 
before ordering.
 Y10950  1/4" x 3/8" .............................  8.99   ea 
 Y10900  5/16" x 3/8" ...........................  8.99   ea 

CAMARO  Stopping Power

  Disc Brake Pad Spreader
This unique tool makes changing disc brake pads 
easy. The tool compresses the disc brake piston for 
easy installation of pads. 
 Y24400  ...............................................  9.99   ea 

 One Man Brake Bleeder
Loosen the bleeder screw and fi ll with brake fl uid. 
Pump the brakes until the hose is free of bubbles. 
Everything is included to quickly bleed brakes with 
no mess. Plastic bottle collects discharged fl uids. 
Complete instructions included. 
 Y19200  ...............................................  11.99   set 

  Universal Brake Caliper Bit Set
Nine sizes for brake caliper bolt applications. No more 
searching for the correct bit, this handy set will cover 
Torx T40, T45, T47, T50 and 1/4", 3/8", 7mm, 8mm 
and 10mm hex. All bits are 3/8" square drive.
 Y29150  ...............................................   29.99   set 

 Bleed Brakes Quickly, Simply And Cleanly!
The Mityvac Brake Bleeding Set may be used on 
virtually all hydraulic systems as well as most ABS 
systems. It’s a rugged, low cost professional tool which 
enables one person to effi ciently bleed brakes, clutches 
or other hydraulic systems. Choose from our sturdy 
polymer plastic bleeder, designed for occasional use 
by the do-it-yourselfer, or step up to the heavy-duty 
metal bleeder designed for the professional mechanic.
 04000  Mityvac “professional” ...........  99.99   set 
 06820  Mityvac “do-it-yourselfer” .....  44.99   set 

06820

04000

  Speedy Brake Pad Spreader
The pistol grip ratcheting action and fast acting plunger 
compresses disc brake pistons in seconds. This makes 
brake pad replacement a snap.
 Y24300  single piston ........................  49.99   ea 
 Y25750  dual piston ..........................  57.99   ea 

Y24300

Y25750

 Wilwood DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid
Wilwood FIVE is a highly 
refi ned, high-performance 
silicone brake fl uid formulated to 
preserve the looks and reliability 
of classic vehicles and show cars. 
Its non-hygroscopic blend blocks 
the absorption of moisture from 
the air, preventing internal brake 
system corrosion. FIVE is paint 
friendly and will not harm custom 
paints and fi nishes should a spill 
or leak occur. Wilwood FIVE 
provides superior lubrication for 
all brake system wear surfaces 
with long life from the master 
cylinder and caliper pistons, 
bores, and seals. It is a fully DOT 
5 compliant fl uid meeting or exceeding FMVSS 
116 and MIL-PRF-46176B-DOT specifi cations, and 
can be used in any vehicle that requires DOT 5 
brake fl uid.
29011084 12 ounce bottle ..................  13.99   ea 

Brake Tools

  StopTech High-Performance Brake Fluid
StopTech High-
Performance DOT 
4 Brake Fluid is 
compatible with 
modern ABS and 
stability systems. It 
mixes with all DOT 
3 and 4 products, and 
is optimized resist 
boiling under severe 
temperatures. Choose 
from street or racing 
formulations. Sold in 
durable 500ML metal 
containers.
Note: This brake fl uid 
should not be mixed with 
mineral oil systems.
CB2560 street formula .......................  14.99   ea 
CB2566 racing formula ......................  24.99   ea 

2010-15 GM Rear Parking Assist Sensor
When servicing your rear bumper facia, check the 
condition of your rear parking assist/obstacle detection 
sensors. This original GM replacement part will keep 
your park assist system working like new. Includes 
sensor-to-fascia gasket. Four sensors required per 
vehicle.
G14015 2010-15 parking assist sensor ..  144.99   ea 



18460 Gothard Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Showroom Hours

Monday thru Friday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Saturday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Sundays and Holidays
Closed

VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM!

Concept...

Conveniently Located in Huntington Beach, CA!
• 10 minutes from the beach 
• 20 minutes from Knott's Berry Farm
• 20 minutes from John Wayne Airport
• 30 minutes from World-Famous Disneyland

Automotive enthusiasts seeking personal service 
have always been invited and encouraged to visit 
our location in Huntington Beach, California. We 
have recently expanded our showroom facility 
to make the  experience worth the trip for our 
customers and their families.

More than mere parts counter, our new showroom 
has something for everyone. A rotation of show 
cars is on display, including award-winning Classic 
Industries restorations such as the "TWISTED" Duster, 
"CAMOTION" Camaro, and "INNOVATION" Nova. 
Information kiosks let you browse electronically 
while our entertainment center keeps spouses and 
younger enthusiasts occupied. Naturally, the latest 
gift and apparel items are presented along with the newest reproduction parts. 
Our friendly, knowledgeable staff is ready and able to help with questions 
and ideas to make your restoration project smooth and easy.

...to Reality

Discover Our Products
Browse our unparalleled selection 
of  restoration and performance 
parts and accessories at these 
convenient computer terminals. 
Discover the latest products from 
Classic Industries® for your project. 

Save on Shipping with Will Call
Want to pick-up your order at the 
showroom and save the shipping 
costs? With our immense inventory 
of  parts, we are SoCal’s biggest 
parts store for classic GM and Mopar 
models.

Bring the Family!
Step past the featured display car 
and take a seat in front of  our 
entertainment center, designed to 
create a comfortable atmosphere for 
enthusiasts, their children, and their 
signi  cant others.



Improved Account Management! 
Managing your account couldn’t be simpler! 
Update your information, track your 
orders, build up and modify your wish list, 
and more, all at your convenience.

Improved Product Search!
New search capabilities make it easier than 
ever to browse our product line! “Shop by 
Brand” lets you check out the latest from the 
names you know and the brands you trust!

All New Shopping Experience! 
Our redesigned website is much more than 
just a sleek new look. Improved usability 
and a streamlined checkout process 
eliminate the hassle of ordering parts for 
your project!

More Product Detail!
Multiple product views give you the full 
picture of what you’re ordering. “Also Fits” 
information and the “Ask a Tech” feature 
ensure that you get the right part for your 
project!

Social Media Integration!
Social media updates, news, videos 
and articles and easily accessible right 
from the main page! See posts from our 
upcoming Classic Industries® blog site 
blog.classicindustries.com!  

At A Glance!
Scroll through the most popular items 
Classic Industries® has to offer using our 
new Most Popular, Top Sellers and Most 
Viewed  tabs!
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170 Order Worry Free From Classic Industries®

PROCEDURE FOR RETURNING SHIPPING DAMAGES

Service Excellence From the Restoration Leaders!

Four Ways to Order!
O

R
D

E
R

WORRY
FR

E
E

W I T H
Classic Industries

 Pay excessive fees to protect your merchandise

 Contact the carrier yourself

 File a damage claim yourself to have the carrier
 inspect the damaged items

 Send the damaged items back at your expense

You No Longer Have To:

With Classic Industries® the worry is eliminated!

We handle the claim so you don't have to! If any part you receive is damaged during shipping and handling, simply contact our customer service 
department toll-free at 800.854.1280 within two business days.

After verifying the damage, Classic Industries® will issue a pick up call tag through the carrier that shipped the products. The carrier will pick 
up the damaged goods from your address and return them to us at no expense to you. After the product has been inspected, our customer service 
department will send a replacement part.

In order to ensure replacement of damaged products, please return items in their original box and packaging. Failure to do so may result in the 
claim being denied. Someone must be available at the pickup address to supply the damaged products when the carrier arrives. If the carrier in 
unable to pick up the products for any reason, the customer may be required to return the products at their expense.
Note: Some products are excluded from damage call tag pick-up. Call a customer service representative for information about products that are not eligible.

ONLINE ORDERING 

Classic Industries® offers online ordering directly through 
our website. Log on to classicindustries.com and order 
online. Online ordering is available 24 hours a day 7 days 
a week for your convenience.

www.classicindustries.com

ORDERING BY MAIL

Mail Your Completed Order Form To:
Classic Industries®

18460 Gothard St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Attention: Order Dept.

ORDERING BY FAX

TOLL FREE 800•300•3081
In the continental United States, Hawaii and Alaska. Outside the 
U.S. call 714.847.6887. 

ORDERING BY PHONE

Mon-Fri 8:00-5:00           Sat 10:00-3:00, P.S.T.
(Closed Sundays and holidays)

Information you’ll need when ordering by Phone:
Customer Number 
Found on back cover of your catalog above your name, this number allows 
Classic Industries® to quickly access your information. If you do not have a 
customer number, a new one will be given to you when placing your order.

Billing and Shipping Address
Please have the billing and shipping address available. Credit card orders are 
verifi ed by name and address before shipping. Your order can be shipped to a 
different address, provided the cardholder’s name and address match the credit 
card used. You may be asked to contact your credit card company to have the 
shipping address added to your account. 

Year and Model of Vehicle
To provide the best possible service, we may require the year and model of 
your vehicle. This helps verify that the parts you order are correct for your car.

Part Numbers
All Classic Industries® products are listed with a part number. If possible, please 
have the part numbers of the products you’re ordering available before calling 
to make the ordering process faster and more convenient.

TOLL FREE 800•854•1280
In the continental United States, Hawaii and Alaska. Outside 
the U.S. call 714.847.6887. 

Important: For assistance with your order form, see 
page entitled "How To Fill Out Your Order Form".
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Price Match Guarantee

At Classic Industries®, we take pride in the quality of the 
products we offer and back it up with a 100% Money Back 
Guarantee. If for any reason you are not satisfi ed with a 
product or purchase, you can return the product within 30 
days of receipt for a full refund, credit or exchange.

Not all restoration parts are created equal. But at Classic 
Industries®, we research each and every product we sell to make 
sure our customers are getting the highest quality products in the 
market. We have decades of experience in product selection and 
we painstakingly scrutinize every product we offer for quality 
manufacturing, materials, and craftsmanship before we will offer 
it in any of our catalogs. Many of our employees are automotive 
enthusiasts themselves. In fact, many were customers prior to 
becoming employees, so we understand the needs of the modern 
classic car enthusiast. Our product procurement specialists have 
made it their goal to select restoration products that have been 
manufactured using modern technology and materials with an 
emphasis on originality, longevity, and attention to detail. What 
else would you expect from the company that started it all? 
Classic Industries® is the name you can trust, and we’d like for 
you to consider us as your partner in restoration. When a company 

If you fi nd it for less we’ll match the price! 
Classic Industries® will match any competitors current advertised 
price for an identical product. Simply send us a copy of the competitor’s
current advertised price from a catalog, advertisement or website 
(with URL) and we’ll match the price. The price match guarantee is 
available at the time the order is placed and for in-stock merchandise 
only. Price matching will be determined by a competitor’s most 
current retail-published price and is limited to competitors within 
the Restoration Industry.

Important: In an effort to provide our retail customers with 
the most competitive pricing available, we will match our current 
competitor’s pricing. Price matching will be determined by a 
competitor’s most current retail-published price and is limited 
to competitors within the “Restoration Industry”. Performance 
parts and special orders are exempt from price matching policy.
Classic Industries® reserves the right to decline price matching if 

Lowest Prices Guaranteed!

The Finest Quality Reproductions!

No Fault Product Protection Offer!

100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!

eee
continually offers a quality product for a reasonable 
price and backs up every sale with the best customer service in the 
industry, people come back! That’s why Classic Industries® has 
been the leader in restoration for almost four decades. So, if you 
haven’t already decided for yourself that Classic Industries® is the 
most logical choice as your restoration parts supplier, then check 
out our Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you are not 100% 
satisfi ed with a product or purchase, you can return the product 
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund, credit, or exchange.

pricing is deemed to be a special offer, a sale or 
closeout price, or a non-current price. Competitors sale pricing, 
inventory reductions, close outs, special promotional offers, etc. 
may be exempt from the “price match” guarantee. The guarantee 
is subject to the terms and conditions of Classic Industries® 
current policies.

Classic Industries® will generally contact competitors to confi rm 
that the published price is current due to market changes, demand 
or availability. Price matching supersedes all other promotional 
offers and on sale pricing. If Classic Industries® matches a price 
from a competitor, additional discounts on that product or products 
may not apply. If the standard retail price of a product is higher 
than the competitor’s price and an applied discount reduces the 
price below the competitor’s pricing, the now discounted or sale 
pricing will prevail. We reserve the right to change or revoke this 
offer at any time without notice. Classic Industries® reserves the 
right to decline price matching.

A restoration can take years! We understand the complications 
and problems that can occur when ordering precious parts for 
your project car. If you are like most people, you want perfection. 
The many different elements that make up a restoration isn’t just 
limited to the parts you install. You sometimes need to rely on 
other outside elements such as body shops, painters, upholstery 
specialists and parts suppliers. That’s where we come in. We offer 
the quality parts you want without all the guesswork. We carry one 
of the largest inventories of restoration products and accessories 
the market has to offer. What’s more, you can rely on our nearly 

40 years of experience to help you through the rough spots when 
you need it. Our tech advisors are always ready and willing to 
discuss any problem you may have concerning the parts for your 
vehicle and your restoration. Unlike other companies, we give you 
knowledgeable sales representatives, one of the largest inventories 
in the business, quick and effi cient delivery, Toll-free ordering, and 
the experience to back it up. If you’re not absolutely 100% satisfi ed 
with the products you receive. We’ll refund 100% of your money! 
Classic Industries® – your partner in restoration!

Think Of Us As Your Partner In Restoration!
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Form of Payment How to Order

CREDIT CARDS
Classic Industries® accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Optima, and Discover 
for your convenience. When placing your order, be sure to indicate the cardholders 
name, address, home phone, business phone, credit card number and expiration date 
and billing address (if different from person placing order). A security code is required 
for credit card purchases. Please have your credit card readily available when placing 
your order. Minimum order is $20.00. New or 1st time customers who are paying by 
credit card must have the order shipped to the cardholders billing address for the fi rst 
order. Invalid or non-matching billing addresses could delay your shipment.

CERTIFIED CHECKS
Classic Industries® will accept certifi ed checks for your mail order. Be sure to include 
customer number and/or reference invoice number. Contact your bank to issue a 
certifi ed check in the amount due for your order. All orders paid by certifi ed check 
are held up to 15 days pending clearance.

PERSONAL CHECKS
To use personal checks or business checks on prepaid orders, the name, address, and 
check number must be preprinted on the check. Be sure to include customer number 
and/or reference invoice number. Only fi rst party checks will be accepted. All orders 
paid by personal check are held up to 15 days pending clearance. 

MONEY ORDERS/CASHIERS CHECKS
To use money orders or cashiers checks on prepaid orders be sure to include customer 
number and/or reference invoice number. All orders paid by money order are held 
up to 15 days pending clearance. Once released the order will leave within 24 hours 
of clearance.

Make Personal Checks or Money Orders payable to:
Classic Industries®

PAYPAL
Classic Industries® now accepts payments via PayPal! Simply 
complete your order over the phone with a customer service 
representative, get your invoice number and then send your 
payment to paypal@classicindustries.com through PayPal’s 
“Send Money” feature and select “Goods and Services” for payment reason. Be 
sure to include your invoice number in the “Special Instructions” tab at checkout 
for fastest service. Orders are generally shipped within 72 hours or less of payment 
receipt. Contact our customer service department for additional details.

MAIL ORDERS
Fill out the order form located in the back section of this catalog. For 
quick service use your credit card, money order, or cashiers check. 
Personal checks are held for 15 days from date of receipt pending 
clearance. All mail orders must be prepaid including freight (when 
applicable). COD orders through the mail will not be accepted. If 
you have any questions regarding product information or availability, 
contact our sales representatives during regular business hours at 800.854.1280.

ORDER BY PHONE
Classic Industries® employs knowledgeable sales representatives 
to assist you when placing your order. Our sales representatives are 
trained to answer your questions regarding restoration and the parts 
listed in this catalog. Call during regular business hours Mon-Fri 
8:00-5:00, Sat 10:00-3:00, P.S.T. Closed Sundays and holidays. Our 
convenient Toll-free number allows you to place your order with 
confi dence to assure you get exactly what you want when you want 
it! Inter-continental U.S. 800.854.1280. Outside U.S. country code + 1.714.847.6887.

FAX YOUR ORDER
Classic Industries® offers a convenient Fax line for customers 
who have access to a Fax machine. Our Fax is available 24 hours 
a day 7 days a week for your convenience. Fill out the order 
form completely and Fax your order. Within U.S. 800.300.3081. 
Outside U.S. country code + 1.714.848.9501.

ON-LINE ORDERING 
Classic Industries® offers on-line ordering directly through our website. 
Log on to classicindustries.com and order online. Online ordering is 
available 24 hours a day 7 days a week for your convenience. 

FOREIGN ORDERS
All foreign orders must be pre-paid before the products can be shipped. The Classic 
Industries® staff will check with the various freight companies that deliver to your country 
and area to determine the best possible rates available for your order. Once your order 
is rated, you’ll be contacted by e-mail or phone to approve the rate. After approval and 
payment is received, the order will be shipped. The Shipping and Handling fi eld for 
foreign orders will state “TBD” (To Be Determined). Rates are subject to change once 
the order has been packed and is ready to ship. Rates are calculated based on estimations 
of weight, dimensions and other factors. Should changes in freight costs occur once 
the order is packed and ready to ship, Classic Industries® will notify the customer 
immediately before the shipment is sent. If you have any questions or concerns, please 
direct your inquiries to info@classicindustries.com

854 1280

te. 

TOLL FREE 800•854•1280

TOLL FREE 800•300•3081

WWW.CLASSICINDUSTRIES.COM

Sales Tax Information
Orders shipped outside of California may be exempt from sales tax. California residents are 
required to add the appropriate current sales tax. Due to regular variations in California sales tax, 
rates are subject to change without notice.  California orders are subject to tax on handling fees, 
COD fees and rush fees. This additional tax will be applied the to invoice. As of the printing date 
of this catalog, the current rate is 8%. 

Accuracy Of Descriptions
Classic Industries® makes every effort to verify the accuracy of all information published in this 
catalog. Each item is represented with information that is accurate to the best of our knowledge 
at the time the catalog is printed. Classic industries® is not responsible or liable for mistakes, 
print errors or inaccurate information  that may lead to, or result in labor costs or damages to any 
vehicle under any circumstances.    

Kit Products
All Classic Industries® Parts and Accessories catalogs include kits which contain a variety of 
products. On occasion we may run out of an item supplied with a kit. If this happens we will 
generally ship what is in stock and back order the item(s) which are not in stock. You may contact 
our sales department by phone to verify which items are not in stock at the time the order is placed. 
The customer may decide whether to accept the partial kit or have the entire kit back ordered until 
the kit is completed and all the items can be shipped at the same time. If the customer decides to 
accept partial delivery of the kit, then the full price of the kit will be charged to the customer and 
the back ordered items will be shipped no charge when they arrive at our warehouse. Customers 
will be charged the appropriate freight fees when applicable. Cancellation of products from a kit 
will be accepted at 25% below the actual current retail price of the item. On COD orders the price 
of the kit is charged in full and the back ordered items are shipped on a COD freight only basis.

Lefts and Rights 
Some items in this catalog are presented as left or right hand products. (right side-passenger) (left 
side-driver). Left hand or right hand sides are determined by sitting in the vehicle, not standing 
in front of the vehicle.

Color Matches
Due to multiple manufacturers of products Classic Industries® provides, color variations may occur. 
Slight color variations are common especially amongst interior products and does not constitute 
a defect. These products are not eligible for return for this reason.  

Pricing
Prices in this catalog were in effect at the time of printing and supersede all prices in any previous 
publication. Classic Industries® makes every effort to honor the prices contained herein. However, 
due to increased costs of manufacturing, materials, etc., prices can change. We reserve the right 
to change prices without notice. For current pricing please contact a Classic Industries® sales 
representative during normal business hours. Eligibility of products for discounts are subject to 
change without notice.

Trademark and Copyright
Classic Industries® Parts and Accessories catalog is copyrighted. No part of this publication 
including text, photos or illustrations may be reproduced without the prior written permission of 
Classic Industries®. The following names and/or symbols: Mopar, Dodge, Plymouth, Barracuda, 
Belvedere, Coronet, Challenger, Charger, 'Cuda, Dart, Duster, Fury, GTX, Hemi, Polara, Road 
Runner, Six Pack, Super Bee, Scamp, Valiant are registered trademarks of Chrysler Group, LLC 
and are used for reference purposes only unless specifi ed otherwise.

Product Availability
Availability of all items in this catalog are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right 
to discontinue products, services or accessories without notice.

Shortages
Always check the contents of your delivery to assure all the parts ordered were received. If you 
are missing any item(s) be sure to check for back orders notated on your invoice before calling our 
customer service department (see back orders). If a shortage has occurred, contact our customer 
service department within 2 working days of delivery to assure a prompt replacement. Classic 
Industries® assumes no liability after this period.

General Information
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Shipping Information
ALASKA, HAWAII, GUAM & PUERTO RICO
Orders being shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam or Puerto Rico, 
are shipped via Ground, Overnight or 2-Day delivery whenever 
possible. All orders must be prepaid with credit card, money 
order, or check. No COD orders are accepted. Rates depend on the 
items being shipped. Contact our sales department for exact rates. 
Important: Promotional shipping offers do not apply to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto 
Rico, Canada or any foreign destination.

APO/FPO
Parcel post is the only means of shipping to an APO or FPO address. Due to size 
restrictions the maximum shipping box can be no larger than 72" width and girth 
combined. All military personnel must write or call to determine what size box will 
be used for the shipment. Once this is determined, Classic Industries® will call or write 
to let you know if the order can be shipped by Parcel Post, and the correct amount 
required. All orders that exceed these limitations will be shipped in accordance with 
customer approval.

INSURANCE
Each order is charged an insurance fee of $3.50. This fee will insure the entire order 
and protect you completely from damages or loss. The order forms located in the rear 
of this catalog include this fee in the indicated column when your order is being totaled.

COD ORDERS
COD orders are gladly accepted on all normal ground shipments, excluding truck 
freight orders. COD orders will require cash only upon delivery of your order. All 
COD orders are shipped by FedEx. Personal checks, business checks, money orders 
and certifi ed checks are not accepted. COD orders are not accepted through the mail. 
COD orders must be placed by phone during regular business hours. The appropriate 
shipping fees will be added. COD orders are exempt from discounts and free shipping 
promotion. The customer will pay all appropriate fees in accordance with current 
policies and freight rates. A fee of $11.95 per box will be added to all COD orders. 
Oversize and/or overweight boxes will be charged in accordance with the rate chart 
located on the order blank. Classic Industries® reserves the right to change shipping 
rates in accordance with rate increases by freight companies. COD orders are limited to 
$999.00. If the COD order should be returned to Classic Industries® for non acceptance/
non payment, the customer will be responsible to reimburse Classic Industries® for 
any and all freight charges related to the order. In addition, a 25% restocking fee will 
be applied to the returned products. All outstanding charges must be paid before any 
additional orders will be accepted.

SPECIAL RATE SHIPPING FEES/DROP SHIP FEES
Some items we offer may require a mandatory shipping or drop ship 
fee. This fee may also apply to  products sold over the counter at Classic 
Industries® Showroom location. Contact our sales department for actual 
additional shipping fees.
Important: Products with special rate shipping fees or drop ship fees are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

EXPRESS SHIPPING
Classic Industries® offers Overnight and 2-Day air delivery service in the Continental 
U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Puerto Rico. Prepayment with a credit card is required 
before shipments can be sent. Simply call in your order before 2:00 p.m. Pacifi c Time, 
Monday-Friday during regular business hours and your Overnight order will arrive the 
following business day (pending availability). Saturday delivery is available only on 
Overnight service. A $16.95 fee will be added to Overnight fees for Saturday delivery.
2-Day orders will arrive within 2 business days (pending availability). 3-Day service 
is available within the contiguous 48 states. Your order will usually leave within 24 
hours and will arrive within 3 business days of ship date (pending availability). A 
$9.95 service fee for any of these options will be added in addition to shipping fees. 
Contact our sales department for rates regarding air service delivery. Rates depend 
on the items being shipped. Some products are charged at dimensional weight as 
opposed to actual weight.
Important: Air service does not guarantee your order will arrive on the expected date of delivery. Under 
normal circumstances, air service is guaranteed. However, due to adverse weather conditions, 
natural disasters or unforeseen circumstances, there may be delays. Classic Industries® is not 
responsible for deliveries that are delayed. Air service orders are excluded from promotional 
shipping offers.

TRUCK FREIGHT
Products in this catalog that require truck freight are usually 
indicated below the product “Shipped truck freight”. This 
indicates that the product is too large for ground delivery and must be shipped by 
motor freight. There may be items listed herein that are not indicated as truck freight. 
These items must be prepaid, including freight charges, before the shipment can be 
sent. Classic Industries® requires a minimum $125.00  fee for all California orders 
and minimum $175.00 fee  for all out of state truck shipments. Truck freight rates 
could be higher depending on products being ordered and the destination. Residential 
deliveries require an additional $40.00  fee. Should the customer’s delivery require 
special handling (lift gate service, re-routing, additional freight charges, etc.), any 
and all additional fees will be billed to the customer’s credit card. Acceptance of 
truck freight shipment is acknowledgment that additional charges will be incurred. 
Please include a commercial business address whenever possible. For additional 
information contact our customer service department during regular business hours. 
Important: Truck freight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

OVERSIZE-OVERWEIGHT
These are the designations for Ground or 
Standard packages that meet one of the following specifi cations for billing purposes: 
Oversize 1 (OS1) designates a combined length and girth exceeding 84", but less than 
108". Actual weight is less than 30 lbs, and is billed at 30 lbs. Oversize 2 (OS2) designates 
a combined length and girth exceeding 108" but less than 130". Actual weight is less 
than 70 lbs, and is billed at 70 lbs. Oversize 3 (OS3) designates a combined length 
and girth exceeding 130" but less than 165". A $40.00 handling fee will be added to 
all (OS3) orders. Actual weight is less than 90 lbs, and is billed at 90 lbs. We reserve 
the right to charge Oversize fees on any order containing oversize products, even if it 
is not indicated in the catalog. 
Important: Oversize, overweight and dimensional weight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

SPECIALSPECIAL
SHIPPING!SHIPPING!

OS3OS2OS1

Back Orders
The invoice located in the packing slip of your order will notate any items that were out of stock 
at the time of shipping. The unavailable items will be back ordered unless otherwise specifi ed on 
your order form or verbally to a sales representative when placing your order by phone. Back orders 
are usually shipped when the products arrive at our warehouse without prior notifi cation. Classic 
Industries will make an effort to contact the customer if the backorder is more than 90 days old. 
If you wish to cancel a back order, please notify our customer service department immediately. 
The customer will be responsible for a 25% restocking fee and freight charges if the back order 
is cancelled or returned after the items are shipped. 

Damage Claims
Always check the contents of your shipment in the presence of the person delivering the merchandise. 
Should any damage occur, immediately notify Classic Industries® customer service dept. so that 
all steps necessary will be taken to ensure a prompt replacement of any damaged goods. Accurate 
instructions will be given on damaged goods replacement. Classic Industries® is not responsible 
if no notifi cation is given within 2 working days of receipt of goods (excluding Sundays and 
Holidays). Classic Industries® will fi le a claim with the carrier in most cases. If the customer fi les 
a claim with the carrier, Classic Industries® will not be responsible for replacing damaged products 
and the customer will be responsible to pay for any replacements until the carrier pays the claim.  
Any replacement parts due to sales errors or customer errors in ordering will be sent using the 
same shipping method as the original order when possible. Please follow these instructions to 
avoid any problems or misunderstandings associated with damaged products and freight claims.

Refusals
All refused COD orders will be subject to a 25% restocking fee. Classic Industries® will consider 
the entire order cancelled and void with no notifi cation to the customer. The customer will be billed 
25% plus all freight charges to and from the destination. Contact our customer service department 
for more information.

Policies
All policies in Classic Industries® current catalog supersede any and all policies in any previous 
catalog or publication. 

Sales Errors/Ordering Errors
Classic Industries® is not responsible for customer errors or employee sales errors. Every effort 
is made to insure that the products you are ordering are accurate. Should an error occur, we will 
make every effort to resolve the issue. Replacement products will be shipped the same method 
as the original order whenever possible. Classic Industries® assumes no responsibility or liability 
for damages, fees, storage charges, or any other inconvenience that may be associated with sales 
errors or customer ordering errors. 

Returns
Products may be returned for a full refund on the product, credit or exchange within 30 days of 
receipt. All returns are subject to a 25% restocking fee after 30 days. Should you need to return 
a part for refund, exchange or credit, please contact our customer service department for a return 
authorization number and instructions. Classic Industries® will not accept returned goods without 
prior authorization. Customer will pay freight on all return orders. Allow up to 3 weeks to process 
refund or credit. 
Important: Gift certifi cates have no cash value and must be redeemed for merchandise 
only. Literature, CDs, videos, printed materials, stencil kits, stripes, electrical parts, 
gauges, wiring harnesses, switches, etc. are non-returnable. All special order products 
must be pre-paid in full and are non-returnable. No returns on partial kits or sets. There 
is no guarantee on moving parts such as engines, transmissions, rear ends, steering 
gears, water pumps, distributors, wiper motors, etc. If any product is modifi ed, altered, 
painted, installed or disassembled in any way without Classic Industries® expressed 
written permission, the item is non-returnable. Classic Industries® always recommends 
professional installation on all products. Any item which has been altered, painted, 
installed or deemed non-resalable by Classic Industries® will be returned to the customer 
at the customers expense. Classic Industries® is not responsible or liable for labor fees 
associated with the installation, removal, modifi cation, painting or repair of any product 
purchased regardless of the circumstances. Classic Industries® is not responsible for any 
damage or discoloration incurred in relation to chemical products being used including 
cleaners, waxes, polishes, paints, etc. 
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Shipping Information:
If different than the billing address, 
please fi ll in the name and address where 
the order will be sent. 

Page Number:
The page # of the product being ordered.

Quantity:
How many of each item you are ordering.

LH/RH:
RH (pass. side) or LH (driver side) if 
applicable.

Oversize/Overweight:
Enter correct amount if applicable.

Part Number:
Enter part number as it appears in this 
catalog.

Product Description:
The name of the product as it is listed in 
this catalog.

Method of Payment:
Check the appropriate box for payment. 
If you are paying by credit card, fi ll in the 
card number, expiration date, security 
code, and card holders signature.

Vehicle Information:
Complete information about your vehicle.

Customer Number:
Usually located on the back of your catalog, 
above your name.

Catalog Number:
Located on the front upper right corner of the 
catalog cover.

E-mail Address:
Enter your E-mail address.

Date of Order:
Enter the date of your order.

Number of Pages:
Enter the number of pages you are sending.

Discount/Promotional Code:
Enter the discount or promotional code.

Unit Price:
The unit price of each item.

Total Price:
The individual price of each product multi-
plied by the quantity being ordered.

Subtotal:
The total amount of products ordered.

California Sales Tax:
Orders shipped within California add 7.75%

Shipping Fee:
See Note*

Canadian Orders:
Add 25% of your subtotal or a minimum of 
$10.00 U.S. funds, whichever is higher.

Oversize/Overweight and
Double Oversize:
Check the quantity of items and add the ap-
propriate amount based on the chart.

Foreign Orders/Rush Fees:
Contact Classic Industries® for current 
shipping rates to your country.

APO/FPO:
Add 20% of your subtotal or a minimum of 
$10.00 U.S. funds, whichever is higher.

Total:
Total of all items including tax and shipping.

Billing Information:
If paying by credit card, fi ll in the card 
holders name and billing address (where 
the credit card statements are received).

Thank You For Choosing Classic Industries
®

If you have questions, please call and a sales representative will help you with completing the order form. 
Classic Industries® will notify you if any price changes need to be made to your order form.
Classic Industries® will notify you if any products are on back order.
Go to www.classicindustries.com to use our convenient on-line order form
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Date of Order
This is the date your order was originally 
placed.

Sales Person
The person that took your order.

Shipping Information
The address your order was shipped to.

Invoice Number
Each order is assigned an individual 
invoice number.

Account Number
Your customer number.

Billing Information
Customer mailing address or where the 
credit card statements are received.

Vehicle Information
Shows your vehicles’s year, model, etc.

Quantity Ordered
The number of each part that you’ve 
ordered.

Unit of Measure
Indicates if an item is sold individually, as a 
pair, kit or set.

Part Number
Part number as it’s listed in the catalog.

Sale Item
“S” indicates sale item not eligible for 
discounts.

Product Description
Description of the part ordered.

Quantity Shipped
Number of items shipped.

Quantity Back Ordered
Number of items out of stock.

Payment Information
This shows the type of payment
(cash, credit card, etc.) and the amount 
billed.

Sub Total Price:
The total of all parts, discounts and credits
if applicable.

Misc. Fees:
This includes shipping and handling, rush 
charges, insurance and sales tax if applicable.

Invoice Total:
The total of all parts shipped and fees for 
your complete order.

Unit Price
The cost of each individual part.

Total Price
The total price of each part multiplied by the 
quantity your ordered.

Sub Total Price
The total of all parts.

Discounts
The total of discounts applied.

Sub Total Price
The total of all parts and discounts applied 
if applicable.

Credits
The total of credits applied.
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If you have any questions regarding your invoice

please contact us at 800-854-1280 during regular business hours

and a customer service representative will gladly assist you.  
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Shipping Policies & Information

111

2
33 44 55

66 77
888

88

ZONE 9
ALASKA & HAWAII

Orders to Alaska and Hawaii 
ship by air and therefore 
ground rates do not apply.

Zones 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Estimated Delivery 2-4 Days 3-6 Days 4-8 Days 7-10 Days

Shipping Information

999

999
Classic Industries® calculates domestic 

shipping based on the 8 zones in the contiguous 
United States. Please note that the following chart 

only provides a base rate – charges may be added for 
oversized, overweight or truck freight items.

ALASKA, HAWAII, GUAM & PUERTO RICO
Orders being shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam or Puerto Rico, are shipped via Ground, 
Overnight or 2-Day delivery whenever possible. All orders must be prepaid with credit card, 
money order, or check. No COD orders are accepted. Rates depend on the items being shipped. 
Contact our sales department for exact rates. 
Important: Promotional shipping offers do not apply to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico, Canada 
or any foreign destination.

APO/FPO
Parcel post is the only means of shipping to an APO or FPO address. Due to size restrictions 
the maximum shipping box can be no larger than 72" width and girth combined. All military 
personnel must write or call to determine what size box will be used for the shipment. Once 
this is determined, Classic Industries® will call or write to let you know if the order can 
be shipped by Parcel Post, and the correct amount required. All orders that exceed these 
limitations will be shipped in accordance with customer approval.

HANDLING
Each order is charged a handling fee of up to $3.50. This fee will insure the entire order and 
protect you completely from damages or loss. The order forms located in the rear of this 
catalog include this fee in the indicated column when your order is being totaled.

COD ORDERS
COD orders are gladly accepted on all normal ground shipments, excluding truck freight 
orders. COD orders will require cash only upon delivery of your order. All COD orders are 
shipped by FedEx. Personal checks, business checks, money orders and certifi ed checks are 
not accepted. COD orders are not accepted through the mail. COD orders must be placed 
by phone during regular business hours. The appropriate shipping fees will be added. COD 
orders are exempt from discounts and free shipping promotion. The customer will pay all 
appropriate fees in accordance with current policies and freight rates. A fee of $11.95 per 
box will be added to all COD orders. Oversize and/or overweight boxes will be charged in 
accordance with the rate chart located on the order blank. Classic Industries® reserves the 
right to change shipping rates in accordance with rate increases by freight companies. COD 
orders are limited to $999.00. If the COD order should be returned to Classic Industries® 
for non-acceptance/non-payment, the customer will be responsible to reimburse Classic 
Industries® for any and all freight charges related to the order. In addition, a 25% restocking 
fee will be applied to the returned products. All outstanding charges must be paid before any 
additional orders will be accepted.

SPECIAL RATE SHIPPING FEES/DROP SHIP FEES
Some items we offer may require a mandatory shipping or drop ship fee. This fee may also 
apply to  products sold over the counter at Classic Industries® Showroom location. Contact 
our sales department for actual additional shipping fees.
Important: Products with special rate shipping fees or drop ship fees are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

EXPRESS SHIPPING
Classic Industries® offers Overnight and 2-Day air delivery service in the Continental 
U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Puerto Rico. Pre-payment with a credit card is required 
before shipments can be sent. Simply call in your order before 2:00 p.m. Pacifi c Time, 
Monday-Friday during regular business hours and your Overnight order will arrive the 
following business day (pending availability). Saturday delivery is available only on 
Overnight service. A $16.95 fee will be added to Overnight fees for Saturday delivery.
2-Day orders will arrive within 2 business days (pending availability). 3-Day service is 
available within the contiguous 48 states. Your order will usually leave within 24 hours and 
will arrive within 3 business days of ship date (pending availability). A $9.95 service fee for 
any of these options will be added in addition to shipping fees. Contact our sales department 
for rates regarding air service delivery. Rates depend on the items being shipped. Some 
products are charged at dimensional weight as opposed to actual weight.
Important: Air service does not guarantee your order will arrive on the expected date of delivery. Under 
normal circumstances, air service is guaranteed. However, due to adverse weather conditions, natural 
disasters or unforeseen circumstances, there may be delays. Classic Industries® is not responsible for 
deliveries that are delayed. Air service orders are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

TRUCK FREIGHT
Products in this catalog that require truck freight are usually indicated below the product 
“Shipped truck freight”. This indicates that the product is too large for ground delivery and 
must be shipped by motor freight. There may be items listed herein that are not indicated as 
truck freight. These items must be prepaid, including freight charges, before the shipment 
can be sent. Classic Industries® requires a minimum $125.00 fee for all California orders 
and minimum $175.00 fee for all out of state truck shipments. Truck freight rates could be 
higher depending on products being ordered and the destination. Residential deliveries require 
an additional $40.00 fee. Should the customer's delivery require special handling (lift gate 
service, re-routing, additional freight charges, etc.), any and all additional fees will be billed 
to the customer's credit card. Acceptance of truck freight shipment is acknowledgment that 
additional charges will be incurred. Please include a commercial business address whenever 
possible. For additional information contact our customer service department during regular 
business hours.
Important: Truck freight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

OVERSIZE-OVERWEIGHT
These are the designations for Ground or Standard packages that meet one of the following 
specifi cations for billing purposes: Oversize 1 (OS1) designates a combined length and 
girth exceeding 84", but less than 108". Actual weight is less than 30 lbs, and is billed at 30 
lbs. Oversize 2 (OS2) designates a combined length and girth exceeding 108" but less than 
130". Actual weight is less than 70 lbs, and is billed at 70 lbs. Oversize 3 (OS3) designates 
a combined length and girth exceeding 130" but less than 165". A $40.00 handling fee will 
be added to all (OS3) orders. Actual weight is less than 90 lbs, and is billed at 90 lbs. We 
reserve the right to charge Oversize fees on any order containing oversize products, even if 
it is not indicated in the catalog. 
Important: Oversize, overweight and dimensional weight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.
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order form

To insure the parts you receive are correct, please 
provide all the information in each category listed 
below.  Check  ✔ where applicable

Vehicle Information

Year of vehicle

RS Option
 With RS Option
 Without RS Option

Console Gauges
 With
 Without

HID Lighting
 With 
 Without

Transmission
 Tremec 6-Speed
 6L80E Automatic
 6L50 Automatic
 Aisin 6-Speed

Please Specify

Interior Color

Seats
 Standard Buckets
 SS Buckets

Body Style
 Coupe
 Coupe w/Sunroof
 Convertible

Trim Level
Camaro LS
Camaro 1LT
Camaro 2LT
Camaro 1SS
Camaro 2SS
Synergy
Z28

Engine Size
6 Cylinder
8 Cylinder

 
LS3
L99
LLT
LSA

Classic Industries® 
18460 Gothard St., Huntington Beach, CA 92648

New Customer
Change of Address

Please Check appropriate box
 (if applicable)

Name

Address

City        State

Zip      Daytime Phone (         )        -

If different from billing phone number.

Part Number
Page

 Number
RH Passenger 
LH  Drivers

Oversize 
OverweightQuantity Product Description Unit Price Total Price

Important: If your shipping address is different from your billing address, fi ll in shipping fi eld below.

Important: Please include a physical street address for delivery. Orders will not deliver to a P.O. box.

Billing Address

Shipping Address

Name

Address

City        State

Zip      Daytime Phone (         )        -

When using a credit card please fi ll in card holders name, address and phone number. 

Order Toll Free
24 Hour FAX

International Phone
International FAX

800.854.1280
800.300.3081
714.847.6887
714.848.9501

         $3   .50

TO BE
DETERMINED*

Please check box if you require 
additional order forms. 

See Ordering & Shipping Policies for 
additional information.

PAGE             of  PAGES
Attach second order form when the number of 
items you are ordering exceeds the spaces on 
one order form.

Customer Number
See the address label on the back of the catalog 

Date Of Order

Catalog Number
See front cover of catalog you are ordering from

E-mail Address
Get the latest updated information on new parts 

Discount/Promotional Code

Enter the discount or promotional code above. The 
discount will be automatically calculated based on 
the correct discount amount if available when your 
order is processed.

Total

Subtotal

California Residents Add 
8% sales tax
Shipping Fee

see note*

Handling Fee
required per order

Total

APO/FPO 20%
minimum  $10.00

Foreign Orders/Rush Fee
include appropriate amount

Oversize/Overweight
add appropriate amount

Canadian Orders add 25%
minimum $10.00  U.S. funds

Note: *Shipping fees are determined 
when order is entered.

Allow 15 business days for clearance

 Cashiers Check  Money Order
 Personal Check  Certifi ed Check

 

Please charge my:   ✔

Method of Payment

✗
Cardholder Signature

Credit Card Number

Credit Card

Expiration 
Date

Security 
Code

The security code is a 3 or 
4 digit number located on 
the front or back of your 
credit card.    Month RequiredYear
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Index
A 
AC Condenser .....................................................139
AC Receiver/Dryer .............................................139
AC Vent Trim ..........................................................9
Accent Lighting, Door ............................................2
Accent Lighting, Floor ............................................2
Accessory Drive ..................................................114
Accessory Drive, LS9 .........................................114
Adapter, Motor Mount ........................................123
Adapter, Speaker ...................................................13
Adhesive, Plastic and Emblem .............................71
Adjustable Polyurethane End Links ....................155
Adjustable Toe Links ..........................................158
Air Dam ................................................................30
Air Dam Sensor, Front ........................................101
Air Dam, Front ......................................................30
Air Duct Extensions, Front End ............................38
Air Filter ................................................................58
Air Filter Element .................................................58
Air Filter Trim .......................................................55
Air Filter, Cabin ....................................................11
Air Intake ............................................................119
Air-Oil Separator...................................................56
Ambient Interior Lighting Set .................................2
Anti Roll Bar, Performance ........................ 153-154
Anti-Roll Line Lock Kit ......................................141
Anti-theft System ................................................100
Applicator Pad ....................................................112
Armrest, Center Console .......................................12
Ash Tray, With Lighter .........................................12
Assembly Lube ...................................................122
Assembly Lube, Engine ......................................122
Audio Faceplate ....................................................13
Automatic Transmission Cooler .........................142
Automatic Transmission Pan ..............................142
Automotive Literature ...........................................93

B 
Back Up Lamp, SMD ...........................................23
Back Up Lamps, LED ...........................................23
Back-Up Lamp Bezels ..........................................23
Back-Up Lamp Covers .........................................23
Backup Sensor ....................................................101
Battery Cutout Switch .........................................101
Bearing Kit, Suspension Upgrade .......................150
Belly Pan .............................................................157
Bezel, Fog Lamp ...................................................18
Bezels, Back Up Lamps ........................................23
Bit Set, Brake Caliper .........................................167
Black Out Panel, Rear ...........................................68
Body Kit, Custom ................................ 30-32, 38-39
Body Panel, Rear ..................................................65
Body Panels, Outer Side .......................................62
Bolt Set, Valve Cover ............................................56
Bolts, Exhaust Manifold .....................................137
Books ....................................................................81
Boom Tube, Exhaust Side Pipe ...........................135
Bow Tie Delete, Grill ............................................46
Bow Tie Lighting Wiring Harness ........................71
Brace, Driveshaft Tunnel ....................................157
Brace, Floor Pan ..................................................157
Brace, Front Strut Tower .....................................152
Brace, Front Subframe ........................................157
Brace, Rear Lower Control Arm .........................156
Brake Bleeder ......................................................167
Brake Bleeder Wrenches .....................................167
Brake Caliper Bit Set ..........................................167
Brake Caliper Covers ..........................................166
Brake Caliper Paint .............................................167
Brake Cleaner ......................................................162
Brake Ducts .........................................................166
Brake Fluid ..........................................................167
Brake Lines, Stainless Steel ................................166
Brake Pads .................................................. 165-166
Brake Rotors ............................................... 164-165
Brake Set, Performance Drilled/Slotted ...... 163-164
Brushes, Detailing ....................................... 111, 113
Bug Guard .............................................................99
Bumper Cover ................................................. 30-32
Bumper Fascia Energy Absorbers .........................44
Bumper Impact Bar ...............................................44
Bushing Kit, Rear Suspension Cradle .................161
Bushing Set, Performance ...................................160
Bushing Set, Rear Cradle ....................................160

Bushing, Rear Suspension ..................................160
Bushing, Rear Trailing Arm ................................160
Bushing, Rear Upper Control Arm .....................160
Bushing, Steering Rack Mount ...........................160
Bushings, Lower Control Arm ............................160
Bushings, Rear Cradle and Differential ..............160

C 
Cabin Air Filter .....................................................11
Caliper Covers ....................................................166
Caliper Paint ........................................................167
Camera, Rear View Vision System .......................10
Cap Seal, Oil Filter ...............................................58
Cap, Custom Engine ....................................... 56-57
Cap, Custom Oil.............................................. 56-57
Car Bra Paint Protector .........................................99
Car Care Products ........................................104-113
Car Covers ...................................................... 96-99
Car Polish ............................................................107
Car Ramps ...........................................................103
Car Sealant ..........................................................107
Car Wash Supplies ..............................................109
Car Wax ....................................................... 104-106
Cargo Area Mat .......................................................8
Cargo Floor Mats, Custom .................................. 7-8
Carpet ......................................................................5
Carpet Underlay ......................................................5
Case, GPS Security System (Magnetic) ..............101
Caster Kit, Front Steering ...................................156
Caster/Camber Plate ............................................149
Cat-Back Exhaust System ...................................130
Center Cap, Wheel ................................................76
Center Caps ...........................................................76
Center Console Armrest, Transformers.................12
Center Console Lid ...............................................12
Chamois ..............................................................112
Chassis Brace ......................................................147
Chevrolet Script Valve Covers ..............................56
Chock, Wheel ......................................................103
Chocks, Wheel ....................................................103
Clay Bar Kit ........................................................104
Clean Park Mat ...................................................110
Cleaner, Upholstery ............................................106
Cleaner, Wheel & Tire ........................................107
Clearance Tube, Exhaust Pipe.............................134
Cleartastic Paint Protection ...................................99
Closeout Panel, Radiator .......................................55
Clutch Pedal Adjuster .........................................145
Clutch Set, Performance .....................................144
Clutch, Performance ...........................................144
Coil Cover, Ignition ..............................................57
Coil Covers, Custom .............................................57
Coil Overs, Performance .....................................150
Coil Springs, Drop ..............................................151
Coil Springs, Performance ..........................147, 151
Coil-Over Shock Conversion ...................... 149-150
Coil-Over Struts ..................................................152
Cold Air Intake .............................................118-119
Compression Tester .............................................116
Condenser, AC ....................................................139
Console Armrest, Transformers ............................12
Console Gauge Assembly .....................................12
Console Gauge Pod ...............................................12
Control Arm, Rear ...............................................156
Controller, Exterior LED Lighting ........................20
Conversion Kit, Coil-Over Shock ............... 149-150
Conversion, Front Disc Brake .............................163
Convertible Roll Bar .............................................62
Convertible Tonneau Cover ..................................63
Convertible Wind Screen ......................................63
Cookies .................................................................79
Coolant Additive, Performance ...........................139
Coolant Additive, Protectant ...............................139
Cooler Bag, Camaro Logo ....................................87
Cooler/Filter, Transmission Oil ...........................142
Cooling System Heat Exchanger ........................139
Core Support .........................................................44
Cover, ABS Pump .................................................57
Cover, Brake Reservoir .........................................57
Cover, Custom Fuse Box ......................................57
Cover, Custom Master Cylinder ...........................57
Cover, Fender ......................................................100
Cover, Front Turn Signal ......................................21
Cover, Fuse Panel .................................................57

Cover, Ignition Coil ..............................................57
Cover, Pedal ............................................................9
Covers, Back-Up Lamp ........................................23
Covers, Brake Caliper .........................................166
Covers, Custom Pedals ...........................................9
Covers, Fog Lamp .................................................18
Covers, Headlamp .................................................14
Covers, HID Headlamp .........................................14
Covers, Illuminated Underhood ............................54
Covers, Quarter Window ......................................64
Covers, Strut .........................................................57
Covers, Tail Lamp .................................................23
Crate Engine ........................................................114
Crate Engine, Performance .................................114
Creeper ................................................................110
Creeper Stool ......................................................110
Crossover X-Pipe, Exhaust .................................131
Cup Holder Trim ...................................................11
Custom Door Speaker Trim ..................................13
Cutout Switch, Battery ........................................101
Cutout, Exhaust ........................................... 136-137
Cylinder Head Gasket .........................................123

D 
Decal Set ......................................................... 25-29
Decal, Hood Fade Graphic ....................................28
Decal, Hood Spear Stripe ......................................28
Decal, Pace Car Stripe ..........................................25
Decals, Stripe ............................................ 25, 27-29
Decklid Emblem ............................................. 69-70
Degreaser ............................................................123
Detailing Brushes ........................................ 111, 113
Detailing Kit ........................................................107
Detailing Supplies ............................................... 111
Differential / Rear Cradle Bushings ....................160
Differential Module Cooler Kit...........................162
Differential To Rear Cradle Mount .....................161
Diffuser, Custom Rear ........................................133
Dipstick Handle, Custom ................................ 56-57
Disc Brake Conversion .......................................163
Disc Break Pad Spreader Tool ............................167
Dome Lamp, LED ...................................................2
Door Accent Lighting .............................................2
Door Cup Paint Protector ......................................99
Door Edge Guard ................................................103
Door Guard, Magnetic ........................................110
Door Handle Pull Trim, Custom ...........................10
Door Handle Trim, Outer ......................................60
Door Handle, Inner ...............................................10
Door Handle, Outer ...............................................60
Door Mirror, Outer ................................................61
Door Panel Kick Plates, Custom ...........................11
Door Panels ...........................................................10
Door Safety Lights, LED ........................................2
Door Shell .............................................................60
Door Sill Illumination Kit .......................................4
Door Sill Plate ..................................................... 4-5
Door Speaker Trim, Custom .................................13
Door, Fuel ...........................................................124
Driveshaft Loop Kit ............................................143
Driveshaft Safety Loop .......................................162
Driveshaft Tunnel Brace .....................................157
Drop Spring .........................................................151

E 
Element, Air Filter ................................................58
Emblem Kit, Exterior ............................................71
Emblem Overlay Decal .........................................69
Emblem, Custom............................................. 70-71
Emblem, Custom Bow Tie .............................. 69-70
Emblem, Custom LS3 ...........................................71
Emblem, Decklid ..................................................70
Emblem, Engine Size Callout ...............................71
Emblem, Fender ....................................................71
Emblem, Illuminated SS .......................................71
Emblem, Transformers ..........................................71
Emblems, Custom Fender ............................... 70-71
End Links, Sway Bar .................................. 154-155
Energy Absorbers, Bumper Fascia ........................44
Energy Suspension Prelube Grease.....................161
Engine Assembly Grease ....................................122
Engine Assembly Lube .......................................122
Engine Bay Lighting Kit .......................................54
Engine Bay Trim, Custom............................... 52-53
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Index
Engine Control Unit ............................................120
Engine Cover ........................................................55
Engine Oil, Performance .....................................122
Engine .................................................................114
Exhaust Crossover X-Pipe ..........................127, 131
Exhaust Cut Out Pipe ..........................................137
Exhaust Cutout ............................................ 136-137
Exhaust Headers .................................. 126-127, 129
Exhaust Installation Kit .......................................137
Exhaust Insulation ...............................................137
Exhaust Manifold Bolts ......................................137
Exhaust Manifold Gaskets ..................................137
Exhaust Manifold Headers .......................... 126-127
Exhaust Manifold Heat Shield ............................137
Exhaust Muffl er Delete .......................................135
Exhaust Pipe ........................................................127
Exhaust Pipe Clearance Tube..............................134
Exhaust Side Pipe Boom Tube ............................135
Exhaust System ........................................... 126-133
Exhaust Tip .........................................................135
Exhaust Wrap ......................................................137
Exhaust X-Pipe ...................................................131
Exterior Blackout Graphics Set ............................27
Exterior Graphics Set ............................................33
Exterior LED Lighting Set ....................................20
Eyebrow Wiring Harness ......................................17

F 
Fan, Heat Exchanger ...........................................139
Fan, Radiator .......................................................138
Fascia Intake Accent Graphic ...............................28
Fascia, Front Bumper ............................................44
Fender Covers .....................................................100
Fender Emblem ............................................... 70-71
Fender Emblem, Custom ......................................71
Fender Flares ...................................................30, 38
Fender Hash Mark Stripe Decal Set ......................29
Fender Liner ..........................................................59
Fender Skirts ............................................. 30-32, 42
Fenders ............................................................32, 59
Fiberglass Hood .............................................. 30-32
Filter, Air .............................................................119
Filter, Cabin Air ....................................................11
Filter, Oil ...............................................................58
Filter/Cooler, Transmission Oil ...........................142
Filtermag, Oil Filter ............................................122
FilterMag, Transmission Pan ..............................142
Fire Extinguisher .................................................102
Fire Extinguisher Mounting Bracket ..................102
FlatStoppers, Tire Storage Pads ..........................103
Flexplate (Performance) ......................................145
Floor Accent Lighting .............................................2
Floor Mat ............................................................ 6-8
Floor Pan Brace ...................................................157
Fluid, Manual ......................................................143
Flywheel ...................................................... 144-145
Fog Lamp ..............................................................18
Fog Lamp Bezel ....................................................18
Fog Lamp Bulb .....................................................18
Fog Lamp Covers ..................................................18
Fog Lamp Wiring Harness ....................................19
Foilers ...................................................................42
Folding Chair ........................................................91
Front Air Dam .....................................................102
Front Air Dam Sensor .........................................101
Front Strut Tower Brace ......................................152
Front Brake Set ...................................................164
Front Bumper Fascia .............................................44
Front Chin Splitter ................................................39
Front End Air Duct Extensions .............................38
Front Fender ..........................................................59
Front Splitter ................................................... 30-41
Front Steering Caster Kit ....................................156
Front Strut Tower Brace ......................................152
Front Subframe Brace .........................................157
Front Sway Bar ...................................................153
Front Sway Bar End Links ..................................155
Fuel Door ............................................................124
Fuel Injectors ......................................................125
Fuel Pump Voltage Booster .................................125
Fuel Pump, Performance .....................................125
Fuel Rail Trim .....................................................125
Fuel Rails ............................................................124
Fuel Tank Straps ..................................................125

Fuse Box Cover, Custom ......................................57

G 
Gas Door .............................................................124
Gasket Maker ......................................................162
Gasket, Cylinder Head ........................................123
Gasket, Oil Pan ...................................................123
Gasket, Silicone Sealant ......................................162
Gasket, Valve Cover ..............................................56
Gaskets, Exhaust Manifold .................................137
Gauge Cluster Trim, Custom ................................12
Gauge Pod, Console ..............................................12
Gauge Pods, Pillar Post .........................................11
Gauge, Digital Tire Pressure .................................77
Gear Oil, Synthetic ..............................................143
Glass Cleaner ......................................................106
GPS Security System ..........................................101
Graphic, Fascia Intake ..........................................28
Graphic, Side Black Flames ..................................29
Graphics, Chrome .................................................33
Grease, Energy Suspension Prelube....................161
Grease, Engine Assembly ...................................122
Grease, Polyurethane Bushing ............................161
Grill ................................................................. 46-47
Grill Delta Wing Insert ..........................................46
Grill Emblem .................................................. 69-70
Grill Insert ....................................................... 46-47
Ground Effects ................................................ 30-39
Guard, Door Edge ...............................................103

H 
Handle, Manual Seat Adjust .................................11
Harmonic Balancer .............................................117
Head Gasket ........................................................123
Header Manifold Blanket ....................................137
Header Wrap .......................................................137
Headers, Exhaust ......................................... 126-127
Headlamp Bulb .....................................................17
Headlamp Covers ..................................................14
Headlamp Restyling Package ...............................15
Headlamp Wiring Harness ....................................17
Headlamps ....................................................... 14-17
Heat Exchanger Fans ..........................................139
Heat Shield, Exhaust ...........................................137
Heat Shield, Hose/Wiring ...................................137
Hood ............................................... 30-32, 38, 48-49
Hood Fade Graphic Decal .....................................28
Hood Insert ............................................................50
Hood Insulation .....................................................55
Hood Latch Plate, Polished ...................................49
Hood Pin ...............................................................51
Hood Scoop Scanner Lamp ..................................20
Hose Clamp, Heat-Shrink ...................................139
Hub Caps ...............................................................76

I 
Ignition Coil Cover ...............................................57
Ignition Coil Relocation Set..................................57
Ignition, Remote Controlled ...............................121
Illuminated SS Emblem ........................................71
Illuminated Underhood Covers .............................54
Impact Bar .............................................................44
Inner Door Handle ................................................10
Inner Fender Trim .................................................42
Inner Rocker Panel ................................................61
Insert, Grill ............................................................47
Insert, Hood ...........................................................50
Insert, Upper Grill ........................................... 46-47
Insulation .................................................................3
Insulation, Exhaust Heat Shield ..........................137
Intake, Cold Air ............................................118-119
Intake, Performance ............................................119
Interior Trim Kit ......................................................9
J 
Jack Pad ..............................................................110
Jacket .....................................................................84

K 
Key Chain .............................................................92
Kick Plates, Custom Door Panel ...........................11
Kicker Sound System Set ......................................13
Knob, Shifter (Manual) .......................................140

L 
Lamp, Side Marker ......................................... 20-21
Lamp, SMD Under Hood ......................................54
Lanyard .................................................................92
Leather Upholstery Cleaner ................................108
LED Illuminated Wheel Rings ..............................76
License Lamp Assembly .......................................23
License Plate Insulation ..........................................3
License Plate Lamp, LED .....................................23
Lid, Fuel ..............................................................124
Lighting Set, Ambient Interior ................................2
Lighting Set, Exterior LED ...................................20
Lighting, Door Accent ............................................2
Line Lock Kit ......................................................141
Liner, Underhood ..................................................54
Literature, Automotive ..........................................93
Loop, Driveshaft Safety ......................................162
Louver, Rear Window ...........................................30
Louvers, Quarter Window .....................................64
Louvers, Rear Window .........................................64
Lower Control Arm Mounting Brace ..................156
Lower Control Arm .............................................156
Lower Grill, Shark Tooth ......................................47
Lowering Set, Suspension ...................................150
Lowering Springs ................................................151
LS9 Accessory Drive ..........................................114
LT1 Spark Plug Wire Set ....................................123
Lug Nut .................................................................77
Luggage, Kid’s Carry-on ......................................79

M 
Magnetic Door Guard .........................................110
Mail Slot Insert ............................................... 46-47
Manual Transmission Fluid.................................143
Manual Transmission Shifter ..............................141
Mass Air Sensor ..................................................121
Master Cylinder Cover ..........................................57
Mat, Trunk...............................................................8
Mats, Custom Cargo Floor .................................. 7-8
Mats, Floor .......................................................... 7-8
Mirror Turn Signal, LED ......................................21
Mirror, Interior Rear View ....................................10
Mirror, Outer Door .......................................... 60-61
Mirror, Show .......................................................102
Mirror/Monitor, Rear View ...................................10
Module, OnStar .....................................................13
Module, Sequential Tail Lamps ............................22
Molding, Wheel Well ............................................42
Motor Mounts .....................................................123
Motor, Crate ........................................................114
Mount Bushing, Steering Rack ...........................160
Mount Kit, Rear Suspension Cradle ...................160
Mount, Differential To Rear Cradle ....................161
Mounting Brace, Rear Lower Control Arm ........156
Mounting Bracket, Fire Extinguisher .................102
Mounting Straps, Fuel Tank ................................125
Muffl er ........................................................ 128-135
Muffl er Delete, Exhaust ......................................135
Muffl er Eliminator ..............................................135
Mug .......................................................................81

N 
Nozzle, Fire Hose Type .......................................113

O 
Oil Catch Tank ....................................................122
Oil Cooler/Filter, Transmission ...........................142
Oil Filter ................................................................58
Oil Filter Wrench ................................................122
Oil Pan Gasket ....................................................123
Oil, Engine ..........................................................122
OnStar Module ......................................................13
Outer Door Handle ................................................60
Outer Door Mirror .................................................60
Outer Rocker Panel ...............................................61
Outer Side Body Panels ........................................62
Outer Wheelhouse Panels .....................................62

P 
Pace Car Stripe Decals ..........................................25
Paint Protection, Clearstatic ..................................99
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Paint, Brake Caliper ............................................167
Paint, Touch Up ...................................................100
Park Mat ..............................................................103
Parking Guide System, Laser ..............................110
Parts Tray ............................................................102
PCM Tuner ..........................................................121
Pedal Adjuster, Clutch .........................................145
Pedal Cover Set .......................................................9
Performance Shifter, Manual Transmission ........141
Performance Suspension ............................. 149-150
Pillar Post Gauge Pods ..........................................11
Pin, Hood ..............................................................51
Pipe, Exhaust Cut Out .........................................137
Plastic and Emblem Adhesive ...............................71
Plate, Door Sill ........................................................4
Plug Wires ...........................................................123
Polish Ball ...........................................................107
Power Buffer .......................................................110
Power Sprayer .....................................................106
Power Steering Fluid ...........................................162
Pressure Sensor, Tire .............................................72
Programmer / Tuner .................................... 120-121
Proximity Sensor .................................................101
Pub Table ...............................................................92
Pull Trim, Custom Interior Door Handle ..............10

Q 
Quarter Panel Scoops ............................................64
Quarter Vent Inserts ..............................................65
Quarter Window Covers .......................................64
Quarter Window Louvers ......................................64
Quarter Window Scoops .......................................64

R 
Radiator ...............................................................138
Radiator Closeout Panel, Custom .........................55
Radiator Core Support ..........................................44
Radiator Cover ......................................................55
Radiator Fan ................................................ 138-139
Radiator Hose ......................................................139
Radiator Hose Reducers ......................................139
Radiator, Aux. Heat Exchanger ...........................139
Radio Dash Kit ......................................................13
Radio Installation Kit ............................................13
Ramps, Vehicle....................................................103
Rear Black Out Panel ............................................68
Rear Body Panel ...................................................65
Rear Bow Tie, Illuminated ....................................71
Rear Cradle / Differential bushing Set ................160
Rear Cradle Bushing Set .....................................160
Rear Diffuser .................................................31, 133
Rear Spoiler ................................... 30-32, 38, 66-67
Rear Suspension Cradle Bushing Kit ..................161
Rear Suspension Cradle Mount Kit ....................160
Rear Sway Bar ....................................................153
Rear Upper Control Arm Bushing ......................160
Rear View Mirror/Monitor ....................................10
Rear Window Louvers ..........................................30
Rear Wing Spoiler ...........................................38, 67
Rear-View Camera System ...................................10
Rearview Mirror, Interior ......................................10
Receiver/Dryer, AC .............................................139
Release Bearing, Performance ............................145
Relocation Set, Ignition Coil.................................57
Remote Control Ignition System ........................121
Restoration Handbook ..........................................93
Reverse Hood Assembly .......................................49
Ring and Pinion Set ............................................162
Road Side Assistance Kit ....................................102
Roadside Refl ective Triangle ..............................101
Rock Guards ..........................................................43
Rocker Panel, Inner ...............................................61
Rocker Panel, Outer ..............................................61
Roll Bars .............................................................161
Roof Wing .............................................................63

S 
Safety Lights, LED Door ........................................2
Safety Loop, Driveshaft ......................................162
Scan Tool .............................................................121
Scoops, Quarter Panel ...........................................64
Scoops, Quarter Window ......................................64
Seal, Oil Filter Cap ...............................................58

Sealant, Form-a-Gasket .......................................162
Sealant, Silicone ..................................................162
Seat Adjust Handle, Manual .................................11
Security System, GPS .........................................101
Security, Auto ......................................................100
Sensor, Mass Air .................................................121
Sensor, Tire Pressure .............................................72
Sequential Tail Lamp Module ...............................22
Shark Tooth Lower Grill .......................................47
Shift Handle ................................................ 140-141
Shift Knob ................................................... 140-141
Shifter ..................................................................141
Shifter Handle, Pistol ..........................................140
Shock Absorber ...................................................152
Shop Grip Tool ....................................................112
Show Mirrors ......................................................102
Side Marker Lamp .......................................... 20-21
Side Marker Lamp Trim........................................21
Side Skirts .............................................................31
Side Splitters .........................................................38
Side Vent Inserts....................................................65
Signs - Chevrolet ...................................................88
Silicone Sealant ...................................................162
Sill Plates, Custom .............................................. 4-5
Sound Deadener ..................................................3, 6
Spacer, Throttle Body .........................................118
Spanner Wrench, Roto-Joint Installation .... 158-159
Spark Plug Wire Set, LT1 ...................................123
Spark Plugs .........................................................123
Speaker Adapter ....................................................13
Speaker Trim, Custom ..........................................13
Speedometer Calibrator ......................................121
Splash Guard Kit ...................................................43
Splash Guards .......................................................43
Splitter Washer ......................................................40
Splitter, Front ........................................................39
Spoiler ...................................................................31
Spoiler, Custom ............................................... 67-68
Spoiler, Front ........................................................68
Spoiler, Rear .............................................. 38, 66-67
Spoiler, Rear Wing ..........................................38, 67
Spray Adhesive ...................................................137
Springs, Coil ...............................................147, 151
Squeegee .............................................................113
SS Emblem, Custom .............................................70
Sta-Dri Pouch ......................................................103
Starter Insulation .....................................................3
Steering Fluid, Performance ...............................162
Steering Rack Mount Bushing ............................160
Stereo Installation Kit ...........................................13
Stool ......................................................................92
Straps, Fuel Tank .................................................125
Stripe Decal, Hood Spear ......................................28
Stripe Decals ................................................... 25-29
Strut Covers ..........................................................57
Strut Tower Brace .......................................147, 152
Strut, Coil-Over ...................................................152
Subframe Connectors ..........................................157
Sun Shade, Windshield .......................................100
Sunroof, Defl ector .................................................62
Supercharger Kit .................................................115
Superchargers ......................................................115
Suspension Bushing Kit ......................................161
Suspension Conversion Set .................................147
Suspension Kit, Performance ..............................146
Suspension Lowering Set ....................................150
Sway Bar ............................................. 147, 153-154
Sway Bar End Links ................................... 154-155
Switch, Battery Cutout ........................................101
Synthetic Gear Oil ...............................................143

T 
T-Shirt .................................................. 78-82, 85-86
Tail Lamp Assembly .............................................22
Tail Lamp Covers ..................................................23
Tail Lamp Halo Set ...............................................23
Tail Lamp Wiring Harness ....................................19
Thermometer, Infrared ........................................116
Throttle Body Spacer ..........................................118
Tire Cleaner .........................................................107
Tire Dressing ............................................... 106-107
Tire Garage Storage System ...............................103
Tire Pressure Gauge, Digital .................................77
Tire Pressure Sensor ..............................................72

Tire Tote ..............................................................103
Toe Links ....................................................155, 158
Tool, Compression Tester....................................116
Tool, Disc Brake Bad Spreader ...........................167
Tool, IR Thermometer .........................................116
Tool, Shop Grip ...................................................112
Touchless Car Cover .............................................97
Towel ................................................................... 111
Trailing Arm Bushings, Rear ..............................160
Trailing Arms .............................................. 158-159
Transmission Cooler, Performance Automatic ...142
Transmission Fluid ..............................................143
Transmission Oil Cooler/Filter ...........................142
Transmission Pan ................................................142
Transmission Pan FilterMag ...............................142
Trim Rings, OE .......................................................6
Trim, Air Filter ......................................................55
Trim, Custom Cup Holder ....................................11
Trim, Custom Engine Bay .............................. 52-53
Trim, Custom Gauge Cluster ................................12
Trim, Fuel Rail ....................................................125
Trim, Inner Fender ................................................42
Trim, Outer Door Handle ......................................60
Trim, Side Marker Lamp ......................................21
Trunk Mat ........................................................... 6-8
Tumbler, Plastic ..............................................87, 90
Tuner, Performance .............................................120
Tunnel Brace, Driveshaft ....................................157
Turn Signal Covers ...............................................21
Turn Signal, LED Mirror ......................................21

U 
Underdrive Pulley ...............................................117
Underhood Liner ...................................................54
Underhood Trim, Custom ............................... 52-53
Underlay, Carpet .....................................................5
Unlocking Tool ...................................................102
Upholstery Cleaner .....................................106, 108

V 
Vacuum ...............................................................109
Valve Cover ...........................................................56
Valve Cover Bolt Set .............................................56
Valve Cover Gasket ...............................................56
Vehicle Ramps ....................................................103
Vent Inserts, Quarter Panel ...................................65
Vent Trim ................................................................9
Vertical Door Conversion Kit ...............................60
Vinyl Dressing ............................................ 106-107

W 
Wash Mitt ............................................................ 111
Wash Stick...........................................................113
Wheel Center Cap .................................................76
Wheel Chocks .....................................................103
Wheel Cleaner .....................................................113
Wheel Cribs ........................................................103
Wheel Hub Centric Ring .......................................72
Wheel Locks .........................................................77
Wheel Rings, LED Illuminated .............................76
Wheel Spacers .......................................................77
Wheel Trim Rings .................................................76
Wheel Well Molding .............................................42
Wheel/Tire Hanger, Wall-Mounted .....................102
Wheelhouse Liner, Rear ........................................62
Wheelhouse Panel, Outer ......................................62
Wheels ............................................................. 72-75
Wind Defl ector, Rear Illuminated (Conv. Only) ...24
Wind Screen, Convertible .....................................63
Window Louvers, Rear .........................................64
Windshield ............................................................69
Windshield Sun Shade ........................................100
Wiring Harness, Bow Tie ......................................71
Wiring Harness, Fog Lamp ............................. 18-19
Wiring Harness, Headlamp ...................................17
Wiring Harness, Reverse Lamp LED....................19
Wiring Harness, Tail Lamp ...................................19
Women’s Top ........................................................79
Wrench, Oil Filter ...............................................122

X 
X-Pipe, Exhaust ..................................................131
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  2010-15 Camaro Gauge Pod
SLP boost gauge pod for 2010-15 Camaro. The pod mounts to the top of 
the steering column, making it easy to view while driving. Accepts 2-1/16" 
(52.4mm) gauge. 
GF6235 2010-15 single gauge pod .........................................  99.99   ea 

  2010-14 Billet Pedal Cover Sets
Billet pedal cover sets for 2010-14 Camaro models. Pedal covers are CNC-
machined from a solid piece of aluminum to fi t the curve of your pedals to 
perfection and are offered in black or satin fi nishes.
Note: The 4 piece manual set includes a dead pedal foot rest.
Automatic Pedal Covers 3 Piece
A9100254 2010-14 black........................................................  96.99   set 
A9100253 2010-14 satin .........................................................  74.99   set 
Manual Pedal Covers 4 Piece
A9100256 2010-14 black........................................................  123.49   set 
A9100255 2010-14 satin .........................................................  99.99   set 

A9100255

2010-13 T3 Front Bumper Side Ports
The ACS-T3 front bumper side ports are installed into the side of the bumper, 
near the wheel well, which gives the fascia of your 2010-13 Camaro SS a 
sleek, sporty look. Side ports are manufactured in an OEM injection moulded 
ABS plastic. The component comes in black and can be painted to match. 
May also be installed with the ACS-T3/S front bumper ports. Kit includes: 2 
side bumper ports, inner mounting brackets, plastic grill mesh, templates and 
instructions. Sold as a pair.
Note: Front fascia requires trimming. Professional installation recommended.
T3 Front Bumper Side Ports
GF401103 2010-13 SS models ...............................................  179.99   pr 
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 2010-17 Camaro CR-Grade Neoprene Seat Covers
These seat covers are made from CR-Grade neoprene, the same material used 
in high end wet suits and dive suits, making them extremely water resistant and 
durable. COVERKING neoprene seat covers are the best fi tting seat cover on 
the market and provide a more comfortable and sporty seat. Manufactured to 
the exact specifi cations of your Camaro seats and includes headrest cover and 
map pockets. Includes installation tool to make the install a breeze.
Front Seats
GF8710  2010-15 coupe .......................................................  234.99   pr 
GF8720  2011-15 conv .......................................................  234.99   pr 
GF8730  2016-17 coupe non-removable headrest, power seats   234.99   pr 
GF8740  2016-17 coupe removable headrest, manual pass seat   234.99   pr 
GF8750  2016-17 coupe non-removable headrest, manual pass seat   234.99   pr 
Rear Seats
GF8810  2010-15 coupe folding backrest .............................  234.99   ea 
GF8820  2011-15 conv non-folding backrest .....................  234.99   ea 
GF8830  2016-17 conv non-folding backrest .....................  234.99   ea 

GF871032

GF881035

 2010-15 Sprint Booster Throttle Control
Sprint Booster is a “plug & play” electronic device which attaches to your 
accelerator pedal, and eliminates the delay of electronic throttle response, 
providing instant acceleration. Available in a Version2, and Version3. Version2 
features, an off mode, sport, and race mode. Version3 features 36 acceleration 
programs (18 manual and 18 auto), valet mode, and pedal lock mode. V3 allows 
you to set your throttle response based on your personal driving preferences, 
as well as restricting power during valet use. The pedal lock feature can be 
activated with a pass code, this simply kills the pedal function.
Installation: Simply installs by connecting the included adapter between the pedal 
sensor, and factory plug.
GF1030520 2010-15 V2 – automatic ...............................  269.99   ea 
GF1030521 2010-15 V2 – manual ...................................  269.99   ea 
GF1030522 2010-15 V3 – all ...........................................  299.99   ea 

GF1030522
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Pick Up Layers of Dust with One Sweep!
Unique and easy way of keeping your vehicle clean and free of dust, looking 
like it was just washed. It’s specially-treated cotton fi bers lift dust off the surface 
without any chance of scratching the paint, even delicate lacquers. The duster 
can be used time after time, year after year. Typically, the more you use it, the 
better it works. Regular use maintains your car’s appearance while signifi cantly 
reducing the number of required washings.
 62441   large duster ...............................................................   16.99   ea 
 62443  mini duster ................................................................   8.99   ea 
62444 buy both dusters & save! ..........................................  23.99    set 

62443
(mini duster)

62441
(large duster)
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 2010-15 GM Car Covers With Logo
Protect your Camaro with a fi tted indoor or outdoor car cover. Each cover is 
custom contoured to fi t the Camaro’s curves like a glove. Available with your 
choice of either a Camaro logo or ZL1 logo.

Indoor Car Covers
2010-15 Coupe and Convertible – All Models
G149113 silver w/black Camaro logo ..................................  289.99   ea 
G149348 black w/white Camaro logo ..................................  289.99   ea 
G149349 red with black Camaro logo ..................................  289.99   ea 
G149347 black w/black ZL1 logo ........................................  329.99   ea 

Outdoor Car Covers
2010-15 Coupe Models – Black Camaro Logo
G149117G gray cover with black stripe ..................................  299.99   ea 
G149117R red cover with black stripes ..................................  319.99   ea 
2010-15 Coupe Models – Black ZL1 Logo
G149114 gray cover with black stripe ..................................  349.99   ea 
G149350 red cover with black stripe ....................................  349.99   ea 
2011-15 Convertible Models – Black Camaro Logo
G149116G gray cover with black stripes ................................  311.99   ea 
G149116R red cover with black stripes ..................................  311.99   ea 
2011-15 Convertible Models – Black ZL1 Logo
G149115G gray cover with black stripe ..................................  349.99   ea 
G149115R red cover with black stripe ....................................  349.99   ea 

G149117G

G149350

2010-13 SS T4 Front Splitter Undertray
Designed to be used in conjunction with the 2010-13 SS T4 splitter, the 
ACS-T4 splitter undertray works to optimize front end airfl ow via its 
perfectly fl at and smooth underside; thereby accelerating airfl ow under the 
car. Features black primer fi nish. Includes adhesive, mounting bolts with 
washers and cap plugs.
Note: Shipped oversize.
For T4 Splitter GF401050 Only
GF401051 2010-13 SS models with T4 splitter only .......  189.99   ea 

OS1


